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PATENT NO. 

APPLICATION NO. 
DATED 
INVENTOR(S) 

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION 

: 9,509,440 B2 

: 14/390904 
: November 29, 2016 
: Hammarwall et al. 

Page 1 of 1 

It is certified that error appears in the above-identified patent and that said Letters Patent is hereby corrected as shown below: 

In the Specification 

In Column 12, Line 25, delete "MO" and insert -- N2::0 --, therefor. 

In the Claims 

In Column 16, Line 38, in Claim 5, delete "node" and insert -- node--, therefor. 

In Column 16, Line 40, in Claim 5, delete "configuration" and insert -- configuration, --, therefor. 

In Column 16, Line 56, in Claim 8, delete "method," and insert -- method--, therefor. 

In Column 20, Line 12, in Claim 25, delete "fallback" and insert -- fallback, --, therefor. 

Signed and Sealed this 
Twelfth Day of September, 2017 

Joseph Mata! 

Peiforming the Functions and Duties of the 

Under Secretary of Commerce for Intellectual Property and 

Director of the United States Patent and Trademark Office 
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PTO/SB/44 (09-07) 
Approved for use through 08/31/2013. 0MB 0651-0033 

U.S. Patent and Trademall< Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
Under the Paperwoll< Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid 0MB control number. 

(Also Form PTO-1050) 

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 
CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION 

PATENT NO. : 9,509,440 B2 

APPLICATION NO. : 14/390,904 

ISSUE DATE 

INVENTOR(S) 

: November 29, 2016 

: Hammarwall, et al. 

Page 1 of 1 

It is certified that an error appears or errors appear in the above-identified patent and that 
said Letters Patent is hereby corrected as shown below: 

In Column 12, Line 25, delete "MO" and insert- - N~O - -, therefor. 

In Column 16, Line 38, in Claim 5, delete "node" and insert - - node - -, therefor. 

In Column 16, Line 40, in Claim 5, delete "configuration" and insert - - configuration, - -, 
therefor. 

In Column 16, Line 56, in Claim 8, delete "method," and insert - - method - -, therefor. 

In Column 20, Line 12, in Claim 25, delete "fallback" and insert - - fallback, - -, therefor. 

MAILING ADDRESS OF SENDER (Please do not use customer number below): 

6300 Legacy, MS EVR 1-C-11 
Plano, TX 75024 
972-583-8656 

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.322 1.323. and 1.324 The information is required to obtain or retain a benefrt by the public which is to file 
(and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collec1ion is estimated to take 1.0 hour to 
complete. incluc1ing gathering. preparing. and subrr:itting ttle completed application form to tt1e USPTO. Time will vary depending upon tt1e individual case_ Any 
comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form andior suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Offleer 
US Patent and Trademark Office, LJ.S. Department of Commerce. P.O. Box 1450. Alexandria. VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS 
TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Attention Certificate of Corrections Branch, Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 
22313-1450. 

ff you need assistance in completmg the fonn call 1-800-PTO-9199 and select optt0n 2. 
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Privacy Act Statement 

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579} requires that you be given certain information in connection 
with your submission of the attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, 
pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the 
collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary; 
and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark 
Office is to process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do 
not furnish the requested information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to 
process and/or examine your submission, which may result in termination of proceedings or 
abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent. 

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses: 

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the 
Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C 552a). Records from 
this system of records may be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine whether 
disclosure of these records is required by the Freedom of Information Act. 

2. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of 
presenting evidence to a court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to 
opposing counsel in the course of settlement negotiations. 

3. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of 
Congress submitting a request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the 
individual has requested assistance from the Member with respect to the subject matter of the 
record. 

4. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the 
Agency having need for the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of 
information shall be required to comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 197 4, as 
amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m). 

5. A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in 
this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the 
World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty. 

6. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal 
agency for purposes of National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the 
Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)). 

7. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, 
General Services, or his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as 
part of that agency's responsibility to recommend improvements in records management 
practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall 
be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this 
purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not 
be used to make determinations about individuals. 

8. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after 
either publication of the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent 
pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 
CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record was filed in an application which 
became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is 
referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspection or an 
issued patent. 

9. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, 
or local law enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential 
violation of law or regulation. 
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT & TRADEMARK OFFICE 

IN RE APPLICATION OF: U.S. Patent No. 9,509,440 

USPTO CONFIRMATION CODE: 7239 

APPLICATION NO.: 14/390,904 

PCT FILED: June 26, 2014 

U.S. FILED: October 06, 2014 

EXAMINER: Diane Lo 

GROUP ART UNIT: 2466 

FOR: J\1ETHOD AND RADIO NODE FOR ENABLING USE OF HIGH ORDER 
MODULATION IN A RADIO COMMUNICATION WITH A USER EQUIPJ\1ENT 

37 CFR 1.322 & 37 CFR 1.323 REQUEST FOR CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION 
FOR USPTO AND/OR APPLICANT MISTAKE 

HONORABLE COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS & TRADEMARKS 

SIR: 

The following is a request for a certificate of correction m Serial Number 
14/390,904, now Patent Number 9,509,440. 

A certificate of correction under 35 USC 254 is respectfully requested in the 
above-identified patent. 

All errors were the fault of the USPTO, no fee required. In the event that a further 
fee is required, please charge the amount to our Deposit Account No. 50-1379. 

The exact locations where the errors appear in the patent and patent application 
are as follows: 

1 
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In Column 12, Line 25, delete "MO" and insert - - N2:0 - -, therefor. 
(ORIGINALLY FILED SPECIFICATION DATED OCTOBER 6, 2014, 
PAGE 19 (PAGE 283 OF FW), LINE 12) 

In Column 16, Line 38, in Claim 5, delete "node" and insert - - node - -, therefor. 
(AMENDMENTS TO THE CLAIMS DATED JULY 1, 2016, PAGE 3 OF 15, 
CLAIM 31, LINE 1) 

In Column 16, Line 40, in Claim 5, delete "configuration" and 
insert - - configuration, - -, therefor. 
(AMENDMENTS TO THE CLAIMS DATED JULY 1, 2016, PAGE 3 OF 15, 
CLAIM 31, LINE 3) 

In Column 16, Line 56, in Claim 8, delete "method," and 
insert - - method - -, therefor. 
(AMENDMENTS TO THE CLAIMS DATED JULY 1, 2016, PAGE 4 OF 15, 
CLAIM 36, LINE 1) 

In Column 20, Line 12, in Claim 25, delete "fallback" and 
insert - - fallback, - -, therefor. 
(AMENDMENTS TO THE CLAIMS DATED JULY 1, 2016, PAGE 11 OF 15, 
CLAIM 51, LINE 27) 

2 
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The requested corrections are attached on Form PTO 1050. 

, 2017 

DATE 

3 

Respectfully Submitted 

/Ronald J. Ward,Reg#54870/ 

Ronald J. Ward 
Registration No. 54,870 
Attorney of Record 
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt 

EFSID: 28583668 

Application Number: 14390904 

International Application Number: 

Confirmation Number: 7239 

Title of Invention: 
Method and Radio Node for Enabling Use of High Order Modulation in a 
Radio Communication with a User Equipment 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: David Hammarwall 

Customer Number: 24112 

Filer: Steven Ware Smith/Michelle Sanderson 

Filer Authorized By: Steven Ware Smith 

Attorney Docket Number: 4015-8999 / P41223-US2 

Receipt Date: 09-MAR-2017 

Filing Date: 06-OCT-2014 

Time Stamp: 14:57:47 

Application Type: U.S. National Stage under 35 USC 371 

Payment information: 

Submitted with Payment I no 

File Listing: 

Document 
Document Description File Name 

File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages 
Number Message Digest Part /.zip (ifappl.) 

122960 

P41223-
1 Request for Certificate of Correction US2_2017-03-09 _ CoC_PTO-105 no 2 

0.pdf 0e4aa4edc:7ccc:41 e078af791 cff31 e0799d& 
lal 

Warnings: 
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Information: 

111786 

P41223-
2 Transmittal Letter US2_2017-03-09_CoC_Request no 3 

_Letter.pdf 9349ebcab2a21 a7832a31fe 165779be91f5.': 
lice 

Warnings: 

Information: 

Total Files Size (in bytes) 234746 

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents, 
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a 
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503. 

New Aeelications Under 35 u.s.c. 111 
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR 
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this 
Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application. 

National Stage of an International Aeelication under 35 U.S.C. 371 
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35 
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT /DO/EO/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a 
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course. 

New International Aeelication Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office 
If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for 
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number 
and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning 
national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of 
the application. 



UNITED STATES P A TENT AND T RADEMARK O FFICE 

APPLICATION NO. ISSUE DATE 

14(390.904 11/29/2016 

24 112 7590 

COATS & BENNETT, PLLC 
1400 Crescent Green. Suite 300 
Cary, NC 27518 

11/09/2016 

PATENT NO. 

9509440 

UNITED STATF.S DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
United Stat~ Patent and Trademark Office 
Address: COMMlSSIONER FOR PATENTS 

P.O. Box 1450 
Alexnnctia.. Virg,inia22313 4 1450 
W\\IW,U$pl•gcw 

ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. COJI/FlR!\,IA TION 10. 

4015-8999 I P41223-US2 7239 

ISSUE NOTIFICATION 

The projected patent number and issue date are specified above. 

Determination of Patent Term Adjustment under 35 U.S.C. 154 (b) 
(application filed on or after May 29, 2000) 

The Patent Term Adjustment is 56 day(s). Any patent to issue from the above-identified application will 
include an indication of the adjustment on the front page. 

If a Continued Prosecution Application (CPA) was filed in the above-identified application, the filing date that 
dete1mines Patent Teim Adjustment is the filing date of the most recent CPA. 

Applicant will be able to obtain more detailed infoimation by accessing the Patent Application Infonnation 
Retrieval (PAIR) WEB site (http://pair.uspto.gov). 

Any questions regarding the Patent Te1m Extension or Adjustment determination should be directed to the 
Office of Patent Legal Administration at (571)-272-7702. Questions relating to issue and publication fee 
payments should be directed to the Application Assistance Unit (AAU) of the Office of Data Management 
(ODM) at (571)-272-4200. 

APPLICANT(s) (Please see PAIR WEB site http://pair.uspto.gov for additional applicants): 

David Hammarwall, Vallennma, SWEDEN; 
TELEFONAKTIEBOLAGET L M ERICSSON (PUBL), Stockholm, SVlEDEN; 
Meng Wang, SUNDBYBERG, SWEDEN; 

The United States represents the largest, most dynamic marketplace in the world and is an unparalleled location 
for business investment, ilmovation, and commercialization of new technologies. The USA offers tremendous 
resources and advantages for those who invest and manufacture goods here. Through SelectUSA, our nation 
works to encourage and facilitate busi11ess investment. To learn more about why the USA is the best country in 
the world to develop technology, manufacture products, and grow your business, visit SelectUSA.gov. 

IR 103 (Rev. 10/09) 
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal 

Application Number: 14390904 

Filing Date: 06-0ct-2014 

Title of Invention: 
Method and Radio Node for Enabling Use of High Order Modulation in a 
Radio Communication with a User Equipment 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: David Hammarwall 

Filer: Eli Sheets/Leslie Ruckdeschel 

Attorney Docket Number: 4015-8999 I P41223-US2 

Filed as Large Entity 

Filing Fees for U.S. National Stage under 35 USC 371 

Description Fee Code Quantity Amount 
Sub-Total in 

USO($) 

Basic Filing: 

Pages: 

Claims: 

Miscellaneous-Filing: 

Petition: 

Patent-Appeals-and-Interference: 

Post-Allowance-and-Post-Issuance: 
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Description Fee Code Quantity Amount 
Sub-Total in 

USO($) 

UTILITY APPL ISSUE FEE 1501 1 960 960 

PUBL. FEE- EARLY, VOLUNTARY, OR NORMAL 1504 1 0 0 

Extension-of-Time: 

Miscellaneous: 

Total in USO($) 960 
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt 

EFSID: 27272913 

Application Number: 14390904 

International Application Number: 

Confirmation Number: 7239 

Title of Invention: 
Method and Radio Node for Enabling Use of High Order Modulation in a 
Radio Communication with a User Equipment 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: David Hammarwall 

Customer Number: 24112 

Filer: Eli Sheets/Leslie Ruckdeschel 

Filer Authorized By: Eli Sheets 

Attorney Docket Number: 4015-8999 / P41223-US2 

Receipt Date: 20-OCT-2016 

Filing Date: 06-OCT-2014 

Time Stamp: 13:43:55 

Application Type: U.S. National Stage under 35 USC 371 

Payment information: 

Submitted with Payment yes 

PaymentType EFT 

Payment was successfully received in RAM $960 

RAM confirmation Number 102016INTEFSW13444600 

Deposit Account 

Authorized User 

The Director of the USPTO is hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpayment as follows: 
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File Listing: 

Document 
Document Description File Name 

File Size(Bytes}/ Multi Pages 
Number Message Digest Part /.zip (ifappl.} 

534801 

1 Issue Fee Payment (PTO-85B) lssue_Fee_Transmittal.pdf no 1 
ba7035d58b880c57517ed92590e60bc7f0~ 

42846 

Warnings: 

Information: 

32825 

2 Fee Worksheet (5B06) fee-i nfo.pdf no 2 
7ab0f7bfb6489e 164e01270091 f292a 1 Odfd 

df63 

Warnings: 

Information: 

Total Files Size (in bytes} 567626 

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents, 
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a 
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503. 

New Agglications Under 35 U.S.C. 111 
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR 
1.53(b}-(d} and MPEP 506}, a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54} will be issued in due course and the date shown on this 
Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application. 

National Stage of an International Agglication under 35 U.S.C. 371 
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35 
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT /DO/EO/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a 
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course. 

New International Agglication Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office 
If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for 
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810}, a Notification of the International Application Number 
and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105} will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning 
national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of 
the application. 
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UNfl'EDSTATES DEl'ARTl\1ENT OF COMMERCE 
United Stales Patent and Trademark Office 
Address, COMM ISSIONER FOR PATENTS 

P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, Virginia 2 2313-14.SO 
\\1\~W.OSplC>.gov 

NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE AND FEE(S) DUE 

24112 7590 07/27/2016 

COATS & BENNETT, PLLC 
1400 Crescent Green, Suite 300 
Cary, NC27518 

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE 

14/390,904 10/06/2014 

FlRST NAMED INVENTOR 

David Hammarwall 

EXA.ML'IBR 

LO, DIANE LEB 

ART UNIT PAPER NUMBER 

2466 

DATE MAILED: 07/27/2016 

ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRl\>IA TION NO. 

4015-8999 / P41223-US2 7239 

TITLE OF INVENTION: Meihod and Radio Node for Enabling Use of High Order Modulation in a Radio Communica1ion with a User Equipment 

APPLN. TYPE ENTITY STATUS ISSUE FEE DUE PUBLICATION FEE DUE PREY. PAID ISSUE FEE TOTAL FEE(S) DUE DATEDUE 

nonprovisional UNDISCOUNTED $960 $0 $0 $960 10/27/2016 

THE APPLICATION IDENTIFIED ABOVE HAS BEEN EXAMINED AND IS ALLOWED FOR ISSUANCE AS A PATENT. 
PROSEClIDON ON THE MERITS IS CLOSED. THIS NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE IS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS. 
THIS APPLICATION IS SUBJECT TO WITHDRAWAL FROM ISSUE AT THE INITIATIVE OF THE OFFICE OR UPON 
PETITION BY THE APPLICANT. SEE 37 CFR 1.313 AND MPEP 1308. 

THE ISSUE FEE AND PUBLICATION FEE (IF REQUIRED) MUST BE PAID WITHIN THREE MONTHS FROM THE 
MAILING DATE OF THIS NOTICE OR THIS APPLICATION SHALL BE REGARDED AS ABANDONED. IHLS. 
STATUTORY PERIOD CANNOT BE EXTENDED. SEE 35 U.S.C. 151. THE ISSUE FEE DUE INDICATED ABOVE DOES 
NOT REFLECT A CREDIT FOR ANY PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE IN THIS APPLICATION. IF AN ISSUE FEE HAS 
PREVIOUSLY BEEN PAID IN THIS APPLICATION (AS SHOWN ABOVE), THE RETURN OF PART B OF THIS FORM 
WILL BE CONSIDERED A REQUEST TO REAPPLY THE PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE TOWARD THE ISSUE FEE NOW 
DUE. 

HOW TO REPLY TO THIS NOTICE: 

I. Review the ENTITY ST A TUS shown above. If the ENTITY STATUS is shown as SMALL or .MICRO, verify whether entitlement to that 
entity status still applies. 

If the ENTITY ST A TUS is the same as shown above, pay the TOTAL FEE(S) DUE shown above. 

If the ENTITY ST ATOS is ch,mged from that shown above, on PART B - FEE(S) T RANSMITI AL, complete section number 5 titled 
"Change in Entity Status (from status indicated above)". 

For purposes of this not ice, small entity fees are 1/2 the amount of undiscounted fees, and micro entity fees are l/2 the amount of small ent ity 
fees. 

II. PART B • FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL, or its equivalent, must be completed and returned to the United States Patent and Trademark Office 
(USPTO) with your ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE (if required). If you are charging the fee(s) to your deposit account, section "4b" 
of Part B • Fee(s) Transmittal should be completed and an extra copy of the form should be submitted. If an equivalent of Part B is filed, a 
request to reapply a previously paid issue fee must be clearly made, and delays in processing may occur due to the difficulty in recognizing 
the paper as au equivalent of Part B. 

III. All communications regarding this application must give the application number. Please direct all communications prior to issuance to 
Ma il Stop ISSUE FEE unless advised to the contrary. 

IMPORTANT REMINDER: Utility patents issuing 011 applications filed 011 or after Dec. 12, 1980 may require payment ol' 
maintenance rees. It is patentee's responsibility to ensure timely payment of maintenance fees when due. 
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PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL 

Complete and send this form, together with applicable fee(s), to: Mail Mail Stoi> ISSUE FEE 
Commissioner for Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 

or.EM 
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450 
( 571 )-273-2885 

INS1RUCTIONS: This form should be used for transmitting the ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE (if required). Blocks I through 5 should be completed where 
appropriate. All further correspondence including the Patent, advance orders and notification of maintenance fees will be mailed to the current correspondence address as 
indicated unless corrected below or directed otherwise in Block I, by (a) specifying a new correspondence address; and/or (b) indicating a separate "FEE ADDRESS" for 
maintenance fee notifications. 

CURRENT CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS (Note: Use Block I for any change of address) 

Note: A certificate of mailing can only be used for domestic mailings of the 
Fee(s) Transmittal. This certificate cannot be used for any other accompanying 
papers. Each additional paper, such as an assi$nment or formal drawing, must 
have its own certificate of mailing or transmission. 

24112 7590 07/27/2016 

COATS & BENNETT, PLLC 
1400 Crescent Green, Suite 300 
Cary, NC 27518 

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE 

14/390,904 10/06/2014 

Certificate of Mailing or Transmission 
I hereby certify that this Fee(s) Transmittal is being deposited with the United 
States Postal Service with sufficient postage for first class mail in an envelope 
addressed to the Mail Stop ISSUE FEE address above, or being facsimile 
transmitted to the USPTO (571) 273-2885, on the date indicated below. ---,1 (Signature) 

(Date) 

FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO. 

David Hammarwall 4015-8999 / P41223-US2 7239 

TITLE OF INVENTION: Method and Radio Node for Enabling Use of High Order Modulation in a Radio Communication with a User Equipment 

APPLN. TYPE ENTITY STATUS ISSUE FEE DUE 

nonprovisional UNDISCOUNTED $960 

EXAMINER ARTUNIT 

LO, DIANE LEE 2466 

l. Change of correspondence address or indication of "Fee Address" (37 
CPR 1.363). 

0 Change of correspondence address (or Change of Correspondence 
Address form PTO/SB/122) attached. 

0 "Fee Address" indication (or "Fee Address" Indication form 
PTO/SB/47; Rev 03-02 or more recent) attached. Use of a Customer 
Number is required. 

PUBLICATION FEE DUE PREV. PAID ISSUE FEE TOTAL FEE(S) DUE DATE DUE 

$0 $0 

CLASS-SUBCLASS 

370-329000 

2. For printing on the patent front page, list 

( l) The names of up to 3 registered patent attorneys 
or agents OR, alternatively, 

(2) The name of a single firm (having as a member a 
registered attorney or agent) and the names of up to 
2 registered patent attorneys or agents. If no name is 
listed, no name will be printed. 

$960 10/27/2016 

2 _____________ _ 

3 _____________ _ 

3. ASSIGNEE NAME AND RESIDENCE DATA TO BE PRINTED ON THE PATENT (print or type) 

PLEASE NOTE: Unless an assignee is identified below, no assignee data will appear on the patent. If an assignee is identified below, the document has been filed for 
recordation as set forth in 37 CPR 3.11. Completion of this form is NOT a substitute for filing an assignment. 

(A) NAME OF ASSIGNEE (B) RESIDENCE: (CITY and STATE OR COUNTRY) 

Please check the appropriate assignee category or categories (will not be printed on the patent) : 0 Individual O Corporation or other private group entity O Government 

4a. The following fee(s) are submitted: 

0 Issue Fee 
0 Publication Fee (No small entity discount permitted) 
0 Advance Order - # of Copies ________ _ 

5. Change in Entity Status (from status indicated above) 

0 Applicant certifying micro entity status. See 37 CPR 1.29 

0 Applicant asserting small entity status. See 37 CPR 1.27 

0 Applicant changing to regular undiscounted fee status. 

4b. Payment ofFee(s): (Please first reapply any previously paid issue fee shown above) 

0 A check is enclosed. 
0 Payment by credit card. Form PTO-2038 is attached. 
0 The director is hereby authorized to charge the required fee( s ), any deficiency, or credits any 

overpayment, to Deposit Account Number ( enclose an extra copy of this form). 

NOTE: Absent a valid certification of Micro Entity Status (see forms PTO/SB/15A and 15B), issue 
fee payment in the micro entity amount will not be accepted at the risk of application abandonment. 

NOTE: If the application was previously under micro entity status, checking this box will be taken 
to be a notification of loss of entitlement to micro entity status. 

NOTE: Checking this box will be taken to be a notification of loss of entitlement to small or micro 
entity status, as applicable. 

NOTE: This form must be signed in accordance with 37 CPR 1.31 and 1.33. See 37 CPR I .4 for signature requirements and certifications. 

Authorized Signature _____________________ _ 

Typed or printed name ____________________ _ 

PTOL-85 Part B (10-13) Approved for use through 10/31/2013. 
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0MB 0651-0033 

Date __________________ _ 

Registration No. ______________ _ 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 



UNITED STATES P ATENT AND T RADEMARK OFFICE 

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE 

14/390,904 10/06/2014 

24112 7590 07/27/2016 

COATS & BENNETT, PLLC 
1400 Crescent Green, Suite 300 
Cary, NC27518 

FIRST NAMED L'IVENTOR 

David Hammarwall 

UNfl'EDSTATES DEl'ARTl\1ENT OF COMMERCE 
United Stales Patent and Trademark Office 
Address, COMM ISSIONER FOR PATENTS 

P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-14.SO 
\\1\~W.OSplC>.gov 

ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIR,\l!A TION NO. 

4015-8999 iP41223-US2 7239 

EXA.ML'IBR 

LO, DIANE LEE 

ART UNIT PAPER NUMBER 

2466 

DATE MAILED: 07/27/2016 

Determination of Patent Term Adjustment under 35 U.S.C. 154 (b) 
(Applications filed on or after May 29, 2000) 

The Office has discontinued providing a Patent Term Adjustment (PTA) calculation with the Notice of Allowance. 

Section l(h)(2) of the AJA Technical Corrections Act amended 35 U.S.C. 154(b)(3)(B)(i) to eliminate the 
requirement that the Office provide a patent term adjustment determination with the notice of allowance. See 
Revisions to Patent Term Adjustment, 78 Fed. Reg. 19416, 19417 (Apr. 1, 2013). Therefore, the Office is no longer 
providing an initial patent term adjustment determination with the notice of allowance. The Office will continue to 
provide a patent term adjustment determination with the Issue Notification Letter that is mailed to applicant 
approximately three weeks prior to the issue date of the patent, and will include the patent term adjustment on the 
patent. Any request for reconsideration of the patent term adjustment determination (or reinstatement of patent term 
adjustment) should follow the process outlined in 37 CFR 1.705. 

Any questions regarding the Patent Te1m Extension or Adjustment dete1mination should be directed to the Office of 
Patent Legal Administration at (57 1)-272-7702. Questions relating to issue and publication foe payments should be 
directed to the Customer Service Center of the Office of Patent Publication at l -(888)-786-0101 or (571)-272-4200. 
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0MB Clearance and PRA Burden Statement for PTOL-85 Part B 

The Paperwork Reduction Act (PRA) of 1995 requires Federal agencies to obtain Office of Management and 
Budget approval before requesting most types of information from the public. When 0MB approves an agency 
request to collect information from the public, 0MB (i) provides a valid 0MB Control Number and expiration 
date for the agency to display on the instrument that will be used to collect the information and (ii) requires the 
agency to inform the public about the 0MB Control Number's legal significance in accordance with 5 CFR 
1320.5(b). 

The information collected by PTOL-85 Part B is required by 37 CFR 1.311. The information is required to obtain 
or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is 
governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, 
including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary 
depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form 
and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and 
Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450. DO NOT 
SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 
1450, Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450. Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to 
respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid 0MB control number. 

Privacy Act Statement 

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your 
submission of the attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the 
requirements of the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this information is 
35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which 
the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to process and/or examine your submission 
related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested information, the U.S. Patent and 
Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may result in termination of 
proceedings or abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent. 

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses: 
1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of 

Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C 552a). Records from this system of records 
may be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine whether disclosure of these records is required 
by the Freedom of Information Act. 

2. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence 
to a court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of 
settlement negotiations. 

3. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a 
request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance 
from the Member with respect to the subject matter of the record. 

4. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having 
need for the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to 
comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m). 

5. A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of 
records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property 
Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty. 

6. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes 
of National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 
218(c)). 

7. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General 
Services, or his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's 
responsibility to recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under authority 
of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations 
governing inspection of records for this purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. 
Such disclosure shall not be used to make determinations about individuals. 

8. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication 
of the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a 
record may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the 
record was filed in an application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated 
and which application is referenced by either a published application, an application open to public 
inspection or an issued patent. 

9. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law 
enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation. 
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Application No. 
14/390,904 

Applicant(s) 
HAMMARWALL ET AL. 

Notice of Allowability Examiner 
DIANE LO 

Art Unit 
2466 

AIA (First Inventor to File) 
Status 

Yes 

-- The MAILING DATE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address
All claims being allowable, PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS (OR REMAINS) CLOSED in this application. If not included 
herewith (or previously mailed), a Notice of Allowance (PTOL-85) or other appropriate communication will be mailed in due course. THIS 
NOTICE OF ALLOWABILITY IS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS. This application is subject to withdrawal from issue at the initiative 
of the Office or upon petition by the applicant. See 37 CFR 1.313 and MPEP 1308. 

1. IZ! This communication is responsive to amendment received 07/01/2016. 

DA declaration(s)/affidavit(s) under 37 CFR 1.130(b) was/were filed on ___ . 

2. D An election was made by the applicant in response to a restriction requirement set forth during the interview on __ ; the restriction 
requirement and election have been incorporated into this action. 

3. IZI The allowed claim(s) is/are 27-33,36-44 and 47-58. As a result of the allowed claim(s), you may be eligible to benefit from the Patent 
Prosecution Highway program at a participating intellectual property office for the corresponding application. For more information, 
please see http://www.uspto.gov/patents/init_events/pph/index.jsp or send an inquiry to PPHfeedback@uspto.gov. 

4. D Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f). 

Certified copies: 

a) D All b) D Some *c) D None of the: 

1. D Certified copies of the priority documents have been received. 

2. D Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No. __ . 

3. D Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this national stage application from the 

International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)). 

• Certified copies not received: __ . 

Applicant has THREE MONTHS FROM THE "MAILING DATE" of this communication to file a reply complying with the requirements 
noted below. Failure to timely comply will result in ABANDONMENT of this application. 
THIS THREE-MONTH PERIOD IS NOT EXTENDABLE. 

5. D CORRECTED DRAWINGS ( as "replacement sheets") must be submitted. 

D including changes required by the attached Examiner's Amendment I Comment or in the Office action of 
Paper No./Mail Date __ . 

Identifying indicia such as the application number (see 37 CFR 1.84(c)) should be written on the drawings in the front (not the back) of 
each sheet. Replacement sheet(s) should be labeled as such in the header according to 37 CFR 1.121(d). 

6. • DEPOSIT OF and/or INFORMATION about the deposit of BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL must be submitted. Note the 
attached Examiner's comment regarding REQUIREMENT FOR THE DEPOSIT OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL. 

Attachment(s) 
1. D Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 

2. D Information Disclosure Statements (PTO/SB/08), 
Paper No./Mail Date __ 

3. D Examiner's Comment Regarding Requirement for Deposit 
of Biological Material 

4. D Interview Summary (PTO-413), 
Paper No./Mail Date __ . 

/DIANE LO/ 
Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2466 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office 

PTOL-37 (Rev. 08-13) 
20160715 

5. D Examiner's Amendment/Comment 

6. IZI Examiner's Statement of Reasons for Allowance 

7. D Other __ . 

Notice of Allowability Part of Paper No./Mail Date 
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Application/Control Number: 14/390,904 

Art Unit: 2466 

REASONS FOR ALLOWANCE 

The following is an examiner's statement of reasons for allowance: 

Page 2 

The closest prior arts on record fail to teach "instructing the first UE to apply a 

second table configuration in the radio communication, the second table configuration 

comprising at least one of a second MCS table and a second CQI table, wherein the 

first entry for the lowest modulation order in the first MCS table is maintained in the 

second MCS table as the tailback, and an entry for the lowest coding rate of the lowest 

modulation order in the first CQI table is maintained in the second CQI table as the 

tailback" in conjunction with all disclosed steps of functions or all disclosed structures 

performing corresponding functions in claims 27, 38, 49, 50, 51, and 52. 

Any comments considered necessary by applicant must be submitted no later 

than the payment of the issue fee and, to avoid processing delays, should preferably 

accompany the issue fee. Such submissions should be clearly labeled "Comments on 

Statement of Reasons for Allowance". 

Conclusion 

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the 

examiner should be directed to DIANE LO whose telephone number is (571 )270-1952. 

The examiner can normally be reached on Monday to Friday, 8:00 am-4:30 pm EST. 
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Application/Control Number: 14/390,904 

Art Unit: 2466 

Page 3 

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's 

supervisor, Faruk Hamza can be reached on (571 )272-7969. The fax phone number for 

the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300. 

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the 

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for 

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. 

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only. 

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should 

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic 

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a 

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information 

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000. 

/DIANE LO/ 
Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2466 
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

ln re Application of Hammarwall et al. ) 
) 

Serial No.: 14/390,904 ) 
) 

Filed: October 6, 2014 ) 
) 

For: Method and Radio Node for Enabling Use ) 

of High Order Modulation in a Radio ) 
Communication with a User Equipment ) 

Docket No: 4015·8999 

Mai! Stop Amendment 
Commissioner for Patents 
P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

Examiner: Diane Lee Lo 

Group Art Unit 2466 

Confirmation No.: 7239 

AMENDMENT AND RESPONSE TO OFFICE ACTION 

This paper is being filed in response to the Office Action mailed March 1, 2016 having a 

reply due date of July 1, 2016 by virtue of the one-month extension of time requested and paid 

concurrent with the present filing. Reconsideration is respectfully requested in light of the 

amendments and/or remarks below. The Office is hereby authorized to charge any fees 

required for entry of this paper to Deposit Account 18-1167. 
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CLAIM.AMENDMENTS 

1 ~26. (Canceled) 

Application Ser, No. 14/390,904 
Attorney Docket No. 4015,-,8999 
Client bpcket No. P41223-U$2 

27. (Currently Amended) A method performed by a radio node of a cellular network; the 

radio node being operable to apply a. first table configuration in radio communications 

with User Equipments (UEs), the first table configuration comprising at least one of a first 

Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS} table and a first Channer. Q.paHty Indicator (CQI) 

table, wherein the at least one of the first MCS table and the first CQI table support a 

certain rnaxirnurn modulation order, the method comprising: 

detecting that a higher modulation order, which is t:righer than the rn~ixirnurn 

modulation order of the first table configuration, is potentral!y possible to use In a 

radio communication between the radio node and a first UE; pQd 

instructing thefirstUE to apply a second table configuration in the radio 

communication, the second t,;1ble configuration comprising at least one of a 

second MOS table ahd a se.con<;J CQI taGI&; table, 

wherein the atJeast one ofthe second MCS table arid the second CQj table support 

the higher modulation •~ order, 

wherein at least one entry for at least one modulation order in the aUeast one of the 

firstMCS t1;tble and thefirst CQI table is marntained in the at least one of the 

second MCS table and the second CQI table as a fallback in case it .is desirable 

to use the at least one rnodufation order in the at least one of the first MCS table 

and the firstCQI tabJewhen the second table configuration is applied: and 

wherein the at least one modulation order in the at least one of the first MCS tabl~ 

and the first CQI table comprises a lowest modulation order of the first table 

configurationj and 
2 of 15 
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wherein the first entry for the lowest modulation order- in the first MCS table is 

maintained in the .second MCS table as the fallback1 and an entry fotthe lowest 

coding rate .of the lowest modulation order in the first CQI table ls maintained in 

the second CQI table as the tailback. 

28. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 271 wherein the radio node instructs the first 

UE to apply the second table configuration lh the radio communication between the radio 

node and the first UE When a performance related parameter of signals communicated 

between the radio node and the first UE is above a threshold. 

29, (Previously Presented) The. method of claim 28, whereinthe performance related 

parameter comprises a Signal to Interference and Noise Ratio, 

30, (Previousty Presented) The method of claim 28; wherein the radi.o node instructs a 

second UE to apply the first table configuration in a radio comm uni.cation between the 

radio node and the second UE when the performance related parameter of signals 

communicated l::letween the radi.o node and the s~cond HE is below the threshold. 

31. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 30, whereiri the r~dio node f11structs the 

second UE by sending an instruction to the second UE to apply the firsttab!e 

configuration, or by notsending an im:;truction to tM second UEto apply the second 

table configuraUc>n. 

32. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 27, wherein the at least c,ne of the secc,nd 

MCS table and the second CQI table is a modification of the. at least one of the first IVICS 

table and the first CQI table,. respectively, where a·setof entries•have beenadded forthe 

3ot 1s 
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highermOdu!ation order and a set of entries for the at least one modulation order in the 

at least one of the flrstMCS table and the first CQI table have been removed. 

33, (Previously Presented} The method ofclaim 32, wherein the number ofadded entries for 

the higher modulation order and the number of removed entries for the at least one 

modulation order in the at least one. of the firstlVICStable and the first COi table are 

equal such that the first and. second MCS tables are of equal size and/or th.e first and 

se.cond COi tables are of equal size. 

34. (Canceled}, 

35. (Canceled). 

36. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 27, wherein the at least one of the second 

MCS table and the second CQI table is a modification ofthe at least one of the first MOS 

table and the first COi table, respectively, where all entries of the at least one ofthe first 

MCStable and the first CQI table have been maintained in the at least one of the second 

MOS table and.the second COi table and a set ofentries for the higher modulation order 

have been added. 

37. (Previously Presented} The method ofclaim 27,. wherein the firstand se.conc:I table 

configurations further comprise a Transport Bloc~ Size table corresponding to the first 

and second MCS tables, respectively. 

38, (Currently Amended) A radio node of a cellular network, the radio node being operable 

to apply a flrst table configuration in radio.communications with User Equipments (UEs), 

the first table configuratfon comprising at least one ofa flrstModulation and Coding 

Scheme (MCS) table and a first Channel Quality Indicator (COi) table, wherein the at 
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least one of the fitst MCS table and the first CQl table support a certain maximum 

modulation order, the radio node comprising; 

one.or more proces$ing circuits configured tofoncti<;ina$: 

a lqgic circuit configure<:! to dete'Ot that a higher modulation order, which is 

higher than the maximum modulation order of the first table configuration, 

is potentially possible to use in a radio communication between the radio 

node and a first UE; 

an instructing circuitconflgured to instructthe first UEto apply a second table 

configuration in the radio communication, }he second table configuration 

comprising at least one of a second MCS table and a second CQI table; 

Wherein the at least one of the second MCS table and the second CQI table support 

the higher modulation ~ order, 

wherein atleast one entry for at least one modulation order in the at least one of the 

first MCS table and the first CQHable is maintained in the at least one of the 

second MCS table and the second CQI table as a faUback in case lt i.s desitabl.e 

to use the at least one modulation order in the at least one pf the first MCS table 

and the first CQI table when the second table configuration is appliedi 

wherein the at least one modulation order in the at least one of the first MOS table 

and the first COi table comprises a lowest modulation order of the firsttabl1; 

configuration, and 

wherein the first entry fodhe lowest modUlation orderin the first MCS table is 

maintained in the second MCS table as the faUback, and an entry for the lowest 

coding ra.te ofthe lowest modulation orderin the firstCQI table is maintained in 

the second cat table asthe fall back, 
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39. (Previously Presented} The radio node of claim 38, Wherein the radio node is configured 

to instruct the first UE to ap.ply the second table configuration in the radio communication 

betvrer;m the radio node. and theJirst UE when a performance related paramet~r of 

signals communicated between the radio nope and the first UE is above a threshold. 

40, (Previously Presented) The r~dio node of claim 39, wherein the performance related 

parameter comprises a Signal to Interference and Noise Ratio. 

41, (Previously Presented) The radio node of clalm 39; wherein the radio node ls configured 

to instruct a.second UE to apply the first tabl.e configuration in ·i;i r<;idio communication 

between the radio noele and the second OE When the performanCt:. related parameter of 

signals communicated between the radio node and the second UE is befow the 

threshold. 

42. (Previously Presented) The radio node of claim 41, wherein the radio node is configured 

to instruct the second UE by sending an instruction to the second UE to apply the first 

table configuration, or by not sending an instruction to the second UE to apply the 

second table configuratiqn. 

4;3. (Previollsly Presented} The ra<'.lio node of clairn 38, wherein the ~t least one of the 

second MCS table and the second CQI table is a modification of the at least one of the 

first MCS table and the firstCQI table, respectively, where a set of entries have been 

:added for the higher modulation order and a set of entries forthe at least one modulation 

order in the at !east one of the firstMCS table and lhe first CQI table have been 

removed. 
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44" (Previously Presented) The radio node of claim 43, wherein the number of added entries 

for the higher modulation order and the number of removed entries for the at least one 

modulation order in the at lea$t one ofthe first MCS table andlhe first CQl table are 

equal such that the first and second MCS tables are ofequa1 $ize and/or the first and 

second CQrtables are of equal size. 

45. (Canceled) 

46. (Canceled) 

47. (Previously Presented} The radio node of claim 38, wherein the at least one of the 

second MCS table and the second CQt table is a modification of the at lea.st one of the 

firstMCS table and the firstCQI table,respectively,Where all entries of the at least one 

of the first Mes table and the first CQI table have been maintained in the at leastone of 

the second MC$ table· and the .second CQ! table and a set of e.n.tries for the higher 

modulation order have been added. 

48. (Previously Presented} The radio node of claim 38, Wherein the first and second table 

configurations further comprise a Transport B.!ock Size table corresponding to the first 

and second MCS tables, respectively. 

49. {Currently Amended) A method performed by a {)ser Equipment (UE), the UE being 

operable to apply a firsttable configuration in a radio communication With a radio node .of 

a cellular network; the first table configuration comprising at least one of a first 

Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS) table and a first Channel Quality Indicator (COi) 

table, Wherein the at least one of the first MCS tat)le and the firstCQI table $Upporta 

certain maximum modulation order, the methocf cqmprising: 
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receiving ah instruction from the radio node to apply a second table configuration in 

theradio communication, the second table configuration comprising at least one 

of a.se~ond MCSJable ~nd a secon~t COi table, wherein the at least one ofthe 

second MCS table and the second GQI table support a higher modulation order 

which is. higherthan the maximum modulation order ofthe firsttable 

configuration; 

applying the second table configuration in the radio communication with the radio 

wherein at least one entry for at least one modulation order in the at least one of the 

first MCS table and the first CQI table is maintained in the at least one of the 

second MCS table and the second CQt table as a fa!lback in case it is desirable 

to use the at least one modulation order in the at least one ofthe first MPS table 

and the first CQI table when the second table configuration is applied, 

wherein the at !east one modulation order in the at least one of the first MCS table 

and the first CQUable comprises a lowest modulation order of the first table 

configuratron, and 

wherein the first entrv for the lowest modulation order in the first MC$ table is 

maintained in the second MCS table as the fallback. and an entry for the lowest 

coding rate of the lowest modulation order in the first CQJ table is maintained in 

the second CQI table as the fallback. 

50. (Currently Amended) A User Equipment (UE), the UE being operable to apply a first 

table .configuration in a radio communication With a radio node of a cellufar network; the 

first table configuration comprising at least one of a first Modulation and Coding Scheme 
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(MCS) table and a first Charirlel Quality Indicator (CQI) table, Wherein the at least one of 

the firstMCS table and the first COi table support a certain maximum modulation order, 

th~ UEcomprlsing: 

one or more processing circuits configured to funqtion as: 

a communication clrctiitconfigured to receive an instruction from the radio 

hode to apply a second table configuration ih the radio communication, 

the second table configuration comprising at least one of a second MCS 

table and a .second CQI table, wherE~1n the at least one of the second 

MCS table and the second CQI table support a higher modulation order 

which is higher than the maximum modulation order of the first table 

configuration; ahd 

a logic circuit configured to apply the second table configuration in the radio 

communication with the radio node,. 

wherein at least one entry for at least one modulation order in the atleasrorie 

ofthe first MCS table and the m-st G:Q!Jable is maintained in the at least 

one of the secohd MCS table and the second CQI t9ble as a fall back in 

case it is desirable to use the at least one modulation order in the at least 

one of the first MCS table and the first CQI table when the second table 

configuration is applied, 

whereinJhe at !east one modulation order in the at least one ofthe first MOS 

table and the firstCQI table comprises a lowest modulation orderof the 

firsttable configuration, and 

wherein the first entry for the lowest modulation order. in the first MCS table is 

maintained in the second MCS table as the fallback, and an entry for the 
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lowest coding rate of the lowest modi.ilation order in the first CQI table is 

maintained in the second CQI table as the fallback, 

51. (CurrenJly Amended) A computer program product stored in .a non-transitory computer 

readable medium for controlling a radio node of a cellular network, the radio node being ' 

operable to apply a fir.st table configuration .in radio communications with User 

Equipments (UEs), the first table configuration comprising at least one of a first 

Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS) table and a first Channel Quality Indicator (COi) 

table , wherein the at !east one of the first MCS table and the first GQf tab!e support a 

certain maximum modLtlation order; the computer program product comprising software 

instructions which, when run on one or more processing circuits of the radio node, 

causes the radio node to: 

detect that a highet modulation or.der,. which is .higher than tile max'imum modulation 

order of the fi rst table configuration, is potientia!ly possible. to u:se in a radio 

communication between the radio node and a first UE; and 

instruct the first UE to apply a second table configuration in the radio communication , 

the second table configuration comprising at least one of a second MCS table 

a.nd a second CQI ·~ table. 

wherein the at least one of the second MCS table and the ·second CQI table support 

the higher modulation ~ order. 

wherein at least one entry for at least one modulation order in the at least one of the 

first MOS table and the first CQI table is maintained in the at least one of the 

second MCS table .and the second CQl table as a tailback in case it is desirable 

to use the at least one modulation order in the at least one of the first MCS table 

and the first CQI table when the second table configuration is applied, 
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wherein the at Jeastone modulation order in the at least one of the firstMCS table 

and the first CQl table comprises a lowest modulation order of the first table 

configurati.on. and 

wherein the first entry for the lowest modulation order in the first MCS table is 

maintained in the seco.nd MCS t§!ble as the fallbfick, and an entry for the lowest 

coding rate of the lowest modulation orcferin the first CQf table is maintained in 

the se$;ond CQI tabl§ a§ the fallback. 

52; (Currently Amended) A computer program product stored in a noh-transitory computer 

read.able medium for controlling a User Equipment {UE), the LIE being operable to apply 

a first table configunation in a radio communication with a radio node ofa cellular 

network, the firsttable. configuration comprising at reasfone of a fitst Modulati<>n emd 

Coding Scheme {MCS) table and a first Channel Quality Indicator (CQI) table, wherein 

the at least one of the first MCS table and the first CQI table support a certain maximum 

modulation order, the computer program producfcomprfsing software instru.ctions which; 

when n.m. on one or morf:l processing circul~ of the IJE, causesJhe !JE to: 

re~ive an i11struction from the r~dio node to apply a second tc,tble configtffcJtion in 

the radio communication,. the second table configuration comprising at least one 

of a second MCS table and a second COi table, wherein the atleast one of the 

second MCS table and the second CQI table support a higher modulation order 

which is higher than the maximum rnodulation order ofthe first table 

configuration; and 

apply the second table configuration in the radio communication with the radio node;, 
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wherein at least one entrv for at least one modulation order in the at least one of the 

first MCS table .aQ9 the first COi table is maintained in the at least one of the 

second MCS table and the second CQI table as a tailback in case it is desirable 

to use the at least one modulation order in the at least one of the first MCS table 

and the first COU.able when the second table configuration is applied, 

wherein the at least one modulation order in the at least one of the. first MCS table 

and the first COi table comprises a lowest modulation order of the first table 

configuration, and 

wherein the first entry for !he lowest modulation order in the first MCS table is 

maintained in the second MCS table as the fa!lback, and an entry forthe lowest 

coding rate of the lowest modulation order in the first CQI table is maintained in 

the second CQI table as the fallback. 

53. (New} The method of c!aim 1, whereln selecting the fallback for a transmission indicates 

use of the first table configuration for.a next transmission. 

54. (New) The radio node of claim 38, wherein selecting thefailback for a trat'lStnission 

indicates use of the first table configuration for a next transmission, 

55. (New} The. method of claim 49, wh.erein selecting the fallback for a transmission 

indicates use of the first table configuration for a next transmission. 

56. (New) The UE of claim 50, wherein selecting the fallback for a transmission indicates 

use of the first table configuration for a next transmission. 
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57. (New) The computer program product of claim 51, wherein selecting the fallback for a 

transmission indicates use of the first table configuration for a next transmission. 

58. (New) The computer program product of claim 52, wherein selecting the faHback for a 

transmission indicates use of tht~ first table configuration for a next transmission. 
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Claims Ame.ndments 
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lndependemt clai111s 27, 38, and 49"52 have b!:len amemqedto further define.that c:in 

entry for tt,e lowest rnodufation order ln the first modulation and coding scheme (MCSJ table is 

maintained in the second MCS table as the fallback, and an entry forfhe lowest codln9 rate of 

the rawest modulation order in the first channel quality index (CQI) table is maintained in the 

second COi table as the fa!lback. New claims 53-58 are added. Support for the amendments 

and the new claims can be found atJeastin paragraphs [0042Jand [0096]ofthe application 

publication and in otiginal claims 34, 35, 45, and46, Which have been canceled. No new matter 

is added. 

The claimed invention relates to techniques forsupporting higher•order modulation (e.g., 

higher than 64QAM) by selecttng, at a UE or a base station, a first table configuration having 

lower~order MCS and CQI tables or a second table configuration having higher-order MCS and 

CQJ tables for communication between the UE and base station. Forinstance, if the UE or base 

station determlne.s that a higher.order modulation scheme than those in the first table 

configuration may potentially be utilized, the second table configuration can be selected. 

Furthermore, the MC$ and COi t~bles of the se•ond table configurati•h may contain an entry 

corresponding to the lowest modulation order supported by the first table configuration. This 

entry serves as a fall back position that may save the radio Unkin the event of rapidly degraoing 

channel conc:!itions that are unable to support communication using the higher-order modulation 

techniques. 

Reiection Under 35 U.S.C. § 102(a.)(2) 

The Non~Final Office ac::tion rejects each of the previously pending cl.aims as anticipated 

by Marinier et !:IL (US 2015/035&111 ), The Applicant re$pectfi.llly submits that Marinier fails to 

disclose each and every aspect ofthe presently pending claims, as amended, 

Martnler discloses methods for implementing higherorder modulation techniques in 

wireless communication by providing muitipie modulation and coding scheme (MC$) tables and 

channel quality index (COi) tables, each of which may be utilized under different conditions (see 

Marinier, [0072.J-[0074]J. In a particular embodiment, Marinier discloses that a U.E or base 
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station determines whether to use a first table governing lower~order modulation techniques or a 

second table governing higher•order modulation techniques (see Marinier, [0072]). 

Furthermore, Marinier teaches thaUhe second table c:an contain one or more entries related to 

the lower-order modulation techniques ln addition to entries related to the higher-order 

modulation techniques (see Marinier, [0072]), 

Marinier does notdisclose, however, that the one or more lower~order modulation 

entries in the second table contain at leastthe lowest modulation order supported by the first 

table for fallback purposes. Each of the presently pending independent claims has been 

amend~d to include this aspect. As such, Marinier fails to disclose each and every aspect of the 

amended independent claims. For this reason, the AppHcanf respectfully submits that the 

presently pending independent ciaims are 1n condition for allowance. Furthermore, each ofthe 

presently pending dependent claims depends upon one of thes:e allowable independent c:laims. 

and is therefore likewise allowable. 

Thus, for the abovereas(}hs, the Applicant respectfuUysubmits that the presently 

pending claims, as amended, are in conditionforallowance and requests the Examiner to issve 

a Notice of Allowance accordingly. 

Date.d: July 1, 2016 

Respectfully supmitted, 
COATS &BENNETT., P.LL.C. 

c'". / _.d/ ,d-: -~;7p+: .. --,cc,.222t:;~ .... -........ , ....... ~---- .. -
.,< ·J. . r· . . .· .. 
EHM. Sheets 
Registration No.:. 68.,958 
Telephone: (919) 719-4830 
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This is response to Application 14/390,904 filed on 10/06/2014 in which claims 27-52 

are presented for examination. 

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102 

1. In the event the determination of the status of the application as subject to AIA 35 

U.S.C. 102 and 103 (or as subject to pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 102 and 103) is incorrect, any 

correction of the statutory basis for the rejection will not be considered a new ground of 

rejection if the prior art relied upon, and the rationale supporting the rejection, would be 

the same under either status. 

2. The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that 

form the basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action: 

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless -

(a)(2) the claimed invention was described in a patent issued under section 151, 

or in an application for patent published or deemed published under section 122(b), in 

which the patent or application, as the case may be, names another inventor and was 

effectively filed before the effective filing date of the claimed invention. 
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3. Claims 27-52 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(a)(2) as being anticipated by 

Marinier et al. (US 2015/0358111 A 1 ). 

4. Regarding claim 27, Marinier teaches a method performed by a radio node of a 

cellular network, the radio node being operable to apply a first table configuration in 

radio communications with User Equipments (UEs), the first table configuration 

comprising at least one of a first Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS) table and a first 

Channel Quality Indicator (CQI) table, wherein the at least one of the first MCS table 

and the first CQI table support a certain maximum modulation order (Figure 1 A, 

Paragraphs [0014], [0059] to [0062], and [0072] multiple MCS tables, TBS tables and 

CQI tables to support higher or modulation), the method comprising: 

detecting that a higher modulation order, which is higher than the 

maximum modulation order of the first table configuration, is potentially 

possible to use in a radio communication between the radio node and a first UE 

(Paragraph [0003] and [0062] multiple MCS tables; first table valid to 64 

QAM/maximum modulation order of the first table; second table valid up to 256 QAM); 

instructing the first UE to apply a second table configuration in the radio 

communication, the second table configuration comprising at least one of a 

second MCS table and a second CQI table (Paragraph [0014] and [0059] UE uses 

multiple MCS and CQI tables to support higher modulation; CQI table used based on 

MCS indicated by network in DC! or higher layer signaling); 
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wherein the at least one of the second MCS table and the second CQI table 

support the higher modulation order (Paragraph [0072] multiple CQI tables to allow for 

higher order modulation); 

wherein at least one entry for at least one modulation order in the at least 

one of the first MCS table and the first CQI table is maintained in the at 

least one of the second MCS table and the second CQI table as a tailback in 

case it is desirable to use the at least one modulation order in the at least 

one of the first MCS table and the first CQI table when the second table 

configuration is applied (Paragraph [0062] and [0072] second tables for MCS and CQI 

include orders or values of first set). 

5. Regarding claim 38, Marini er teaches a radio node of a cellular network ( Figure 

1 A and 1 B), the radio node being operable to apply a first table configuration in radio 

communications with User Equipments (UEs), the first table configuration comprising at 

least one of a first Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS) table and a first Channel 

Quality Indicator (CQI) table, wherein the at least one of the first MCS table and the first 

CQI table support a certain maximum modulation order (Paragraphs [0014], [0059] to 

[0062], and [0072] multiple MCS tables, TBS tables and CQI tables to support higher or 

modulation), the radio node comprising: 

one or more processing circuits (Figure 1 A and 1 B) configured to function as: a 

logic circuit configured to detect that a higher modulation order, which is higher than 

the maximum 
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use in a radio communication between the radio node and a first UE (Paragraph [0003] 

and [0062] multiple MCS tables; first table valid to 64 QAM/maximum modulation order 

of the first table; second table valid up to 256 QAM); 

an instructing circuit configured to instruct the first UE to apply a second table 

configuration in the radio communication, the second table configuration 

comprising at least one of a second MCS table and a second CQI table (Paragraph 

[0014] and [0059] UE uses multiple MCS and CQI tables to support higher modulation; 

CQI table used based on MCS indicated by network in DC! or higher layer signaling); 

wherein the at least one of the second MCS table and the second CQI table support 

the higher modulation order (Paragraph [0072] multiple CQI tables to allow for higher 

order modulation); 

wherein at least one entry for at least one modulation order in the at least one of 

the first MCS table and the first CQI table is maintained in the at least one of the 

second MCS table and the second CQI table as a tailback in case it is desirable to use 

the at least one modulation order in the at least one of the first MCS table and the first 

CQI table when the second table configuration is applied (Paragraph [0062] and [0072] 

second tables for MCS and CQI include orders or values of first set). 

6. Regarding claims 28 and 39, Marinier teaches, wherein the radio node instructs 

the first UE to apply the second table configuration in the radio communication between 

the radio node and the first UE when a performance related parameter of signals 
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communicated between the radio node and the first UE is above a threshold (Paragraph 

[0059)-£0062] network indicates to device an MCS; a higher order modulation is 

provided than 64 QAM/threshold). 

7. Regarding claims 29 and 40, Marinier teaches wherein the performance 

related parameter comprises a Signal to Interference and Noise Ratio (Paragraphs 

[0057], [0060], and [0061 ]). 

8. Regarding claims 30 and 41, Marinier teaches wherein the radio node instructs 

a second UE to apply the first table configuration in a radio communication between the 

radio node and the second U E when the performance related parameter of signals 

communicated between the radio node and the second UE is below the threshold 

(Paragraph [0057)-£0062] network indicates to device an MCS). 

9. Regarding claims 31 and 42, Marinier teaches wherein the radio node instructs 

the second UE by sending an instruction to the second UE to apply the first table 

configuration, or by not sending an instruction to the second UE to apply the second 

table configuration (Paragraph [0057)-£0062] network indicates to device an MCS). 

10. Regarding claims 32 and 43, Marinier teaches wherein the at least one of the 

second MCS table and the second CQI table is a modification of the at least one of the 

first MCS table and the first CQI table, respectively, where a set of entries have been 
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modulation order in the at least one of the first MCS table and the first CQI table have 

been removed (Paragraph [0062] and [0072] second tables for MCS and CQI include 

orders or values of first set). 

11. Regarding claims 33 and 44, Marinier teaches wherein the number of added 

entries for the higher modulation order and the number of removed entries for the at 

least one modulation order in the at least one of the first MCS table and the first CQI 

table are equal such that the first and second MCS tables are of equal size and/or the 

first and second CQI tables are of equal size (Paragraph [0062] 32 element MCS table 

and 16 element CQI table). 

12. Regarding claims 34 and 45, Marinier teaches, wherein the at least one 

modulation order in the at least one of the first MCS table and the first CQI table 

comprises a lowest modulation order of the first table configuration (Paragraph [0062] 

and [0072] second tables for MCS and CQI include orders or values of first set). 

13. Regarding claims 35 and 46, Marinier teaches wherein: the first entry for the 

lowest modulation order in the first MCS table is maintained in the second MCS table as 

the tailback; an entry for the lowest coding rate of the lowest modulation order in the first 

CQI table is maintained in the second CQI table as the tailback (Paragraph [0062] and 

[0072] second tables for MCS and CQI include orders or values of first set). 
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14. Regarding claims 36 and 47, Marinier teaches wherein the at least one of the 

second MCS table and the second CQI table is a modification of the at least one of the 

first MCS table and the first CQI table, respectively, where all entries of the at least one 

of the first MCS table and the first CQI table have been maintained in the at least one of 

the second MCS table and the second CQI table and a set of entries for the higher 

modulation order have been added (Paragraph [0062] and [0072] second tables for 

MCS and CQI include orders or values of first set). 

15. Regarding claims 37 and 48, Marinier teaches wherein the first and second 

table configurations further comprise a Transport Block Size table corresponding to the 

first and second MCS tables, respectively (paragraph [0067] TBS index obtained from 

MCS index). 

16. Regarding claim 49, Marinier teaches a method performed by a User 

Equipment (UE), the UE being operable to apply a first table configuration in a radio 

communication with a radio node of a cellular network, the first table configuration 

comprising at least one of a first Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS) table and a first 

Channel Quality Indicator (CQI) table, wherein the at least one of the first MCS table 

and the first CQI table support a certain maximum modulation order (Figure 1 A, 

Paragraphs [0014], [0059] to [0062], and [0072] multiple MCS tables, TBS tables and 

CQI tables to support higher or modulation), the method comprising: 
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table configuration in the radio communication, the second table configuration 

comprising at least one of a second MCS table and a second CQI table, wherein 

the at least one of the second MCS table and the second CQI table support a 

higher modulation order which is higher than the maximum modulation order of 
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the first table configuration (Paragraph [0014] and [0059] UE uses multiple MCS and 

CQI tables to support higher modulation; CQI table used based on MCS indicated by 

network in DC! or higher layer signaling); 

applying the second table configuration in the radio communication with the 

radio node (Figure 1 A, Paragraphs [0014], [0059] to [0062], and [0072] multiple MCS 

tables, TBS tables and CQI tables to support higher or modulation). 

17. Regarding claim 50, Marinier teaches a User Equipment (UE), the UE being 

operable to apply a first table configuration in a radio communication with a radio node 

of a cellular network, the first table configuration comprising at least one of a first 

Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS) table and a first Channel Quality Indicator (CQI) 

table, wherein the at least one of the first MCS table and the first CQI table support a 

certain maximum modulation order (Figure 1 A, Paragraphs [0014], [0059] to [0062], and 

[0072] multiple MCS tables, TBS tables and CQI tables to support higher or 

modulation), the UE comprising: 

one or more processing circuits configured to function as: a communication 

circuit configured to receive an instruction from the radio node to apply a second table 
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configuration in the radio communication, the second table configuration 

comprising at least one of a second MCS table and a second CQI table, wherein 

the at least one of the second MCS table and the second CQI table support a 

higher modulation order which is higher than the maximum modulation order of 

the first table configuration (Paragraph [0014] and [0059] UE uses multiple MCS and 

CQI tables to support higher modulation; CQI table used based on MCS indicated by 

network in DC! or higher layer signaling); 

a logic circuit configured to apply the second table configuration in the radio 

communication with the radio node (Figure 1 A, Paragraphs [0014], [0059] to [0062], 

and [0072] multiple MCS tables, TBS tables and CQI tables to support higher or 

modulation). 

18. Regarding claim 51, Marinier teaches a computer program product stored in a 

non-transitory computer readable medium for controlling a radio node of a cellular 

network, the radio node being operable to apply a first table configuration in radio 

communications with User Equipments (UEs), the first table configuration comprising at 

least one of a first Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS) table and a first Channel 

Quality Indicator (CQI) table, wherein the at least one of the first MCS table and the 

first CQI table support a certain maximum modulation order (Figure 1 A, Paragraphs 

[0014], [0059] to [0062], and [0072] multiple MCS tables, TBS tables and CQI tables to 

support higher or modulation), the computer program product comprising software 
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instructions which, when run on one or more processing circuits of the radio node, 

causes the radio node to: 

detect that a higher modulation order, which is higher than the maximum 

modulation order of the first table configuration, is potentially possible to use in a radio 

communication between the radio node and a first UE (Paragraph [0003] and [0062] 

multiple MCS tables; first table valid to 64 QAM/maximum modulation order of the first 

table; second table valid up to 256 QAM); 

instruct the first UE to apply a second table configuration in the radio 

communication, the second table configuration comprising at least one of a second 

MCS table and a second CQI table (Paragraph [0014] and [0059] UE uses multiple 

MCS and CQI tables to support higher modulation; CQI table used based on MCS 

indicated by network in DC! or higher layer signaling); 

wherein the at least one of the second MCS table and the second CQI 

table support the higher modulation order (Paragraph [0072] multiple CQI tables to 

allow for higher order modulation); 

wherein at least one entry for at least one modulation order in the at least one of 

the first MCS table and the first CQI table is maintained in the at least one of the 

second MCS table and the second CQI table as a tailback in case it is desirable to use 

the at least one modulation order in the at least one of the first MCS table and the first 

CQI table when the second table configuration is applied (Paragraph [0062] and [0072] 

second tables for MCS and CQI include orders or values of first set). 
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19. Regarding claim 52, Marinier teaches a computer program product stored in a 

non-transitory computer readable medium for controlling a User Equipment (UE), the 

UE being operable to apply a first table configuration in a radio communication with a 

radio node of a cellular network, the first table configuration comprising at least one of a 

first Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS) table and a first Channel Quality 

Indicator (CQI) table, wherein the at least one of the first MCS table and the 

first CQI table support a certain maximum modulation order (Figure 1 A, Paragraphs 

[0014], [0059] to [0062], and [0072] multiple MCS tables, TBS tables and CQI tables to 

support higher or modulation), the computer program product comprising software 

instructions which, when run on one or more processing circuits of the UE, causes the 

UE to: 

receive an instruction from the radio node to apply a second table configuration 

in the radio communication, the second table configuration comprising at least one of a 

second MCS table and a second CQI table, wherein the at least one of the second 

MCS table and the second CQI table support a higher modulation order which is 

higher than the maximum modulation order of the first table configuration (Paragraph 

[0014] and [0059] UE uses multiple MCS and CQI tables to support higher modulation; 

CQI table used based on MCS indicated by network in DC! or higher layer signaling); 

apply the second table configuration in the radio communication with the radio 

node (Paragraph [0014] and [0059] UE uses multiple MCS and CQI tables to support 

higher modulation; CQI table used based on MCS indicated by network in DC! or 

higher layer signaling). 
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Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the 

examiner should be directed to DIANE LO whose telephone number is (571 )270-1952. 

The examiner can normally be reached on Monday to Friday, 8:00 am-4:30 pm EST. 

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's 

supervisor, Faruk Hamza can be reached on (571 )272-7969. The fax phone number for 

the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300. 

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the 

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for 

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. 

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only. 

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should 

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic 

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a 

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information 

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000. 

/DIANE LO/ 
Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2466 
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CERTIFICATION STATEMENT 
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That each item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was first cited in any communication 
D from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than three months prior to the filing of the 
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That no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was cited in a communication from a 
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application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you 
require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. 
Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND 
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The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the 
attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised 
that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2): (2) furnishing of the information solicited 
is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to 
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information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may 
result in termination of proceedings or abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent. 
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1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of Information Act 
(5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the 
Department of Justice to determine whether the Freedom of Information Act requires disclosure of these records. 

2. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence to a 
court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of settlement 
negotiations. 

3. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a 
request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance from the 
Member with respect to the subject matter of the record. 

4. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for 
the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the 
requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m). 

5. A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records 
may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant 
to the Patent Cooperation Treaty. 

6. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of 
National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)). 

7. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or 
his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibility to 
recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 
2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this 
purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make 
determinations about individuals. 

8. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of 
the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record 
may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record was filed in 
an application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is 
referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued patent. 

9. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law 
enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation. 
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National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)). 

7. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or 
his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibility to 
recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 
2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this 
purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make 
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8. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of 
the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record 
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an application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is 
referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued patent. 

9. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law 
enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation. 
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14/390,904 

24112 
COATS & BENNETT, PLLC 
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FILINOOR 37 l (C) DATE 

10/06/2014 
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FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATIY. DOCKET NO./fITLE 

David Hammarwall 4015-8999 I P41223-US2 
CONFIRMATION NO. 7239 

PUBLICATION NOTICE 

111111111111111111m ~m1i1!~~111~~1~111111111111111111111111 

Title:Method and Radio Node for Enabling Use of High Order Modulation in a Radio Communication with a User 
Equipment 

Publication No.US-2015-0381310-A 1 
Publication Date:1 2/31 /2015 

NOTICE OF PUBLICATION OF APPLICATION 

The above-identified application will be electronically published as a patent application publication pursuant to 37 
CFR 1.211 , et seq. The patent application publication number and publication date are set forth above. 

The publication may be accessed through the USPTO's publically available Searchable Databases via the 
Internet at www.uspto.gov. The direct link to access the publication is currently http://www.uspto.gov/patft/. 

The publication process established by the Office does not provide for mailing a copy of the publication to 
applicant. A copy of the publication may be obtained from the Office upon payment of the appropriate fee set forth 
in 37 CFR 1.19(a)(1 ). Orders for copies of patent application publications are handled by the USPTO's Office of 
Public Records. The Office of Public Records can be reached by telephone at (703) 308-9726 or (800) 972-6382, 
by facsimile at (703) 305-8759, by mail addressed to the United States Patent and Trademark Office, Office of 
Public Records, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 or via the Internet. 

In addition, information on the status of the application, including the mailing date of Office actions and the 
dates of receipt of correspondence filed in the Office, may also be accessed via the Internet through the Patent 
Electronic Business Center at www.uspto.gov using the public side of the Patent Application Information and 
Retrieval (PAIR) system. The direct link to access this status information is currently http ://pair.uspto.gov/. Prior to 
publication, such status information is confidential and may only be obtained by applicant using the private side of 
PAIR. 

Further assistance in electronically accessing the publication, or about PAIR, is available by calling the Patent 
Electronic Business Center at 1-866-217-9197. 

Office of Data Managment, Application Assistance Unit (57 I) 272-4000, or (571 ) 272-4200, or 1-888-786-0101 
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND 'IRADEMARK OFFICE 

APPLICATION 
NUMBER 

14/390,904 

24112 

FILING or 
37J(c) DATE 

10/06/2014 

ORPART 
UNIT 

COATS & BENNETT, PLLC 
1400 Crescent Green, Suite 300 
Cary, NC 27518 

FD..FFE REC'D 

3220 
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A TTY .DOCKET.NO TOT CLAIMS IND CLAIMS 

4015-8999 I P41223-US2 26 6 
CONFIRMATION NO. 7239 

FILING RECEIPT 

1111111111m11111111~mm~~~l!WJ IH II 1111111111 

Date Mailed: 09/22/2015 

Receipt is acknowledged of this non-provisional patent application. The application will be taken up for examination 
in due course. Applicant will be notified as to the results of the examination. Any correspondence concerning the 
application must include the following identification information: the U.S. APPLICATION NUMBER, FILING DATE, 
NAME OF APPLICANT, and TITLE OF INVENTION. Fees transmitted by check or draft are subject to collection. 
Please verify the accuracy of the data presented on this receipt. If an error Is noted on this FIiing Receipt, please 
submit a written request for a Filing Receipt Correction. Please provide a copy of this Filing Receipt with the 
changes noted thereon. If you received a "Notice to File Missing Parts" for this application, please submit 
any corrections to this Filing Receipt with your reply to the Notice. When the USPTO processes the reply 
to the Notice, the USPTO will generate another Filing Receipt incorporating the requested corrections 

lnventor(s) 
David Hammarwall, Vallentuna, SWEDEN; 
Meng Wang, SUNDBYBERG, SWEDEN; 

Appllcant(s) 
TELEFONAKTIEBOLAGET L M ERICSSON (PUBL), Stockholm, SWEDEN; 

Power of Attorney: The patent practitioners associated with Customer Number 24112 

Domestic Priority data as claimed by applicant 
This application is a 371 of PCT/SE201 4/050803 06/26/2014 
which claims benefit of 61 /863,935 08/09/2013 

Foreign Applications for which priority is claimed (You may be eligible to benefit from the Patent Prosecution 
Highway program at the USPTO. Please see http://www.uspto.gov for more information.) - None. 
Foreign application information must be provided in an Application Data Sheet in order to constitute a claim to 
foreign priority. See 37 CFR 1.55 and 1.76. 

If Required, Foreign FIiing License Granted: 09/21/2015 

The country code and number of your priority application, to be used for filing abroad under the Paris Convention, 
is US 14/390,904 

Projected Publication Date: 12/31 /2015 

Non-Publication Request: No 

Early Publication Request: No 
page 1 of 3 
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Title 

Method and Radio Node for Enabling Use of High Order Modulation in a Radio Communication with 
a User Equipment 

Preliminary Class 

Statement under 37 CFR 1.55 or 1.78 for AIA (First Inventor to File) Transition Applications: No 

PROTECTING YOUR INVENTION OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES 

Since the rights granted by a U.S. patent extend only throughout the territory of the United States and have no 
effect in a foreign country, an inventor who wishes patent protection in another country must apply for a patent 
in a specific country or in regional patent offices. Applicants may wish to consider the filing of an international 
application under the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT). An international (PCT) application generally has the same 
effect as a regular national patent application in each PCT-member country. The PCT process simplifies the filing 
of patent applications on the same invention in member countries, but does not result in a grant of "an international 
patent" and does not eliminate the need of applicants to file additional documents and fees in countries where patent 
protection is desired. 

Almost every country has its own patent law, and a person desiring a patent in a particular country must make an 
application for patent in that country in accordance with its particular laws. Since the laws of many countries differ 
in various respects from the patent law of the United States, applicants are advised to seek guidance from specific 
foreign countries to ensure that patent rights are not lost prematurely. 

Applicants also are advised that in the case of inventions made in the United States, the Director of the US PTO must 
issue a license before applicants can apply for a patent in a foreign country. The filing of a U.S. patent application 
serves as a request for a foreign filing license. The application's filing receipt contains further information and 
guidance as to the status of applicant's license for foreign filing. 

Applicants may wish to consult the USPTO booklet, "General Information Concerning Patents" (specifically, the 
section entitled "Treaties and Foreign Patents") for more information on timeframes and deadlines for filing foreign 
patent applications. The guide is available either by contacting the USPTO Contact Center at 800-786-9199, or it 
can be viewed on the USPTO website at http://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/pac/doc/general/index.html. 

For information on preventing theft of your intellectual property (patents, trademarks and copyrights), you may wish 
to consult the U.S. Government website, http://www.stopfakes.gov. Part of a Department of Commerce initiative, 
this website includes self-help "toolkits" giving innovators guidance on how to protect intellectual property in specific 
countries such as China, Korea and Mexico. For questions regarding patent enforcement issues, applicants may 
call the U.S. Government hotline at 1-866-999-HAL T (1-866-999-4258). 
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LICENSE FOR FOREIGN FILING UNDER 

Title 35, United States Code, Section 184 

Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, 5.11 & 5.15 

GRANTED 

The applicant has been granted a license under 35 U.S.C. 184, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING 
LICENSE GRANTED" followed by a date appears on this form. Such licenses are issued in all applications where 
the conditions for issuance of a license have been met, regardless of whether or not a license may be required as 
set forth in 37 CFR 5.15. The scope and limitations of this license are set forth in 37 CFR 5.15(a) unless an earlier 
license has been issued under 37 CFR 5.15(b). The license is subject to revocation upon written notification. The 
date indicated is the effective date of the license, unless an earlier license of similar scope has been granted under 
37 CFR 5.13 or 5.14. 

This license is to be retained by the licensee and may be used at any time on or after the effective date thereof unless 
it is revoked. This license is automatically transferred to any related applications(s) filed under 37 CFR 1.53(d). This 
license is not retroactive. 

The grant of a license does not in any way lessen the responsibility of a licensee for the security of the subject matter 
as imposed by any Government contract or the provisions of existing laws relating to espionage and the national 
security or the export of technical data. Licensees should apprise themselves of current regulations especially with 
respect to certain countries, of other agencies, particularly the Office of Defense Trade Controls, Department of 
State (with respect to Arms, Munitions and Implements of War (22 CFR 121-128)); the Bureau of Industry and 
Security, Department of Commerce (15 CFR parts 730-774); the Office of Foreign AssetsControl, Department of 
Treasury (31 CFR Parts 500+) and the Department of Energy. 

NOT GRANTED 

No license under 35 U.S.C. 184 has been granted at this time, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING 
LICENSE GRANTED" DOES NOT appear on this form. Applicant may still petition for a license under 37 CFR 5.12, 
if a license is desired before the expiration of 6 months from the filing date of the application. If 6 months has lapsed 
from the filing date of this application and the licensee has not received any indication of a secrecy order under 35 
U.S.C. 181, the licensee may foreign file the application pursuant to 37 CFR 5.15(b). 

Select USA 

The United States represents the largest, most dynamic marketplace in the world and is an unparalleled location for 
business investment, innovation, and commercialization of new technologies. The U.S. offers tremendous resources 
and advantages for those who invest and manufacture goods here. Through SelectUSA, our nation works to 
promote and facilitate business investment. SelectUSA provides information assistance to the international investor 
community; serves as an ombudsman for existing and potential investors; advocates on behalf of U.S. cities, states, 
and regions competing for global investment; and counsels U.S. economic development organizations on investment 
attraction best practices. To learn more about why the United States is the best country in the world to develop 
technology, manufacture products, deliver services, and grow your business, visit http://www.SelectUSA.gov or call 
+ 1-202-482-6800. 
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PATENT APPLICATION FEE DETERMINATION RECORD Application or Docket Number 

Substitute for Form PTO-875 14/390,904 

APPLICATION AS FILED - PART I OTHER THAN 

(Column 1) (Column 2) SMALL ENTITY OR SMALL ENTITY 

FOR NUMBER FILED NUMBER EXTRA RATE($) FEE($) RATE($) FEE($) 

BASIC FEE N/A NIA N/A N/A 280 (37 CFR 1.16(a), (b), or (c)) 

SEARCH FEE N/A N/A N/A N/A 480 (37 CFR 1.16(k), (i), or (m)) 

EXAMINATION FEE N/A N/A N/A N/A 720 (37 CFR 1.16(0), (p), or (q)) 

TOTAL CLAIMS 26 
. 

(37 CFR 1.16(i)) 
minus 20= 6 OR X 80 = 480 

INDEPENDENT CLAIMS 6 minus 3 = 3 X 420 = 1260 (37 CFR 1.16(h)) 

If the specification and drawings exceed 1 00 
APPLICATION SIZE sheets of paper, the application size fee due is 
FEE $31 O ($155 for small entity) for each additional 0.00 
(37 CFR 1.16(s)) 50 sheets or fraction thereof. See 35 U.S.C. 

41(a)(1)(G) and 37 CFR 1.16(s). 

MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM PRESENT (37 CFR 1.16(j)) 0.00 

• If the difference in column 1 is less than zero, enter "0" in column 2. TOTAL TOTAL 3220 

APPLICATION AS AMENDED - PART II 

OTHER THAN 
(Column 1) (Column 2) (Column 3) SMALL ENTITY OR SMALL ENTITY 

CLAIMS HIGHEST 
REMAINING NUMBER PRESENT 

RATE($) 
ADDITIONAL 

RATE($) 
ADDITIONAL 

<( AFTER PREVIOUSLY EXTRA FEE($) FEE($) 
I- AMENDMENT PAID FOR z 
w Total Minus .. = OR 2 (37 CFR 1.16(i)) X = X = 
0 

Independent Minus ... = z (37CFR1.16(h)) X = OR X = w 
2 Application Size Fee (37 CFR 1.16(s)) <( 

FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM (37 CFR 1.160)) OR 

TOTAL OR TOTAL 
ADD'L FEE ADD'LFEE 

(Column 1) (Column 2) (Column 3) 

CLAIMS HIGHEST 
REMAINING NUMBER PRESENT RATE($) ADDITIONAL RATE($) ADDITIONAL 

[ll AFTER PREVIOUSLY EXTRA FEE($) FEE($) 
I- AMENDMENT PAID FOR z 
w Total Minus .. = X = OR 2 (37 CFR 1.16(i)) 

X = 
0 Independent Minus ... = z X = OR X = w (37CFR1.16(h)) 
2 Application Size Fee (37 CFR 1.16(s)) <( 

OR 
FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM (37 CFR 1.160)) 

TOTAL OR TOTAL 
ADD'L FEE ADD'LFEE 

• If the entry in column t is less than the entry in column 2, write "0" in column 3 . 
.. If the "Highest Number Previously Paid For" IN THIS SPACE is less than 20, enter "20". 

••• If the "Highest Number Previously Paid For" IN THIS SPACE is less than 3, enter "3". 
The "Highest Number Previously Paid For'' (Total or Independent) is the highest found in the appropriate box in column 1. 



U.S. APPLICATION NUMBER NO. 

14/390,904 

24112 
COATS & BENNETT, PLLC 
1400 Crescent Green, Suite 300 
Cary, NC 27518 

Date Mailed: 09/22/2015 

FIRST NAMED INVENTOR 

David Hammarwall 

Ulffff:I) STATF.S l)f:P.~ RTMFNT OF OOMTlfRR GF. 
United Sta tes Putent and Trademark Office 
A<ldmsCOMMISSIO:-IER FDR P.~TBN1'S 

P.O. Broi: U50 
Ak.un&ia, Vi.Qpni,, 2":.)13•1450 
www.USJl(o.goY 

ATTY. DOCKET NO. 

40 I 5-8999 / P4 I 223-OS2 
INTERNATIONAL APPU CA TION NO. 

PCT/SE2014/050803 
LA. FILING DATE PRIORITY DA TE 

06/26/2014 08/09/2013 

CONFIRMATION NO. 7239 
371 ACCEPTANCE LETTER 

111111 111111111111111111111111111111i ~~W~~~!l~l~JIII 

NOTICE OF ACCEPTANCE OF APPLICATION UNDER 35 U.S.C 371 AND 37 CFR 1.495 

The applicant is hereby advised that the United States Patent and Trademark Office, in its capacity as a 
Designated / Elected Office (37 CFR 1.495), has ACCEPTED the above identified international application for 
national patentability examination in the United States Patent and Trademark Office. 

The United States Application Number assigned to the application is shown above. A Filing Receipt will be 
issued for the present application in due course. THE DATE APPEARING ON THE FILING RECEIPT AS THE 
"FILING DATE or 371(c) DATE" IS THE DATE ON WHICH THE LAST OF THE 35 U.S.C. 371 (c)(1) and (c)(2) 
REQUIREMENTS HAS BEEN RECEIVED IN THE OFFICE. THIS DATE IS SHOWN BELOW. The filing date of 
the above identified application is the international filing date of the international application (Article 11 (3) and 35 
U.S.C. 363) 

10/06/2014 
DATE OF RECEIPT OF 35 U.S.C. 

371(c)(1) and (c)(2) REQUIREMENTS 

The following items have been received: 

• Copy of the International Application filed on 10/06/201 4 
• English Translation of the IA filed on 10/06/2014 
• Copy of the International Search Report filed on 10/06/2014 
• Preliminary Amendments filed on 10/06/2014 
• Information Disclosure Statements filed on 10/06/2014 
• Inventor's Oath or Declaration filed on 10/06/2014 
• Request for Immediate Examination filed on 10/06/2014 
• U.S. Basic National Fees filed on 10/06/2014 
• Assignee Statement for PG PUB fi led on 10/06/2014 
• Priority Documents filed on 10/06/2014 
• Power of Attorney filed on 10/06/2014 
• Application Data Sheet (37 CFR 1. 76) filed on 10/06/2014 
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Applicant is reminded that any communications to the United States Patent and Trademark Office must be mailed 
to the address given in the heading and include the U.S. application no. shown above (37 CFR 1.5) 

PATRICIA A BOOKER 

Telephone: (571) 272-3882 
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Doc code: IDS PTO/SB/08a (01-10) 

Doc description: Information Disclosure Statement {IDS) Filed Approved for use through 07/31/2012. 0MB 0651-0031 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid 0MB control number. 

Application Number 13390904 

Filing Date 2014-10-06 
INFORMATION DISCLOSURE First Named Inventor I Hammarwall 
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT 

Art Unit 
( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99) 

Examiner Name I 
Attorney Docket Number 4015-8999 / P41223-US2 

U.S.PATENTS Remove 

Examiner Cite Kind Name of Patentee or Applicant 
Pages,Columns,Lines where 

Patent Number Issue Date Relevant Passages or Relevant 
Initial* No Code1 of cited Document 

Figures Appear 

1 

If you wish to add additional U.S. Patent citation information please click the Add button. Add 

U.S.PATENT APPLICATION PUBLICATIONS Remove 

Examiner Publication Kind Publication Name of Patentee or Applicant 
Pages,Columns,Lines where 

Initial* 
Cite No 

Number Code1 Date of cited Document 
Relevant Passages or Relevant 
Figures Appear 

1 

If you wish to add additional U.S. Published Application citation information please click the Add button. Add 

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS Remove 

Name of Patentee or 
Pages,Columns,Lines 

Examiner Cite Foreign Document Country Kind Publication 
Applicant of cited 

where Relevant T5 
Initial* No Number3 Code2 i Code4 Date 

Document 
Passages or Relevant 
Figures Appear 

1 102624481 CN A 2012-08-01 ZTE Corporation 
Machine English 18] Translation 

2 2013123961 WO A1 2013-08-29 
Nokia Siemens Networks • Oy 

3 2014109915 WO A1 2014-07-17 Qualcomm Incorporated • 
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Application Number 13390904 

Filing Date 2014-10-06 

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE First Named Inventor I Hammarwall 
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT 

Art Unit 
( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99) 

Examiner Name I 
Attorney Docket Number 4015-8999 / P41223-US2 

If you wish to add additional Foreign Patent Document citation information please click the Add button Add 

NON-PATENT LITERATURE DOCUMENTS Remove 

Examiner Cite 
Include name of the author (in CAPITAL LETTERS), title of the article (when appropriate), title of the item 

Initials* No 
(book, magazine, journal, serial, symposium, catalog, etc), date, pages(s), volume-issue number(s}, TS 
publisher, city and/or country where published. 

1 
PANASONIC, "Discussion on 256QAM for Downlink in Small Cell Deployments", 3GPP TSG-RAN WG1 Meeting • 72bis, 2013-04-15, pp. 1-6, R1-131328, Chicago, US 

2 
HUAWEI, et al., "Standard Impacts to Support Higher Order Modulation", 3GPP TSG-RAN WG1 Meeting 73, • 2013-05-20, pp. 1-2, R1-131853, Fukuoka, JP 

3 
HTC, "On Small Cell Enhancement for improved Spectral Efficiency", 3GPP TSG RAN WG1 Meeting #72, 2013-01-28, • pp. 1-4, R1-130311, St. Julian's, Malta 

4 
INTEL CORPORATION, "CQI/MCS/TBS Tables for 256QAM and Relevant Signaling", 3GPP TSG RAN WG1 Meeting • #76, 2014-02-10, pp. 1-8, R1-140118, Prague, Czech Republic 

If you wish to add additional non-patent literature document citation information please click the Add button Add 

EXAMINER SIGNATURE 

Examiner Signature I I Date Considered I 
*EXAMINER: Initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through a 
citation if not in conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant. 

1 See Kind Codes of USPTO Patent Documents at www.USPTO.GOV or MPEP 901.04. 2 Enter office that issued the document, by the two-letter code (WIPO 
Standard ST.3). 3 For Japanese patent documents, the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial number of the patent document. 
4 Kind of document by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST.16 if possible. 5 Applicant is to place a check mark here i1 
English language translation is attached. 
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Application Number 13390904 

Filing Date 2014-10-06 

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE First Named Inventor I Hammarwall 
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT 

Art Unit 
( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99) 

Examiner Name I 
Attorney Docket Number 4015-8999 / P41223-US2 

CERTIFICATION STATEMENT 

Please see 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98 to make the appropriate selection(s): 

That each item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was first cited in any communication 
D from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than three months prior to the filing of the 

information disclosure statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(1 ). 

OR 

That no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was cited in a communication from a 
foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application, and, to the knowledge of the person signing the certification 
after making reasonable inquiry, no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was known to 

D any individual designated in 37 CFR 1.56(c) more than three months prior to the filing of the information disclosure 
statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(2). 

D See attached certification statement. 

D The fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17 (p) has been submitted herewith. 

~ A certification statement is not submitted herewith. 
SIGNATURE 

A signature of the applicant or representative is required in accordance with CFR 1.33, 10.18. Please see CFR 1.4(d) for the 
form of the signature. 

Signature /John R. Owen Reg. No. 42055/ Date (YYYY-MM-DD) 2014-11-24 

Name/Print John R. Owen Registration Number 42055 

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the 
public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 
1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1 hour to complete, including gathering, preparing and submitting the completed 
application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you 
require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. 
Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND 
FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, 
VA 22313-1450. 
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Privacy Act Statement 

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579} requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the 
attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised 
that: (1} the general authority for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b}(2}; (2) furnishing of the information solicited 
is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to 
process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested 
information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may 
result in termination of proceedings or abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent. 

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses: 

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of Information Act 
(5 U.S.C. 552} and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a}. Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the 
Department of Justice to determine whether the Freedom of Information Act requires disclosure of these record s. 

2. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence to a 
court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of settlement 
negotiations. 

3. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a 
request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance from the 
Member with respect to the subject matter of the record. 

4. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for 
the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the 
requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m). 

5. A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records 
may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant 
to the Patent Cooperation Treaty. 

6. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of 
National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)). 

7. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or 
his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibility to 
recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 
2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this 
purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce} directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make 
determinations about individuals. 

8. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of 
the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b} or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record 
may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record was filed in 
an application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is 
referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued patent. 
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The invention provides a self-adaptive modulation and coding method and an 
apparatus. The method comprises the following steps that: a pilot signal is sent to a 
terminal; a receiving terminal carries out channel measurement according to the pilot 
signal and then feedbacks a channel quality indicator; and according to the channel 
quality indicator, a modulation and coding scheme (MCS) is selected from a modified 
MCS table and data are issued based on the MCS. According to the self-adaptive 
modulation and coding method and the apparatus, on the basis of current supporting of 
a modulation mode with up to 64 quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM), a 
modulation mode with up to 256 QAM can be supported; and moreover, a modulation 
mode with a higher order can also be supported; therefore, a data transmission rate 
can be improved. 
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1. -fi!r 13 ~ J!Y. if.d ilitl~ ?i/:b 1J ~ , Yi:it 1J $~ ts : 
itil~~ro~:i!~lM~-'%: 
M~••••M:it•••~•fimm••~&•~••••m~ ; 

1/1 ~ 

:flHt!Yitt ffiis!.:m:tlfi~»dii:!j[Fo l¥Ji!lil1Mtl1u.Jiij1J ~ (MCS) * cp~~if,d f!l1J~.Jil;t1nt , #.m 
ffl M tt if.H!Jlj t\iu.Ji~ 7J AT iH&ffl 0 

2. ti ffi tVf.tl:~ ;J< 1 JiJr:lt B(J § 3!/1Z ~ lM&Jlli~ 1J$, ;!t # ti£ tE r : 
Yri2t{~i:&Fol¥J MCS *~M= 256 il:~~lUli!lilffi~ (QAM) 1¥JiMi!itJjJ~. 
3. -•~ttl~:Jt 1 AA 2 Jnj£1¥J §~SiJIHM~~~7Jti, JtiHirtEr : 
B'T:l!i~f&J§fr'J MCS 1t~1'£,®: MCS ~t'fl~Ml..t~)Jf.17 $1- MCS P-1 ~l't-J MCS ;& , ;!ti:p , :lt;/JO 

A<J$ 1- MCS P-1Wfflffi:ltlS<:J- 1-AA$1'1:t¥i*ff~ :~~, 
Wlj£~j;&ffi l¥J MCS ~1um }J_ MCS ~cp B<:J pg ~illrr 7 lt~M~ B<:J MCS ~ 0 

4. -- # § ~mz iJlHlliJfKW?, 1JY~, f.JTj£ 15 $ §fl§ : 

:JJ11t•!lw~:i!e<:i~~1~~: 
:mffl;,i;i£~~1~~ }A if f&fti F.r-JiJlililitl~li£31Ji!: (MCS) ~ cp~t~if.JffirJ~~1JJ1:, # & ta~ 

•-.~~Wrj£•-•• mtt~~-W1J~itDM:lt~~~:i!-fflo 
5. ~-~;-1:tl~* 4 Nr~B<J ~ ~)Ni,mJ;ttl~~jJ~, Jt!ffi:fil-1£-f- : 
B'T:l!iitf&J51¥J MCS ~~~ 256 .iE3'::~i.&i!lili!itl (QAM) 1¥JifiiJmtl1.fs.-\:. 
6. ~-~lrJ~* 4 ~ 5 M:lta<J E1:®:!1Zif.JljjtJt1i,i.Ji~1J~,;!t#tiI-1£r: 
,efr;lt~~J§l't-) MCS *7-JtEJJ. MCS ~~~?itll...tit\lJ.m J $1- MCS pg~ a<J MCS *,;!ti:p , ~jJQ 

l't-J$1- MCS P-J$fflffi±tl't-J- 1'~$-t-1:t~*ffjf- :AA~, 
m:it~f&FoB<J MCS ~.1J~J-J* MCS ;&cpl¥Jp;j$:i£rr7:l:~M~l¥J MCS ~. 

1. - .ftf' El ~11ZWffitJ~w,t1t1t, Jin~§ ~mif.Jilitl~~!b~i:'e!.ti5 = 

~:i!ffl~,Jflrfti.l~Y/ili~:i!·!@!f~%; 
•~•~.m-t-•L&~••fflm~•••~•ffmm•~m&•1¥Jffimm•m~; 
~ ~ 7" ~ t!Wc ' m T ffi. Miit fa~Wi :i;:f~ ~ JA. t"&Fo Et'Jif.J mtl. liq 1J it (MCS) ::& cp ~ ~ 

-~•MJ.J~,#m• m~•~•WJ.J~l"ttBffl. 
8. ttrnHxlV~* 7 f,lfj£Et-J §~@i,mJJttl~~~:'i,Jt!f.¥fil:tE-f-: 
m~{t~Fol't-J MCS :&3t~ 256 il:3':~IJ.tif.Jili'J (QAM) a~i.J!Jf!itlj,j'j.\. 
9. - # § ~Ji'Zif.J $tl~.fi!tt~il, PJriit § ~miP.Httl•~~~-f:i!ts : 
•L&m~. fflr•~~}lffltt~l¥J$~ffi%: ~•&•m~ . .lflr*fflYr~#~ffi%JA.~ffi1¥J~~~W1J~™~•~~-~~ 

.iij 1J ~, # fi iJftf'G ~ ~, !2J. iil!1'f it~~ ffi.tlill J5fi ~ ijHMt~ i!h 1J ~ itD f,lf Jt~ M tt~~ffl. 
10. ffiffl~ltlJ!* 9 J,i~l¥.J §~@if.lltfJiHiij~i:. ;!t~fil-1£-F : 
FJr~{~~Fol't-J MCS .;&3tf# 256 .iE3'cWiJ1'i~HM (QAM) 1¥.Jif.HM7Jj_\, 

2 
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~#:®!~ 
(0001) *:& IJJ3r!P .&.l:tz;biif~tt;f:, :;Jt;tt~ & - # El ~ ll'Zii'~it!J~7i~1f#;;E(~:i:. 

~*~* 
(00021 1£lt z;JJ:ii 1~ ~ #t i:p, EEi rx~!Ul:tif~ it!f.11 ~ 1¥J~ ,¢.i., ~#J ii f~ i1~1'ttE::k:i: l¥J ::f 
•~tt,-1rootJr••~•~tt•.*m#•••~a1¥JaM~~~&JL~~•~•ff 
~- .~~t1:x•••••••~~~~•01~•fitt••~~~T*::k1¥.1m•.@~• 
ia:~r~~r!B1, 9!1JxitfjdlfJMfiprJ~.ffi~it!ti!ff ; §3-:nffi, fJ T f~J$mi. 1~1¥.lr:ifittt, * 
m1½~Jfil*~i1£1¥Jf~Mifflltffil::knittYtiij~*ffiM1llf, fl.~1£x~fs -iJ1~r~$:~B:11W-1ttim 
f~r:if~~je'.!fu:itHf , ~rr• ~ftmf~Pi t~~~B1, EB-=ff~~J!$~f~, iMif.J J ffi•:e:P±:i:1¥Ji'¼ 
iiili, »-. rr• ~}JX, 7 ~ i1M~ 1~ ~ . :t£-t$ ~ mi 1~ tt* l¥J Jx:nt 1t1-m , Am x1m3c~ ~ rift :iit l¥J at~~ 
·It, ,R !~*ffl JJa A :&M tJl s<J :& M :w *' ff ffl ff£ AA A TL~ s<J ,f.j ili'J ijHi~ :,if~* {{H:~r~ • .t£ ~ m 
~~~ B;J- l¥J im fl¾ J~ii:, ~ 3c lf:x ~~!LO f1.1J t¾l~ ffi t1t ITT fi ttS:, Mi~ tt# 7J< Sf l¥J iii$, 1:1:\ JJ\1 J i:iJ 
••*•~~mm@•~~~~M:w$,~~•~:n~~.&.am1¥JM**~m~m1¥J01~ 
~-11, »-rr•~m•11ii1~~* a9tt*, i,Si~Jg 13 ~@tt*. 
[ 0003] ~ff li'F 1ft i:p J: IT ~:rf ff :ii ~x ~ 64 iE x:l!ill i¼J iM ( QAM) l¥J iftJ lttl IHi:'h 7J ~, fJ T ~ 
-~~f½~1W:i!$, *~l.9lff3Gt&f{ !fliij fijj ~ , ~li/j>[~ 256QAM Er-Jif.ilftitl~7iij:1J:i:.\. ffiJ¾lftt;f: 
i:p~ffx~ 256QAM B<J~mtltliHiI¼:nit~~~)Jrt:. 

~ n,ij pg~ 
(0004 l Jg TM cl1: _t;r;£tt# 1i:JJ /i!fil, * :tiHJHliH~ J - ~ § ~JifiJij tM~lii?i 1J~,& ~fl, ~ it JIJ 
{'£~~rlJ!.ff xrift~~tis<J~H:fl..l: , :li~3t1~ 256QAM -1&~£~i!IHM!lfl-~1¥Jil/3fll~~~1Jit, 
M mHI i\1fi~ttlHHliiii! ~ o 

[00051 *:&im11t:1A 7-lift ~ ~~if!BtO~iiij1fr! , ~:n~~m : 
[0006] IEJ~ftiiil1t:i!~~f~% .: 
[ 00011 ~i& ~ ~-ttH@Jiff ~ ~~1~ "5 :i!tr 1~~ i~tii:J§ & ~ l¥J 1~ ii~ :IJ~ ff- : 

(ooosJ tlH@ Jifi~m itt~:i:riff-M i!i ~fti B<Jif!HM ~~ 1.f j_\ (MCS) * i:p ill; ~·lJlil iWfiH~ :1J ~ , 
:J1: ;!i ffl Yr~~ fM~l!31J it r :& ~ffl • 
[0009) fftiit±-t!!, J:~ 13 ~El.if.HM~liij jj$PJ Jl:lH~ll rW' ,~ : 
[0010) WTJ£it~J§B'-J MCS ~3tM 256 j£x:r1¥Ulif.\1$1J (QAM) 1¥Jif.HM1fi\:. 
(0011) f;Jt~!fu. _t~ 13 mJE1M#i!Jt1iHi.fh:1J$B5'i'iJ Aff :ruir1*-B : 
[0012) Jlfi~ft~F• B'-J MCS ~J.JZ:E~ MCS ~1¥J~ii:IJ_t~:/Jll7 $1- MCS rJ;J~tfj MCS ~. ~i:p, 
m ,1Ja 1¥1 ~ 1- MCS rJ;J ~ J~H7frifl Et-J - 1-~ ~ 1- tt ~*tli:rf- : ~;Ir, 

[0013] Jiff:i&it~J§B'-J MCS *;kJxtjjji MCS ~i:ps<JrJ;J~:i1Hr7 :m:fffrM~B<J MCS ~. 

[0014) :.$::& IJJ3~:J'£1~ 7 - ft!~ ~~~ffilJmHil?i:n~, Yi~1f~~1'8 : 
(0015) ~i&~~//t&l!B'~~~f~% ; 
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[0016] tlH\sWT~~~1~-'% IA 1t~ff-i 1¥Ji!al11itl~~JJxt (MCS) ~ r:p ~~iJ\\llfi!Jf;$1i~ :tixt, # .& •~•-.~~M~••••m~w~•~JJ~~mj£~M~~••· 
[0011J t't~!il!, J:~ §jjiJEif.31t1J~1i~1Ji't.fnJ A-fI3tf F~ ,8 : 
[0018] _,6fij£fti:&Foa<J MCS ~et~ 256 IE~l!liffl'.ifulffitl (QAlrl) ft-Jif.JttlnJ:t. 
[0019 J tt~:l:l!!, J:~ § jji§ iFr4 #,,Jjjj1iij 1Jit:B5 i:iL~;f;f ~u r ¥r-a : 
[0020) )YfJ£~i;&,Fo(fJ MCS ~J'.l :(£JJii MCS ~ff{J~iitl\J:~:IJIJ 7 $1' MCS pg~s<J MCS ~ ' jtr:p , 

~}JIJ£1<J$1' MCS pg ~ffl*-Jr:l(js<J-1'~Jti-1'·lt~*m,lF :~~-, 
[0021] )Yr~{t~Foa<:J MCS ~~,X,t}j MCS ~r:pft{Jpg~Jtt1r7ltffr~,~B<J lrlCS ~. 

[0022] ;t;:~a,g;i£j,li!{jt7- # EJ~,@ifolffitl~lir,_\~:i[, f,)rj£ § ~§i)\\]ffitl~-!'i~~~~fis : 
[0023J tit~,m~,.fflTtcl~~~:i!~~f~~ : 
coo24J ~ i&m~. m r*i&~ijuf& ~ Pfiit ~~ft ~mJrm·i!w1tl :ffi:J§· & ~ aq{~~lffeiU~ 

[0025] ~~r~-m*, Jfi r -tlH1i!Jifij£{~i!!Jj:i:t~~/A 1~~Foa<JiY.Hlitl~~jj~ (MCS) ;&r:p 
~~~ffi!Jt@~1Jj\, **ffiJYrj£ifuJ:t1J fAioW1f j:\r~~1'is . 
too2sJ ttizl;!i!!, J:~ El ~J~ir,;J1M~1iij~J:-a:J' it:1:f:rulr~ .a : 
[0027] .@Tj£f~i:!Jl:J~if.fJ MCS ~~~ 256 .iE3l:~ltiJ\\lf:ttl (QAM) f!<J i,l\\]ib1Jjj~. 
[0028] *tit ~:i£~1~ 7-111' §~@i)\\]ffjrj~{iij~:f ' Jfrj£ §~§lf.Jllitl~ ii!k~ff'E!ffi : 
[0029J -t!i&t~H~. ffl -=ftti&~Ji"/rJ~~1¥1~~ffi°"5 • 
[0030J ,izl;~Ji iJHJHk, ffl r• ffiJYfj£ ~~-1~ ~ J>'dl~ff-i 1¥1~ ilitl~.fiij :n ~ (MCS) ~ r:p ~ ff 
iJlMWi.fifb 1f it, # & ffi ~ ~ ~ , Y f!ffrj£ ~ iiiHLHm ~r j£ iM tJ ~~ :n ~ tc1 fi.Jrj£~ M Zt*~ffl o 

[0031 ] ttizl;:li!! , J:j£ is ~J~WiM~~ij~:i:-a:J' Jl.1f:ruJr~ ,12. : 
[0032] JYr:i!fti:!Jl:J5A<:J MCS ~~~ 256 lE3l:l!i/.tif.Jf!i~ (QAM) Ertliftlittl1rit" 
[0033] ..tit El ~J3Yi,m.lmtJtlffi?il?i1r~&~Ji. -a:!' Y:t£~ ;f;f B<J~~~~ 64QAM B<J ~ mtJ1rxtfrtl~ 
litlL.t, Ji~~~ 256QMf A{J i,F-Hlitl:n j\'., ;;tt: _§Jf iiJ YJ[t.r-J! ~~fl'~B<JiftiJ~1J:n xt ; M mHt ~•11 
(r-J fHtl! ~. 

~1 IE i~ PJl 
too34J oo 1 ¾*tt~rtr~jHHt~~1~J-ErtJ~~oo ; 
coo35J oo 2 ¾*Zt~rtr~fflf{'•~b'ffif~J=frtJff-~lfil : 
too36l oo 3 :l!::$:£~r nitt~fH11-'tr~b'ffi171J-=frtJ~~oo : 
[0031J 00 4 ~::$:1:t~rtr~Wft~~M21ftl flYfrtJ~itll : 
[oo3sJ 00 5 ¾::$:'.&~J:trJ&t\HHt~MB~tl-B<Jff-~00 : 
coo39J 00 6 ;,!!.2$.:,tt~_ttr!lttmft!tm~MB~tl= l:l<JJF~OO ; 
~~~ 001a*t:t~J:ffBffl~-~-~ -=1¥1~aoo: 
[004 1] 00 8 ~*~~J:~H&t@flt!illtr~»m1JIJ[Y(J(:J~-OO : 
[oo42J 00 9 :J!.2fi:1:t~ §~~1'"1flltl~~ij~li:~.li'ffi17tl-B<J~~7F~OO • 
[0043] 00 10 ~*1:t~ gi ~@ffllfl'JJfi\iHi!½~~~JJfil17'J= l¥1~fAJ~'.!; I!!. 
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[0044) rffi~-S-llftOO~A1*~~7fAxf*ti.~{'ro*-tvi-¥frffla<JiJlllAo 
[oo45J .2);:tt11JH¾f~ T - H1 § ~/N-ir.Jttlt,1rHi~1J~, tErfffH®1Jra1J: . .t~1J${:i].ffi : 
[oo46J iv~ a,JHti~~~tt:i!~!J;mf~%: 
[0047) ffe ~ b, ~ Yifiifi ffi ~ ®iffl"-'%:l1Hff~itt ~tl ii, & 1tlH~ili~ :!:t~ff- : 
(0048) ;:J ~~ c, ~M i&¥tl ;g.~ :&:i! 1¥J mm mt:i:ffi7F, 1£ ~ i;JlFP s"J Mes( iJlil iM~li!?i:n J:t, 
Modu l ation and Coding Scheme) ~cp~ff..g.~e<]ifolltitltlriiW:1JJ:t , ;l=rf ~f1ffi. 
coo49J :i£-$:l1!!., )(-Jrtv~ c, tEfJR.~~~a,'J Mes ¥~lil...t, :ttii1Ja~.::P ~t~ffi r 5[M= 256QAM 

e<J ifoJ illtl 1J A o 

(0050] JHt:ltl!, mJJai¥1 MCS ~t),;f!~ l,~ 2 i:J:I B'fff~- #wUl~.Jtq:it}- ~j{-t~-# 
MCS :MCS Index 1-.r~ itltltllu~:iJ it~ 5 I, modulat ion order 7:1ir.J1M1J3:t. 
(0051] ~ l ffij:1/}j MCS ~ 

MCSindex Modulation Order 

I MCS Qm 

32 8 
(0052] 33 8 

34 8 
35 8 
36 8 
37 8 

[0053] ,l@J.1t:tfu, ffi~ MCS ,£~ W-fftmr%5:t : 
[0054] ~ 2 ffim MCS ~ 

MCS Index Modulation Order 

] MCS Q., 

32 8 
33 8 

(0055] 34 8 
35 8 
36 8 
37 8 
38 8 
39 8 

(0056] :ii.E- tv, )(f-yffe~ C, f~iH~~::f,f]UJti:p MCS~i:il l¥J tt ¥H& I§ ~~,)(f MCS:i!tt:i:~18¥ 
*-f, t.L3tt# 256QAM 1¥JWJ11itl:n5:t. 
[0057) ,l@J.{*Jili., :m:ffi~~~ a<] p;J ~ -ey t.L¾~ 3,~ 4 .:pl¥] p;J ~ . )t:i:p f,jft~ MCS index .llJ TBS 

I ndex Er-Jti b•, ·]Pl ftlJ!lfi-~~7-lfrifil!t , .EL iJaJfiitlllJH&Rl~3tt# 256QAM ( fl•~ 3, ~ 4 i:p (j{J bat!~ 
?t), Jti:p TBS Index ;kJ,f½~~j(/J,~5 1 : 

[0058] ~ 3 :EffiM'-f B<J MCS * 
MCS Index 

J MCS 

[0059] 
0 
1 
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2 2 
3 2 
4 2 
5 4 
6 4 
7 4 
8 4 

9 4 
IO 4 
11 4 
12 6 
13 6 
14 6 
15 6 

[0060] 16 6 
17 6 
18 6 
19 6 
20 6 
2 1 6 
22 6 
23 6 
24 8 
25 8 
26 8 
27 8 
28 2 
29 4 
30 6 
31 8 

[0061] A1* ii!!., ~ ~ fllli-ff a<J MCS ~~i:iJ ~1f~ll"f%i:t : 

[0062] ~ 4 JU!rJ110 fa<J MCS ~ 

MCSlndex Modulation Order 

j MCS Q .. 

0 2 
1 2 
2 2 
3 4 

[0063] 4 4 
5 4 
6 4 
7 4 
8 4 
9 6 
10 6 
11 6 

6 
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2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
JO 
JO 
ll 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 

reserved 

TBS Index 

JTBS 

0 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
8 
9 
10 
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12 6 11 
13 6 12 
14 6 13 
15 6 14 
16 6 15 
17 6 16 
18 6 17 
19 6 18 
20 6 19 

(0064] 
21 6 20 
22 8 21 
23 8 22 
24 8 23 
25 8 24 
26 8 25 
27 8 26 
28 2 
29 4 reserved 
30 6 
31 8 

[0065] *Jta)]~~{#;T-# §~@:imitiJ~W:ir~,tEJ:ti'fHiltrnll-1JJ:, J:~1fi1@.: 
[0066] tv-~ e , ~Yi/ii fSJ~M:&:i:5~~-ft~ : 
[0067] iv"~ f , ~~ffHi ~~Jx:i!g (f]~~,f~ ~ , »d~c.~,/6 l'fJ MCS * i:p ~i¥-fr~i¥J~ iM~~ 
:iri.t, ~~~~~; 
too6sJ ~mw g, ~~*ffl~Mffe-t$11¥JiPiJlfi1J~ I~:n~. JriJi§l;MJx:i!g~ffl . 
(0069] j£- ;!J7:tt!!., :X1.:Ptv°iW f , tEIW.~ *#E1¥J MCS i!l!;:iitlJJ:, ~;/JO~=f tt~ ffl-FJtff! 256QAM 

i¥J i/NJ #l!I :ir 5:t 0 

[00101 A1t:1:I!!, :1t:t.11:1a'-J Mc.sn:r~~ ~-*s'* 6 i:r a'-J1f~- #~JL#,Jt i:t:itJ:-rr1-t*- # 
MCS, Redundancy Version /VfL1R/\&* : 
[0071] ~ 5 fij-~1¥) MCS * 

MCS index Modulation Order TBS Index Redundancy 

I MCS Q,. 1-ras Version 

YV;,u 

(0072) 

32 8 26 0 
33 8 27 0 
34 8 28 0 

(0073] ·11-----;-~ _____ : ________ ;~------ - -~ ----t 

. 37-63 reserved 

[0074] A1*±t!i., 1¥Jr:ti MCS ~i:iJ !;(.if~ll'}}ffi t : 

(0075) * 6 ~t,ll¥] MCS ~ 
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MCS Index Modulation Order TBS Index Redundancy Version 

J MCS Q~ /1'8S 
rvidx 

32 8 26 0 
33 8 27 0 

[0076) 34 8 28 0 
35 8 29 0 
36 8 30 0 
37 g 3] 0 
38 8 31 0 

39-63 reserved 

[oo 11] ill- ti; :tf:g , x1-=f ;$ ~fl L f~dt J:lii lf JUJc cp ifoJ $~ ~ ~ 1J j.\: tg I i¥J tt ~ ~ § ~ ~ , x1 
MCS iiHf:ffi:ffiM~, !V-:st:r-'f- 256QAM 1¥J~flitl1i:it. 
[0078] JJ,fi.t.±&, £ffr_m~(fj p;J $i:iJ ~~~ 7, ~ 8 cp (fJ f1;J ~, ;lt r:p ~~ MCS index W TBS 

Index e~:lfl1m, if.:liM~ft~~i41i~m, _§_ iftijfljlj~fj'~~~:st:r-r- 256QAM ( :till* 7 '~ 8 tp a<J1JofH W 
:5t ) : 
[0079) A1*:l'll!., £ iJTM~e<J MCS ~iliiif ~J_:;(f!lllrfB:it : 
[ooao] ~ 7 £mrM~a<J MCS $.:. 

MCS Modulation TBS 
Index Order Index 

] MCS Q~ ]TBS 

0 2 0 
1 2 1 
2 2 2 

[0081] 3 2 3 
4 2 4 
5 2 5 
6 2 6 
9 2 7 
8 2 8 
9 4 9 

8 
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10 4 JO 
11 4 11 
12 4 12 
13 4 13 
14 4 14 
15 4 15 
16 4 16 
17 6 16 
18 6 17 
19 6 18 

[0082] 
20 6 19 
21 6 20 
22 6 21 
23 8 22 
24 8 23 
25 8 24 
26 8 25 
27 8 26 
28 
29 reserved 
30 
31 

[0083) J:!.~tt!!. :l:ffiAl/H~F.l'-J MCS ~iEPJ !2J.~:!m-fl~i-t: 
[0084) ~ 8 :i:~f81r-t-fa'-J MCS ~ 

MCS Modulation TBS 
Index Order lodex 

I MCS Q~ lras 

0 2 0 
l 2 1 
2 2 2 
3 2 3 
4 2 4 
5 2 5 
6 2 6 
9 4 7 

[0085) 8 4 8 
9 4 9 
10 4 IO 
11 4 11 
12 4 12 
13 4 13 
14 4 14 
15 6 14 
16 6 15 
17 6 16 
18 6 17 
19 6 18 
20 6 19 
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0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
l 
2 
3 
4 

Redundancy 
Version 

rv;,;, 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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21 8 20 0 
22 8 21 0 
23 8 22 0 
24 8 23 0 
25 8 24 0 

[0086] 26 8 25 0 
27 8 26 0 
28 1 
29 reserved 2 
30 3 
31 4 

coo81J *ttEJIHt:1Jffii7~m~ r-# §~~ifajittl•w1frt, ~1frt-e1ns : 
[0088] rqfjj'Jijj, ~ MfEJrt itwitJ2S~~ 1t~ dlM~®:~Yfi\!~ffl..t:it~tlilf~~jJHff~:iti 
~rn;;: m & 'WI B<J {~ iiJvi:i:ffi J1' • ~ tMtHm J:3£ {J§l" ij'[ Jvi:i:t~Jf-»-. f!i Bj(fi§ (f] i,~ iM ~ ~ 7J A (MCS) 

• i:p--if.J~MW:n~ ,#mffl..t3£~~-W:1J~ritBffl ; 
[oo89J ..tfi:n!PJ, ~fzi!i~®:~~2t~l'f1~~{~1% , ~MtfH!il..t3£~~{t 1% )ydf ~JJ§rl'f1ifl3 
ffitl~l'iij :15":i:\ (MCS) -i:p~~if.JllltJ~ifb1f it,# &ffi~rt~. ~ff..t:it~~~-J:3£v,ll1Mffi 
7i!?i::tJ~ftiJ ..t3£~1i5tt~nw. 
~9~ rw••ctA~~•M••~~~~~ffl*~~l'f11f~•2§~m•~•~:i5" 
i:\, :ittTfiiJGjjX,~ffl·l'i~&~~. 
,(0091 ) ~.ooiiJtl-
[0092] :tia 00 l Jfrff-: ' ¾*it ~rrr§&fflfH~r;t;.nm{71J -1¥J~;i;OO' -tE~~n(gfytJ i:p, ~ijHl®: 
trElliS"it~l¥J ~~{~~ , # fJOJ ¥ irti &tJJi{BiiJJiit, il1£t1~J'5Jlt{~iii~:l:ffiff-;, b\f/J:. I i:p~~ii

~atl~Jt1J.Wnit , rtt••· 
[0093] :tia~ 1 Jijf~ , t£}jf-f~gJfl¥J 5 t t~ MCS t li7f.1¥Ji!l!ili11:l..t~ :tm 1 tt~, ffl r ffi7f.~!l}Ja 
(fJ 6 ;'}1 MCS, J! 6 ~ MCS ffl T'f~;;f- 256QAM t'r-JiJijifitl:1ii:\:, ,t(IJ~ 1 B<J MCS Index 32 JIJ MCS Index 

37. it}Jofi§1:1g MCS ~51.ffl 6 tt~m~. 
(0094] JI; i:p, ~Mi:& ~{¥-f iH )vi iiti7f., ~ ~-8'~ (f]if.J t!W;{[Hiij 7f it , f91J :w:I ~ ff l¥J MCS I ndex 

~ T' 35, ;it* JCjJ 3 lltrr D" ~ ffl Er-J if.J fli;J 7J i-\::;kJ 256QAM. 

(0095] ~hl£,(y1J = 
[0096) ~ ~ 2 J,j ff-, }it;$: it llJ.l T D' ~t\11{-½!mti ~ fii{71J = f.l<J ff-~ 00, -tE~ ~ b8I {71J i:p , ~ itw~ i& 
~Mtt~f.l<J~@Ht%, # 1PJ1itt&~ffi"iaJm:i:, ~l1Mt<fflJlt{~il!Jffi:ii:ffi';;f-, M~ 2 iti~tl -8-
~tr-J~t~~W:ni:\: , rtttrffi. 
(0097) :911~ 2 Jijf ffi' {£~ 1U~t!Eatl 5 tt~ MCS 1~ffi f.l<JlHtll.J:Jt ,1]0 1 ~t.~' }fl r mffiffi~ JJo 
(f] 8 fil MCS, J! 8 rJl MCS ffl fffi'ff,; 256QAM Ei<Jifal ffltl:J5r.t , :!,in~ 21¥) MCS Index 32 J1J MCS Index 

390 ~1JOJJ§r f.i<J MCS ~51.ffl 6 tt~f!Jjf- . 
(0098) !ti:p , ~tri!iffiffl f~:u!,mi:iH'~;;f-, ~tl~ ~(fjir.Jfttl~~qJrA., 'WIJ:(m½!:;:Ji¥1¥J MCS Index 

~ T 38 , lt* :X.'1 ~itrrrr~ffll¥J~iM:1Jit'1 256QAf,L 
[0099) ~.&aI~~.:::: 
ca,ooJ :tm oo 3 lfrffi , 1!*it'Y3rlf~ll1½~~~-Wtl.=tr-Jffi ~OO. -t1:~~,o1g171J i:p , ~tJil6~i& 
~tb~:iiil'fJ ~~Pi1t~, ;If itl~ *i!i &'~{tfif!Jgi:Ji , ¥irti-f&ffl.ilt{~itJvi~ ffi';;f-, M* 3 i:p~~ii

;lli tr-J ~ ffitl tfHi.!?i 1r it , r ft~ 1'5 • 
10 
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[0101] ¥ji!i.izt;1$*~rflili\l!litlfJH~1JAr:&~ffl :JltB1£ft5-ftffl .!.5 ii~ ffi.~JU§ ~ b~~~ I§ 

Bt.J MCS,¥ft~{«ffl~ 3 r)r71'rf} MCS Index .ffiJffr~nf MCS l)g rJF~. 

(0102] ~U:!lu¥Eti~ itlllltffl"ii )gi:!lffi7F, ~:Jif 8{] MCS Index ~r 26, 1:Emt~~cp l':rJ-a- 5l.:E! 
3fltrr1tJ&ffl(JqiP.HM7JA/9 64QAM, mIJ!tn-t¥M*'Jffl~ 31:Jgp;J~:f.:irfif~71 :3wrnf~~ 
IY-JiJilmtJ7JA/9 256QAMo 

[0103J ~;JOH!tl ll9 
co104J 1iooo 1 ~~ , ¾*:&aJrFrr~ffl1t~~hi~~ ll!ll¥17F~OO , tE*~:M§i9tJ cp, ~~~i& 
¥t$:&Jis~ ~t;§ifi~-, #roJ¥~i!i & ~f~~}9i:I:, ~t~t&ffl JJt1i:iliJ1tm:m7f-, JA~ 4 ~~** 
~ B'-J~#W.liHi!hJJA, rJ)!~ffl. 
[0105] ~fti!i~rtir~a'-J if.ltMiHiij lJAr j)!ftzffi :J!tlt:t£Mftffl Eij ~~*~;ffi fm tt~~ § 

l':rJ MCS, ¥fti!ii«ffl~ 4 .elr7f-B<J MCS Index iii ffiM~ MCS l':rJ r);J~, 

[0106] ~Hm¥~-~fflJlt1t:iit.mtiit~~.iz1Aia<J ~lCS Index ~ -F 23, tE~ld:'JEcpEJ<J~ 5l.'Ak 
3lwrrr~Wa<J~ffi!J:1Jitjg 64QAM, mi!ltn-tJHiSltlffl~ 4 a<J p;J ~ l!ffiM~,1 :~nurrr~ffl 
a<J~ ltU:153:tjg 256QAM. 
[0107] ~h/li~~.li 
[0 10s] 1'.ll 00 5 .elf~, ¾-2ti:lit aJLUt~itHt!Wi~ h/li,f;o!J - a<J71'~ 00, tE~~,ofg,f;o!J i:p, ¥Jii!itti& 
~ ~ litJis a<J ~ ~fi-'%, JN~. 5 cp ~1¥-%~ a<Jir.J 1ttlfJfH~ 1J A, & ffi~~ ~ ; ~ ~ 1«!1;HHi!i & ffl 
a<J ir.J ffid~~~ 1i A, roJ ~ ~~ :&~~W • 
(0109] 1m* 5 ffi7F,if ~~ffi.titB{J 5 tt!f.f MCS 1lrffi a<J~~tlL.t~JJa 1 b~4-t-ffl-Ft~ff-.ffi-:it.1Jll 
a<.] 5 ~ MCS, ~ 5 r}l MCS fflr ffi71' 256QAM 8<JiNJ~7.fj_\ , rJll~ 5 8{] MCS Index 32 Jtl MCS Index 

36. :lt;/JaJ§a<J MCS ~ slffl 6 tt~ttf/:¥;. 
[0110] J\i:p , ~fri5~®:iO~~f~1%#~~ir~a<J·lffi ttl~ li~1JA&~~~Yim, {7~1J.a , ~tio&. 
~~~~a<J MCS Index ~T 33, J\~ 5l.:h ~iitrrfi~ffil':t<Jif.liM1f A 7i 256QAM. ~ ~1UiJJt 
MCS index ~1'*~1'.r,Jir.JfM~li~1fit, #~~J&ffl . 
[0111] ~M§19tl i~ 
[01121 :tin 00 6 ffr~, :Ii!:*:& aJLI:. itl1ffl-ffl~~h/li,J=a<J71'~00, tE*~ntaf9~ i:p , £tMii& 
~Yw~:liH1<J~~ftr-'%, M* 6 i:p~:Jif~~a<Jili\lfM~~1.fit , &.i1!~~ 9im ;~~*ffl~M&~ 
(:J'~·iRflttl~~:15-A, lfaJ¥ti!ilit:l!~ffi o 

[0113J 1J.a~ 6 m:¥: , 1£mr~-*~a<J s tt~ Mes t~~l¥.J¥li:flJ:~;t.m 1 tt¥r, ffl -f-11t~~~:1J• 
a<J 7 r}l MCS, i3: 5 i~ MCS ffl r ffi-7F 256QAM l¥.J~~7Ji\, jm* 6 B<J MCS Index 32 itl MCS Index 

38. :lt1Jlll58''J MCS~slffl 6 t:t~ttf/7F. 
(0114] ;tt;cp, £M:mi&iu~~1~-'%#½t.~-%~l¥.Jifolllitl~~1.f it& teit€;~flitd , {!On .~M& 
'i:Jil~~~~rf} MCS Index ~T 36, ~* 5(jJ3 filrrfi~j~ll¥.J i,f!;J ffj1J1JJ!:71256QAM ~ ~~w-!«fflJlt 
MCS index ~~-€,-jjJa<Jif.Jffitl~~~7JA, ;i:f:lit~~fflc 
(0115] ~JJm-wiJ-t 
co116J :9a oo 1 m~. ¾*:&f!l':I J: rrrtzffl-ffl~?l: .OOZ·!7'J-= A<J~~ oo, -tE~~»i{91J i:r, £Jli!i:mi& 
~Yw:&:l!l¥.J~~ft~ , JA~ 7 i:r~rt*~l':rJiJaJ$tl~~1J:it, & t.ift~~~ ;~!4'riii«ffl£to &1'$ 
a<J ·if.Httl i$W11f 3:t, lllJ ~ !LO :&~~ffl o 

C 01111 £tri5 ~ ~ -g-~ l¥J ~ ffi!J~iHif¼ 1f it& '!lit~~~~ tiff , JHMt ffl Eij ~ ~ ~ ~.ffl fcil ~t ~f,( 
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§I (fl MCS, ~M-f:&:Ji:& 7 J,r~(J{J MCS Index !iffi-~ MCS (fJp;J~ . 

[0118] ~Jftll~Mi2t:fflltl MCS I ndex ~-f- 26, tEJilt~mt:f:ll¥1* 5(~3wrftr~1'Sl¥JiJaHM:ir 
J-{;/:J 64QAM, 17oiltllt~M~1Jffl* 71¥JP-JWiffifelt'.l.f:kl :3lWr1f~~fl1i/aJilltl15A:kl 256QAMo 
[0119) ~J,m~tlJ, 
co120J ila 00 s Pff ff-;, :J!.2Js:~a~...t fi~tm1'Ht~in1lftl rm IY-Jif~l!I . tE~~hiftl t:f:l, ¥M*1& 
~ ~ ~:itri<Jf$~{~~, M* 8 i:r~:ffk~lltli~1!ifJ~fiij:iJ;i:t., &iiJt~~~ :~l!ffll*tl:5¥M&ffi 
lltliJ~ f!j1Jffl~ij jj"J:t, f5"J¥ti!i~:i!~ffl 0 

(0121 ) ¥t/i~~~~(f.Jif.il1M~Wff it&~gfr~~~m, ¥M11ffl ~mtif ~~JUII raJ tt~~ 
§ a<J MCS,¥:g/;~ti;s~ 8 Jyrff-;fl<J MCS Index £ffiffflf MCS lltl~~. 
[0122) 1;1J:(m¥!i:i5~:ff B<J MCS Index ~=f 27, tEJi]U!f i:p s<:!'a' 5l.¾3i'lt(fti'~ffls<:Jif.jffi!J:i5 
J:t:kl 64QAM, mi.lltWJ¥J/.i!iltlffi ~ 8 (f.J ~ WlKffiM~f jj : §lltr""f fifllHl'-Ji/aJ $1Jjj·;r.tj;J 256QAM. 

[0123) J:~ § ~J1Z~fttJ~W15~, PT ~tEJJ\!,if(f.J:li~x~ 64QAM 1¥JiY.HlirJ 1J:r.tlltJ£fiill...t, 
:lil~xM: 256QAM (f.Jiftililitl7J"A ;~ 11 , ~m~tl*rt-Jitll, ~i:iJIJ.xfflJ!~~*~lltJ~fM7JA :IA Tm~~~- fl<J 1½ lntr:iil! $ 0 

co124J :PQ oo 9 m~, ¾*~~El ~miftil fll!J~~ij~J::~.lifil1tl-(f.J~~J~~oo, ~ § ~mi/aJ 
t1WiWb~Jf1!!.ffl~:i!ffi~ l L Ji~j(~~ 12 lll~ffFit~#t 13, ;tti:p :~~-~ffi-f-lt:I~~ 

it~~-•~;•~•~m-t-t1~~•••...t~~••~~rrffi~•~m&•a<:1mmma 
Hi~ ;~;ff r itm*ffl =f:mmi ...t.:i£1~m:m:1:rn7f-JAf~i:&ffiB9if..l llltl f;lii?ii-¼:t.i:rt (MCS) ~ i:p ~ff 
if.JffitJti~15A,:JtmW...t:t£-lP-.l$-IJt,li'Hi~1rA""f1t!ttffl. 
[0125] ~i:p, ...t:i£1~i:&Js(f.J MCS *x~ 256 .ify:~[li)ajffitJ (QAM) (lgif.HM:-lrit ;..t:i£~i:&Js 
(t-J MCS ~j;J i£t~ MCS ~ (f.J¥u:fLt:tfl1Jr.l 7 $-i' MCS p;J ~ 8"~ MCS *• ;tt i:p, itt.1Jll (f.J$,t- MCS ~ ~ 

ffl ffiJt\'(tJ--1-~~H' lt~-;~Hi~, A1t>AJ ~ .ffi~ 1- ~ 2 :~~ , ...t~~i&ffi(f.J MCS ~j;JXf ~ 
MCS *i:pa<JP-J~:i11:ff 71tffifuf~B'~ MCS ~ . Af;tAJ~ !il~ 3-* 4. 

[0126) ~ 13 ~.@if..l#itltfHij~Ji'f.iJIJ.-uL=f~~ fl;], tE"Ffi',f-HifiJ1r ~J...t, AJ~JW.~~ 256QAM 

(t-J,,;] 1M1r A' A f*~~ 7J it"i:iJ f$ m 00 1- 00 4, lit~~~ -Pnt:1£ 0 

[01211 :!mlru 10 Jififf:;, ¾* it~ E1~.@1"3iff~fflW~.il~lii!i1?tJ=1¥1~-rtJ~~OO. ~ El~J§l~ 

itW1Hij~i:@.mm 1& • ~ 21 ~ ji\;. ~ & ffl~ ~ 22, ;tt i:r : t1 i& tttkffl =f ~ i& • Yiitl .1xl! a<J ~;ig 

nf-'% : ~ ~ & 11lm :Ycffl =f :m ffi ...t :i£ ~;lg ffi ~• M.1li i:&Js ag i)aJ 1MtiW 1f A (MCS) ~ i:p ~ :ff -l,;J ttl 
•w~A,#&•~-~-IJ.~ ...t:1£•~- •..t:i£W- • W:-lr:r.trtJ..t:i£13~,@-••w• 
ft~J!fiffi 0 

(012aJ ;tti:p , ..t:i£~i:&ffia<J MCS *x~ 256 iE3crllilfWlM (QAM) (f.Ji¼J1M:i5:r.t :...t:i£1t~J8 
(f.J MCS *;/:JtENi: MCS ~ifJ¥ulllJ:i:tr:tJ.m7 $1- MCS p;J~ (t-j MCS ~ . ,;i:p, :ltlJJa(f.J$1- MCS p;J~ 

fflffi~lltl--1-~$1-tt~~Htt~, i!f:$:P]"~ .W.:W 5- * 6 ;~~, J::i£{~i:&ffi(f.J MCS *j;Jx,t ~ 
MCS ~t:pfl{J p;J$Jt!:.fi7:l:ffiAlf~a<J MCS ~ . A~'f.iJ~ _m* 7-* 8. 

[0129) ~ ~ :ilR.@ifolill~~fi~~:i'.'f.iJ IJ.fil:-f-~}ii!i p;J. -t£..tqffHM1r rtJ ..t, i:iJ~J~~tf 256QAM 

1¥Ji/Ui1J1J it, A~ ?k fJ\!.1J 5:t. PT$ m ~ s- 00 s, Jlt~ .:f 14 :&ti£. 
[01301 .it;:@i~iH:i!tt*A~ AJ \:;L:B1MJ:.:i£:1r$i:p o~~$~'Bi:$};!v~AJJirlli~*ti~ 
.flH~JJ!{4%~, ...t:i£~ff"i:iJ W- B'~ =fi-tRtfl PT iI¼~~fr }.at cp, till R i,j~fit~,M!ft~;,tffi: 
•-~~-• ..t~~-Mrt-J~8-• ~;!v~&i:iJIJ.~ffl-1-d$1-•d*N*~-. ffl.@ 
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~. J:~~~M~~~•~1•~~~*m•#~*~~m.&~~*m•#~••~~ 
%~~m-*~M~~~~fffffi~%~~-#~-#~M~-
[0131 l t;JJ: ~h&iYIHXffl ll), i&. aJ.1:,$:~ aA ~tt*:n~ mi~H~ fti1J, ~ 1>1'. ~ Jm!fJtttttftri171J~-t JF 1t 
M*ff7WE•M·*•~~-•tt*A~~~-M,mliJ~:,$:~M~ti*~•mffea 
•••~••.w~a•*~~tt*~•~a~~~m.~~~•~*~~~~~•*m 
mj~cp. 
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The invention provides a self-adaptive modulation and coding method and an 
apparatus. The method comprises the following steps that: a pilot signal is sent to a 
terminal; a receiving terminal carries out channel measurement according to the pilot 
signal and then feedbacks a channel quality indicator; and according to the channel 
quality indicator, a modulation and coding scheme (MCS) is selected from a modified 
MCS table and data are issued based on the MCS. According to the self-adaptive 
modulation and coding method and the apparatus, on the basis of current supporting of 
a modulation mode with up to 64 quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM), a 
modulation mode with up to 256 QAM can be supported; and moreover, a modulation 
mode with a higher order can also be supported; therefore, a data transmission rate 
can be improved. 
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[ 0001] 

Art 

[ 0002] 

The present invention relates to mobile communication technology, and more particularly to an adaptive 

modulation and coding method and apparatus. 

[ 0003] 

BACKGROUND 

[ 0004] 

In a mo bile communication system, due to the varying characteristics of the wireless fading channeL the 

communication process is the large number of such uncertainties, on the one hand in order to improve system 

throughput the use of higher transmission rates and higher order modulation and less redundant error 

correcting code communication, so that the wireless fading channel SN R ideal system throughput indeed been 

greatly improved, but the channel is in deep fading it can not guarantee reliable communication stably, on the 
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other hand, in order to safeguard reliable communications resistance, a lower transmission rate lower order 

modulation and large redundancy error correction code to communicate, is to protect the wireless channel is in 

deep fading reliable and stable communication, however, when the channel SN R is high, since the transmission 

rate compared with low, limiting the increase system throughput resulting in a waste of resources in the early 

development of mobile communication technology, people against wireless fading channel varying 

characteristics, can only be used to increase the transmission power of the transmitter, the use of low- level large 

the modulation coding method of redundancy to protect the system when the communication quality of the 

deep fading channeL and also time to think about how to improve the system throughput as the technology level 

of progress, there has to adaptively adjust its transmit power based on the channel state, a modulation and 

encoding frame length of the data to overcome the time- varying characteristics of a channeL to obtain the best 

results of communication technique is called adaptive techniques. 

[ 0005] 

Existing standards in the uplink and downlink up to 64 quadrature amplitude modulation (QA M) modulation 

and coding schemes, in order to improve data transfer rates, compatibility with existing wireless transmission 

network, up to 256Q AM modulation and coding scheme 

However, the prior art implementation of the 256Q AM modulation and coding scheme is not supported. 

[ 0006] 

SUMMARY 

[ 0007] 

In order to solve the above technical problem, the present invention provides an adaptive modulation and 

coding method and apparatus, in order to achieve compatibility with existing wireless transmission network, 

based on up to 256Q AM modulation or higher order modulation and coding scheme, thereby improving data 

transmission rate 

[ 0008] 
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The present invention provides an adaptive modulation and coding the method comprising 

[ 0009] 

Transmits a pilot signal to the terminal; 

[0010] 

Receiving terminal according to the channel quality of the pilot signal for channel measurement after the 

feedback indication; 

[0011] 

Indicating selection of a modulation coding scheme from the table in the modified modulation and coding 

scheme (MC S), and the outgoing data of the modulation and coding scheme according to the following based 

on the channel quality. 

[0012] 

Preferably, the above- described adaptive modulation and coding method may have the following characteristics 

[0013] 

MC S table supports 256 of the modified quadrature amplitude modulation (QA M) modulation scheme 

[0014] 

Preferably, the above- described adaptive modulation and coding method may further have the following 
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characteristics 

[0015] 

Said modified MC S table based on the original MC S table based on the increase of content of a plurality of MC S 

MC S table, wherein the increase in the content of a plurality of MC S with the new one or more bits to indicate; or 

[0016] 

The modified MC S MC S table for the original contents of the table has been re- interpreted MC S table 

[0017] 

The present invention also provides an adaptive modulation and coding the method comprising 

[0018] 

Receiving a reference signal sent from the terminal; 

[0019] 

Selected according to the modified reference signal from a modulation and coding scheme (MC S) table, 

modulation and coding schemes, and the feedback to the terminal, so that the terminal transmits data to the base 

station in accordance with the modulation and coding scheme 

[ 0020] 

Preferably, the above- described adaptive modulation and coding method may have the following characteristics 
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[ 0021] 

MC S table supports 256 of the modified quadrature amplitude modulation (QA M) modulation scheme 

[ 0022] 

Preferably, the above- described adaptive modulation and coding method may further have the following 

characteristics 

[ 0023] 

Said modified MC S table based on the original MC S table based on the increase of content of a plurality of MC S 

MC S table, wherein the increase in the content of a plurality of MC S with the new one or more bits to indicate; or 

[ 0024] 

The modified MC S MC S table for the original contents of the table has been re- interpreted MC S table 

[ 0025] 

The present invention also provides an adaptive modulation and coding apparatus of the adaptive modulation 

and coding apparatus comprising 

[ 0026] 

Transmitting module for transmitting a pilot signal to the terminal; 

[ 0027] 
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A receiving module for receiving the terminal after the channel quality indication of the feedback channel based 

on said measured pilot signals; 

[ 0028] 

Select delivery module for selecting a modulation and coding method based on the channel quality indication 

from the modified modulation and coding scheme (MC S) table, and send the data modulation and coding 

schemes according to the following 

[ 0029] 

Preferably, the above- described adaptive modulation and coding apparatus may have the following 

characteristics 

[ 0030] 

MC S table supports 256 of the modified quadrature amplitude modulation (QA M) modulation scheme 

[ 0031] 

The present invention also provides an adaptive modulation and coding apparatus of the adaptive modulation 

and coding apparatus comprising 

[ 0032] 

A receiving module for receiving a reference signal sent from the terminal; 

[ 0033] 
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Selection of the feedback module, for selecting a reference signal based on the modulation and coding scheme 

after modification (MC S) table, modulation and coding schemes, and the feedback to the terminal, so that the 

terminal transmits data to the base station in accordance with the modulation and coding scheme. 

[ 0034] 

Preferably, the above- described adaptive modulation and coding apparatus may have the following 

characteristics 

[ 0035] 

MC S table supports 256 of the modified quadrature amplitude modulation (QA M) modulation scheme. 

[ 0036] 

Said adaptive modulation and coding method and apparatus, the highest possible on the basis of existing support 

64Q AM modulation scheme, the highest support 256Q AM modulation; and can also support higher- order 

modulation; thereby increasing the data transfer rate. 

[ 0037] 

BriefD escription 

[ 0038] 

Figure 1 is a schematic view of a downlink data transmission embodiment of the present invention is one; 

[ 0039] 
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Figure 2 is a schematic view of a downlink data transmission embodiment of the present invention II; 

[ 0040] 

Figure 3 is a schematic diagram of the present invention, a downlink data transmission in the third example; 

[ 0041] 

Figure 4 is a schematic diagram of the four downlink data transmission embodiment of the present invention; 

[ 0042] 

Figure 5 is a schematic diagram of the present invention, the uplink data transmission in Embodiment 1; 

[ 0043] 

Figure 6 is a schematic view of the uplink data transmission embodiment of the present invention II; 

[ 0044] 

Figure 7 is a schematic diagram of three of the uplink data transmission embodiment of the present invention; 

[ 0045] 

Figure 8 is a schematic diagram of four uplink data transmission embodiment of the present invention; 
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[ 0046] 

Figure 9 is a schematic structural view of the present invention is an adaptive modulation and coding apparatus of 

the embodiment 

[ 0047] 

Figure 10 is a structural schematic view of the second adaptive modulation and coding apparatus according to 

the present invention 

[ 0048] 

Specific embodiments 

[ 0049] 

Below in connection with the accompanying drawings and specific embodiments of the present invention will be 

further described in detail 

[ 0050] 

The present invention provides an adaptive modulation and coding methods in the downlink transmission 

direction, said method comprising 

[ 0051] 

Step a, the base station transmits a pilot signal to the terminal; 

[ 0052] 
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Step b, the terminal performs channel measurement according to a pilot signal, the feedback channel quality 

indication; 

[ 0053] 

Step c, base station receive channel quality indication sent by the terminal, in the modified MC S ( modulation 

and coding scheme, M adulation and Coding Scheme) of the table to select the appropriate modulation and 

coding schemes, and issued data 

[ 0054] 

Further, for step c, the MC Son the basis of the existing system, increasingthenumberofbits used to support 

256Q AM modulation 

[ 0055] 

Specifically, the MC Smay be added in Table 1, Table 2, in anyone or several, in which each row represents a 

MC S: MC S Index modulation coding scheme index, modulation order of the modulation scheme 

[ 0056] 

Table 1 N ew MC S table 

[ 0058] 

Specifically, the new MC S also can have the following forms 

[ 0059] 
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Table 2 N ew MC S table 

[ 0061] 

Further, for the step c, the number of bits to maintain the existing system MC S index unchanged reinterpretation 

of the MC S to support 256Q AM modulation 

[ 0062] 

Specifically, the content can be reinterpreted in Table 3 and Table 4, the contents of which increases with the 

MC S index and TBS Index, the modulation order is gradually increasing and the modulation order up to 

256Q AM (as shown in Table 3, Table 4 The bold part), where TBS Index for the transport block size index 

[ 0063] 

Table 3 reinterpretation of MC S table 

[ 0066] 

Specifically, the reinterpretation of the MC S table also can have the following forms 

[ 0067] 

Table 4 reinterpretation of MC S table 

[ 0070] 
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The present invention also provides a method for adaptive modulation and coding on the uplink transmission 

direction, the method described above package: 

[ 0071] 

Step e, the terminal transmits a reference signal to the base station; 

[ 0072] 

Step£ the base station based on the reference signal transmitted by the terminal, select the appropriate 

modulation and coding schemes MC S from the modified table, back to the terminal; 

[ 0073] 

Step g the terminal station based on the feedback of the modulation and coding scheme, the transmission data to 

the base station 

[ 0074] 

Further, for the step £ the MC S on the basis of the existing system, increasing the number of bits used to support 

256Q AM modulation 

[ 0075] 

Specifically, the MC S may be added in Table 5, Table 6, any one or more, where each row represents a MC S, 

Redundancy Version oftheredundancyversiorr 

[ 0076] 
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Table 5 new MC S table 

[ 0079] 

Specifically, the new MC S also can have the following forms 

[ 0080] 

Table 6 new MC S table 

[ 0082] 

Further, for the step f, the number of bits to maintain an existing system modulation and coding scheme index is 

the same, re- interpretation of the MC S to support 256Q AM modulation 

[ 0083] 

Specifically, the content can bere- explained in Table 7, Table 8, the content of which increases as the MC S index 

and TBS Index, and gradually increasing the modulation order, and the modulation order of up to 256Q AM ( as 

shown in Table 7, Table 8 The bold part): 

[ 0084] 

Specifically, the reinterpretation of the MC S table also can have the following forms 

[ 0085] 

Table 7 reinterpretation of MC S table 
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[ 0088] 

Specifically, the reinterpretation of the MC S table also can have the following forms 

[ 0089] 

Table 8 reinterpretation of MC S table 

[ 0092] 

The embodiment provides an adaptive modulation and coding method of the present invention, the method 

comprising 

[ 0093] 

The downstream direction, the base station transmits to the terminal of the pilot signal; base station receives the 

terminal after the channel measurement feedback channel quality indication based on the pilot signal; the base 

station indicating a selected modulation code from the modified modulation and coding scheme (MC S) table 

based on the channel quality mode, and send the data according to the above- described modulation and coding 

schemes; 

[ 0094] 

The uplink direction, the base station receives a reference signal sent by the terminal, the base station selects based 

on the modified reference signal from the modulation and coding scheme (MC S) table, modulation and coding 

schemes, and feedback to the terminal, the terminal sends to the base station based on the modulation and 

coding schemes data 

[ 0095] 
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Several embodiments will now be specifically described by using the method of the present invention is how to 

determine the adaptive modulation and coding scheme, and then complete the data coding and the 

transmission 

[ 0096] 

Example one 

[ 0097] 

Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of a downlink data transmission embodiment of the present invention, in this 

embodiment the conductive terminal receives the pilot signal transmitted by the base station, a channel quality 

feedback to the base station, the base station based on the channel quality indication from Table 1 select the 

appropriate modulation and coding scheme, issued data 

[ 0098] 

As shown in Table 1, on the basis of five- bit MC S indicated by the original system adds a bit indicating that a new 

increase in the six MC S, MC S is used to indicate that six of the 256Q AM modulation scheme, MC S Index 32 in 

Table 1 the MC S Index 37. 

MC S index increase after six bits indicate 

[ 0099] 

Wherein the base station based on the channel quality indicator, to select the appropriate modulation and coding 

scheme, such as choosing the MC S Index equal to 35, meaning the downlink data for the current modulation 

scheme is 256Q AM. 

[ 0100] 
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Example two 

[0101] 

Figure 2 is a schematic diagram of the second downlink data transmission embodiment of the present invention, 

in this embodiment the conductive terminal receives the pilot signal transmitted by the base station, a channel 

quality feedback to the base station, the base station based on the channel quality indication from Table 2 select 

the appropriate modulation and coding scheme, issued data 

[ 0102] 

As shown, on the basis of five- bit MC S indicated on the increase in the original system 21 bit for indicating the 

newly added 8 MC S, which is used to indicate eight MC S 256Q AM modulation scheme, MC S Index 32 in Table 

2 the MC S Index 39. 

MC S index increase after six bits indicate 

[ 0103] 

Wherein the base station based on the channel quality indicator, to select the appropriate modulation and coding 

schemes, such as MC S Index equal to 38 selected, meaning the downlink data for the current modulation scheme 

is256QAM. 

[ 0104] 

Example three 

[ 0105] 
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Figure 3 is a schematic diagram of the three downlink data transmission embodiment of the present invention, in 

this embodiment the conductive terminal receives the pilot signal transmitted by the base station, a channel 

quality feedback to the base station, the base station based on the channel quality indication from Table 3 select 

the appropriate modulation and coding scheme, issued data 

[ 0106] 

Send the data to select the appropriate modulation and coding the base station mode: In this case the base station 

uses the same bit number of the original system MC S, MC S based on the base station as shown in Table 3 Index 

reinterpreted MC S content 

[ 0107] 

For example, a base station according to this channel quality indication, the selected MC S Index equal to 26, 

meaning in the original system is the current modulation scheme of downlink data for the 64Q AM, but this time 

the contents of the base station using Table 3 reinterpreted as a current modulation method of downlink data for 

the256QAM. 

[ 0108] 

Example four 

[ 0109] 

Figure 4 is a schematic diagram of the four downlink data transmission embodiment of the present invention, in 

this embodiment the conductive terminal receives the pilot signal transmitted by the base station, a channel 

quality feedback to the base station, the base station based on the channel quality indication from Table 4 select 

the appropriate modulation and coding scheme, issued data 

[0110] 
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Send the data to select the appropriate modulation and coding the base station mode: In this case the base station 

uses the same bit number of the original system MC S, MC S based on the base station as shown in Table 4 Index 

reinterpreted MC S content 

[0111] 

For example, a base station according to this channel quality indication, the selected MC S Index equal to 23, 

meaning in the original system is the current modulation scheme of downlink data for the 64Q AM, but this time 

the contents of the base station using Table 4 is reinterpreted as a current modulation method of downlink data 

for the 256Q AM. 

[ 0112] 

Example five 

[ 0113] 

Figure 5 is a schematic diagram of one embodiment of the uplink data transmission of the present invention, in 

this embodiment the base station receives a reference signal sent by the terminal to select an appropriate 

modulation and coding scheme from Table 5, the feedback to the terminal; a terminal based on the base station 

feedback modulation and coding scheme, the transmission data to the base station 

[ 0114] 

As shown in Table 5, based on the MC S indicated by the bit 5 of the original system adds an additional bit is used 

to indicate level 5 MC S, this level of 5 MC S 256Q AM for indicating an adjustment method, such as a table of 

MC S 5 to Index32MCS Index 36. 

MC S index increase after six bits indicate 
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[0115] 

Wherein the base station receives a reference signal and select the appropriate modulation and coding scheme is 

fed back to the terminal, e. g, base station back to the MC S Index is equal to the terminal 33, which means the 

current modulation scheme of the downlink data 256Q AM. 

Terminal according to this MC S index to select the appropriate modulation and coding scheme, and sends the 

data 

[ 0116] 

Sixth Embodiment 

[0117] 

Figure 6 is a schematic diagram of the second uplink data transmission embodiment of the present invention, in 

this embodiment the base station receives a reference signal sent by the terminal to select an appropriate 

modulation and coding scheme from Table 6, the feedback to the terminal; a terminal based on the base station 

feedback modulation and coding scheme, the transmission data to the base station 

[ 0118] 

As shown in Table 6, on the basis of five- bit MC S indicated by the original system adds a bit indicating that a new 

increase in the seven MC S, this level of 5 MC S 256Q AM for indicating an adjustment method, such as a table of 

MC S 6 Index 32 the MC S Index 38. 

MC S index increase after six bits indicate. 

[ 0119] 
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Wherein the base station receives a reference signal and select the appropriate modulation and coding scheme is 

fed back to the terminal, e. g, base station back to the MC S Index is equal to the terminal 36, which means the 

current modulation scheme of the downlink data 256Q AM. 

Terminal according to this MC S index to select the appropriate modulation and coding scheme, and sends the 

data 

[ 0120] 

Seventh Embodiment 

[ 0121] 

Figure 7 is a schematic diagram of the three uplink data transmission embodiment of the present invention, in 

this embodiment the base station receives a reference signal sent by the terminal to select an appropriate 

modulation and coding scheme from Table 7, the feedback to the terminal; a terminal based on the base station 

feedback modulation and coding scheme, the transmission data to the base station 

[ 0122] 

The base station selects an appropriate modulation and coding scheme is the feedback to the terminal: The base 

station uses the same number of bits with the original system MC S, the base station based on MC S 7 shown in 

Table Index reinterpretation MC S content 

[ 0123] 

Such as base stations selected MC S Index is equal to 26, meaning in the original system is the current downlink 

data modulation scheme for 64Q AM, but this time the base station uses the contents ofT able 7 reinterpreted as 

the current downlink data modulation scheme for 256Q AM. 

[ 0124] 
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Example eight 

[ 0125] 

Figure 8 is a schematic diagram of the four uplink data transmission embodiment of the present invention, in this 

embodiment the base station receives a reference signal sent by the terminal to select an appropriate modulation 

and coding scheme from Table 8, the feedback to the terminal; a terminal based on the base station feedback 

modulation and coding scheme, the transmission data to the base station 

[ 0126] 

The base station selects an appropriate modulation and coding scheme is the feedback to the terminal, the base 

station uses the same number of bits with the original system MC S, MC S Index shown in Table 8, based on the 

base station to re- interpret the contents of MC S. 

[ 0127] 

Such as base stations selected MC S Index is equal to 27, meaning in the original system is the current downlink 

data modulation scheme for 64Q AM, but this time the base station uses the contents ofT able 8 reinterpreted as 

the current downlink data modulation scheme for 256Q AM. 

[ 0128] 

Said adaptive modulation and coding method, on the basis of existing supports up to 64Q AM modulation 

scheme, the highest support 256Q AM modulation; and, with the development of technology, you can also 

support higher- order modulation; thereby improving the data transfer rate 

[ 0129] 
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9 is a schematic diagram of a structure of an adaptive modulation and coding apparatus according to the present 

invention, the adaptive modulation and coding apparatus includes a transmission module 11, reception module 

12 and the selection module 13 is issued, whereirr the transmission module is used to the terminal sends a pilot 

signal; receiving module for receiving terminal channel measurement after feedback channel quality indication 

based on the pilot signal; select delivery module is used to indicate According to the channel quality Choose 

from a revised modulation and coding scheme (MC S) table modulation and coding scheme, and the 

modulation and coding scheme based on the above data is sent 

[ 0130] 

Wherein said modified MC S table supports 256 quadrature amplitude modulation (QA M) modulation; above 

the modified MC S MC S table based on the original table adds multiple MC S MC S table of content which 

increased more than MC S contents with the new one or more bits to indicate specifically refer to Table 1 to Table 

2; or the revised MC S MC S table for the original contents of the table has been re- interpreted the MC S table, 

specifically to see Table 3 - Table 4 

[ 0131] 

The adaptive modulation and coding apparatus may be located within a base station, in the downlink 

transmission direction can be selected to achieve the 256Q AM modulation scheme, a particular implementation 

can be found in Figures 1- 4, are not mentioned here 

[ 0132] 

As shown in Figure 10 is a schematic structural view of the present invention, an adaptive modulation coding 

apparatus according to the second embodiment the adaptive modulation and coding apparatus comprises a 

receiving module 21 and the selection of the feedback module 22, whereirr a receiving module for receiving a 

reference signal sent from the terminal; selected based on the feedback module is used to select the reference 

signal from the modulation and coding scheme after modification (MC S) table, modulation and coding 

schemes, and feedback to the terminal, so that the terminal transmits data to the adaptive modulation and coding 

apparatus according to the modulation coding scheme 

[ 0133] 
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Wherein said modified MC S table supports 256 quadrature amplitude modulation (QA M) modulation; above 

the modified MC S MC S table based on the original table adds multiple MC S MC S table of content which 

increased more than MC S contents with the new one or more bits to indicate, specifically Table 5- Table 6; or the 

revised MC S MC S table for the original contents of the table has been re- interpreted the MC S table, specifically 

to see Table 7 - Table 8. 

[ 0134] 

The adaptive modulation and coding apparatus may be located within the base station on the uplink 

transmission direction can be selected to achieve the 256Q AM modulation scheme, a particular implementation 

can be found in Figures 5 to 8 are not described here 

[ 0135] 

This will be understood by those of ordinary skill in the above- described method may be all or part of the steps 

by a program instructing related hardware, the above- described program may be stored in a computer- readable 

storage medium, such as read only memory, a magnetic disk or optical disk. 

0 ptionally, all or part of the steps of the above embodiments may also be implemented using one or more 

integrated circuits. 

Accordingly, the above- described embodiment each module/ unit may be realized in the form of hardware, the 

software can also be used in the form of functional modules. 

The present invention is not limited to any particular form of the combination of hardware and software 

[ 0136] 

The above embodiments are merely provided for describing the technical solutions of the present invention, not 

limitation, with reference to only a preferred embodiment of the present invention has been described in detail 
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0 f ordinary skill in the art will appreciate, the technical solutions of the present invention can be modified or 

replaced with equivalents without departing from the spirit and scope of the technical solutions of the present 

invention shall be covered by the scope of the claims of the present invention, among the requirements. 
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[ 0001] 

An adaptive modulation and coding the method comprising 

Transmits a pilot signal to the terminal; 

Receiving terminal according to the channel quality of the pilot signal for channel measurement after the 

feedback indication; 

Indicating selection of a modulation coding scheme from the table in the modified modulation and coding 

scheme (MC S), and the outgoing data of the modulation and coding scheme according to the following based 

on the channel quality. 

[ 0002] 

The adaptive modulation and coding method as claimed in claim 1, characterized in that 

MC S table supports 256 of the modified quadrature amplitude modulation (QA M) modulation scheme 
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[ 0003] 

The adaptive modulation and coding method according to claim 1 or claim 2, characterized in that 

Said modified MC S table based on the original MC S table based on the increase of content of a plurality of MC S 

MC S table, wherein the increase in the content of a plurality of MC S with the new one or more bits to indicate; or 

The modified MC S MC S table for the original contents of the table has been re- interpreted MC S table 

[ 0004] 

An adaptive modulation and coding the method comprising 

Receiving a reference signal sent from the terminal; 

Selected according to the modified reference signal from a modulation and coding scheme (MC S) table, 

modulation and coding schemes, and the feedback to the terminal, so that the terminal transmits data to the base 

station in accordance with the modulation and coding scheme 

[ 0005] 

The adaptive modulation and coding method as claimed in claim 4, characterized in that 

MC S table supports 256 of the modified quadrature amplitude modulation (QA M) modulation scheme 

[ 0006] 

The adaptive modulation and coding method according to claim 4 or claim 5, whereirr 
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Said modified MC S table based on the original MC S table based on the increase of content of a plurality of MC S 

MC S table, wherein the increase in the content of a plurality of MC S with the new one or more bits to indicate; or 

The modified MC S MC S table for the original contents of the table has been re- interpreted MC S table 

[ 0007] 

Adaptive modulation and coding apparatus of the adaptive modulation and coding apparatus comprising 

Transmitting module for transmitting a pilot signal to the terminal; 

A receiving module for receiving the terminal after the channel quality indication of the feedback channel based 

on said measured pilot signals; 

Select delivery module for selecting a modulation and coding method based on the channel quality indication 

from the modified modulation and coding scheme (MC S) table, and send the data modulation and coding 

schemes according to the following 

[ 0008] 

The adaptive modulation and coding apparatus according to claim 7, characterized in that 

MC S table supports 256 of the modified quadrature amplitude modulation (QA M) modulation scheme 

[ 0009] 

Adaptive modulation and coding apparatus of the adaptive modulation and coding apparatus comprising 
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A receiving module for receiving a reference signal sent from the terminal; 

Selection of the feedback module, for selecting a reference signal based on the modulation and coding scheme 

after modification (MC S) table, modulation and coding schemes, and the feedback to the terminal, so that the 

terminal transmits data to the base station in accordance with the modulation and coding scheme. 

[0010] 

The adaptive modulation and coding apparatus of claim 9, whereirr 

MC S table supports 256 of the modified quadrature amplitude modulation (QA M) modulation scheme. 
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(57) Abstract: It is described a method for controlling a 
modulation and coding scheme for a rransmis- sion between 
a base station (101) and a user equipment (102), wherein the 
,nodulation and coding scheme is selectable based on a ti.rst 
modulation and coding scb.eme table comprising entries cor
responding to a plurality of modulation and coding schemes 
with a first maximum modulation order or based on a second 
modulation and coding scheme table comprising entries cor
responding to a pluralily of modulation and ooding schemes 
with a seco11d maximum modulation order. The method 
comprises selecting, by the base station (IOI), the first mod
ulation aud coding scheme table or the second modulation 
and coding scheme I.able. aud controlling, by the base station 
( IOI), the modulation and coding scheme for the transmis
sion between the base station (I OI) and the user equipment 
(I 02) based on the selected modulation and coding scheme 
table. 
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DESCRIPTION 

Controlling a modulation and coding scheme for a transmission between a base station 

and a user equipment 

1 o Field of invention 

15 

The present invention relates to the field of cellular networks, especially to an evolution of 

L TE networks, and in particular to networks comprising L TE networks and evolved L TE 

networks. 

Art Background 

There have been further developments for L TE, for instance relating to a Beyond 4G 

2 O (B4G) radio system which is assumed to be commercially available in 2020. It might how

ever also be introduced in an evolution of L TE at any date within any new release. 

LTE provides a peak bit rate of 30 bps/Hz by using 64QAM modulation and 8x8 MIMO 

transmission. As a result, B4G may require a higher order modulation, for instance 

2 5 256QAM, than 64QAM in order to meet future requirements. Higher order modulations 

may be relevant for example in relay backhaul due to better channel quality and better 

radio frequency (RF) properties which are more easily feasible for relays than for user 

equipments (UEs) or for isolated indoor cells where the UEs are close by and therefore 

both having a good link to the access point and no or very little interference from other 

3 O access points due to attenuation by the walls. 

The modulation order determination of LTE Release 10 is described in TS 36.213 V10.3, 

chapter 7.1.7 and CQI definition in chapter 7.2.3. In LTE (and LTE-Advanced), theoretical 

spectral efficiency is restricted by 64QAM modulation. An improved spectral efficiency 

3 5 may be gained with extension to 256QAM. 
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In the LTE standard, there is defined a MCS (modulation and coding scheme) index and 

modulation table and CQI (channel quality indicator) table. These are used for determining 

and selecting appropriate modulation and coding schemes. The current tables support up 

to 64QAM. The problem is how to introduce a 256QAM extension or any other higher or-

5 der modulation extension for L TE while maintaining backward compatibility and avoiding 

too much complexity. 

There may be a need for an improved and flexible system and method being adapted to 

allow an extension to a higher order modulation while remaining backward compatible for 

1 o L TE. In particular it is desirable to maintain signaling formats in particular utilize the same 

number of bits as otherwise different encoding schemes need to be used and potentially 

so called blind decoding has to be applied. 

15 Summary of the Invention 

This need may be met by the subject matter according to the independent claims. Advan

tageous embodiments of the present invention are described by the dependent claims. 

2 O According to a first aspect of the invention there is provided a method for controlling a 

modulation and coding scheme for a transmission between a base station and a user 

equipment, wherein the modulation and coding scheme is selectable based on a first 

modulation and coding scheme table comprising entries corresponding to a plurality of 

modulation and coding schemes with a first maximum modulation order or based on a 

2 5 second modulation and coding scheme table comprising entries corresponding to a plu

rality of modulation and coding schemes with a second maximum modulation order. The 

method comprises selecting, by the base station, the first modulation and coding scheme 

table or the second modulation and coding scheme table, and controlling, by the base 

station, the modulation and coding scheme for the transmission between the base station 

3 O and the user equipment based on the selected modulation and coding scheme table. 

This aspect of the invention is based on the idea to extend the modulation and coding 

scheme table to a higher order modulation while remaining backward compatible. The first 

table may support for instance up to 64QAM (quadrature amplitude modulation) and the 

35 second table may support for instance up to 256QAM, or any other higher order modula

tion extension. It should be noted that although 256QAM is explicitly mentioned herein, 

any other higher modulation order than that used for the first table may be used, for in-
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stance also 128QAM or in general a higher modulation and coding scheme (MCS) which 

may be characterized by either modulation order or coding scheme of both. 

The idea of this method is to introduce a higher order modulation while still supporting a 

5 modulation and coding scheme (MCS} table being introduced for a lower modulation or

der. 

The term "modulation order'' in this context may be determined by the number of the 

different symbols that can be transmitted using it. In general MCS also considers different 

1 O code rates and thus indicates the average number of payload bits that can be transmitted 

per symbol. The first maximum modulation order and the second maximum modulation 

order may be the same or may be different. 

The term "modulation and coding scheme table" may refer to the MCS table being defined 

15 in L TE and being used for determining and selecting appropriate modulation and coding 

schemes. The second table may be an extended MCS table being based on the MCS as 

defined in L TE but comprising entries corresponding to a higher order modulation. For 

instance, the backward compatibility may be ensured by having a first table exactly as it is 

currently defined in the LTE standard. 

20 

The first and the second table may be different in some respects. For instance, one table 

may be biased more towards low MCS and the second towards high MCS values. For 

example, one table may have more MCS values below a certain threshold MCS. Also the 

density of MCS values at lower MCS may be higher in one table or the center of gravity or 

25 average of the MCS values may be lower in one table. In one embodiment, one table is a 

mirror image of the other, for instance being mirrored at the middle MCS. 

The term "base station" in this context may denote any kind of physical entity being able to 

communicate with a user equipment or any other network device by selecting a modula-

30 tion and coding scheme from such a MCS table. A base station in this context may be any 

kind of network device providing the required functionality for the method, it may also be a 

transceiver node in communication with a centralized entity. The base station may be for 

example a NodeB or eNB. 

35 The base station may either inform the UE explicitly about a change of the used MCS ta

ble or may inform and select the MCS table implicitly as part of the capability enquiry pro

cedure. 
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According to an embodiment of the invention, the second maximum modulation order is 

higher than the first maximum modulation order. In particular, the first maximum modula

tion order corresponds to 64QAM and the second maximum modulation order corre-

5 sponds to 256QAM. 

It should be noted that also other modulation orders may be used, for instance 128QAM. 

Furthermore, a few high MCSs may be included in the first table to be able to quickly react 

1 o in case the channel gets suddenly better. 

15 

According to a further embodiment of the invention, the maximum modulation order may 

correspond to the highest modulation and coding scheme (MCS). Further, the highest 

modulation and coding scheme may be the same for both tables. 

According to a further embodiment of the invention, the method further comprises deter

mining, by the base station, actual channel conditions of a radio transmission channel 

being used for the transmission between the base station and the user equipment, deter

mining, by the base station, a maximum supported modulation order based on the deter-

2 o mined actual channel conditions, and selecting, by the base station, the first modulation 

and coding scheme table or the second modulation and coding scheme table based on a 

comparison of the maximum supported modulation order with the first maximum modula

tion order and the second maximum modulation order. 

2 5 If the actual channel conditions do not support the higher order modulation or if the user 

equipment (UE) is not able to support the higher order modulation, the base station may 

perform the modulation and coding for the transmission based on the first table. If the ac

tual channel conditions are good enough for the higher order modulation and if the UE 

supports the higher order modulation, the base station may perform the modulation and 

3 o coding based on the second table supporting a higher order modulation, for instance up to 

256QAM. 

According to a further embodiment of the invention, the method further comprises trans

mitting information to the user equipment being indicative for the selected modulation and 

35 coding scheme table. 
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The base station may provide a signal to the UE comprising information about the se

lected and used MCS table. The UE may then perform, based on this information, further 

actions, like CQI reports. 

5 According to a further embodiment of the invention, transmitting information to the user 

equipment is based on radio resource control signalling. 

By using a common signalling, the UE may be easily informed about the selected MCS 

table. This information may also be included in any information signal comprising informa-

l O tion for the UE in view of any other resource control. 

According to a further embodiment of the invention, transmitting information to the user 

equipment is based on implicit signalling. 

15 This may refer to the case, wherein the UE may receive information from the base station 

and may determine based on this information the selected MCS table. This may be the 

case for instance as part of the capability enquiry procedure which also makes the capa

bility available to the eNB. During this kind of set up procedure, where the eNB determines 

capabilities of the UE, the tables may be switched and the UE may be informed implicitly 

2 o without specific signalling. 

25 

According to a further embodiment of the invention, the method further comprises receiv

ing confirmation information from the user equipment being indicative for a performed 

change of the selected modulation and coding scheme table. 

The base station may carry out the change from one table to the selected MCS table after 

receiving the confirmation signal from the UE. The confirmation signal may thus be indica

tive for a final change of the MCS tables to be carried out by the base station. 

3 o According to a further embodiment of the invention, the first modulation and coding 

scheme table and the second modulation and coding scheme table each comprise a 

common subset of equal entries being arranged at same positions within the first modula

tion and coding scheme table and the second modulation and coding scheme table. In 

particular, the method further comprises after transmitting the information to the user 

35 equipment being indicative for the selected modulation and coding scheme table and be

fore receiving the confirmation information from the user equipment, controlling the mod

ulation and coding scheme for the transmission between the base station and the user 
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equipment based on the selected modulation and coding scheme table based on the 

common subset of entries. 

By using common entries in both MCS tables, the base station may use the common en-

s tries as long as there is no confirmation signal from the UE. This may provide the advan

tage that there is no misunderstanding and wrong modulation and coding as both parts 

(base station and UE) are using the same modulation and coding scheme (although they 

may possibly use different tables). 

1 o According to a further embodiment of the invention, controlling an initial transmission be

tween the base station and the user equipment is based on the first modulation and cod

ing scheme table. 

The base station and the UE may use the MCS table having the lower maximum modula-

15 tion order at the start of each communication. This may provide the advantage that each 

communication starts with the same table and afterwards the base station may decide 

whether to change the MCS table or not. The change may then be performed based on 

the actual channel conditions if the U E can support the MCS table supporting the higher 

order modulation. 

20 

According to a further embodiment of the invention, the bits of carrying a modulation and 

coding scheme index are the same for the first modulation and coding scheme table and 

for the second modulation and coding scheme table. 

25 Thus, it may be ensured that there is a backward compatibility without having to amend 

the MCS tables in their existing form nor the coding and transmission mechanisms that 

are employed to convey the selection out of that table. In a more specific embodiment, the 

tables may have the same size. In particular, parts of the first MCS table and the second 

MCS table are equal, providing common entries as explained above. Entries of the first 

3 O MCS table relating to very low modulation orders may be exchanged (redefined) for the 

second MCS table and may comprise the higher order modulations. 

According to a further embodiment of the invention, the actual channel conditions are de

termined based on a channel quality indicator being selectable based on a first channel 

3 5 quality indicator table supporting the first maximum modulation order or based on a 

second channel quality indicator table supporting the second maximum modulation order, 

the method comprising receiving, by the base station, a channel quality indicator from the 
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user equipment, and determining, by the base station, the actual channel conditions of the 

radio transmission channel being used for the transmission between the base station and 

the user equipment based on the received channel quality indicator. 

5 Like the MCS tables, also the CQI tables may be selected based on the selection of the 

MCS tables. If there is a switch or change from the first MCS table to the second MCS 

table, there may also be change from the first CQI table to the second CQI table. The UE 

may thus determine the CQI based on a table which corresponds to the selected MCS 

table. 

10 

According to a further embodiment of the invention, the method further comprises select

ing, by the base station, the first channel quality indicator table or the second channel 

quality indicator table based on the selected modulation and coding scheme table, and 

transmitting information to the user equipment being indicative for the selected channel 

15 quality indicator table. 

20 

25 

The information of the selected CQI table may be provided to the UE from the base sta

tion. The information may also be provided implicitly by informing the user equipment of 

the selected MCS table. 

According to a further embodiment of the invention, the first channel quality indicator table 

and the second channel quality indicator table each comprise a common subset of equal 

entries being arranged at same positions within the first channel quality indicator table and 

the second channel quality indicator table. 

Like the MCS tables, also the CQI tables may comprise a common subset. Thus, it may 

be ensured that, during switching, there are no misunderstandings between the UE and 

the base station. 

30 According to a second aspect of the invention, there is provided a base station for control

ling a modulation and coding scheme for a transmission between the base station and a 

user equipment, wherein the modulation and coding scheme is selectable based on a first 

modulation and coding scheme table comprising entries corresponding to a plurality of 

modulation and coding schemes with a first maximum modulation order or based on a 

35 second modulation and coding scheme table comprising entries corresponding to a plu

rality of modulation and coding schemes with a second maximum modulation order. The 

base station comprises a selection unit being adapted to select the first modulation and 
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coding scheme table or the second modulation and coding scheme. table, and a control 

unit being adapted to control the modulation and coding scheme for the transmission be

tween the base station and the user equipment based on the selected modulation and 

coding scheme table. 

The base station may be any type of access point or point of attachment, which is capable 

of providing a wireless access to a cellular network system. Thereby, the wireless access 

may be provided for a user equipment or for any other network element, which is capable 

of communicating in a wireless manner. The base station may be a NodeB, eNB, home 

1 o NodeB or He NB, or any other kind of access point or also a multi hop node or relay. The 

base station may in particular be used for a 84G, LTE or 3GPP cell and communication. 

The base station may comprise a receiving unit, for example a receiver as known by a 

skilled person. The base station may also comprise a transmitting or sending unit, for ex-

15 ample a transmitter. The receiver and the transmitter may be implemented as one single 

unit, for example as a transceiver. The transceiver or the receiving unit and the sending 

unit may be adapted to communicate with the user equipment via an antenna. 

The base station further comprises a selection unit and a control unit. The selection unit 

2 o and the control unit may be implemented as single units or may be implemented for ex

ample as part of a standard control unit, like a CPU or a microcontroller. 

In one embodiment, the base station may further comprise a determination unit being 

adapted to determine actual channel conditions of a radio transmission channel being 

2 5 used for the transmission between the base station and the user equipment, and being 

adapted to determine a maximum supported modulation order based on the determined 

actual channel conditions. The selection unit may be adapted to select the first modulation 

and coding scheme table or the second modulation and coding scheme table based on a 

comparison of the maximum supported modulation order with the first maximum modula-

3 O tion order and the second maximum modulation order. 

The determination unit may be implemented as a single unit or may be implemented for 

example as part of a standard control unit, like a CPU or a microcontroller. 

3 5 The user equipment (UE) may be any type of communication end device, which is capable 

of connecting with the described base station. The UE may be in particular a cellular mo-
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bile phone, a Personal Digital Assistant (PDA), a notebook computer, a printer and/or any 

other movable communication device. 

The user equipment may comprise a receiving unit or receiver which is adapted for receiv-

5 ing signals from the base station. The user equipment may comprise a transmitting unit for 

transmitting signals. The transmitting unit may be a transmitter as known by a skilled per

son. The receiver and the transmitting unit may be implemented as one single unit, for 

example as a transceiver. The transceiver or the receiver and the transmitting unit may be 

adapted to communicate with the base station via an antenna. 

10 

15 

The user equipment may further comprise a control unit for controlling and configuring the 

transmission based on information received from the base station being indicative for a 

selected MCS table. The control unit may be implemented as a single unit or may be im

plemented for example as part of a standard control unit, like a CPU or a microcontroller. 

According to a third aspect of the invention, there is provided a cellular network system. 

The cellular network system comprises a base station as described above. 

Generally herein, the method and embodiments of the method according to the first 

2 o aspect may include performing one or more functions described with regard to the second 

or third aspect or an embodiment thereof. Vice versa, the base station or cellular network 

system and embodiments thereof according to the second and third aspect may include 

units or devices for performing one or more functions described with regard to the first 

aspect or an embodiment thereof. 

25 

According to a fourth aspect of the herein disclosed subject-matter, a computer program 

for controlling a modulation and coding scheme for a transmission between a base station 

and a user equipment is provided, the computer program being adapted for, when 

executed by a data processor assembly, controlling the method as set forth in the first 

3 o aspect or an embodiment thereof. 

As used herein, reference to a computer program is intended to be equivalent to a refer

ence to a program element and/or a computer readable medium containing instructions for 

controlling a computer system to coordinate the performance of the above described me-

35 thod. 
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The computer program may be implemented as computer readable instruction code by 

use of any suitable programming language, such as, for example, JAVA, C++, and may be 

stored on a computer-readable medium (removable disk, volatile or non-volatile memory, 

embedded memory/processor, etc.). The instruction code is operable to program a corn-

s puter or any other programmable device to carry out the intended functions. The computer 

program may be available from a netlNork, such as the World \Nide Web, from which it 

may be downloaded. 

The herein disclosed subject matter may be realized by means of a computer program 

1 o respectively software. However, the herein disclosed subject matter may also be realized 

by means of one or more specific electronic circuits respectively hardware. Furthermore, 

the herein disclosed subject matter may also be realized in a hybrid form, i.e. in a combi

nation of software modules and hardware modules. 

15 In the above there have been described and in the following there will be described exem

plary embodiments of the subject matter disclosed herein with reference to a cellular net

work system, a base station and a method of controlling a modulation and coding scheme 

for a transmission between a base station and a user equipment. It has to be pointed out 

that of course any combination of features relating to different aspects of the herein dis-

2 o closed subject matter is also possible. In particular, some embodiments have been de

scribed with reference to apparatus type embodiments whereas other embodiments have 

been described with reference to method type embodiments. However, a person skilled in 

the art will gather from the above and the following description that, unless otherwise noti

fied, in addition to any combination of features belonging to one aspect also any combina-

2 5 tion betlNeen features relating to different aspects or embodiments, for example even be

tween features of the apparatus type embodiments and features of the method type em

bodiments is considered to be disclosed with this application. 

The aspects and embodiments defined above and further aspects and embodiments of 

3 o the present invention are apparent from the examples to be described hereinafter and are 

explained with reference to the drawings, but to which the invention is not limited. 

35 

Brief Description of the Drawing 

Figure 1 shows a cellular network system according to an exemplary embodiment of the 

present invention. 
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Figure 2 shows a simulation of spectral efficiency for 64QAM and 256QAM. 

Figure 3 shows a simulation of spectral efficiency for 4x4 MIMO and 2x2 MIMO, each for 

5 64QAM and 256QAM. 

Figure 4 shows a base station and a user equipment within a cellular network system ac

cording to an exemplary embodiment of the invention. 

1 o It is noted that in different figures, similar or identical elements are provided with the same 

reference signs. 

15 

20 

Detailed Description 

In the following, embodiments of the herein disclosed subject matter are illustrated with 

reference to the drawings and reference to aspects of current standards, such as L TE, 

and their further developments. However, such reference to current standards is only ex

emplary and should not be considered as limiting the scope of the claims. 

Figure 1 shows a cellular network system 100. A user equipment 102 is served by a first 

cell 103 of the cellular network system. The first cell is assigned to a base station 101. 

The transmission and communication between the base station and the user equipment is 

2 5 controlled based on a modulation and coding scheme. The modulation and coding 

scheme is selectable based on a first modulation and coding scheme table comprising 

entries corresponding to a plurality of modulation and coding schemes with a first maxi

mum modulation order or based on a second modulation and coding scheme table com

prising entries corresponding to a plurality of modulation and coding schemes with a 

3 o second maximum modulation order. In one embodiment, the second maximum modulation 

order is higher (for instance up to 256QAM) than the first maximum modulation order (for 

instance up to 64QAM). 

The base station may determine actual channel conditions of the radio transmission chan-

3 5 nel being used for the transmission between the base station and the user equipment. 

Then, the base station may determine a maximum supported modulation order based on 

the determined actual channel conditions and eventually based on information from the 
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user equipment which modulation order can be supported by the user equipment. The 

base station then selects the first modulation and coding scheme table or the second 

modulation and coding scheme table based on a comparison of the maximum supported 

modulation order with the first maximum modulation order and the second maximum 

5 modulation order. Thus, the modulation and coding scheme (MCS) for the transmission 

between the base station and the user equipment is controlled based on the selected 

modulation and coding scheme table. 

The base station may also select the table based on any other information, for instance 

1 O based on predefined selection criteria. 

In LTE (and LTE-Advanced), theoretical spectral efficiency is restricted by 64QAM mod

ulation. Figure 2 presents the simulated L TE-Advanced throughput with 8x8-MIMO and 

modulation restricted to 64QAM (reference number 201) (coding rate 8/9) in 1-tap Ray-

15 leigh channel with no spatial correlation. Spectral efficiency that would be gained with ex

tension to 256QAM is also plotted to Figure 2 for comparison (reference number 202). It 

can be seen that extension to 256QAM starts to have effect around 25dB SNR range. In 

these figures the average SINR is plotted against the throughput. Even if the average is 

below the area whether 256QAM provides gain, due to fading the channel conditions may 

2 o still be good for some time. 

Throughput in L TE is restricted by MCS also in a more practical scenario (for example in 

case of relay backhaul) where there is high spatial channel correlation that restricts the 

usage of large ranks. This is illustrated in the Figure 3 where spectral efficiencies for 2x2 

2 5 and 4x4 MIMO schemes with adaptive rank and MCS selections in high spatial correlation 

scenario are plotted as a function of average signal-to-noise ratio. For both 2x2 and 4x4 

schemes two curves are presented, in one of which MCS is restricted to 64QAM (2x2: 

304, 4x4: 302) and another one with MCS set extension to 256QAM (2x2: 303, 4x4: 301}. 

It can be seen that extension to 256QAM increases the throughput already from around 

30 10dB SNR range in these scenarios. That means the throughput is already compromised 

well below the maximum throughput that is possible with 64-QAM. 

The problem is how to introduce 256QAM for L TE to maintain backward compatibility and 

avoid too much complexity. 256QAM addition might need to be done to both MCS index 

3 5 and modulation table and COi table defined in LTE standard. 
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In Release 10, a new DCI format 2c was added in order to support close loop MlMO with 

up to 8 layers. One straightforward solution would be to define new DCI format for 

256QAM (and use more than 5 bits for the modulation and coding scheme field in the 

DCI). This is no desirable solution because it doubles the number of DCI formats resulting 

5 in a significant complexity increment. In UMTS there was also an extension form 16 QAM 

to 64 QAM by adding one extra signalling bit [R1-070635 R1-070570]. The extra bit can 

either be provided by defining an new DCI format at the expense of worse decoding 

performance and more blind decodings or at lest more optional DCI sizes. Or the bit is 

"stolen" from some other signaling, limiting the possibilities there, e.g. in HSDPA the bit is 

1 o stolen from the code allocation table which only supports half as many entries if 64QAM is 

enabled. 

Another possible solution would be to take the existing MCS/CQl index table as a basis 

and change the usage of it so that only a subset of the current MCS values would be 

15 used, e.g. drop every third to make room for the additional 256QAM values. This causes a 

coarser adaptation of the channel conditions and is therefore undesirable. In the following, 

this method is called sub-sampling. 

The idea of the herein described method is to define a new procedure which allows to use 

2 o 256QAM in good channel conditions using the existing DCI formats. For this purpose, ad

ditional new MCS and CQI index tables with extension to 256QAM (Om=8) may be gener

ated. The new tables have the same size as the usual ones. Decision whether original 

index table or the table with 256QAM extension is used is either determined by the base 

station (or eNB) and the switching is indicated to the UE with a signalling message or de-

2 5 cided in implicit way. 

In one embodiment, there is a common index area common for both the original table and 

the table with 256QAM extension where MCS/CQI index, modulation order and TBS index 

are identical and are also in identical positions in both tables. Only this common MCS in-

3 O dex area might be used while switching the tables to avoid ambiguities. 

In one embodiment, the MCS/CQI index table with 256QAM extension is formed so that 

room for the TB (transport block} sizes related to 256QAM is taken from originally low TB 

sizes. Furthermore, there may be a few common modulation/ TB sizes in the common 

3 5 MCS index area from the low range of the modulation set for such situations where e-?(

tended 256QAM table is in use and channel conditions drop quickly. These indexes can 

be sub-sampled from the low TBS area. 
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A two step switching procedure may be provided for CQI index table switching in order to 

make sure the UE is aware of the switching and does not use ambiguous table entries 

during switching. The MCS table may already be switched to the 256QAM version. 

There could be also a few common modulation/ TB sizes in the common MCS index area 

from the high range of the modulation set for such situations where 256QAM should be 

used quickly e.g. during initial call setup before an explicit selection takes place or in order 

to allow quick reaction towards better qualities. 

The herein described second tables for the MCS and CQI index tables may be generated 

corresponding to 36.213 table 7.1.7-1 but with extension to 256QAM (Om=S). One option 

is that the original table 7.1.7-1 and table with 256QAM extension are switched by eNB 

with an RRC-message (alternatively also MAC/ or control signalling messages could be 

15 considered). In this case, algorithm responsible of this switching is eNB vendor specific 

but will obviously take CQI reports from the UE into account. The UE may be responsible 

of switching the MCS index table according to the RRC message and sending an ac

knowledgement to eNB about the received RRC message (the acknowledgement may not 

be essential, it may help however to avoid backward compatibility issues as a UE not sup-

2 o porting the switching will not acknowledge the command). 

Since it takes about 100-200ms for a RRC message to take effect in the UE (processing 

delays of higher layers haven't been standardized and depend on how often they have to 

be retransmitted in case of detection errors) and because (1) RRC messages can get lost 

2 5 and (2) there is uncertainty related to the starting time when the new configuration is taken 

into use by the UE, there may need to be a MCS index area common for both tables, 

which allows data scheduling also during the time of uncertainty. This may ensure that an 

MCS from that area is_understood correctly no matter whether the switching already took 

place or not. This common area may be continuous, i.e. has continuous MCS entries to 

3 o allow a fine adaptation during switching as well. MCS index, modulation order and TBS 

index may be identical in both MCS index tables on this area. For instance, only this 

common MCS index area can be used during the RRC procedure switching the tables and 

before eNB has received an acknowledgement from UE that it has received the RRC 

message switching the MCS index table. The common index area may be used also if 

3 5 implicit table switching is used and, in this case, only the common area can be used dur

ing the implicit switching procedure. 
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Additionally, there may be a few common low modulation / TB sizes in the common MCS 

index area for such situations where extended 256QAM table is in use and channel condi

tions drop quickly. TB sizes that are required to transmit the switch\ng command may be 

available in the common MCS index area. 

New TB sizes may be introduced in the MCS / CQI index table with 256QAM extension in 

order to increase spectral efficiency with 256QAM: 

• Room for these new TB sizes can be taken from current low TB sizes (QPSK and 

possibly low 16QAM) 

1 o • The reserved TBS size for QAM may also be in the low modulation common MCS 

15 

20 

25 

area. This MCS is used for retransmissions with bad channel conditions, in particu

lar if the previous initial transmission was done with a higher MCS, in particular a 

higher Modulation Order, or with a different number of assigned resources. How

ever, it might not be necessary to also have the reserved entry for 256QAM in-

cluded. 

• There can be also some 256QAM entries in the common area for situations like 

call setup where 256QAM would be useful to be utilized quickly (with a cost of los

ing the backwards compatibility and having less entries available in the "ordinary" 

range). Such a default "compromise" MCS table, where sub-sampling is used to 

achieve a higher dynamic range can be used as soon as the eNB is aware of the 

capabilities of the UE. A switch from the legacy table, i.e., with lower maximum 

modulation order, to that compromise table, i.e., with higher maximum modulation 

order, could be done implicitly as part of the capability enquiry procedure which 

also makes the capability available to the eNB. Subsequently, an explicit switching 

to a table focusing on low or high MCS may be done, but also an explicit switching 

to such a sub-sampled table in case the channel conditions vary so quickly that it 

is not feasible to do explicit switching. 

An example of the MCS index and modulation table with 256QAM extension is shown in 

3 O Table 1. The MCS indexes 12 to 31 refer to the continuous common MCS index area. The 

MCS indexes 0, 5 and 10 refer to a sub-sampled low modulation common MCS index 

area and the MCS indexes 1 to 4, 6 to 9 and 1 refer to the 256QAM extension. 
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MCS Index Modulation Order TBS Index 

/MCS Q,. lms 

0 2 0 

1 .a 26 

2 8 27 

3 8 28 

4 8 29 

5 2 5 

6 8 30 

7 8 31 

8 8 32 

9 8 33 

10 4 9 

11 8 reserved 

12 4 11 

13 4 12 

14 4 13 

15 4 14 

16 4 15 

17 6 15 

18 6 16 

19 6 17 

20 6 18 

21 6 19 

22 6 20 

23 6 21 

24 6 22 

25 6 23 

26 6 24 

27 6 25 

28 6 26 

29 2 

30 4 reserved 

31 6 

Table 1: Example for a MCS index table 
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Similarly to the MCS index table, a new CQI index table with 256QAM extension and with 

common index area be used. The CQI tables are switched with the same RRC message 

responsible for MCS index table switching. In another case, the CQI tables may be 

5 switched implicitly. The eNB may be responsible of handling possible error situations 

caused by the unawareness which table the UE is using at an exact time during this RRC 

procedure. The eNB can for example simply ignore non-common CQI indexes, round 

them to the closest common index or take a risk and decide to which table they most 

probably are related to, based on some heuristics. Such error cases can happen because 

1 o contrary to MCS selection, where the eNB initiates the change and can therefore avoid 

ambiguous entries during switching, for CQI the UE isn't aware of the imminent switching 

and thus cannot avoid them (unless it avoids them always which is pointless). In order to 

increase the likelihood that the eNB can pick the right decision in case of ambiguous table 

entries, the minimum differences in TBS for any MCS index should be maximized. This is 

15 the case in Table 1, because the entries are arranged in increasing TBS for both the 256 

and QAM cases. If the 256 QAM cases were ordered inversely, for MCS index 9 there 

would be a TBS of 26 (in case of 256QAM) or 8 (in case of QPSK) i.e. a difference of 26-

8=18, while in Table 1 the difference is 33-8=25. The higher the difference the less likely 

the eNB cannot use heuristics (e.g. if the channel really changed by that amount of 25 

2 O steps). For the same reason it may be beneficial to place the reserved 256QAM entry at 

the highest MCS index, i.e., for MCS index 11 in Table 1. The reserved entry is only rele

vant for downlink, not for uplink. Therefore, in the uplink table it can be easily dropped and 

replaced by the normal entry for QAM (in Table 1 with TBS 10). 

2 5 In order to avoid ambiguous CQI reports during the switching time, a two step switching 

procedure can be employed: in a first command the eNB announces the switching. From 

then on the UE only uses CQI reports from the common MCS area. In a second command 

the eNB commands to perform the switching. From then on the UE fully uses the high 

MCS table. Despite the fact that there are now two ambiguous periods, there is no risk for 

3 o misinterpretations: During both ambiguous periods the UE uses either a well defined MCS 

table (the original one during the first ambiguous period and the final one during the sec

ond one) or only MCSs from the common MCS area and in this common area there is no 

risk of misunderstanding. This is due to the fact that the entries from the common MCS 

area may be coded identically in both tables. This will make the order of the entries in the 

35 high MCS area non-consecutive but this is a minor complexity and can be solved e.g. by 

implementing a lookup-table. 
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The message flow according to this embodiment can then be like this: 

1) From eNB to UE: RRC message to switch MCS table and restrict Cal reporting to 

the common index area. The eNB only uses common index area for MCS 

5 2) From UE to eNB: confirmation (and implicitly message), the eNB can now use the 

10 

complete index area of the new MCS table, the eNB knows that .the UE will use 

new car table (initially only the common index area}. 

3) From eNB to UE: confirmation, the UE can now use the full index area of the new 

car table. 

Despite there are actually two handshakes, it might not take 4 messages but only 2 be

cause the middle message may have a double meaning on both Cal and MCS tables. 

Another approach to avoid ambiguous ca1 reports is to allow the UE to initiate the switch-

15 ing of tables for COi and the eNB to initiate switching for MCS. Then always the originator 

of a message switches to corresponding tables and can thus restrict usage to the common 

index area during the ambiguous period. 

A new UE category is needed with 256QAM included in order to indicate UE's capability to 

2 o support 256QAM. In case the UE does not support 256aAM, the above mentioned proc

ess and MCS/CQI index tables with 256QAM extensions are not used. Alternatively the 

eN B can transmit the switching command, and determine form the response, whether the 

UE supports 256QAM. In the initial access phase, 256aAM and thus the MCS table of the 

higher modulation order should not be used since the eNB does not yet know the UEs 

2 5 capabilities. 

The process presented above can be used for extensions to even higher MCSs. Also the 

process can be extended to cover more than two tables to switch between. Common 

MCSs that are represented in two or more tables should always be at identical positions. 

3 o There can be differences in the size and forming of the common index areas between the 

tables, for example it can be possible to have different level sub-samplings in different 

tables. For example, there may be 3 tables, low, mid and high. Then the mid table can 

include every second MCS entry in the low modulation area, while the high table only uses 

every 4th entry there (similar to Table 1 ), and these entries are selected from the ones 

3 5 which are also present in the mid table. This is possible because 2 is a divider of 4, there-. 

fore the sub sampling of the high table should not select every 3ro or 5th entry which would 
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not be compatible. This may also be used for Table 1 that covers a broader range of COi 

values. 

There are numerous advantages in the proposed solution. The existing DCl format design 

5 is unchanged. This allows to support 256 OAM for each DL DCI formats while maintaining 

the existing DCI blind decoding burden at the UE. The proposed scheme provides easy 

means for the eNB to avoid complicated error cases due to signaling errors. The proposed 

design allows to keep the basic functionality of the existing DL resource allocation 

(CQI/MCS index table) unchanged. Hence, it has only minimal impact to the DL scheduler 

1 o operation. 

15 

Figure 4 shows a cellular network system 400 according to an exemplary embodiment of 

the invention. The cellular network system comprises a base station 101 and a user 

equipment 102 being served by the base station. 

In the following, the base station is described with a determination unit. However, it should 

be noted that the determination unit is optional. 

The base station comprises a determination unit 402 being adapted to determine actual 

2 o channel conditions of a radio transmission channel being used for the transmission be

tween the base station 101 and the user equipment 102, and being adapted to determine 

a maximum supported modulation order based on the determined actual channel condi

tions. The base station further comprises a selection unit 403 being adapted to select the 

first modulation and coding scheme table or the second modulation and coding scheme 

2 5 table based on any predefined criterion or on a comparison of the maximum supported 

modulation order with the first maximum modulation order and the second maximum 

modulation order. Moreover, the base station comprises a control unit 404 being adapted 

to control the modulation and coding scheme for the transmission between the base sta

tion and the user equipment based on the selected modulation and coding scheme table. 

30 

The base station may be any type of access point or point of attachment, which is capable 

of providing a wireless access to a cellular network system. Thereby, the wireless access 

may be provided for the user equipment, or for any other network element, which is capa

ble of communicating in a wireless manner. The base station may be a NodeB, eNB, 

35 home NodeB or HeNB, or any other kind of access point. 
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The base station may comprise a receiving unit, for example a receiver as known by a 

skilled person. The base station may also comprise a transmitting or sending unit, for ex• 

ample a transmitter. The receiver and the transmitter may be implemented as one single 

unit, for example as a transceiver 401. The transceiver or the receiving unit and the send• 

5 ing unit may be adapted to communicate with the user equipment via an antenna. 

10 

15 

The determination unit 402, the selection unit 403 and the control unit 404 may be imple• 

mented as single units or may be implemented for example as part of a standard control 

unit, like a CPU or a microcontroller. 

The user equipment (UE) may be any type of communication end device, which is capable 

of connecting with the described base station. The UE may be in particular a cellular mo• 

bile phone, a Personal Digital Assistant (PDA), a notebook computer, a printer and/or any 

other movable communication device. 

The user equipment may comprise a receiving unit or receiver which is adapted for receiv• 

ing signals from the base station. The user equipment may comprise a transmitting unit for 

transmitting signals. The transmitting unit may be a transmitter as known by a skilled per

son. The receiver and the transmitting unit may be implemented as one single unit, for 

2 0 example as a transceiver 405. The transceiver or the receiver and the transmitting unit 

may be adapted to communicate with the base station via an antenna. 

The user equipment may further comprise a control unit 406 for controlling and configuring 

the transmission based on information received from the base station being indicative for 

2 5 a selected MCS table. The control unit may be implemented as a single unit or may be 

implemented for example as part of a standard control unit, like a CPU or a microcontrol

ler. 

Having regard to the subject matter disclosed herein, it should be mentioned that, al-

3 O though some embodiments refer to a "base station", "eNB", etc., it should be understood 

that each of these references is considered to implicitly disclose a respective reference to 

the general term "network component'' or, in still other embodiments, to the term "network 

access node". Also other terms which relate to specific standards or specific communica

tion techniques are considered to implicitly disclose the respective general term with the 

3 5 desired functionality. 
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It should further be noted that a base station as disclosed herein is not limited to dedicated 

entities as described in some embodiments. Rather, the herein disclosed subject matter 

may be implemented in various ways in various locations in the communication network 

while still providing the desired functionality. 

According to embodiments of the invention, any suitable entity (e.g. components, units 

and devices) disclosed herein, e.g. the determination unit, are at least in part provided in 

the form of respective computer programs which enable a processor device to provide the 

functionality of the respective entities as disclosed herein. According to other embodi-

1 O ments, any suitable entity disclosed herein may be provided in hardware. According to 

other - hybrid - embodiments, some entities may be provided in software while other enti

ties are provided in hardware. 

It should be noted that any entity disclosed herein (e.g. components, units and devices) 

15 are not limited to a dedicated entity as described in some embodiments. Rather, the 

herein disclosed subject matter may be implemented in various ways and with various 

granularities on device level while still providing the desired functionality. Further, it should 

be noted that according to embodiments a separate entity (e.g. a software module, a 

hardware module or a hybrid module) may be provided for each of the functions disclosed 

2 o herein. According to other embodiments, an entity (e.g. a software module, a hardware 

module or a hybrid module (combined software/hardware module)) is configured for pro

viding two or more functions as disclosed herein. 

It should be noted that the term "comprising" does not exclude other elements or steps. It 

2 5 may also be possible in further refinements of the invention to combine features from dif

ferent embodiments described herein above. It should also be noted that reference signs 

in the claims should not be construed as limiting the scope of the claims. 
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List of reference signs: 

100 Cellular network system 

101 Base station 

5 102 User equipment 

103 Cell 

201 8x8 Ml MO for 64QAM 

202 8x8 MIMO for 256QAM 

10 

301 4x4 MIMO for 256QAM 

302 4x4 MIMO for 64QAM 

303 2x2 MIMO for 256QAM 

304 2x2 MIMO for 64QAM 

15 

400 Cellular network system 

401 Transceiver of the base station 

402 Determination unit of the base station 

403 Selection unit of the base station 

20 404 Control unit of the base station 

405 Transceiver of the user equipment 

406 Control unit of the user equipment 
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CLAIMS: 

1. A method for controlling a modulation and coding scheme for a transmission be-

tween a base station (101) and a user equipment (102), wherein the modulation and cod-

s ing scheme is selectable based on a first modulation and coding scheme table comprising 

entries corresponding to a plurality of modulation and coding schemes with a first maxi

mum modulation order or based on a second modulation and coding scheme table com

prising entries corresponding to a plurality of modulation and coding schemes with a 

second maximum modulation order, , the method comprising 

1 o selecting, by the base station (101), the first modulation and coding scheme table 

15 

20 

25 

or the second modulation and coding scheme table, and 

controlling, by the base station (101), the modulation and coding scheme for the 

transmission between the base station (101) and the user equipment (102) based on the 

selected modulation and coding scheme table. 

2. The method as set forth in claim 1, wherein the second maximum modulation order 

is higher than the first maximum modulation order, in particular wherein the first maximum 

modulation order corresponds to 64QAM and the second modulation order corresponds to 

256QAM. 

3. The method as set forth in claim 2, the method further comprising 

determining, by the base station (101), actual channel conditions of a radio trans

mission channel being used for the transmission between the base station (101) and the 

user equipment (102), 

determining, by the base station (101), a maximum supported modulation order 

based on the determined actual channel conditions, and 

selecting, by the base station (101), the :first modulation and coding scheme table 

or the second modulation and coding scheme table based on a comparison of the maxi

mum supported modulation order with the first maximum modulation order and the second 

3 0 maximum modulation order. 

4. The method as set forth in any one of the preceding claims, the method further 

comprising 

transmitting information to the user equipment (102) being indicative for these-

3 5 lected modulation and coding scheme table. 
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5. The method as set forth in claim 4, wherein transmitting information to the user 

equipment (102) is based on radio resource control signalling. 

6. The method as set forth in any one of the claims 4 or 5, wherein transmitting in-

5 formation to the user equipment (102) is based on implicit signalling. 

7. The method as set forth in any one of the claims 3 to 5, the method further com-

prising 

receiving a confirmation information from the user equipment (102) being indicative 

1 o · for a performed change of the selected modulation and coding scheme table. 

8. The method as set forth in claim 7, wherein the first modulation and coding 

scheme table and the second modulation and coding scheme table each comprise a 

common subset of equal entries being arranged at same positions within the first modula-

15 tion and coding scheme table and the second modulation and coding scheme table, 

in particular wherein the method further comprises, 

after transmitting the information to the user equipment (102) being indicative for 

the selected modulation and coding scheme table and before receiving the confirmation 

information from the user equipment (102), controlling the modulation and coding scheme 

2 o for the transmission between the base station (101) and the user equipment (102) based 

on the selected modulation and coding scheme table based on the common subset of 

entries. 

9. The method as set forth in any one of the preceding claims, wherein controlling an 

2 5 initial transmission between the base station (101) and the user equipment (102) is based 

on the first modulation and coding scheme table. 

10. . The method as set forth in any one of the preceding claims, wherein the bits of 

carrying a modulation and coding scheme index are the same for the first modulation and 

3 o coding scheme table and for the second modulation and coding scheme table. 

11. The method as set forth in any one of the preceding claims, wherein the actual 

channel conditions are determined based on a channel quality indicator being selectable 

based on a first channel quality indicator table supporting the first maximum modulation 

35 order or based on a second channel quality indicator table supporting the second maxi

mum modulation order, the method comprising 
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receiving, by the base station (101), a channel quality indicator from the user 

equipment (102), and 

determining, by the base station (101), the actual channel conditions of the radio 

transmission channel being used for the transmission between the base station (101) and 

5 the user equipment (102) based on the received channel quality indicator. 

12. The method as set forth in claim 11, the method further comprising 

selecting, by the base station (101), the first channel quality indicator table or the 

second channel quality indicator table based on the selected modulation and coding 

1 o scheme table, and 

transmitting information to the user equipment (102) being indicative for these

lected channel quality indicator table. 

13. The method as set forth in any one of the claims 11 or 12, wherein the first channel 

15 quality indicator table and the second channel quality indicator table each comprise a 

common subset of equal entries being arranged at same positions within the first channel 

quality indicator table and the second channel quality indicator table. 

14. A base station (101) for controlling a modulation and coding scheme for a trans-

20 mission between the base station (101) and a user equipment (102), wherein the modula

tion and coding scheme is selectable based on a first modulation and coding scheme ta

ble comprising entries corresponding to a plurality of modulation and coding schemes with 

a first maximum modulation order or based on a second modulation and coding scheme 

table comprising entries corresponding to a plurality of modulation and coding schemes 

2 5 with a second maximum modulation order, the base station (101) comprising 

a selection unit (403) being adapted to select the first modulation and coding 

scheme table or the second modulation and coding scheme table, and 

a control unit (404) being adapted to control the modulation and coding scheme for 

the transmission between the base station (101) and the user equipment (102) based on 

3 o the selected modulation and coding scheme table. 

15. A cellular network system (100), the cellular network system (100) comprising a 

base station (101) as set forth in claim 14. 
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IDENTIFYING MODULATION AND CODING SCHEMES AND CHANNEL 

QUALITY INDICATORS 

CROSS REFERENCES 

[0001] The present Application for Patent claims priority to U.S. Patent Application 

5 No. 14/140,098 by Chen et al., entitled "Identifying Modulation and Coding Schemes and 

Channel Quality Indicators," filed December 24, 2013; and U.S. Provisional Patent 

Application No. 61/750,601 by Chen et al., entitled "Identifying Modulation and Coding 

Schemes and Channel Quality Indicators," filed January 9, 2013, assigned to the assignee 

hereof. 

10 BACKGROUND 

[0002] The following relates generally to wireless communication, and more specifically to 

systems and methods to indicate a modulation and coding scheme (MCS) and a channel 

quality indicator (CQI) value for a wireless channel for wireless communication systems that 

support a higher order MCS. Wireless communications systems are widely deployed to 

15 provide various types of communication content such as voice, video, packet data, 

messaging, broadcast, and so on. These systems may be multiple-access systems capable of 

supporting communication with multiple users by sharing the available system resources 

(e.g., time, frequency, and power). Examples of such multiple-access systems include code

division multiple access (CDMA) systems, time-division multiple access (TDMA) systems, 

20 frequency-division multiple access (FDMA) systems, and orthogonal frequency-division 

multiple access (OFDMA) systems. 

[0003] Generally, a wireless multiple-access communications system may include a 

number of base stations, each simultaneously supporting communication for multiple mobile 

devices. Base stations may communicate with mobile devices on downstream and upstream 

25 links. Each base station has a coverage range, which may be referred to as the coverage area 

of the cell. A base station may grant a mobile device resources for upstream transmissions. 

The grant may be based on CQI data about the downstream channel. The base station and 

mobile device may access a CQI reporting table and an MCS table to determine the CQI 

value from the CQI data as well as the MCS to use for a transmission. As wireless 
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communication systems increase their support of additional MCSs, existing CQI tables and 

MCS tables may not include data entries that account for these additional MCSs that are 

supported by the communication system. 

SUMMARY 

5 [0004] The described features generally relate to one or more improved systems, methods, 

and/or apparatuses for selecting between different modulation and coding scheme (MCS) 

tables to identify an MCS to use for a transmission as well as selecting between different 

channel quality indicator (CQI) tables to identify a CQI value about a wireless channel. In 

one example, the selected MCS table may be used to look-up a size of a transport block that 

10 is being transmitted. The various MCS and CQI tables may support modulation schemes up 

to at least 256 Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM). 

[0005] In one example, a method for wireless communication is described. The use of at 

least two CQI tables may be supported. One of the at least two CQI tables may be identified. 

The identified CQI table may be used to generate a CQI value for a wireless channel. 

15 [0006] In one configuration, a same number of bits may be used to represent the CQI value 

regardless of which CQI table is identified. The identification of the CQI table may be based 

at least in part on an identification of channel state information (CSI), from a plurality of CSI 

identifications. Each of the plurality of CSI identifications may be associated with a set of 

subframes, where the set of subframes may be determined based at least in part on a semi-

20 static configuration or a semi-static indication. 

[0007] In one example, a first CQI table may be identified to use for a first channel state 

information (CSI) process. A second CQI table may be identified to use for a second CSI 

process. The second CSI process may be different than the first CSI process. 

[0008] Identifying one of the at least two CQI tables may include selecting the CQI table to 

25 use to generate the CQI value according to a predefined configuration setting. Identifying 

one of the at least two CQI tables may include dynamically selecting the CQI table to use to 

generate the CQI value. 

[0009] In one example, a determination may be made as to whether the CQI value is to be 

transmitted via a control channel or a data channel. Upon determining that the CQI value is 
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to be transmitted via the control channel, a first CQI table to use may be identified. A first 

number of bits may be used to represent the CQI value based on the first CQI table. Upon 

determining that the CQI value is to be transmitted via the data channel, a second CQI table 

to use may be identified. A second number of bits may be used to represent the CQI value 

5 based on the second CQI table. The second CQI table may be different from the first CQI 

table. In addition, the second number of bits may be greater than the first number of bits. 

[0010] In one configuration, a determination may be made as to whether the CQI value is 

part of a P-CSI report or an aperiodic channel state information (A-CSI) report. Upon 

determining that the CQI value if part of the P-CSI report, a first CQI table to use may be 

10 identified. Upon determining that the CQI value is part of the A-CSI report, a second CQI 

table to use may be identified. In one example, the second CQI table may be different from 

the first CQI table. 

[0011] In one example, a first CQI value may be generated using a first CQI table. A 

second CQI value may be generated using a second CQI table. The first CQI value and the 

15 second CQI value may be transmitted via a wireless channel in a single subframe. 

[0012] The at least two CQI tables may include at least one common data entry. A CQI 

table may include a listing of CQI values. Each CQI val:ue may be mapped to a spectral 

efficiency value. In one example, at least one of the identified CQI reporting tables may 

support 256 Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM). 

20 [0013] An apparatus for wireless communication is also described. The apparatus may 

include a processor and a memory in electronic communication with the processor. 

Instructions may be stored in the memory. The instructions may be executable by the 

processor to support the us·e of at least two CQI reporting tables, identify one of the at least 

two CQI tables, and use the identified CQI table to generate a CQI value for a wireless 

25 channel. 

[0014] An apparatus for wireless communication is further described. The apparatus may 

include means for supporting the use of at least two CQI reporting tables, means for 

identifying one of the at least two CQI tables, and means for using the identified CQI table to 

generate a CQI value for a wireless channel. 
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[00151 A computer program product for managing wireless communications is also 

described. The computer program product may include a non-transitory computer-readable 

medium storing instructions executable by a processor to support the use of at least two 

channel CQI reporting tables, identify one of the at least two CQI tables, and use the 

5 identified CQI table to generate a CQI value for a wireless channel. 

[00161 A method for wireless communication is further described. The use of at least two 

MCS tables is supported. A transmission may be received via a wireless channel. One of the 

at least two MCS tables may be identified to use for the received transmission. In one 

example, the identified MCS table may be used to determine an MCS to use for the received 

10 transmission. 

[00171 A first transport block size (TBS) table may be mapped from a first MCS table and 

a second TBS table may be mapped from a second MCS table. The second TBS table may 

include at least one TBS that is greater than a maximum TBS in the first TBS table. In one 

example, a TBS table mapped from the identified MCS table may be identified. The 

15 identified TBS table may be used to determine a size of the received transmission. 

[00181 Identifying one of the at least two MCS tables may include determining a type of 

transmission used to transmit the received transmission via the wireless channel, and 

identifying one of the at least two MCS tables to use for the received transmission based at 

least in part on the type of transmission. 

20 [0019] Identifying one of the at least two MCS tables may also include identifying a type of 

control channel used to transmit the received transmission, and identifying one of the at least 

two MCS tables to use for the received transmission based at Least in part on the identified 

type of control channel. In one example, the identified MCS table may be used to determine 

an MCS to use for an uplink transmission. 

25 [0020] A first number of bits may be used to represent a first MCS based on a first MCS 

table. A second number of bits may be used to represent a second MCS based on a second 

MCS table. The first number of bits may be the same as the second number of bits. The 

second number of bits may be greater than the first number of bits. 
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[0021] Identifying one of the at least two MCS tables may further include dynamically 

selecting the MCS table to use for the received transmission, and/or selecting the MCS table 

to use for the received transmission according to a predefined configuration setting. 

[0022) An apparatus for wireless communication is further described. The apparatus may 

5 include a processor and a memory in electronic communication with the processor. 

Instructions may be stored in the memory. The instructions may be executable by the 

processor to support the use of at least two MCS tables, receive a transmission via a wireless 

channel, and identify one of the at least two MCS tables to use for the received transmission. 

[0023] A further apparatus for wireless communication is described. The apparatus may 

10 include means for supporting the use of at least two MCS tables, means for receiving a 

transmission via a wireless channel, and means for identifying one of the at least two MCS 

tables to use for the received transmission. 

[0024] A computer program product for managing wireless communications is also 

described. The computer program product may include a non-transitory computer-readable 

15 medium storing instructions executable by a processor to support the use of at least two MCS 

tables, receive a transmission via a wireless channel, and identify one of the at least two MCS 

tables to use for the received transmission. 

[0025] A further method for wireless communication is also described. The use of at least 

two MCS tables may be supported. One of the at least two MCS tables may be identified. 

20 The identified MCS table may be used to identify an MCS for a transmission. 

[0026] In one example, a CQI value may be identified. The identified MCS may be based 

at least in part on the received CQI value. Using the identified MCS table to identify the 

MCS may include selecting the MCS for a downlink transmission. Using the identified MCS 

table to identify the MCS may include selecting the MCS for an uplink transmission. 

25 [0027) In one configuration, the identification of one of the at least two MCS tables is 

based at least in part on a downlink control information (DCI) format. A first number of bits 

may be used to represent a first MCS based on a first MCS table. A second number of bits 

may be used to represent a second MCS based on a second MCS table. The first number of 

bits may be the same as the second number of bits. The second number of bits may be 

30 greater than the first number of bits. 
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[0028] In one example, a single MCS table may be associated with each assignment of a 

physical downlink shared channel (POSCH). At least two codewords to be transmitted via a 

single physical downlink shared channel (PDSCH) may be identified. The identified one of 

the at least two MCS tables may be used for downlink transmissions of the at least two 

5 codewords. 

[0029] In one example, a type of control channel to be used for the transmission may be 

identified. One of the at least two MCS tables to use for the transmission may be identified 

based at least in part on the identified type of control channel. 

[0030] A set of candidates for a control channel transmission may be identified. One of the 

IO at least two MCS tables to use for the control channel transmission may be identified based at 

Least in part on the identified set of candidates. A first set of candidates may be associated 

with a common search space, and a second set of candidates may be associated with a user 

equipment specific search space. At least one candidate associated with both the common 

search space and the user equipment search space may be identified. One of the at least two 

15 MCS tables may be identified based at least in part on a predefined rule. 

[00311 In one configuration, a type of the transmission to occur on a wireless channel may 

be identified. One of the at least two MCS tables to use for the transmission may be 

identified based at least in part on the identified type of transmission. 

[00321 Identifying one of the at least two MCS tables may include dynamically selecting 

20 the MCS table to use for the transmission. The dynamic selection of the MCS table may be 

performed by an information field in downlink control information, where the information 

field may select one of a plurality of sets of configurations, where each set of configuration 

may include parameters including an MCS table indicator and at least one of a rate matching 

parameter and a quasi-co-location indication parameter. Identifying one of the at least two 

25 MCS tables may include selecting the MCS table to use for the transmission according to a 

predefined configuration setting. 

(0033] In one example, an MCS table may include a listing of MCSs. Each MCS may be 

mapped to at least one of a modulation scheme and a TBS. A first TBS table may be mapped 

from a first MCS table and a second TBS table may be mapped from a second MCS table. 
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The second TBS table may include at least one TBS that is greater than a maximum TBS in 

the first TBS table. At least one of the identified MCS tables may support 256QAM. 

[0034] An apparatus for wireless communication is also described. The apparatus may 

include processor and a memory in electronic communication with the processor. 

5 Instructions may be stored in the memory. The instructions may be executable by the 

processor to support the use of at least two MCS tables, identify one of the at least two MCS 

tables, and use the identified MCS table to identify an MCS for a transmission. 

[0035] A further apparatus for wireless communication is described. The apparatus may 

include means for supporting the use of at least two MCS tables, means for identifying one of 

IO the at least two MCS tables, and means for using the identified MCS table to identify an MCS 

for a transmission. 

[0036] A computer program product for managing wireless communications is also 

described. The computer program product may include a non-transitory computer-readable 

medium storing instructions executable by a processor to support the use of at least two MCS 

15 tables, identify one of the at least two MCS tables, and use the identified MCS table to 

identify an MCS for a transmission. 

[0037] A further method for wireless communication is also described. The use of at least 

two CQI tables is supported. CQI data may be received for a wireless channel. One of the at 

least two CQI tables to use to identify a CQI value may be identified based on the CQI data. 

20 [0038] In one example, a same number of bits may be used to represent the CQI value 

regardless of which CQI table is identified. Identifying one of the at least two CQI tables 

may include selecting the CQI table to use to identify the CQI value according to a 

predefined configuration setting. Identifying one of the at least two CQI tables may include 

dynamically selecting the CQI table to use to identify the CQI value. 

25 [0039) An apparatus for wireless communication is further described. The apparatus may 

include a processor and a memory in electronic communication with the processor. 

Instructions may be stored in the memory. The instructions may be executable by the 

processor to support the use of at least two CQI tables, receive CQI data for a wireless 

channel, and identify one of the at least two CQI tables to use to identify a CQI value based 

30 on the CQI data. 
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[0040] A further apparatus for wireless communication is described. The apparatus may 

include means for supporting the use of at least two CQI tables, means for receiving CQI data 

for a wireless channel, and means for identifying one of the at least two CQI tables to use to 

identify a CQI value based on the CQI data. 

5 [0041] A computer program product for managing wireless communications is also 

described. The computer program product may include a non-transitory computer-readable 

medium storing instructions executable by a processor to support the use of at least two CQI 

tables, receive CQI data for a wireless channel, and identify one of the at least two CQI tables 

to use to identify a CQI value based on the CQI data. 

10 [0042] Further scope of the applicability of the described methods and apparatuses will 

become apparent from the following detailed description, claims, and drawings. The detailed 

description and specific examples are given by way of illustration only, since various changes 

and modifications within the spirit and scope of the description will become apparent to those 

skilled in the art. 

15 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE ORA WINGS 

[0043] A further understanding of the nature and advantages of the present invention may 

be realized by reference to the following drawings. In the appended figures, similar 

components or features may have the same reference label. Further, various components of 

the same type may be distinguished by following the reference label by a dash and a second 

20 label that distinguishes among the similar components. If only the first reference label is 

used in the specification, the description is applicable to any one of the similar components 

having the same first reference label irrespective of the second reference label. 

[0044] FIG. 1 shows a block diagram of a wireless communications system; 

[0045] FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating one example of a UE in accordance with the 

25 present systems and methods; 

[0046) FIG. 3 shows a block diagram illustrating a further example of the UE; 

[0047] FIG. 4A is a block diagram illustrating a further example of the UE for 

implementing the functionality of the present systems and methods; 
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[0048] FIG. 4B is an example of two examples of CQI tables in accordance with the 

present systems and methods; 

[0049] FIG. 4C is an example of two examples ofMCS tables in accordance with the 

present systems and methods; 

5 [0050] FIG.5 shows a block diagram of an example of a eNB; 

[0051] FIG. 6 shows a block diagram of a further example of the eNB; 

[0052] FIG. 7 is a block diagram illustrating one example of the eNB for implementing the 

functionality of the present systems and methods; 

[0053] FIG. 8 is a block diagram of a MIMO communication system including an eNB and 

10 a mobile device; 

[0054] FIG. 9 is a flow chart of a method for managing wireless communications for higher 

order MCS by supporting additional CQI tables; 

[0055] FIG. 10 is a flow chart of a method for selecting different CQI tables based on a 

medium of transmission; 

15 [0056] FIG. 11 is a flow chart of a method for selecting between different CQI tables based 

on a reporting schedule of the CQI value; 

[0057] FIG. 12 is a flow chart of a method for selecting an MCS table to identify an MCS 

for a received transmission' 

[0058] FIG. 13 is a flow chart of a method for selecting an MCS tables to identify an MCS 

20 for a received transmission as well as a size of the transmission; 

[0059] FIG. 14 is a flow chart of a method for selecting between different MCS tables to 

identify an MCS for a transmission; 

[0060] FIG. 15 is a flow chart of a method for mapping different MCS tables to transport 

block size (TBS) tables and selecting an MCS table based on a downlink control information 

25 (DCI) format; and 

[0061] FIG. 16 is a flow chart of a method to select a CQI table to identify a CQI value that 

is based on received CQI data. 
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0062] Wireless communication standards may support various modulation and coding 

schemes for downlink and uplink transmissions. In one configuration, Quadrature Phase 

Shift Keying (QPSK), l 6QAM, and 64QAM may be examples of schemes supported by a 

5 wireless communication standard. In one example, five bits may be used to represent an 

MCS to be used for a transmission. Using a five bit MCS may provide up to 32 possible 

MCSs to choose from for a transmission. An MCS table based on a five bit MCS may 

include a list of MCS indices from Oto 31. Each index may correspond to at least one 

modulation scheme to be used for a transmission. In addition, each MCS index may be 

10 mapped to at least one transport block size (TBS) look-up index. The TBS look-up index 

may indicate a size of a transport block to be transmitted using the corresponding MCS. 

(0063] In addition, a channel quality indicator (CQI) table, may be used to identify a CQI 

value for a wireless channel. A UE may be configured to report on channel quality using a 

CQI message. In LTE, both periodic and aperiodic (or event triggered) reporting of CQI is 

15 supported. CQI messages may be transmitted on the physical uplink control channel 

(PUCCH) on the primary component carrier, and not on a secondary component carrier 

(SCC). Alternatively or additionally, PUCCH may be transmitted on a secondary component 

carrier when two or more carriers do not have ideal backhaul as part of multi-flow operation 

or when there is a need to balance PUCCH overhead on different carriers. The CQI value 

20 may then be used to select a particular MCS to use for a transmission on the wireless channel. 

Currently, a CQI value may be represented using a number of bits, such as four bits. A CQI 

table may include a listing of CQI indices corresponding to the 16 possible CQI values (if 

four bits are used to represent the CQI value). Each CQI index value may be mapped to 

additional data that can be used to select an MCS. 

25 [0064) In one example, a wireless communication standard may support schemes up to at 

least 256QAM. Additional MCS tables and CQI tables may be used to allow for these 

additional modulation schemes. Devices in a wireless communication system may select an 

appropriate CQI and MCS table to use to identify a CQI value of a wireless channel and the 

appropriate MCS to use for a transmission on that wireless channel. 

30 (0065] The following description provides examples, and is not limiting of the scope, 

applicability, or configuration set forth in the claims. Changes may be made in the function 
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and arrangement of elements discussed without departing from the spirit and scope of the 

disclosure. Various examples may omit, substitute, or add various procedures or components 

as appropriate. For instance, the methods described may be performed in an order different 

from that described, and various steps may be added, omitted, or combined. Also, features 

5 described with respect to certain examples may be combined in other examples. 

[0066) Referring first to FIG. 1, a diagram illustrates an example of a wireless 

communications system 100. The system 100 includes base stations (or cells) 105, 

communication devices 115, and a core network 130. The base stations 105 may 

communicate with the communication devices 115 under the control of a base station 

10 controller, which may be part of the core network 130 or the base stations 105 in various 

examples. Base stations 105 may communicate control information and/or user data with the 

core network 130 through backhaul links 132. In some examples, the base stations 105 may 

communicate, either directly or indirectly, with each other over backhaul links 134, which 

may be wired or wireless communication links. The system 100 may support operation on 

15 multiple carriers (waveform signals of different frequencies). According to various 

examples, the UE operating in a multicarrier system (also referred to as carrier aggregation) 

is configured to aggregate certain functions of multiple carriers, such as control and feedback 

functions, on the same carrier, which may be referred to as a "primary carrier." The 

remaining carriers that depend on the primary carrier for support are referred to as associated 

20 secondary carriers. For example, the UE may aggregate control functions such as those 

provided by the optional dedicated channel (DCH), the nonscheduled grants, a physical 

uplink control channel (PUCCH), and/or a physical downlink control channel (PDCCH). 

Multi-carrier transmitters may transmit modulated signals simultaneously on the multiple 

carriers. For example, each communication link 125 may be a multi-carrier signal modulated 

25 according to various radio technologies. Each modulated signal may be sent on a different 

carrier and may carry control information (e.g., reference signals, control channels, etc.), 

overhead information, data, etc. 

(0067] The base stations 105 may wirelessly communicate with the devices 115 via one or 

more base station antennas. Each of the base station 105 sites may provide communication 

30 coverage for a respective geographic area 110. In some examples, base stations 105 may be 

ref erred to as a base transceiver station, a radio base station, an access point, a radio 
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transceiver, a basic service set (BSS), an extended service set (ESS), a NodeB, an evolved 

NodeB (eNodeB or eNB), Home NodeB, a Home eNodeB, or some other suitable 

terminology. The coverage area 110 for a base station may be divided into sectors making up 

only a portion of the coverage area. The system 100 may include base stations 105 of 

5 different types (e.g., macro, micro, and/or pico base stations). There may be overlapping 

coverage areas for different technologies. 

[0068) In some examples, the system 100 may be an LTE/LTE-A network. In LTE/LTE-A 

networks, the terms evolved Node B ( eNB) and user equipment (UE) may be generally used 

to describe the base stations 105 and devices 1 l 5, respectively. The system 100 may be a 

10 Heterogeneous L TE/L TE-A network in which different types of eNBs provide coverage for 

various geographical regions. For example, each eNB 105 may provide communication 

coverage for a macro cell, a pico cell, a femto cell, and/or other types of cell. A macro cell 

generally covers a relatively large geographic area (e.g., several kilometers in radius) and 

may allow unrestricted access by UEs with service subscriptions with the network provider. 

15 A pico cell would generally cover a relatively smaller geographic area and may allow 

unrestricted access by UEs with service subscriptions with the network provider. A femto 

cell would also generally cover a relatively small geographic area (e.g., a home) and, in 

addition to unrestricted access, may also provide restricted access by UEs having an 

association with the femto cell (e.g., UEs in a closed subscriber group (CSG), UEs for users 

20 in the home, and the like). An eNB for a macro cell may be referred to as a macro eNB. An 

eNB for a pico cell may be referred to as a pico eNB. And, an eNB for a femto cell may be 

referred to as a femto eNB or a home eNB. An eNB may support one or multiple (e.g., two, 

three, four, and the like) cells. In one example, an eNB 105 selects between various 

modulation and coding schemes (MCSs) to use for a transmission to a UE 115. The selected 

25 MCS may be based at least in part on a channel quality indicator (CQI) value reported from 

the UE 115. The eNB 105 may select between various CQI tables to identify the table 

corresponding to the CQI value received from the UE 115. The eNB 105 may also select 

between various MCS tables to identify the table from which an MCS may be identified for a 

transmission on the downlink and/or a transmission on the uplink. The selected MCS table 

30 may be based at least in part on the CQI value received from the UE 115. 
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[0069] The core network 130 may communicate with the eNBs 105 via a backhaul 132 

(e.g., SI, etc.). The eNBs 105 may also communicate with one another, e.g., directly or 

indirectly via backhaul links 134 (e.g., X2, etc.) and/or via backhaul links 132 (e.g., through 

core network 130). The wireless system 100 may support synchronous or asynchronous 

5 operation. For synchronous operation, the eNBs may have similar frame timing, and 

transmissions from different eNBs may be approximately aligned in time. For asynchronous 

operation, the eNBs may have different frame timing, and transmissions from different eNBs 

may not be aligned in time. The techniques described herein may be used for either 

synchronous or asynchronous operations. 

10 [0070) The UEs 115 may be dispersed throughout the wireless system 100, and each UE 

may be stationary or mobile. AUE 115 may also be referr~d to by those skilled in the art as a 

mobile station, a subscriber station, a mobile unit, a subscriber unit, a wireless unit, a remote 

unit, a mobile device, a wireless device, a wireless communications device, a remote device, 

a mobile subscriber station, an access terminal, a mobile terminal, a wireless terminal, a 

15 remote terminal, a handset, a user agent, a mobile client, a client, or some other suitable 

terminology. AUE 115 may be a cellular phone, a personal digital assistant (PDA), a 

wireless modem, a wireless communication device, a handheld device, a tablet computer, a 

laptop computer, a cordless phone, a wireless local loop (WLL) station, or the like. AUE 

may be able to communicate with macro eNBs, pico eNBs, femto eNBs, relays, and the like. 

20 In one configuration, the UE 115 may be able to select between various CQI tables to identify 

a table to use to generate the CQI value to report to the eNB 105. In addition, the UE 115 

may be able to select between various MCS tables to identify the MCS table to use to identify 

the MCS that is being used for a downlink transmission and/or to identify the MCS that the 

UE 115 may use for an uplink transmission. 

25 [0071] The transmission links 125 shown in network 100 may include uplink transmissions 

from a mobile device 115 to a base station 105, and/or downlink transmissions, from a base 

station 105 to a mobile device 115. The downlink transmissions may also be called forward 

link transmissions while the uplink transmissions may also be called reverse link 

transmissions. While the wireless system 100 is described in relation to LTE/LTE-Advanced 

30 architectures, those skilled in the art will readily appreciate, the various concepts presented 

throughout this disclosure may be extended to other types of wireless networks. 
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[0072] FIG. 2 is a block diagram 200 iilustrating one example of a UE 115-a, in 

accordance with the present systems and methods. The UE 115-a may be an example of the 

UE 115 of FIG. 1. The UE 115-a may include a UE receiver module 205, a UE table 

selection module 210, and a UE transmitter module 215. Each of these components may be 

5 in communication with each other. 

[0073) These components of the UE 115-a may, individually or collectively, be 

implemented with one or more application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) adapted to 

perform some or all of the applicable functions in hardware. Alternatively, the functions may 

be performed by one or more other processing units ( or cores), on one or more integrated 

10 circuits. In other examples, other types of integrated circuits may be used ( e.g., 

Structured/Platform ASICs, Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs), and other Semi

Custom I Cs), which may be programmed in any manner known in the art. The functions of 

each unit may also be implemented, in whole or in part, with instructions embodied in a 

memory, formatted to be executed by one or more general or application-specific processors. 

15 [0074) In one configuration, the receiver module 205 may include a cellular receiver and 

may receive transmissions from an eNB 105. The UE table selection module 210 may 

control the selection of a table to use to generate and/or identify certain information. The 

selection of the table may be based on predefined configuration settings of the UE 115-a. In 

one example, the selection module 210 may dynamically select the table to use based on one 

20 or more factors. In some cases, the generated and/or identified information resulting from the 

selected table may be transmitted via the UE transmitter module 215. Details regarding the 

UE table selection module 210 will be described below. 

[0075) FIG. 3 is a block diagram 300 illustrating one example of a UE 115-b in accordance 

with the present systems and methods. The UE 115-b may be an example of the UE 115 

25 illustrated in FIGS. 1 and/or 2. The UE 115-b may include a UE receiver module 205, a UE 

table selection module 210-a, and a UE transmitter module 215, as previously described. 

Each of these components may be in communication with each other. 

[0076) These components of the UE 115-b may, individually or collectively, be 

implemented with one or more application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) adapted to 

30 perform some or all of the applicable functions in hardware. Alternatively, the functions may 

be performed by one or more other processing units ( or cores), on one or more integrated 
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circuits. In other examples, other types of integrated circuits may be used ( e.g., 

Structured/Platform ASICs, Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs), and other Semi

Custom I Cs), which may be programmed in any manner known in the art. The functions of 

each unit may also be implemented, in whole or in part, with instructions embodied in a 

5 memory, formatted to be executed by one or more general or application-specific processors. 

[0077] In one example, the UE 115-b may support the use of at least two CQI tables. In 

one configuration, the UE table selection module 210-a may include a CQI table selection 

module 305. The CQI table selection module 305 may identify one of the CQI tables 

supported by the UE 115-b. The identified table may be used to generate a CQI value for a 

10 wireless channel. A number of bits may be used to represent the CQI value. In one example, 

the number of bits used to represent the generated CQI value may remain the same regardless 

of the CQI table that is identified by the CQI table selection module 305. For example, four 

bits may be used to represent a CQI value. By using four bits, the CQI value may be one of 

16 possible index values on a single CQI table. A CQI index value may be a factor that is 

15 used to identify an MCS to use for a received transmission and/or a transmission to be 

transmitted. As wireless communication standards increase the types of MCSs that may be 

used for transmissions, additional CQI tables may be used to allow the CQI value to still be 

represented by four bits. 

[0078] In addition to supporting the use of multiple CQI tables, the UE 115-b may also 

20 support the use of at least two MCS tables. The UE table selection module 210-a may 

include an MCS table selection module 310. Transmission received by the UE receiver 

module 205 may have been modulated and encoded using a particular MCS at the 

transmitting device (e.g., an eNB 105). Upon receiving a transmission, the MCS table 

selection module 310 may select one of the at least two MCS tables to use for the received 

25 transmission. In one example, the identified MCS table may be used to determine the MCS 

to apply to the received transmission in order to demodulate and decode the transmitted 

information. In addition, when the UE 115-b has information to be transmitted via an uplink 

to the eNB 105, the eNB 105 may assign a particular MCS for the UE 115-b to use for the 

uplink transmission. The MCS table selection module 310 may select a particular MCS table 

30 and then identify the assigned MCS to use based on the selected MCS table. 
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[0079] In addition, the identified MCS table may also be used to identify a size of a 

received transmission. For example, the transmission may include a transport block (i.e., 

codeword) of particular size. This may be referred to herein as the transport block size 

(TBS). In one example, a TBS table that indicates the size of the transport block may be 

5 mapped from a particular MCS table supported by the UE 115-b. Upon identifying the MCS 

table to use to determine the MCS to use for the received transmission, the MCS table 

selection module 310 may use the selected MCS table to look-up the TBS table that has been 

mapped from the selected MCS table. As a result, the UE 115-b may determine the size of 

the received transport block. 

10 [0080] FIG. 4A is a block diagram 400 illustrating one example of a UE 115-c in 

accordance with the present systems and methods. The UE 115-c may be an example of the 

UE 115 illustrated in FIGS. 1, 2, and/or 3. In one configuration, the UE 115-c may include a 

UE receiver module 205, a UE table selection module 210-b, a CQI value generation module 

425, an MCS identification module 430, and a UE transmitter module 215. Each of these 

15 components may be in communication with each other. 

[0081] These components of the UE 115-c may, individually or collectively, be 

implemented with one or more application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) adapted to 

perform some or all of the applicable functions in hardware. Alternatively, the functions may 

be performed by one or more other processing units (or cores), on one or more integrated 

20 circuits. In other examples, other types of integrated circuits may be used ( e.g., 

Structured/Platform ASICs, Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs), and other Semi

Custom I Cs), which may be programmed in any manner known in the art. The functions of 

each unit may also be implemented, in whole or in part, with instructions embodied in a 

memory, formatted to be executed by one or more general or application-specific processors. 

25 [0082] In one configuration, the UE table selection module 210-b may include a CQI table 

selection module 305-a. The module 305-a may select one CQI table, from a plurality of CQI 

tables. The selected table may then be used by the CQI value generation module 425 to 

generate the CQI value for a wireless channel, such as a downlink: channel. 

[0083] In one example, the UE 115-c may support the use of a legacy CQI table (e.g., a 

30 table used for QPSK, 16QAM, and 64 QAM schemes) and a new CQI table used for higher 
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order schemes, such as 256QAM. An example of a legacy CQI table used for lower order 

schemes is shown below as Table 1. 

CQI Index Modulation Scheme Code Rate x 1024 Efficiency 

0 Out of Range 

1 QPSK 78 0.1523 

2 QPSK 120 0.2344 

3 QPSK 193 0.3770 

4 QPSK 308 0.6016 

5 QPSK 449 0.8770 

6 QPSK 602 1.1758 

7 16QAM 378 1.4766 

8 16QAM 490 1.9141 

9 16QAM 616 2.4063 

10 64QAM 466 2.7305 

11 64QAM 567 3.3223 

12 64QAM 666 3.9023 

13 64QAM 772 4.5234 

14 64QAM 873 5.1152 

15 64QAM 948 5.5547 

TABLE 1 

(0084] The new table may include enhanced spectral efficiencies as compared to the legacy 

5 table. In one example, the new CQI table may include non-uniform spectral efficiency 

entries (e.g., fine granularity at high spectral efficiency and coarse granularity at low spectra 

efficiency). The different CQI tables may also be associated with different downlink channel 
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information (DCI) formats used by the eNB 105. For example, the legacy CQI table may be 

associated with DCI format IA while the new CQI table may be associated with DCI format 

2D. The different types of control information correspond to different DCI message sizes. 

DCI is therefore categorized into different DCI formats, where a format corresponds to a 

5 certain message size. The Physical Downlink Control Channel (PDCCH) is used to carry 

downlink control information (DCI) which signals allocation of resources to the UE. In one 

configuration, the Legacy and new CQI tables may have one or more common data entries 

between them. An example of a new CQI table used for higher order schemes is shown 

below as Table 2. 

CQI Index Modulation Scheme Code Rate x 1024 Efficiency 

0 Out of Range 

1 QPSK 78 0.1523 

2 QPSK 193 0.3770 

3 QPSK 449 0.8770 

4 16QAM 378 1.4766 

5 16QAM 490 1.9141 

6 16QAM 616 2.4063 

7 64QAM 466 2.7305 

8 64QAM 567 3.3223 

9 64QAM 666 3.9023 

10 64QAM 772 4.5234 

11 64QAM 873 5.1152 

12 64QAM 948 5.5547 

13 256QAM 792 6.0313 

14 256QAM 873 6.8203 
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15 256QAM 948 7.4063 

TABLE2 

[0085] In one configuration, each CQI value generated and reported by the UE 115-c may 

be based on a single CQI table. For example, the UE 115-c may use a single CQI table in 

accordance with Radio Resource Control (RRC) protocols. As previously described, the UE 

5 115-c may support more than one CQI table and may determine which table to use based on 

various factors. 

[0086] In one example, the CQI table selection module may include a channel state 

information (CSI) reporting identification module 405, and a channel identification module 

410. In one configuration, the CSI reporting identification module 405 may identify periodic 

10 channel state information (P-CSI) from a plurality of P-CSI identifications. In one 

configuration, two P-CSI sets may be identified. A first P-CSI set may be associated with the 

legacy CQI table while a second P-CSI set may be associated with the new CQI table. Ali an 

example, a first P-CSI set may be associated with a restricted CSI measurement subframe set 

1 and a second P-CSI set may be associated with a restricted CSI measurement subframe set 

15 2, where the two restricted measurement subframe sets are configured by higher layers. As 

another example, in a time-division-duplex (TDD) system, a first P-CSI set may be 

associated with a set of measurement subframes where the set of subframes are subject to 

dynamic change of transmission directions (downlink or uplink), and a second P-CSI set may 

be associated with a set of downlink subframes for measurements where the set of subframes 

20 are not subject to dynamic change of transmission directions. Similarly, the CSI reporting 

identification module 405 may identify aperiodic channel state information (A-CSI) from a 

plurality of A-CSI identifications. In one configuration, two A-CSI sets may be identified. A 

first A-CSI set may be associated with the legacy CQI table while a second A-CSI set may be 

associated with the new CQI table. 

25 [0087] The CSI module 405 may also identify one or more CSI processes and the CQI table 

selection module 305-a may select a different CQI table to use for each different CSI process. 

For example, the CSI reporting identification module 405 may identify a first CSI process 

and a second CSI process. The CQI table selection module 305-a may identify a first CQI 

table to use for the first CSI process and a second CQI table to use for the second CSI 

30 process. 
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[0088] In one configuration, the CSI reporting identification module 405 may also 

determine whether a CQI value is to be part of a P-CSI report or whether it is to be a part of 

an aperiodic CSI (A-CSI) report. Based on this determination, the CQI table selection 

module 305-a may select a first CQI table to use if the CQI value (based from the first CQI 

5 table) is to be part of a P-CSI report, or the module 305-a may select a second CQI table to 

use if the CQI value (based from the second CQI table) is to be part of an A-CSI report. 

[0089] In one example, the CQI table selection module 305-a may also include a channel 

identification module 410. The module 410 may determine the type of channel to be used to 

transmit a CQI value. For example, the module 410 may determine whether the CQI value is 

10 to be transmitted via a control channel or a data channel. If the CQI value is to be transmitted 

via the control channel, the CQI table selection module 305-a may identify a first CQI table 

to use to generate the CQI value. In one example, the CQI value generated from the first 

table may be represented by a first number of bits, such as, but not limited to, four bits. If the 

CQI value is to be transmitted via the data channel, the CQI table selection module 305-a 

15 may identify a second CQI table to use. The second table may be different from the first 

table and the CQI value generated from the second CQI table may be represented by a 

different number of bits than had the CQI value been generated using the first table. In one 

example, if the first table is used to generate a 4-bit CQI value, the second table may be used 

to generate a 5-bit CQI value. In one example, the number of bits used to represent the CQI 

20 value may remain the same, regardless of the CQI table that is selected to use to generate the 

value. 

[0090] In one example, a first set of ranks ( e.g., rank 1) may be associated with a first CQI 

table, and a second set of ranks ( e.g., rank 2 and higher) may be associated with a second CQI 

table. 

25 [0091] In one example, a UE can be dynamically indicated which CQI table to be used. As 

an example, a I-bit information field can be included in downlink control information (DCI) 

to indicate which one of two CQI tables to be used for aperiodic CQI reporting. 

[0092] In some examples, the UE 115-c may generate and report multiple CQI values using 

multiple CQI tables in a single subframe. In one example, a first CQI value may be 

30 generated by the CQI value generation module 425 using a first CQI table. The module 425 

may also generate a second CQI value using a second CQI table that is different from the first 
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CQI table. The two CQI values may be transmitted to an eNB 105, for example, during a 

single subframe via the UE transmitter module 215. 

[0093] In one configuration, each CQI table may include a listing of CQI index values. 

Each index value may represent a CQI value. As standards for wireless communication 

5 support higher orders of MCSs, additional CQI tables may be used that include these higher 

order schemes. The use of additional CQI tables may allow for CQI values to continue to use 

the same bit-width to represent the values. Each CQI index value may be mapped to a 

spectral efficiency value. As mentioned previously, at least one of the CQ I tables may 

include non-uniform spectral efficiency data entries. 

IO [0094] In one configuration, the UE table selection module 210-b may also include an 

MCS table selection module 310-a. The module 3 IO-a may identify one MCS table, from a 

plurality ofMCS tables. The identified table may then be used by the MCS identification 

module 430 to identify the MCS to use for a received transmission or a transmission that is to 

be transmitted on a wireless channel, such as an uplink channel. 

15 [0095] In one example, the UE 115-c may support the use of a legacy MCS table (e.g., a 

table used for QPSK, 16QAM, and 64 QAM schemes) and a new MCS table used for higher 

order schemes, such as 256QAM. An example of a legacy MCS table used for lower order 

schemes is shown below as Table 3. Table 3 illustrates a number ofMCS indices, a 

corresponding modulation order, and a corresponding TBS index for each MCS index value. 

MCS Index Modulation Order TBS Index 

0 2 0 

1 2 1 

2 2 2 

3 2 3 

4 2 4 

5 2 5 

6 2 6 
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7 2 7 

8 2 8 

9 2 9 

10 4 9 

11 4 10 

12 4 11 

13 4 12 

14 4 13 

15 4 14 

16 4 15 

17 6 15 

18 6 16 

19 6 17 

20 6 18 

21 6 19 

22 6 20 

23 6 21 
.. 

24 6 22 

25 6 23 

26 6 24 

27 6 25 

28 6 26 
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29 2 

30 4 Reserved 

31 6 

TABLE3 

[0096] The different MCS tables may be associated with different downlink channel 

information (DCI) formats. For example, the legacy MCS table may be associated with DCI 

format lA while the new MCS table may be associated with DCI format 2D. In one 

S configuration, the legacy and new MCS tables may have one or more common data entries 

between them. In one example, the legacy and new MCS tables may have the same number 

of entries. In another example, the new MCS table may have a larger number of entries than 

that of the legacy table (e.g., a 6-bit table may be used for the new MCS table and a 5-bit 

table may be used for the legacy table). An example of a new 5-bit MCS table used for 

IO higher order schemes is shown below as Table 4. In this example, four entries (MCS Indexes 

28-31) are reserved to possibly indicate four different modulation orders for retransmissions. 

MCS Index Modulation Order TBS Index 

0 2 0 

1 2 1 

2 2 2 

3 2 3 

4 2 4 

5 2 6 

6 2 7 

7 2 8 

8 2 9 

9 4 10 
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10 4 11 

11 4 12 

12 4 13 

13 4 14 

14 4 15 

15 6 16 

16 6 17 

17 6 18 

18 6 19 

19 6 20 

20 6 21 

21 6 22 

22 6 23 

23 6 24 

24 8 25 

25 8 26 

26 8 27 

27 8 28 

28 2 

29 4 
Reserved 

30 6 

31 8 

TABLE4 
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[0097] Another example of a new 5-bit MCS table used for higher order schemes is shown 

below as Table 5. In this example, three entries (MCS Indexes 29-31) are reserved to 

possibly indicate three different modulation orders for retransmissions in order to make it 

possible to have 29 explicit entries. 

MCS Index Modulation Order TBS Index 

0 2 0 

1 2 1 

2 2 2 

3 2 3 

4 2 4 

5 2 5 

6 2 6 

7 2 7 

8 2 8 

9 2 9 

10 4 10 

11 4 11 

12 4 12 

13 4 13 

14 4 14 

15 4 15 

16 6 16 

17 6 17 
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18 6 18 

19 6 19 

20 6 20 

21 6 21 

22 6 22 

23. 6 23 

24 6 24 

25 8 25 

26 8 26 

27 8 27 

28 8 28 

29 4 

30 6 Reserved 

31 8 

TABLES 

[0098) In one configuration, each MCS identified by the MCS identification module 430 

may be based on a single MCS table. For example, the UE 115-c may use a single MCS 

table in accordance with Radio Resource Control (RRC) protocols. As previously described, 

5 the UE 1 I 5-c may support more than one MCS table and may determine which table to use 

based on various factors. 

[0099) In one example, the MCS table selection module 310-a may include a transmission 

type identification module 415, and a control channel identification module 420. In one 

configuration, the transmission type identification module 415 may identify a type of 

10 transmission used to transmit information to the UE 115-c from an eNB 105. Examples of 

transmission types may include broadcast, random access response, unicast, multi-cast, etc. 

The module 415 may also identify a type of scheduling used to transmit the received 
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transmission. For example, the transmission type identification module 415 may identify a 

semi-persistent scheduling (SPS) of a service and the MCS table selection module 310-a may 

select a particular MCS table based on this determination. Thus, based on the identified 

transmission type, the MCS table selection module 310-a may identify an MCS table to use to 

5 identify an MCS for a transmission. 

[0100] The control channel identification module 420 may identify a type of control 

channel used to transmit a received transmission. For example, the module 420 may identify 

a physical downlink control channel (PDCCH) was used and the MCS table selection module 

310-a may identify the legacy MCS table to use to identify the MCS. If the module 420 

10 identifies the control channel as being an enhanced PDCCH (ePDCCH), the MCS table 

selection module 310-a may select the new MCS table to use. In addition to the type of 

channel used for the transmission, the MCS table selection module 310-a may also identify 

the MCS table to use based on an index of a received subframe or a subframe type (e.g., 

whether it is is a multimedia broadcast single-frequency network (MBSFN) subframe or not). 

15 [0101] The MCS identification module 430 may identify the MCS to use for the 

transmission based on the selected table. The module 430 may also identify the TBS of the 

transmission. In one example, a first TBS table may be mapped from a first MCS table. In 

addition, a second TBS table may be mapped from a second MCS table. In one example, the 

second TBS table may include at least one TBS entry that is greater than a maximum TBS 

20 entry of the first TBS table. The MCS identification module 430 may use the selected MCS 

table to look-up the corresponding TBS table and identify the size of the transmission. In one 

configuration, the MCS identification module 430 may use a first number of bits to represent 

the MCS identified from a first MCS table. For a different MCS table, the module 430 may 

use a second number of bits to represent the MCS. The second number of bits may be greater 

25 than the first number of bits. In one example, the number of bits used to represent the MCS 

may remain the same regardless of the MCS table that is identified. 

[0102] FIG. 4B shows two examples of a CQI table in accordance with the present systems 

and methods. An example of an old, or legacy, CQI table 450 (e.g., a table used for QPSK, 

16QAM, and 64QAM schemes) as well as an example of a new CQI table 460 (e.g., a table 

30 used for higher order schemes, such as 256QAM) are shown. In some cases, the old CQI 
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table 450 and the new CQI table 460 are examples of the old CQI table and the new CQI 

table of FIG. 4A. 

[0103] FIG. 4C shows two examples of an MCS table in accordance with the present 

systems and methods. An example of an old, or legacy, MCS table 470 (e.g., a table used for 

5 QPSK, 16QAM, and 64QAM schemes) as well as an example of a new MCS table 480 (e.g., 

a table used for higher order schemes, such as 256QAM) are shown. In some cases, the old 

MCS table 470 and the new MCS table 480 are examples of the old MCS table and the new 

MCS table of FIG. 4A. 

[0104] FIG. 5 is a block diagram 500 illustrating one example of an eNB 105-a, in 

10 accordance with the present systems and methods. The eNB 105-a may be an example of the 

eNB 105 of FIG. I. The eNB 105-a may include an eNB receiver module 505, a eNB table 

selection module 510, and a eNB transmitter module 515. Each of these components may be 

in communication with each other. 

[0105] These components of the eNB 105-a may, individually or collectively, be 

15 implemented with one or more application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) adapted to 

perform some or all of the applicable functions in hardware. Alternatively, the functions may 

be performed by one or more other processing units (or cores), on one or more integrated 

circuits. In other examples, other types of integrated circuits may be used ( e.g., 

Structured/Platform ASICs, Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs), and other Semi-

20 Custom I Cs), which may be programmed in any manner known in the art. The functions of 

each unit may also be implemented, in whole or in part, with instructions embodied in a 

memory, formatted to be executed by one or more general or application-specific processors. 

[0106] In one configuration, the receiver module 505 may include a cellular receiver and 

may receive transmissions from a UE 115. The eNB table selection module 510 may control 

25 the selection of a table to use to generate and/or identify certain information. The selection of 

the table may be based on predefined configuration settings of the eNB 105-a. In one 

example, the selection module 510 may dynamically select the table to use based one or more 

factors. In some cases, the generated and/or identified information resulting from the 

selected table may be transmitted via the eNB transmitter module 515. Details regarding the 

30 eNB table selection module 510 will be described below. 
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[0107] FIG. 6 is a block diagram 600 illustrating one example to of an eNB 105-b in 

accordance with the present systems and methods. The eNB 105-b may be an example of the 

eNB 105 illustrated in FIGS. 1 and/or 5. The eNB 105-b may include an eNB receiver 

module 505, an eNB table selection module 510-a, and an eNB transmitter module 515, as 

5 previously described. Each of these components may be in communication with each other. 

[0108] These components of the eNB 105-b may, individually or collectively, be 

implemented with one or more application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) adapted to 

perform some or all of the applicable functions in hardware. Alternatively, the functions may 

be performed by one or more other processing units ( or cores), on one or more integrated 

10 circuits. In other examples, other types of integrated circuits may be used (e.g., 

Structured/Platform ASICs, Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs), and other Semi

Custom ICs), which may be programmed in any manner known in the art. The functions of 

each unit may also be implemented, in whole or in part, with instructions embodied in a 

memory, formatted to be executed by one or more general or application-specific processors. 

15 [0109] In one example, the eNB 105-b may support the use of at least two CQI tables that 

may be either predetermined or configured by RRC protocols. In one configuration, the eNB 

table selection module 510-a may include a CQI table selection module 605. The CQI table 

selection module 605 may identify one the CQI tables supported by the eNB 105-b. The 

identified table may be used to identify a CQI value from received CQI data about a wireless 

20 channel. A number of bits may be used to represent the CQI value. In one example, the 

number of bits used to represent the identified CQI value may remain the same regardless of 

the table that is identified by the table selection module 605. 

[0110] In addition to supporting the use of multiple CQI tables, the eNB 105-b may also 

support the use of at least two MCS tables. The eNB table selection module 510-a may 

25 include an MCS table selection module 610. Transmissions to be transmitted by the eNB 

transmitter module 515 may be modulated and encoded using a particular MCS. The MCS 

table selection module 610 may select one of the at least two MCS tables to use for the 

transmission. In one example, the identified MCS table may be used to determine the MCS 

to apply to the transmission based on the identified CQI value of the wireless channel that 

30 will carry the transmission. In addition, when a UE 115 has information to be transmitted via 
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an uplink to the eNB 105-b, the eNB 105-b may assign a particular MCS for the UE 115 to 

use for the uplink transmission. 

[0111] In one example, the eNB table selection module may also include a TBS table 

mapping module 615. In one configuration, an MCS table may be mapped to a TBS table to 

5 allow the UE 115 to determine a size of a transmission. In one example, the TBS table 

mapping module 615 may map a TBS table that indicates the size of a transport block to be 

transmitted from a particular MCS table supported by the eNB 105-b. When the UE 115 

identifies the M CS table that was used to generate the MCS for the transmission, the UE 115 

may also use the selected MCS table to look-up the TBS table that has been mapped from the 

10 selected MCS table. As a result, the UE 115 may determine the size of a received transport 

block. 

[01121 In one configuration, one or more TBS tables may be mapped from a new MCS 

table being used to identify MCSs for transmissions via a physical downlink shared channel 

(POSCH). New TBS index values in the one or more TBS tables that are mapped from MCS 

15 index values in the new MCS table may be defined. In one example, the new TBS index 

values may be, for example, greater than 26, which is a current maximum number of TBS 

index values mapped from legacy MCS tables. The number of TBS index values may 

increase to facilitate an increase of downlink and/or uplink transmission rates and/or peak 

rates. In another example, a first transport block size resulting from a TBS index value 

20 mapped from the new MCS table may be different from a second TBS resulting from a same 

TBS index value mapped from the legacy MCS table. As an example, the first TBS may be 

larger than the second TBS. This may facilitate an increase of downlink and/or uplink 

transmission rates and/or peak rates. 

[0113) FIG. 7 is a block diagram 700 illustrating one example of an eNB 105-c in 

25 accordance with the present systems and methods. The eNB 105-c may be an example of the 

eNB 105 illustrated in FIGS. I, 5, and/or 6. In one configuration, the eNB 105-c may include 

an eNB receiver module 505, an eNB table selection module 510-b, a CQI value 

identification module 720, an MCS generation module 725, and an eNB transmitter module 

515. Each of these components may be in communication with each other. 

30 [0114] These components of the UE 115-c may, individually or collectively, be 

implemented with one or more application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) adapted to 
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perform some or all of the applicable functions in hardware. Alternatively, the functions may 

be performed by one or more other processing units (or cores), on one or more integrated 

circuits. In other examples, other types of integrated-circuits may be used (e.g., 

Structured/Platform ASICs, Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs), and other Semi-

5 Custom I Cs), which may be programmed in any manner known in the art. The functions of 

each unit may also be implemented, in whole or in part, with instructions embodied in a 

memory, formatted to be executed by one or more general or application-specific processors. 

[OllSJ In one configuration, the eNB table selection module 510-b may include a CQI table 

selection module 605. The eNB 105-c may support the use of a legacy CQI table and new 

10 CQI table. The module 605 may select one CQI table, from a plurality of CQI tables used by 

a UE to generate a CQI value. The selected table may then be used by the CQI value 

identification module 720 to identify a CQI value from CQI data received for a wireless 

channel, such as a downlink channel. 

[0116] In one example, the eNB 105-c may support the use of a legacy MCS table (e.g., a 

15 table used for QPSK, 16QAM, and 64 QAM schemes) and a new MCS table used for higher 

order schemes, such as 256QAM. In one example, the different MCS tables may be 

associated with different DCI formats. For example, the legacy MCS table may be associated 

with DCI format lA while the new MCS table may be associated with DCI format 2D. In 

one configuration, the legacy and new MCS tables may have one or more common data 

20 entries between them. In one example, the legacy and new MCS tables may have the same 

number of entries. In another example, the new MCS table may have a larger number of 

entries than that of the legacy table ( e.g., a 6-bit table may be used for the new MCS table and 

a 5-bit table may be used for the legacy table). 

[0117] In one configuration, each MCS identified by the MCS generation module 725 may 

25 be based on a single MCS table. In one configuration, each assignment of a POSCH by the 

eNB l 05-c may be associated with a single MCS table. As previously described, the eNB 

105-c may support the use of more than one MCS table and may determine which table to use 

based on various factors. 

[0118] In one example, the MCS table selection module 610-a may include at least one of a 

30 DCI format identification module 705, a candidate identification module 710, and a 

transmission type identification module 715. The DCI format identification module 705 may 
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identify the DCI format of the transmission. The MCS table selection module 610-a may 

select the MCS table to use for the transmission based on the identified DCI format. 

[0119] The candidate identification module 710 may identify a set of control channel 

decoding candidates that are to receive a control channel transmission_. One of the MCS 

5 tables may be identified by the MCS table selection module 610-a based at least in part on the 

identified set of candidates. As an example, a decoding candidate in a common search space 

is associated with a legacy MCS table, and a decoding candidate in a VE-specific search 

space is associated with a new MCS table. If there is an overlap between the common search 

space and the VE-specific search space, a predefined rule can be used. As an example, if a 

10 decoding candidate belongs to both the common search space and the DE-specific search 

space, a legacy MCS table is determined. Alternatively, a new MCS table is determined. 

The candidate identification module 710 may also identify a type of control channel to be 

used for the transmission. The MCS table to use may be identified based on the type of 

control channel. For example, the module 710 may identify a PDCCH to be used for the 

15 transmission and the MCS table selection module 610-a may identify the legacy MCS table to 

use to generate the M CS for the transmission. If the module 710 identifies the control 

channel as being an ePDCCH, the MCS table selection module 610-a may select the new 

MCS table to use. In addition to the type of channel used for the transmission, the MCS table 

selection module 610-a may also identify the MCS table to use based on an index of a 

20 received subframe. 

[0120] In one configuration, the transmission type identification module 715 may identify a 

type of transmission to be used for the transmission. Examples of transmission types may 

include broadcast, random access response, unicast, multi-cast, etc. The module 715 may 

also identify a type of scheduling used for the transmission. For example, the transmission 

25 type identification module 715 may identify a semi-persistent scheduling (SPS) of a service 

and the MCS table selection module 610-a may select a particular MCS table based on this 

determination. Thus, based on the identified transmission type, the MCS table selection 

module 610-a may identify an MCS table to use to identify an MCS for a transmission. 

[0121] The MCS generation module 725 may determine the MCS to use for the 

30 transmission based on the selected table as well as the identified CQI value for the wireless 

channel. In one configuration, the MCS generation module 725 may use a first number of 
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bits to represent the MCS based on a first MCS table. For a different MCS table, the module 

725 may use a second number of bits to represent the MCS. The second number of bits may 

be greater than the first number of bits. In one example, the number of bits used to represent 

the MCS may remain the same regardless of the MCS table that is used. The MCS may be 

5 selected for downlink or uplink transmissions. In one example, multiple transport blocks 

(e.g., codewords) may be transmitted via a single POSCH. In one example, the same MCS 

table may be used by the MCS generation module 725 identify the MCSs for downlink 

transmissions of each separate transport block. In another example, different MCS tables 

maybe used by the MCS generation module 725 to identify the MCSs to use for downlink: 

10 transmissions of each separate transport block. As an example, a POSCH transmission of a 

first set of ranks ( e.g., rank 1) may be associated with a first MCS table, and a POSCH 

transmission of a second set of ranks ( e.g., rank 2 and higher) may be associated with a 

second MCS table. 

[0122) AUE may be under a coordinated multi-point (CoMP) operation. In this case, a 

15 PDSCH rate-matching and Quasi-co-location Indication (PQI) information field may be 

included in downlink control information (DCI) to dynamically indicate to the UE which one 

out of up to four PQI parameters configured by higher layers is to be used for a particular 

POSCH transmission. An MCS table indication can be included in some or all sets of PQI 

parameters configured by higher layers. The indication can be one or more bits. As an 

20 example, a one-bit indication can indicate whether a legacy or a new MCS table is to be used 

for the corresponding PDSCH transmission. The inclusion of the MCS table indication in 

PQI makes it possible to support CoMP for a UE with cells of different releases. That is, 

some cells may support 256QAM, while other cells may not. In addition, the UE may 

experience different channel conditions from each of the cells in CoMP and consequently, 

25 some of the cells may be suitable for enabling 256QAM while other cells may be not. A 

given cell may be more suitable for enabling 256QAM at one time, but becomes more 

suitable for disabling 256QAM later. The inclusion of the MCS table indication in PQI is 

thus beneficial in enabling/disabling 256QAM for different cells and/or different subframes 

in a dynamic manner. 

30 [0123) FIG. 8 is a block diagram of a MIMO communication system 800 including an eNB 

105-d and a UE 115-d. This system 800 may illustrate aspects of the system 100 of FIG. L 
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The eNB 105-d may be an example of the eNB 105 ofFIGS. 1, 5, 6, and/or 7. The UE 115-d 

may be an example of the UE 115 of FIGS. 1, 2, 3, and/or4A. The eNB 105-d may be 

equipped with antennas 834-a through 834-x, and the UE 115-d may be equipped with 

antennas 852-a through 852-n. In the system 800, the eNB 105-d may be able to send data 

5 over multiple communication links at the same time. Each communication link may be 

called a "layer" and the "rank" of the communication link may indicate the number of layers 

used for communication. For example, in a 2x2 MIMO system where eNB 105-d transmits 

two "layers," the rank of the communication link between the eNB 105-d and the UE 115-d is 

two. 

10 [0124] At the eNB 105-d, a transmit processor 820 may receive data from a data source. 

The transmit processor 820 may process the data. The transmit processor 820 may also 

generate reference symbols, and a cell-specific reference signal. A transmit (TX) MIMO 

processor 830 may perform spatial processing (e.g., precoding) on data symbols, control 

symbols, and/or reference symbols, if applicable, and may provide output symbol streams to 

15 the transmit modulators 832-a through 832-x. Each modulator 832 may process a respective 

output symbol stream (e.g., for OFDM, etc.) to obtain an output sample stream. Each 

modulator 832 may further process (e.g., convert to analog, amplify, filter, and upconvert) the 

output sample stream to obtain a downlink signal. In one example, downlink signals from 

modulators 832-a through 832-x may be transmitted via the antennas 834-a through 834-x, 

20 respectively. 

[0125] At the UE 115-d, the UE antennas 852-a through 852-n may receive the downlink 

signals from the eNB 105-d and may provide the received signals to the demodulators 854-a 

through 854-n, respectively. Each demodulator 854 may condition (e.g., filter, amplify, 

downconvert, and digitize) a respective received signal to obtain input samples. Each 

25 demodulator 854 may further process the input samples (e.g., for OFDM, etc.) to obtain 

received symbols. A MIMO detector 856 may obtain received symbols from all the 

demodulators 854-a through 854-n, perform MIMO detection on the received symbols if 

applicable, and provide detected symbols. A receive processor 858 may process (e.g., 

demodulate, deinterleave, and decode) the detected symbols, providing decoded data for the 

30 UE 115-d to a data output, and provide decoded control information to a processor 880, or 

memory 882. In one example, the processor 880 may include a UE table selection module 
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210-c to implement the systems and methods described herein. The UE table selection 

module 210-c may be examples of the module 210 of FIGS. 2, 3, and/or 4A. 

[0126] On the uplink, at the UE 115-d, a transmit processor 864 may receive and process 

data from a data source. The transmit processor 864 may also generate reference symbols for 

5 a reference signal. The symbols from the transmit processor 864 may be precoded by a 

transmit MIMO processor 866 if applicable, further processed by the demodulators 854-a 

through 854-n (e.g., for SC-FDMA, etc.), and be transmitted to the eNB 105-d in accordance 

with the transmission parameters received from the eNB I 05-d. At the eNB 105-d, the uplink 

signals from the UE 115-d may be received by the antennas 834, processed by the 

1 O demodulators 832, detected by a MIMO detector 836 if applicable, and further processed by a 

receive processor. The receive processor 838 may provide decoded data to a data output and 

to the processor 840. The processor 840 may include an eNB table selection module 510-c to 

implement the systems and methods described herein. The module 510-c may be an example 

of the eNB table selection module 510 of FIGS. 5, 6, and/or 7. The components of the UE 

15 115-d may, individually or collectively, be implemented with one or more Application 

Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs) adapted to perform some or all of the applicable 

functions in hardware. Each of the noted modules may be a means for performing one or 

more functions related to operation of the system 800. 

[0127] Similarly, the components of the eNB 105-d may, individually or collectively, be 

20 implemented with one or more Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs) adapted to 

perform some or all of the applicable functions in hardware. Each of the noted components 

may be a means for performing one or more functions related to operation of the system 800. 

[0128] The communication networks that may accommodate some of the various disclosed 

examples may be packet-based networks that operate according to a layered protocol stack. 

25 For example, communications at the bearer or Packet Data Convergence Protocol (PDCP) 

layer may be IP-based. A Radio Link Control (RLC) layer may perform packet segmentation 

and reassembly to communicate over logical channels. A Medium Access Control (MAC) 

layer may perform priority handling and multiplexing of logical channels into transport 

channels. The MAC layer may also use Hybrid ARQ (HARQ) to provide retransmission at 

30 the, MAC layer to improve link efficiency. At the Physical layer, the transport channels may 

be mapped to Physical channels. 
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{0129] FIG. 9 is a flow chart illustrating one example of a method 900 for wireless 

communications. For clarity, the method 900 is described below with reference to the UE 

115 of FIGS. 1, 2, 3, 4A, and/or 8. In some cases, the method 900 is described below with 

reference to the example CQI tables of FIG. 4B. In one implementation, the UE table 

5 selection module 210 of FIGS. 2, 3, 4A, and/or 8 may execute one or more sets of codes to 

control the functional elements of the UE 115 to perform the functions described below. 

(0130) At block 905, the use of at least two CQI tables may be supported. At block 910, 

one of the at least two CQI tables may be identified. At block 915, the identified CQI table 

may be used to generate a CQI value for a wireless channel. For example, the CQI value may 

10 be generated for a downlink channel. In one example, a same number of bits may be used to 

represent the CQI value independent of the selected CQI table to use. At least one of the CQI 

tables may support 256QAM. 

[0131) Therefore, the method 900 may provide for managing wireless communications for 

higher order MCS by supporting additional CQI tables. It should be noted that the method 

15 900 is just one implementation and that the operations of the method 900 may be rearranged 

or otherwise modified such that other implementations are possible. 

(0132) FIG. 10 is a flow chart illustrating one example of a method I 000 for wireless 

communications. For clarity, the method 1000 is described below with reference to the UE 

115 of FIGS. 1, 2, 3, 4A, and/or 8. In some cases, the method 1000 is described below with 

20 reference to the example CQI tables of FIG. 4B. In one implementation, the UE table 

selection module 210 of FIGS. 2, 3, 4A, and/or 8 may execute one or more sets of codes to 

control the functional elements of the UE 115 to perform the functions described below. 

[0133) At block 1005, the use of at least two CQI tables may be supported. At block 1010, 

a determination may be made as to whether a CQI value is to be transmitted via a control 

25 channel or a data channel. If it is determined that the CQI value is to be transmitted via a 

control channel, at block 1015, a first CQI table may be identified. At block 1020, the first 

CQI table may be used to generate a CQI value represented by a first number of bits. 

(0134) If, however, it is determined that the CQI value is to be transmitted via a data 

channel, at block 1025, a second CQI table may be identified that is different from the first . 

30 CQI table. At block 1030, the second CQI table may be used to generate a CQI value 
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represented by a second number of bits. In one example, the second number of bits is 

different than the first number of bits. In one configuration, the second number of bits is 

greater than the first number of bits. In another example, the number of bits used to represent 

the CQI value remains the same regardless of the CQI table that is identified. At block 1035, 

5 the CQI value may be transmitted via a wireless channel. 

[0135] Thus, the method 1000 may provide for selection of different CQI tables based on 

whether a CQI value is transmitted via a data channel or control channel. It should be noted 

that the method 1000 is just one implementation and that the operations of the method 1000 

may be rearranged or otherwise modified such that other implementations are possible. 

10 [0136) FIG. 11 is a flow chart illustrating one example of a method 1100 for wireless 

communications. For clarity, the method 1100 is described below with reference to the UE 

115 of FIGS. 1, 2, 3, 4A, and/or 8. In some cases, the method 1100 is described below with 

reference to the example CQI tables of FIG. 4B. In one implementation, the UE table 

selection module 210 of FIGS. 2, 3, 4A, and/or 8 may execute one or more sets of codes to 

15 control the functional elements of the UE 115 to perform the functions described below. 

[0137] At block 1105, the use of at least two CQJ tables may be supported. At block 1110, 

a determination may be made as to whether a CQI value is to be part of P-CSI reporting or A

CSI reporting. If it is determined that the CQI value is to be part of P-CSI reporting, at block 

1115, a first CQI table may be identified. At block 1120, the first CQI table may be used to 

20 generate a CQI value. 

[0138] If, however, it is determined that the CQI value is to be part of A-CSI reporting, at 

block 1125, a second CQI table may be identified that is different from the first CQI table. 

At block 1130, the second CQI table may be used to generate a CQI value. In one example, 

the number of bits used to represent the generated CQI value is the same and is independent 

25 of the selected CQI table. At block 1135, the CQI value may be transmitted via a wireless 

channel. 

[0139] Thus, the method 1100 may provide for a selection of different CQI tables based on 

a reporting schedule of the CQI value. It should be noted that the method 1100 is just one 

implementation and that the operations of the method 1100 may be rearranged or otherwise 

30 modified such that other implementations are possible. 
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[0140] FIG. 12 is a flow chart illustrating one example of a method 1200 for wireless 

communications. For clarity, the method 1200 is described below with reference to the UE 

115 ofFIGS. 1, 2, 3, 4A, and/or 8. In some cases, the method 1200 is described below with 

reference to the example MCS tables of FIG. 4C. In one implementation, the UE table 

5 selection module 210 of FIGS. 2, 3, 4A, and/or 8 may execute one or more sets of codes to 

control the functional elements of the UE 115 to perform the functions described below. 

[0141] At block 1205, the use of at least two MCS tables may be supported. At block 

1210, a transmission may be received via a wireless channel. For example, the transmission 

may be received from an eNB 105 via a downlink channel. At block 1215, one of the MCS 

10 tables may be identified for the received transmission. The identified MCS table may be used 

to identify an MCS to apply to the received transmission. The identified MCS may indicate a 

demodulation and decoding scheme to apply to the received transmission. At least one of the 

MCS tables may support a higher order modulation scheme, such as, but not limited to 

256QAM. 

15 [0142] Thus, the method 1200 may provide for a selection of different MCS tables to 

identify an MCS for the received transmission. It should be noted that the method 1200 is 

just one implementation and that the operations of the method 1200 may be rearranged or 

otherwise modified such that other implementations are possible. 

[0143] FIG. 13 is a flow chart illustrating one example of a method 1300 for wireless 

20 communications. For clarity, the method 1300 is described below with reference to the UE 

115 of FIGS. 1, 2, 3, 4A, and/or 8. In some cases, the method 1300 is described below with 

reference to the example MCS tables of PIG. 4C. In one implementation, the UE table 

selection module 210 of FIGS. 2, 3, 4A, and/or 8 may execute one or more sets of codes to 

control the functional elements of the UE 115 to perform the functions described below. 

25 [0144] At block 1305, the use of at least two MCS tables may be supported. At block 

1310, a transmission may be received via a wireless channel. At block 1315, one of the MCS 

tables may be identified to use for the received transmission. At block 1320, the identified 

MCS table may be used to determine an MCS to use on the received transmission. At block 

1325, the identified MCS table may also be used to identify a size of the received 

30 transmission. As previously explained, each MCS index value included in an MCS table may 

be mapped to a TBS table that indicates the size of a transport block being transmitted. 
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[0145] Therefore, the method 1300 may provide for a selection of different MCS tables to 

identify an MCS for the received transmission as well as a size of the transmission. It should 

be noted that the method 1300 is just one implementation and that the operations of the 

method 1300 may be rearranged or otherwise modified such that other implementations are 

5 possible. 

[0146] With regards to the UE 115, the present systems and methods may be implemented 

as a new capability on the UE 115. In another example, the present systems and methods 

may be implemented into current UE categories and/or by adding new UE categories. The 

present systems and methods may increase a maximum size that the UE is able to process in a 

10 subframe and/or a transport block currently defined in each UE category may be increased. 

[0147] In one example, the present systems and methods may be applied to uplink 

transmissions if higher order MCS (e.g., 256QAM) are supported for the uplink. In one 

configuration, new MCS tables used to identify MCSs for uplink transmissions may be 

different from the new MCS tables used to determine MCSs for downlink transmissions. 

15 [0148] FIG. 14 is a flow chart illustrating one example of a method 1400 for wireless· 

communications. For clarity, the method 1400 is described below with reference to the eNB 

105 ofFIGS. 1, 5, 6, 7, and/or 8. In some cases, the method 1400 is described below with 

reference to the example MCS tables of FIG. 4C. In one implementation, the eNB table 

selection module 510 of FIGS .5, 6, 7, and/or 8 may execute one or more sets of codes to 

20 control the functional elements of the eNB 105 to perform the functions described below. 

[0149] At block 1405, the use of at least two MCS tables may be supported. At block 

1410, one of the MCS tables may be identified. The identified MCS table may be used, at 

block 1415, to identify an MCS for a transmission. The identified MCS may be for a 

downlink transmission. In one configuration, the identified MCS may be for an uplink 

25 transmission. At least one of the MCS tables may support a higher order modulation scheme, 

such as, but not limited to 256QAM. 

[0150] Thus, the method 1400 may provide for a selection of different MCS tables to 

identify an MCS for a transmission. It should be noted that the method 1400 is just one 

implementation and that the operations of the method 1400 may be rearranged or otherwise 

30 modified such that other implementations are possible. 
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[0151] FIG. 15 is a flow chart illustrating one example of a method 1500 for wireless 

communications. For clarity, the method 1500 is described below with reference to the eNB 

105 of FIGS. l, 5, 6, 7, and/or 8. In some cases, the method 1500 is described below with 

reference to the example MCS tables of FIG. 4C. In one implementation, the eNB table 

5 selection module 510 ofFIGS.5, 6, 7, and/or 8 may execute one or more sets of codes to 

control the functional elements of the eNB 105 to perform the functions described below. 

[0152] At block 1505, the use of at least two MCS tables may be supported. At block 

1510, each of the MCS tables may be mapped to a TBS table. At block 1520, a DCI format 

may be identified. At block 1525, one of the MCS tables may be identified based at least in 

10 part on the identified DCI format. At block 1530, the identified MCS table may be used to 

identify an MCS for a transmission. 

[0153] Therefore, the method 1500 may provide for mapping different MCS tables to TBS 

tables and selecting an MCS table based on a DCI format. It should be noted that the method 

15 00 is just one implementation and that the operations of the method 15 00 may be 

15 rearranged or otherwise modified such that other implementations are possible. 

[0154] FIG. 16 is a flow chart illustrating one example of a method 1600 for wireless 

communications. For clarity, the method 1600 is described below with reference to the eNB 

105 of FIGS. 1, 5, 6, 7, and/or 8. In some cases, the method 1600 is described below with 

reference to the example CQI tables of FIG. 4B. In one implementation, the eNB table 

20 selection module 510 ofFIGS.5, 6, 7, and/or 8 may execute one or more sets of codes to 

control the functional elements of the eNB 105 to perform the functions described below. 

[0155] At block 1605, the use of at least two CQI tables may be supported. At block 1610, 

CQI data for a wireless channel may be received. At block 1615, one of the CQI tables may 

be identified. The identified table may be used to identify a CQI value based on the received 

25 CQI data. 

[0156] Thus, the method 1600 may provide for a selection of a CQI table to identify a CQI 

value that is based on received CQI data. It should be noted that the method 1600 is just one 

implementation and that the operations of the method 1600 may be rearranged or otherwise 

modified such that other implementations are possible. 
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[0157] The detailed description set forth above in connection with the appended drawings 

describes exemplary examples and does not represent the only examples that may be 

implemented or that are within the scope of the claims. The term "exemplary" used 

throughout this description means "serving as an example, instance, or illustration," and not 

5 "preferred" or "advantageous over other examples." The detailed description includes 

specific details for the purpose of providing an understanding of the described techniques. 

These techniques, however, may be practiced without these specific details. In some 

instances, well-known structures and devices are shown in block diagram form in order to 

avoid obscuring the concepts of the described examples. 

10 [0158] Techniques described above may be used for various wireless communications 

systems such as CDMA, TOMA, FDMA, OFDMA, SC-FD MA, and other systems. The 

terms "system" and "network" are often used interchangeably. A CDMA system may 

implement a radio technology such as CDMA2000, Universal Terrestrial Radio Access 

(UTRA), etc. CDMA2000 covers IS-2000, IS-95, and IS-856 standards. IS-2000 Releases 0 

15 and A are commonly referred to as CDMA2000 lX, IX, etc. IS-856 (TIA-856) is commonly 

referred to as CDMA2000 lxEV-DO, High Rate Packet Data (HRPD), etc. UTRA includes 

Wideband CDMA (WCDMA) and other variants of CDMA. A TOMA system may 

implement a radio technology such as Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM). 

An OFDMA system may implement a radio technology such as Ultra Mobile Broadband 

20 (UMB), Evolved UTRA (E-UTRA), IEEE 802.11 (Wi-Fi), IEEE 802.16 (WiMAX), IEEE 

802.20, Flash-OFDM , etc. UTRA and E-UTRA are part of Universal Mobile 

Telecommunication System (UMTS). 3GPP Long Term Evolution (LTE) and LTE

Advanced (LTE-A) are new releases ofUMTS that use E-UTRA. UTRA, E-UTRA, UMTS, 

LTE, LTE-A, and GSM are described in documents from an organization named "3rd 

25 Generation Partnership Project" (3GPP). CDMA2000 and UMB are described in documents 

from an organization named "3rd Generation Partnership Project 2" (3GPP2). The 

techniques described herein may be used for the systems and radio technologies mentioned 

above as well as other systems and radio technologies. The description below, however, 

describes an LTE system for purposes of example, and L TE terminology is used in much of 

30 the description below, although the techniques are applicable beyond LTE applications. 
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[0159] Information and signals may be represented using any of a variety of different 

technologies and techniques. For example, data, instructions, commands, information, 

signals, bits, symbols, and chips that may be referenced throughout the above description 

may be represented by voltages, currents, electromagnetic waves, magnetic fields or particles, 

5 optical fields or particles, or any combination thereof. 

[0160] The various illustrative blocks and modules described in connection with the 

disclosure herein may be implemented or performed with a general-purpose processor, a 

digital signal processor (DSP), an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC), a field 

programmable gate array (FPGA) or other programmable logic device, discrete gate or 

10 transistor logic, discrete hardware components, or any combination thereof designed to 

perform the functions described herein. A general-purpose processor may be a 

microprocessor, but in the alternative, the processor may be any conventional processor, 

controller, microcontroller, or state machine. A processor may also be implemented as a 

combination of computing devices, e.g., a combination of a DSP and a microprocessor, 

15 multiple microprocessors, one or more microprocessors in conjunction with a DSP core, or 

any other such configuration. 

[0161] The functions described herein may be implemented in hardware, software executed 

by a processor, firmware, or any combination thereof. If implemented in software executed 

by a processor, the functions may be stored on or transmitted over as one or more instructions 

20 or code on a computer-readable medium. Other examples and implementations are within the 

scope and spirit of the disclosure and appended claims. For example, due to the nature of 

software, functions described above can be implemented using software executed by a 

processor, hardware, firmware, hardwiring, or combinations o(any of these. Features 

implementing functions may also be physically located at various positions, including being 

25 distributed such that portions of functions are implemented at different physical locations. 

Also, as used herein, including in the claims, "or" as used in a list of items prefaced by "at 

least one of' indicates a disjunctive list such that, for example, a list of "at least one of A, B, 

or C" means A or B or C or AB or AC or BC or ABC (i.e., A and Band C). 

[0162] Computer-readable media includes both computer storage media and 

30 communication media including any medium that facilitates transfer of a computer program 

from one place to another. A storage medium may be any available medium that can be 
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accessed by a general purpose or special purpose computer. By way of example, and not 

limitation, computeMeadable media can comprise RAM, ROM, EEPROM, CD-ROM or 

other optical disk storage, magnetic disk storage or other magnetic storage devices, or any 

other medium that can be used to carry or store desired program code means in the form of 

5 instructions or data structures and that can be accessed by a general-purpose or special

purpose computer, or a general-purpose or special-purpose processor. Also, any connection 

is properly termed a computer-readable medium. For example, if the software is transmitted 

from a website, server, or other remote source using a coaxial cable, fiber optic cable, twisted 

pair, digital subscriber line (DSL), or wireless technologies such as infrared, radio, and 

10 microwave, then the coaxial cable, fiber optic cable, twisted pair, DSL, or wireless 

technologies such as infrared, radio, and microwave are included in the definition of medium. 

Disk and disc, as used herein, include compact disc (CD)., laser disc, optical disc, digital 

versatile disc (DVD), floppy disk and blu-ray disc where disks usually reproduce data 

magnetically, while discs reproduce data optically with lasers. Combinations of the above 

15 are also included within the scope of computer-readable media. 

[0163) The previous description of the disclosure is provided to enable a person skilled in 

the art to make or use the disclosure. Various modifications to the disclosure will be readily 

apparent to those skilled in the art, and the generic principles defined herein may be applied 

to other variations without departing from the spirit or scope of the disclosure. Throughout 

20 this disclosure the term "example" or "exemplary" indicates an example or instance and does 

not imply or require any preference for the noted example. Thus, the disclosure is not to be 

limited to the examples and designs described herein but is to be accorded the widest scope 

consistent with the principles and novel features disclosed herein. 

[0164) What is claimed is: 

25 
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CLAIMS 

1 . A method for wireless communications, comprising: 

2 supporting the use of at least two channel quality indicator (CQI) tables; 

3 identifying one of the at least two CQI tables; and 

4 using the identified CQI table to generate a CQI value for a wireless channel. 

2. The method of claim 1, wherein a same number of bits is used to 

2 represent the CQI value regardless of which CQI table is identified. 

2 

3 

1 

2 

3 

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the identification of the CQI table is 

based at least in part on an identification of channel state information (CSI), from a plurality 

of CSI identifications, where the CSI is at least one of a periodic CSI or an aperiodic CSL 

4. The method of claim 3, wherein each of the plurality of CSI 

identifications is associated with a set of subframes, where the set of subframes are 

determined based at least in part on a semi-static configuration or a semi-static indication. 

5. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 

2 identifying a first CQI table to use for a first channel state information (CSI) 

3 process; and 

4 identifying a second CQI table to use for a second CSI process, the second 

5 CSI process being different than the first CSI process. 

1 6. The method of claim 1, wherein the identifying one of the at least two 

2 CQI tables comprises: 

3 selecting the CQI table to use to generate the CQI value according to a 

4 predefined configuration setting. 

1 7. The method of claim I , wherein the identifying one of the at least two 

2 CQI tables comprises: 

3 dynamically selecting the CQI table to use to generate the CQI value. 

8. The method of claim I, further comprising: 

2 determining whether the CQI value is to be transmitted via a control channel 

3 or a data channel; and 
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4 upon determining that the CQI value is to be transmitted via the control 

5 channel, identifying a first CQI table to use; and 

6 upon determining that the CQI value is to be transmitted via the data channel, 

7 identifying a second CQI table to use, the second CQI table being different from the first CQI 

8 table. 

9. The method of claim 8, further comprising: 

2 upon identifying the first CQI table, using a first number of bits to represent 

3 the CQI value based on the first CQI table; and 

4 upon identifying the second CQI table, using a second number of bits to 

5 represent the CQI value based on the second CQI table, the second number of bits being 

6 greater than the first number of bits. 

10. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 

2 determining whether the CQI value is part of a periodic channel state 

3 information (P-CSI) report or an aperiodic channel state information (A-CSI) report; 

4 upon determining that the CQI value if part of the P-CSI report, identifying a 

5 first CQI table to use; and 

6 upon determining that the CQI value is part of the A-CSI report, idenMying a 

7 second CQI table to use, the second CQI table being different from the first CQI table. 

11. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 

2 generating a first CQI value using a first CQI table; 

3 generating a second CQI value using a second CQI table; and 

4 transmitting the first CQI value and the second CQI value via a wireless 

5 channel in a single subframe. 

1 

2 

1 

2 

2 

12. The method of claim 1, wherein the at least two CQI tables comprise at 

least one common data entry. 

13. The method of claim 1, wherein a CQI table comprises a listing of CQI 

values, each CQI value being mapped to a spectral efficiency value. 

14. The method of claim 1, wherein at least one of the identified CQI 

reporting tables supports 256 Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM). 
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1 

2 

3 

15. An apparatus for wireless communications, comprising: 

a processor; 

a memory in electronic communication with the processor; and 

4 instructions stored in the memory, the instructions being executable by the 

5 processor to: 

6 support the use of at least two channel quality indicator (CQI) 

7 reporting tables; 

8 identify one of the at least two CQI tables; and 

9 use the identified CQI table to generate a CQI value for a wireless 

10 channel. 

1 16. The apparatus of claim 15, wherein a same number of bits is used to 

2 represent the CQI value regardless of which CQI table is identified. 

17. The apparatus of claim 15, wherein the identification of the CQI table 

2 is based at least in part on an identification of channel state information (CSI), from a 

3 plurality of CSI identifications, where the CSI is at least one of a periodic CSI or an aperiodic 

4 CSI. 

18. The apparatus of claim 17, wherein each of the plurality of CSI 

2 identifications is associated with a set of subframes, where the set of subframes are 

3 determined based at least m part on a semi-static configuration or a semi-static indication. 

19. The apparatus of claim 15, wherein the instructions are executable by 

2 the processor to: 

3 identify a first CQI table to use for a first channel state information (CSI) 

4 process; and 

5 identify a second CQI table to use for a second CSI process, the second CSI 

6 process being different than the first CSI process. 

I 20. The apparatus of claim 15, wherein the instructions to identify one of 

2 the at least two CQI tables are executable by the processor to: 

3 select the CQI table to use to generate the CQI value according to a predefined 

4 configuration setting. 
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21. The apparatus of claim 15, wherein the instructions to identify one of 

2 the at least two CQI tables are executable by the processor to: 

3 dynamically select the CQI table to use to generate the CQI value. 

1 22. The apparatus of claim 15, wherein the instructions are executable by 

2 the processor to: 

3 determine whether the CQI value is to be transmitted via a control channel or a 

4 data channel; and 

5 upon determining that the CQI value is to be transmitted via the control 

6 channel, identify a first CQI table to use; and 

7 upon determining that the CQI value is to be transmitted via the data channel, 

8 identify a second CQI table to use, the second CQI table being different from the first CQI 

9 table. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

23. The apparatus of claim 15, wherein the instructions are executable by 

the processor to: 

upon identifying the first CQI table, use a first number of bits to represent the 

CQI value based on the first CQI table; and 

upon identifying the second CQI table, use a second number of bits to 

represent the CQI value based on the second CQI table, the second number of bits being 

greater than the first number of bits. 

24. The apparatus of claim 15, wherein the instructions are executable by 

the processor to: 

determine whether the CQI value is part of a periodic channel state 

information (P-CSI) report or an aperiodic channel state information (A-CSI) report; 

upon determining that the CQI value if part of the P-CSI report, identify a first 

CQI table to use; and 

upon determining that the CQI value is part of the A-CSI report, identify a 

second CQI table to use, the second CQI table being different from the first CQI table. 

25. The apparatus of claim 15, wherein the instructions are executable by 

2 the processor to: 
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3 generate a first CQI value using a first CQI table; 

4 generate a second CQI value using a second CQI table; and 

5 transmit the first CQI value and the second CQI value via a wireless channel 

6 in a single subframe. 

1 

2 

1 

2 

2 

2 

3 

4 

5 

26. The apparatus of claim 15, wherein the at least two CQI tables 

comprise at least one common data entry. 

27. The apparatus of claim 15, wherein a CQI table comprises a listing of 

CQI values, each CQI value being mapped to a spectral efficiency value. 

28. The apparatus of claim 15, wherein at least one of the identified CQI 

reporting tables supports 256 Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM). 

29. An apparatus for wireless communications, comprising: 

means for supporting the use of at least two channel quality indicator (CQI) 

reporting tables; 

means for identifying one of the at least two CQI tables; and 

means for using the identified CQI table to generate a CQI value for a wireless 

6 channel. 

2 

1 

2 

3 

4 

30. The apparatus of claim 29, wherein a same number of bits is used to 

represent the CQI value regardless of which CQI table is identified. 

31. The apparatus of claim 29, wherein the identification of the CQI table 

is based at least in part on an identification of channel state information (CSI), from a 

plurality of CSI identifications, where the CSI is at least one of a periodic CSI or an aperiodic 

CSL 

32. The apparatus of claim 31, wherein each of the plurality of CSI 

2 identifications is associated with a set of subframes, where the set of subframes are 

3 determined based at least in part on a semi-static configuration or a semi-static indication. 

33. The apparatus of claim 29, further comprising: 

2 means for determining whether the CQI value is to be transmitted via a control 

3 channel or a data channel; and 
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4 upon determining that the CQI value is to be transmitted via the control 

5 channel, means for identifying a first CQI table to use; and 

6 upon determining that the CQI value is to be transmitted via the data channel, 

7 means for identifying a second CQI table to use, the second CQI table being different from 

8 the first CQI table. 

34. The apparatus of claim 33, further comprising: 

2 upon identifying the first CQI table, means for using a first number of bits to 

3 represent the CQI value based on the first CQI table; and 

4 upon identifying the second CQI table, means for using a second number of 

5 bits to represent the CQI value based on the second CQI table, the second number of bits 

6 being greater than the first number of bits. 

35. A computer program product for managing wireless communications, 

2 the computer program product comprising a non-transitory computer-readable medium 

3 storing instructions executable by a processor to: 

4 support the use of at least two channel quality indicator (CQI) reporting tables; 

5 identify one of the at least two CQI tables; and 

6 use the identified CQI table to generate a CQI value for a wireless channel. 

1 36. A method for wireless communications, comprising: 

2 supporting the use of at least two modulation and coding scheme (MCS) 

3 tables; 

4 receiving a transmission via a wireless channel; and 

5 identifying one of the at least two MCS tables to use for the received 

6 transmission. 

3 7. The method of claim 36, further comprising: 

2 using the identified MCS table to determine an MCS to use for the received 

3 transmission. 

38. The method of claim 36, wherein a first transport block size (TBS) 

2 table is mapped from a first MCS table and a second TBS table is mapped from a second 
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3 MCS table, the second TBS table comprising at least one TBS that is greater than a maximum 

4 TBS in the first TBS table. 

2 

3 

2 

3 

4 

5 
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2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

1 

2 

3 

39. The method of claim 38, further comprising: 

identifying a TBS table mapped from the identified MCS table; 

using the identified TBS table to determine a size of the received transmission. 

40. The method of claim 36, wherein the identifying one of the at least two 

MCS tables comprises: 

determining a type of transmission used to transmit the received transmission 

via the wireless channel; and 

identifying one of the at least two MCS tables to use for the received 

transmission based at least in part on the type of transmission. 

41. The method of claim 36, wherein the identifying one of the at least two 

MCS tables comprises: 

identifying a type of control channel used to transmit the received 

transmission; and 

identifying one of the at least two MCS tables to use for the received 

transmission based at least in part on the identified type of control channel. 

42. The method of claim 36, further comprising: 

using the identified MCS table to determine an MCS to use for an uplink 

transmission. 

43. The method of claim 36, wherein a first number of bits is used to 

2 represent a first MCS based on a first MCS table, and a second number of bits is used to 

3 represent a second MCS based on a second MCS table. 

44. The method of claim 43, wherein the first number of bits is the same as 

2 the second number of bits. 

45. The method ofclaim 36, wherein the identifying one of the at least two 

2 MCS tables comprises: 

3 dynamically selecting the MCS table to use for the received transmission. 
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46. The method of claim 36, wherein identifying one of the at least two 

2 MCS tables comprises: 

3 selecting the MCS table to use for the received transmission according to a 

4 predefined configuration setting. 

2 

3 

4 

5 processor to: 

6 

7 tables; 

8 

9 

47. An apparatus for wireless communications, comprising: 

a processor; 

a memory in electronic communication with the processor; and 

instructions stored in the memory, the instructions being executable by the 

support the use of at least two modulation and coding scheme (MCS) 

receive a transmission via a wireless channel; and 

identify one of the at least two MCS tables to use for the received 

10 transmission. 

48. The apparatus of claim 47, wherein the instructions are executable by 

2 the processor to: 

3 use the identified MCS table to determine an MCS to use for the received 

4 transmission. 

49. The apparatus of claim 4 7, wherein a first transport block size (TBS) 

2 table is mapped from a first MCS table and a second TBS table is mapped from a second 

3 MCS table, the second TBS table comprising at least one TBS that is greater than a maximum 

4 TBS in the first TBS table. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

1 

2 

50. The apparatus of claim 49, wherein the instructions are executable by 

the processor to: 

identify a TBS table mapped from the identified MCS table; 

use the identified TBS table to determine a size of the received transmission. 

51. The apparatus of claim 4 7, wherein the instructions to identify one of 

the at least two MCS tables are executable by the processor to: 
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3 determine a type of transmission used to transmit the received transmission via 

4 the wireless channel; and 

5 identify one of the at least two MCS tables to use for the received transmission 

6 based at least in part on the type of transmission. 

52. The apparatus of claim 4 7, wherein the instructions to identify one of 

2 the at least two MCS tables are executable by the processor to: 

3 identify a type of control channel used to transmit the received transmission; 

4 and 

5 identify one of the at least two MCS tables to use for the received transmission 

6 based at least in part on the identified type of control channel. 

2 

3 

4 

1 

2 

3 

1 

2 

53. The apparatus of claim 47, wherein the instructions are executable by 

the processor to: 

use the identified MCS table to determine an MCS to use for an uplink 

transmission. 

54. The apparatus of claim 47, wherein a first number of bits is used to 

represent a first MCS based on a first MCS table, and a second number of bits is used to 

represent a second MCS based on a second MCS table. 

55. The apparatus of claim 54, wherein the first number of bits is the same 

as the second number of bits. 

56. The apparatus of claim 47, wherein the instructions to identify one of 

2 the at least two MCS tables are executable by the processor to: 

3 dynamically select the MCS table to use for the received transmission. 

57. The apparatus of claim 47, wherein the instructions to identify one of 

2 the at least two MCS tables are executable by the processor to: 

3 select the MCS table to use for the received transmission according to a 

4 predefined configuration setting. 

58. An apparatus for wireless communications, comprising: 
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2 means for supporting the use of at least two modulation and coding scheme 

3 (MCS) tables; 

4 means for receiving a transmission via a wireless channel; and 

5 means for identifying one of the at least two MCS tables to use for the 

6 received transmission. 

2 

3 

2 

3 

1 

2 

59. The apparatus of claim 58, further comprising: 

means for using the identified MCS table to determine an MCS to use for the 

received transmission. 

60. The apparatus of claim 58, wherein a first number of bits is used to 

represent a first MCS based on a first MCS table, and a second number of bits is used to 

represent a second MCS based on a second MCS table. 

61. The apparatus of claim 60, wherein the first number of bits is the same 

as the second number of bits. 

62. A computer program product for managing wireless communications, 

2 the computer program product comprising a non-transitory computer-readable medium 

3 storing instructions executable by a processor to: 

4 support the use of at least two modulation and coding scheme (MCS) tables; 

5 receive a transmission via a wireless channel; and 

6 identify one of the at least two MCS tables to use for the received 

7 transmission. 

1 

2 

3 tables; 

4 

5 

63. A method for wireless communications, comprising: 

supporting the use of at least two modulation and coding scheme (MCS) 

identifying one of the at least two MCS tables; and 

using the identified MCS table to identify an MCS for a transmission. 

64. The method of claim 63, further comprising: 

2 identifying a channel quality indicator (CQI) value, the identified MCS being 

3 based at least in part on the received CQI value. 
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65. The method of claim 63, wherein the using the identified MCS table to 

2 identify the MCS comprises: 

3 selecting the MCS for a downlink transmission. 

1 

2 

3 

1 

2 

3 

2 

3 

66. The method of claim 63, wherein the using the identified MCS table to 

identify the MCS comprises: 

selecting the MCS for an uplink transmission. 

67. The method of claim 63, wherein the identification of one of the at 

least two MCS tables is based at least in part on a downlink control information (DCI) 

format. 

68. The method of claim 63, wherein a first number of bits is used to 

represent a first MCS based on a first MCS table, and a second number of bits is used to 

represent a second MCS based on a second MCS table. 

69. The method of claim 68, wherein the first number of bits is the same as 

2 the second number of bits. 

70. The method of claim 63, further comprising: 

2 associating a single MCS table with each assignment of a physical downlink 

3 shared channel (PDSCH). 

71. The method of claim 63, further comprising: 

2 identifying at least two codewords to be transmitted via a single physical 

3 downlink shared channel (PDSCH); and 

4 using the identified one of the at least two MCS tables for downlink 

5 transmissions of the at least two codewords. 

72. The method of claim 63, further comprising: 

2 identifying a type of control channel to be used for the transmission; and 

3 identifying one of the at least two MCS tables to use for the transmission 

4 based at least in part on the identified type of control channel. 

73. The method of claim 63, further comprising: 
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2 identifying a set of candidates for a control channel transmission; and 

3 identifying one of the at least two MCS tables to use for the control channel 

4 transmission based at least in part on the identified set of candidates. 

1 

2 

3 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

74. The method of claim 73, wherein a first set of candidates are 

associated with a common search space, and a second set of candidates are associated with a 

user equipment specific search space. 

75. The method of claim 74, further comprising: 

identifying at Least one candidate associated with both the common search 

space and the user equipment search space; and 

identifying one of the at least two MCS tables based at least in part on a 

predefined rule. 

76. The method of claim 63, further comprising: 

2 identifying a type of the transmission to occur on a wireless channel; and 

3 identifying one of the at Least two MCS tables to use for the transmission 

4 based at least in part on the identified type of transmission. 

77. The method of claim 63, wherein the identifying one of the at least two 

2 MCS tables comprises: 

3 dynamically selecting the MCS table to use for the transmission. 

2 

3 

4 

5 

1 

2 

3 

4 

78. The method of claim 77, wherein the dynamic selection of the MCS 

table is performed by an information field in downlink control information, where the 

information field selects one of a plurality of sets of configurations, where each set of 

configuration comprises parameters including an MCS table indicator and at least one of a 

rate matching parameter and a quasi-co-location indication parameter. 

79. The method of claim 63, wherein identifying one of the at least two 

MCS tables comprises: 

selecting the MCS table to use for the transmission according to a predefined 

configuration setting. 
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80. The method of claim 63, wherein an MCS table comprises a listing of 

2 MCSs, each MCS being mapped to at least one of a modulation scheme and a transport block 

3 size (TBS). 

81. The method of claim 80, wherein a first TBS table is mapped from a 

2 first MCS table and a second TBS table is mapped from a second MCS table, the second TBS 

3 table comprising at least one TBS that is greater than a maximum TBS in the first TBS table. 

82. The method of claim 63, wherein at least one of the identified MCS 

2 tables supports 256 Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM). 

2 

3 

4 

5 processor to: 

6 

7 tables; 

8 

9 

83. An apparatus for wireless communications, comprising: 

a processor; 

a memory in electronic communication with the processor; and 

instructions stored in the memory, the instructions being executable by the 

support the use of at least two modulation and coding scheme (MCS) 

identify one of the at least two MCS tables; and 

use the identified MCS table to identify an MCS for a transmission. 

84. The apparatus of claim 83, wherein the instructions are executable by 

2 the processor to: 

3 identify a channel quality indicator (CQI) value, the identified MCS being 

4 based at least in part on the received CQI value. 

85. The apparatus of claim 83, wherein the instructions to use the 

2 identified MCS table to identify the MCS are executable by the processor to: 

3 select the MCS for a downlink transmission. 

86. The apparatus of claim 83, wherein the instructions to use the 

2 identified MCS table to identify the MCS are executable by the processor to: 

3 select the MCS fot an uplink transmission. 
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2 

3 

87. The apparatus of claim 83, wherein the identification ofone of the at 

least two MCS tables is based at least in part on a downlink control information (DCI) 

format. 

2 

3 

88. The apparatus of claim 83, wherein a first number of bits is used to 

represent a first MCS based on a first MCS table, and a second number of bits is used to 

represent a second MCS based on a second MCS table. 

l 

2 

89. The apparatus of claim 83, wherein the first number of bits is the same 

as the second number of bits. 

90. The apparatus of claim 83, wherein the instructions are executable by 

2 the processor to: 

3 associate a single MCS table with each assignment of a physical downlink 

4 shared channel (POSCH). 

91. The apparatus of claim 83, wherein the instructions are executable by 

2 the processor to: 

3 identify at least two codewords to be transmitted via a single physical 

4 downlink shared channel (PDSCH); and 

5 use the identified one of the at least two MCS tables for downlink 

6 transmissions of the at least two codewords. 

1 92. The apparatus of claim 83, wherein the instructions are executable by 

2 the processor to: 

3 identify a type of control channel to be used for the transmission; and 

4 identify one of the at least two MCS tables to use for the transmission based at 

5 least in part on the identified type of control channel. 

1 93. The apparatus of claim 83, wherein the instructions are executable by 

2 the processor to: 

3 identify a set of candidates for a control channel transmission; and 

4 identify one of the at least two MCS tables to use for the control channel 

5 transmission based at least in part on the identified set of candidates. 
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94. The apparatus of claim 93, wherein a first set of candidates are 

associated with a common search space, and a second set of candidates are associated with a 

user equipment specific search space. 

1 95. The apparatus of claim 94, wherein the instructions are executable by 

2 the processor to: 

3 identify at least one candidate associated with both the common search space 

4 and the user equipment search space; and 

5 identify one of the at least two MCS tables based at least in part on a 

6 predefined rule. 

2 

3 

4 

5 

1 

2 

3 

96. The apparatus of claim 83, wherein the instructions are executable by 

the processor to: 

identify a type of the transmission to occur on a wireless channel; and 

identify one of the at least two MCS tables to use for the transmission based at 

least in part on the identified type of transmission. 

97. The apparatus of claim 83, wherein the instructions to identify one of 

the at least two MCS tables are executable by the processor to: 

dynamically select the MCS table to use for the transmission. 

98. The apparatus of claim 97, wherein the dynamic selection of the MCS 

2 table is performed by an information field in downlink control information, where the 

3 information field selects one of a plurality of sets of configurations, where each set of 

4 configuration comprises parameters including an MCS table indicator and at least one of a 

5 rate matching parameter and a quasi-co-location indication parameter. 

99. The apparatus of claim 83, wherein the instructions to identify one of 

2 the at least two MCS tables are executable by the processor to: 

3 select the MCS table to use for the transmission according to a predefined 

4 configuration setting. 
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100. The apparatus of claim 83, wherein an MCS table comprises a listing 

2 of MCSs, each MCS being mapped to at Least one of a modulation scheme and a transport 

3 block size (TBS). 

101. The apparatus of claim 100, wherein a first TBS table is mapped from 

2 a first MCS table and a second TBS table is mapped from a second MCS table, the second 

3 TBS table comprising at least one TBS that is greater than a maximum TBS in the first TBS 

4 table. 

102. The apparatus of claim 83, wherein at least one of the identified MCS 

2 tables supports 256 Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM). 

103. An apparatus for wireless communications, comprising: 

2 means for supporting the use of at least two modulation and coding scheme 

3 (MCS) tables; 

4 means for identifying one of the at least two MCS tables; and 

5 means for using the identified MCS table to identify an MCS for a 

6 transmission. 

104. The apparatus of claim 103, further comprising: 

2 means for selecting the MCS for downlink transmission. 

1 105. The apparatus of claim 103, further comprising: 

2 means for selecting the MCS for an uplink transmission. 

1 106. A computer program-product for managing wireless communications, 

2 the computer program product comprising a non-transitory computer-readable medium 

3 storing instructions executable by a processor to: 

4 support the use of at least two modulation and coding scheme (MCS) tables; 

5 identify one of the at least two MCS tables; and 

6 use the identified MCS table to identify an MCS for a transmission. 

1 107. A method for wireless communications, comprising: 

2 supporting the use of at least two channel quality indicator (CQI) tables; 

3 receiving CQI data for a wireless channel; and 
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4 identifying one of the at least two CQI tables to use to identify a CQI value 

5 based on the CQI data. 

1 108. The method of claim 107, wherein a same number of bits is used to 

2 represent the CQI value regardless of which CQI table is identified. 

1 109. The method of claim 107, wherein the identifying one of the at least 

2 two CQI tables comprises: 

3 selecting the CQI table to use to identify the CQI value according to a 

4 predefined configuration setting. 

110. The method of claim 107, wherein the identifying one of the at least 

2 two CQI tables comprises: 

3 dynamically selecting the CQI table to use to identify the CQI value. 

2 

3 

4 

5 processor to: 

6 

7 

8 

111. An apparatus for wireless communications, comprising: 

a processor; 

a memory in electronic communication with the processor; and 

instructions stored in the memory, the instructions being executable by the 

support the use of at least two channel quality indicator (CQI) tables; 

receive CQI data for a wireless channel; and 

identify one of the at least two CQI tables to use to identify a CQI 

9 value based on the CQI data. 

112. An apparatus for wireless communications, comprising: 

2 means for supporting the use of at least two channel quality indicator (CQI) 

3 tables; 

4 means for receiving CQI data for a wireless channel; and 

5 means for identifying one of the at least two CQI tables to use to identify a 

6 CQI value based on the CQI data. 

113. A computer program prod:uct for managing wireless communications, 

2 the computer program product comprising a non-transitory computer-readable medium 

3 storing instructions executable by a processor to: 
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4 support the use of at least two channel quality indicator (CQI) tables; 

5 receive CQI data for a wireless channel; and 

6 identify one of the at least two CQI tables to use to identify a CQI value based 

7 on the CQI data. 
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An English language translation of the International Application (35 U.S.C. 371 (c)(2)) 

a. E] is attached hereto. 

b. D has been previously submitted under 35 U.S.C. 154(d)(4). 

4. An oath or declaration of the inventor(s) (35 U.S.C. 371 (c)(4)) 

a. E] is attached. 

b. D was previously filed in the international phase under PCT Rule 4.17(iv). 

Items 5 to 8 below concern amendments made in the international phase. 

PCT Article 19 and 34 amendments 

5. • 
6. • 
7. • 

Amendments to the claims under PCT Article 19 are attached (not required if communicated by the International Bureau) (35 U.S.C. 
371(c)(3)). 
English translation of the PCT Article 19 amendment is attached (35 U.S.C. 371(c)(3)). 

English translation of annexes (Article 19 and/or 34 amendments only) of the International Preliminary Examination Report is 
attached (35 U.S.C. 371(c)(5)). 

Cancellation of amendments made in the international phase 

8a. D Do not enter the amendment made in the international phase under PCT Article 19. 

8b. D Do not enter the amendment made in the international phase under PCT Article 34. 

NOTE: A proper amendment made in English under Article 19 or 34 will be entered in the U.S. national phase application absent a clear 
instruction from applicant not to enter the amendment(s). 

The following items 9 to 17 concern a document(s) or information included. 

9. E] An Information Disclosure Statement under 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. 

10. E] A preliminary amendment. 

11. 0 An Application Data Sheet under 37 CFR 1. 76. 

12. D A substitute specification. NOTE: A substitute specification cannot include claims. See 37 CFR 1.125(b). 

13. 0 A power of attorney and/or change of address letter. 

14. D A computer-readable form of the sequence listing in aocordance with PCT Rule 13ter.3 and 37 CFR 1.821-1.825. 

15. E] Assignment papers (cover sheet and document(s)). Name of Assignee: Telefonaktiebolaget L M Ericsson (publ) 

16. E] 37 CFR 3.73(c) Statement (when there is an Assignee). 

This collection of mformat1on Is required by 37 CFR 1.414 and 1.491-1.492. The mformabon Is required to obtam or retam a benefit by the pubhc, which Is to file 
(and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 15 
minutes to complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual 
case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden should be sent to the Chief Information 
Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED 
FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Mail Stop PCT, Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. 
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U.S. APPLN. No. (if known - see 37 CFR 1.5) INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION No. ATTORNEY DOCKET No. 

PCT/SE2014/050803 4015-8999 I P41223-US2 
17. LJ Other items or information: 

The following fees have been submitted. CALCULATIONS PTO USE ONLY 

18.0 Basic national fee (37 CFR 1.492(a)) ............................................... $280 $ 280 
19.0 Examination fee (37 CFR 1.492(c)) 

If the written opinion prepared by ISA/US or the international preliminary 
$ 720 examination report prepared by IPEA/US indicates all claims satisfy provisions of 

PCT Article 33(1)-(4) .................................................................... $0 
All other situations ....................................................................... $720 

20. ~ Search fee (37 CFR 1.492(b)) 
If the written opinion prepared by ISA/US or the international preliminary 
examination report prepared by IPEA/US indicates all claims satisfy provisions of 

600 PCT Article 33(1)-(4) .................................................................... $0 
Search fee (37 CFR 1.445(a)(2)) has been paid on the international application to $ 
the US PTO as an International Searching Authority ........................... . $120 
International Search Report prepared by an ISA other than the US and provided to 
the Office or previously communicated to the US by the IB ............ ....... $480 
All other situations .................................................................... .... $600 

TOTAL OF 18, 19, and 20 = $ 1600 

LJ Additional fee for specification and drawings filed in paper over 100 sheets 
(excluding sequence listing in compliance with 37 CFR 1.821(c) or (e) in an 
electronic medium or computer program listing in an electronic medium) (37 CFR 
1.492(j)). 
Fee for each additional 50 sheets of paper or fraction thereof ............... $400 

Total Sheets Extra Sheets 
Number of each addition 50 or fraction 

RATE 
thereof (round up to a whole number) 

-100 = / 50 = x$400 $ 
Surcharge of $140.00 for furnishing any of the search fee, examination fee, or the oath or 

$ declaration after the date of commencement of the national stage (37 CFR 1.492(h)). 

CLAIMS NUMBER FILED NUMBER EXTRA RATE 

Total claims 26 -20 = 6 X $80 $ 480 

Independent claims 6 - 3 = 3 x$420 $ 1260 

MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM(S) (if applicable) +$780 $ 

Processing fee of $140.00 for furnishing the English translation later than 30 months from the 
$ earliest claimed priority date (37 CFR 1.492(i)). + 

TOTAL OF ABOVE CALCULATIONS= $ 3340 

• Applicant asserts small entity status. See 37 CFR 1.27. Fees above are reduced by½. 

• Applicant certifies micro entity status. See 37 CFR 1.29. Fees above are reduced by ¾. 
Applicant must attach form PTO/SB/15A or B or equivalent. 

TOT AL NATIONAL FEE= $3340 

Fee for recording the enclosed assignment (37 CFR 1.21 (h)). The assignment must be 
$ accompanied by an appropriate cover sheet (37 CFR 3.28, 3.31 ). $40.00 per property. + 

TOTAL FEES ENCLOSED= $3340 

Amount to be $ refunded: 
Amount to be $ charged: 

[Page 2 of 3] 
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a. • A check in the amount of $ to cover the above fees is enclosed. 

b. • Please charge my Deposit Account No. in the amount of $ to cover the above fees. 

C. 0 The Director is hereby authorized to charge additional fees which may be required, or credit any overpayment, to Deposit Account 
No. 1a11e1 as follows: 

i. • any required fee. 

ii. 0 any required fee except for excess claims fees required under 37 CFR 1.492(d) and (e) and multiple dependent claim fee 
required under 37 CFR 1.492(f). 

d. • Fees are to be charged to a credit card. WARNING: Information on this form may become public. Credit card information should not 
be included on this form. Provide credit card information and authorization on PTO-2038. The PTO-2038 should only be mailed or 
faxed to the US PTO. However, when paying the basic national fee, the PTO-2038 may NOT be faxed to the USPTO. 

ADVISORY: If filing by EFS-Web, do NOT attach the PTO-2038 form as a PDF along with your EFS-Web submission. Please be 
advised that this is not recommended and by doing so your credit card information may be displayed via PAIR. To protect your 
information, it is recommended to pay fees online by using the electronic payment method. 

NOTE: Where an appropriate time limit under 37 CFR 1.495 has not been met, a petition to revive (37 CFR 1.137(a) or (b)) must be 
filed and granted to restore the International Application to pending status. 

Correspondence Address 

0 The address associated with Customer Number: 24112 OR D Correspondence address below 

Name I 
Address 

City I I State I I Zip Code I 
Country I Telephone I 
Email 

Signature I/John R. Owen Reg. No. 42055/ Date I 6 October 2014 

~p~~~Type) !John R. Owen Registration No. I 42055 
(Attorney/Agent) 

[Page 3 of 3] 
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Privacy Act Statement 

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your 
submission of the attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of 
the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) 
furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or 
patent. If you do not furnish the requested information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to 
process and/or examine your submission, which may result in termination of proceedings or abandonment of the 
application or expiration of the patent. 

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses: 

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of 
Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C 552a). Records from this system of records may 
be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine whether disclosure of these records is required by the 
Freedom of Information Act. 

2. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence 
to a court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of 
settlement negotiations. 

3. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a 
request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance from 
the Member with respect to the subject matter of the record. 

4. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having 
need for the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply 
with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m). 

5. A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of 
records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property 
Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty. 

6. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes 
of National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 
218(c)). 

7. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General 
Services, or his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's 
responsibility to recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under authority of 
44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing 
inspection of records for this purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such 
disclosure shall not be used to make determinations about individuals. 

8. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of 
the application pursuant to 35 U .S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U .S.C. 151. Further, a 
record may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record 
was filed in an application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which 
application is referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspection or an issued 
patent. 

9. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law 
enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation. 
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Attorney Docket Number 4015-8999 / P41223-US2 
Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76 

Application Number 

Title of Invention 
I Method and Radio Node for Enabling Use of High Order Modulation in a Radio Communication with a User 

Equipment 

The application data sheet is part of the provisional or nonprovisional application for which it is being submitted. The following form contains the 
bibliographic data arranged in a format specified by the United States Patent and Trademark Office as outlined in 37 CFR 1.76. 
This document may be completed electronically and submitted to the Office in electronic format using the Electronic Filing System (EFS) or the 
document may be printed and included in a paper filed application. 

Secrecy Order 37 CFR 5.2 
D Portions or all of the application associated with this Application Data Sheet may fall under a Secrecy Order pursuant to 

37 CFR 5.2 (Paper filers only. Applications that fall under Secrecy Order may not be filed electronically.} 

Inventor Information: 

Inventor 1 I Remove I 
Legal Name 

Prefix Given Name Middle Name Family Name Suffix 

David Hammarwall 

Residence Information (Select One) 0 US Residency @ Non US Residency O Active US Military Service 

City Vallentuna !Country of Residence i ISE 

Mailing Address of Inventor: 

Address 1 Hallmarksvagen 59 

Address 2 

City I Vallentuna I State/Province I 
Postal Code I SE-18653 I Country i I SE 

Inventor 2 I Remove I 
Legal Name 

Prefix Given Name Middle Name Family Name Suffix 

Meng Wang 

Residence Information (Select One) 0 US Residency @ Non US Residency O Active US Military Service 

City Solna !Country of Residence i lsE 

Mailing Address of Inventor: 

Address 1 Signalistgatan 14 

Address 2 

City I Solna I State/Province I 
Postal Code I SE-16972 I Country i I SE 

All Inventors Must Be Listed - Additional Inventor Information blocks may be I Add I generated within this form by selecting the Add button. 

Correspondence Information: 

EFS Web 2.2.10 
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Attorney Docket Number 4015-8999 / P41223-US2 
Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76 

Application Number 

Ttl f I ti I Method and Radio Node for Enabling Use of High Order Modulation in a Radio Communication with a User 
1 e o nven on Equipment 

Enter either Customer Number or complete the Correspondence Information section below. 
For further information see 37 CFR 1.33(a). 

D An Address is being provided for the correspondence Information of this application. 

Customer Number 24112 

Email Address I I Add Email I !Remove Emaill 

Application Information: 

Title of the Invention Method and Radio Node for Enabling Use of High Order Modulation in a Radio Communication with a 
User Equipment 

Attorney Docket Number 4015-8999 / P41223-US2 I Small Entity Status Claimed • 
Application Type Nonprovisional 

Subject Matter Utility 

Total Number of Drawing Sheets (if any) I 7 I Suggested Figure for Publication (if any) I 5 

Filing By Reference : 
Only compete this section when filing an application by reference under 35 U.S.C. 11 l(c) and 37 CFR 1.57(a). Do not complete this section if 
application papers including a specification and any drawings are being filed. Any domestic benefit or foreign priority information must be 
provided in the appropriate section(s) below (i.e., "Domestic Benefit/National Stage Information" and "Foreign Priority Information"). 

For the purposes of a filing date under 37 CFR l.53(b), the description and any drawings of the present application are replaced by this 
reference to the previously filed application, subject to conditions and requirements of 37 CFR 1.57(a). 

.-
Application number of the previously Filing date (YYYY-MM-DD) Intellectual Property Authority or Country 1 

filed application 

Publication Information: 
D Request Early Publication (Fee required at time of Request 37 CFR 1.219) 

Request Not to Publish. I hereby request that the attached application not be published under 

D 35 U.S.C. 122(b) and certify that the invention disclosed in the attached application has not and will not be the 
subject of an application filed in another country, or under a multilateral international agreement, that requires 
publication at eighteen months after filing. 

Representative Information: 

Representative infonnation should be provided for all practitioners having a power of attorney in the application. Providing 
this information in the Application Data Sheet does not constitute a power of attorney in the application (see 37 CFR 1.32). 
Either enter Customer Number or complete the Representative Name section below. If both sections are completed the customer 
Number will be used for the Representative lnfonnation during processing. 

Please Select One: @ Customer Number I O US Patent Practitioner 10 Limited Recognition (37 CFR 11.9) 

Customer Number 24112 

EFS Web 2.2.10 
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Attorney Docket Number 4015-8999 / P41223-US2 
Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76 

Application Number 

Ttl f I ti I Method and Radio Node for Enabling Use of High Order Modulation in a Radio Communication with a User 
1 e o nven on Equipment 

Domestic Benefit/National Stage Information: 
This section allows for the applicant to either claim benefit under 35 U.S.C. 119(e), 120, 121, or 365(c) or indicate National Stage 
entry from a PCT application. Providing this information in the application data sheet constitutes the specific reference required 
by 35 U.S.C. 119(e) or 120, and 37 CFR 1.78. 
When referring to the current application, please leave the application number blank. 

Prior Application Status Pending I Remove I 
Application Number Continuity Type Prior Application Number Filing Date (YYYY-MM-DD} 

a 371 of international PCT/SE2014/050803 2014-06-26 

Prior Application Status Expired I Remove I 
Application Number Continuity Type Prior Application Number Filing Date (YYYY-MM-DD} 

PCT /SE2014/050803 Claims benefit of provisional 61/863935 2013-08-09 

Additional Domestic Benefit/National Stage Data may be generated within this form I I Add 
by selecting the Add button. 

Foreign Priority Information: 

This section allows for the applicant to claim priority to a foreign application. Providing this information in the application data sheet 

constitutes the claim for priority as required by 35 U.S.C. 119(b) and 37 CFR 1.55(d). When priority is claimed to a foreign application 
that is eligible for retrieval under the priority document exchange program (PDX) ithe information will be used by the Office to 

automatically attempt retrieval pursuant to 37 CFR 1.55(h)(1) and (2). Under the PDX program, applicant bears the ultimate 

responsibility for ensuring that a copy of the foreign application is received by the Office from the participating foreign intellectual 

property office, or a certified copy of the foreign priority application is filed, within the time period specified in 37 CFR 1.55(g)(1 ). 

I Remove I 
Application Number Country i Filing Date (YYYY-MM-DD) Access Codei (if applicable) 

Additional Foreign Priority Data may be generated within this form by selecting the 
Add button. I Add I 

EFS Web 2.2.10 
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Attorney Docket Number 4015-8999 / P41223-US2 
Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76 

Application Number 

Ttl f I ti I Method and Radio Node for Enabling Use of High Order Modulation in a Radio Communication with a User 
1 e o nven on Equipment 

Statement under 37 CFR 1.55 or 1.78 for AIA (First Inventor to File) Transition 
Applications 

This application (1) claims priority to or the benefit of an application filed before March 16, 2013 and (2) also 
contains, or contained at any time, a claim to a claimed invention that has an effective filing date on or after March • 16, 2013. 
NOTE: By providing this statement under 37 CFR 1.55 or 1.78, this application, with a filing date on or after March 
16, 2013, will be examined under the first inventor to file provisions of the AIA. 

Authorization to Permit Access: 

D Authorization to Permit Access to the Instant Application by the Participating Offices 

If checked, the undersigned hereby grants the USPTO authority to provide the European Patent Office {EPO), 
the Japan Patent Office (JPO), the Korean Intellectual Property Office (KIPO), the World Intellectual Property Office {WIPO), 
and any other intellectual property offices in which a foreign application claiming priority to the instant patent application 
is filed access to the instant patent application. See 37 CFR 1.14(c) and (h). This box should not be checked if the applicant 
does not wish the EPO, JPO, KIPO, WIPO, or other intellectual property office in which a foreign application claiming priority 
to the instant patent application is filed to have access to the instant patent application. 

In accordance with 37 CFR 1.14(h)(3), access will be provided to a copy of the instant patent application with respect 
to: 1) the instant patent application-as-filed; 2) any foreign application to which the instant patent application 
claims priority under 35 U.S.C. 119(a)-(d) if a copy of the foreign application that satisfies the certified copy requirement of 
37 CFR 1.55 has been filed in the instant patent application; and 3) any U.S. application-as-filed from which benefit is 
sought in the instant patent application. 

In accordance with 37 CFR 1.14(c), access may be provided to information concerning the date of filing this Authorization. 

Applicant Information: 

Providing assignment information in this section does not substitute for compliance with any requirement of part 3 of Title 37 of CFR 
to have an assignment recorded by the Office. 

EFS Web 2.2.10 
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Attorney Docket Number 4015-8999 / P41223-US2 
Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76 

Application Number 

Ttl f I ti I Method and Radio Node for Enabling Use of High Order Modulation in a Radio Communication with a User 
1 e o nven on Equipment 

Applicant 1 I Remove I 
If the applicant is the inventor (or the remaining joint inventor or inventors under 37 CFR 1.45), this section should not be completed. 
The infom,ation to be provided in this section is the name and address of the legal representative who is the applicant under 37 CFR 
1.43; or the name and address of the assignee, person to whom the inventor is under an obligation to assign the invention, or person 
who otherwise shows sufficient proprietary interest in the matter who is the applicant under 37 CFR 1.46. If the applicant is an 
applicant under 37 CFR 1.46 (assignee, person to whom the inventor is obligated to assign, or person who otherwise shows sufficient 
proprietary interest) together with one or more joint inventors, then the joint inventor or inventors who are also the applicant should be 
identified in this section. 

I I Clear 

@ Assignee lo Legal Representative under 35 U.S.C. 117 lo Joint Inventor 

0 Person to whom the inventor is obligated to assign. lo Person who shows sufficient proprietary interest 

If applicant is the legal representative, indicate the authority to file the patent application, the inventor is: 

I 
Name of the Deceased or Legally Incapacitated Inventor : I 
If the Applicant is an Organization check here. [81 

Organization Name I Telefonaktiebolaget L M Ericsson (publ) 

Mailing Address Information: 

Address 1 SE-164 83 

Address 2 

City Stockholm State/Province 

Country ii SE Postal Code 

Phone Number Fax Number 

Email Address 

Additional Applicant Data may be generated within this form by selecting the Add button. I Add I 

Assignee Information including Non-Applicant Assignee Information: 

Providing assignment infom,ation in this section does not subsitute for compliance with any requirement of part 3 of Title 37 of CFR to 
have an assignment recorded by the Office. 

Assignee 1 

Complete this section if assignee information, including non-applicant assignee information, is desired to be included on the patent 
application publication . An assignee-applicant identified in the "Applicant lnfom,ation" section will appear on the patent application 
publication as an applicant. For an assignee-applicant, complete this section only if identification as an assignee is also desired on the 
patent application publication. 

I Remove I 
If the Assignee or Non-Applicant Assignee is an Organization check here. • 

EFS Web 2.2.10 
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Attorney Docket Number 4015-8999 / P41223-US2 
Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76 

Application Number 

Ttl f I ti I Method and Radio Node for Enabling Use of High Order Modulation in a Radio Communication with a User 
1 e o nven on Equipment 

Prefix Given Name Middle Name Family Name Suffix 

Mailing Address Information For Assignee including Non-Applicant Assignee: 

Address 1 

Address 2 

City I State/Province 

Country i I Postal Code 

Phone Number Fax Number 

Email Address 

Additional Assignee or Non-Applicant Assignee Data may be generated within this form by 
I I selecting the Add button. 

Add 

Signature: Remove 

NOTE: This form must be signed in accordance with 37 CFR 1.33. See 37 CFR 1.4 for signature requirements and 
certifications 

Signature /John R. OWen Reg. No. 42055/ Date (YYYY-MM-DD) 2014-10-06 

First Name John I Last Name I Owen Registration Number 42055 

Additional Signature may be generated within this form by selecting the Add button. I Add I 

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1. 76. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which 
is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This 
collection is estimated to take 23 minutes to complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application data 
sheet form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to 
complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and 
Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR 
COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. 

EFS Web 2.2.10 
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Privacy Act Statement 

The Privacy Act of 1974 {P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain infonnation in connection with your submission of the attached form related to 
a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the collection 
of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2{b){2); (2) furnishing of the infonnation solicited is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is 
used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not 
furnish the requested information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may 
result in termination of proceedings or abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent. 

The information provided by you in this fonn will be subject to the following routine uses: 

1. The infonnation on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552) 
and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the Department of Justice to detennine 
whether the Freedom of lnfonnation Act requires disclosure of these records. 

2. A record from this system of records may be disdosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence to a court, magistrate, or 
administrative tribunal, induding disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of settlement negotiations. 

3. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a request involving an 
individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance from the Member with respect to the subject matter of 
the record. 

4. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for the information in 
order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as 
amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m). 

5. A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records may be disdosed, 
as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty. 

6. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of National Security 
review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)). 

7. A record from this system of records may be disdosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or his/her designee, 
during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibility to recommend improvements in records 
management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the 
GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such 
disclosure shall not be used to make detenninations about individuals. 

8. A record from this system of records may be disdosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of the application pursuan1 
to 35 U.S.C. 122{b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 
CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record was filed in an application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were 
terminated and which application is referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued 
patent. 

9. A record from this system of records may be disdosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law enforcement agency, if the 
USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation. 

EFS Web 2.2.10 
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METHOD AND RADIO NODE FOR ENABLING USE OF HIGH ORDER 

MODULATION IN A RADIO COMMUNICATION WITH A USER EQUIPMENT 

Technical field 

The present disclosure relates generally to a radio node of a cellular network, a 

User Equipment, UE and methods therein, for enabling use of a high order 

modulation when communicating radio signals. 

Background 

In this field, the term "User Equipment, UE" is commonly used and will be used in 

this disclosure to represent any wireless terminal or device capable of radio 

communication with a cellular network including receiving downlink signals 

transmitted from a serving radio node and sending uplink signals to the radio 

node. For example, the term User Equipment, UE could be exchanged by the term 

"wireless device". Further, the term "radio node", also commonly referred to as a 

base station, e-nodeB, eNB, etc., represents any node of a cellular network that 

can communicate uplink and downlink radio signals with UEs. The radio nodes 

described here may, without limitation, include so-called macro nodes and low 

power nodes such as micro, pico, femto, Wifi and relay nodes, to mention some 

customary examples. Throughout this disclosure, the term "eNB" is often used but 

can be exchanged by the term radio node. 

Link adaptation in systems according to Long Term Evolution, L TE, is based on 

adaptive modulation and coding, which controls data rate by adaptively adjusting 

the modulation scheme and/or channel coding rate according to the radio-link 

conditions. In this procedure, the Modulation and Coding Scheme, MCS, adopted 

for Physical Downlink Shared Channel, POSCH, transmission must be indicated in 

downlink MCS signaling by the serving radio node to the UE. By uplink signaling, 

the UE informs the radio node about corresponding radio-link, i.e. channel, 

conditions through Channel Quality Indicator, CQI signaling, including sending CQI 

reports to the radio node. 

This is generally illustrated in Fig. 1 in which a radio node 100 of a cellular network 

is serving two UEs denoted UE1 and UE2. In this example, UE1 and UE2 both 
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report quality measurements made on the channel used by sending CQI reports to 

the radio node 100 which selects a suitable MCS for each UE based on their CQI 

reporting and signals the selected MCS to the UEs, respectively. Link adaptation is 

made in this way for individual UEs on a dynamic basis since the radio-link 

conditions may change rapidly. The selection of a suitable MCS can thus be made 

individually for each UE. 

In current L TE systems, the set of available modulation schemes for both downlink 

and uplink includes Quadrature Phase-Shift Keying, QPSK, 16 Quadrature 

Amplitude Modulation, QAM, and 64QAM, corresponding to two, four and six bits 

carried per modulation symbol, respectively. In this field, the number of bits carried 

per modulation symbol is usually referred to as the modulation order, Om. 

In brief, the serving radio node selects a suitable MCS based on CQI reporting 

from the UE and signals the selected MCS to the UE with reference to a 

predefined MCS index table which is known to the UE. The MCS index table maps 

MCS indices to modulation order and a Transport Block Size, TBS, index. Further, 

the UE determines a CQI value based on signal measurements and the CQI is 

signaled from the UE to the radio node with reference to a likewise predefined CQI 

index table which maps CQI indices to modulation forms and code rates. In this 

description, the term "modulation form" is used for short to indicate a modulation 

format, method or scheme. 

In L TE, especially for scenarios with good channel conditions where the Signal-to

Interference-and-Noise Ratio, SINR, is high, e.g. in small-cell environments where 

the UE is close to its serving radio node, a straightforward means to provide higher 

data rate for the UE with given transmission bandwidth is to use higher-order 

modulation that allows for more bits of information to be carried per modulation 

symbol, as compared to the modulation schemes mentioned above where the 

highest possible data rate is provided by 64QAM carrying six bits per modulation 

symbol. However, it is a problem that the control signaling schemes, methods, 

formats or protocols of today do not support any modulation with higher order than 

six bits per symbol, as in 64QAM. It is also a problem that additional control 
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signaling would be required between the UE and the serving radio node if higher 

data rate is to be achieved by using higher-order modulation. 

Summary 

It is an object of embodiments described herein to address at least some of the 

problems and issues outlined above. It is possible to achieve this object and 

others by using a radio node, a UE and methods therein as defined in the attached 

independent claims. 

According to one aspect, a method is performed by a radio node of a cellular 

network. The radio node is operable to apply a first table configuration in radio 

communications with User Equipments, UEs, the first table configuration 

comprising at least one of a first Modulation and Coding Scheme, MCS, table and 

a first Channel Quality Indicator, CQI, table wherein the at least one of the first 

MCS table and the first CQI table support a certain maximum modulation order. 

In this method, the radio node detects that a higher modulation order which is 

higher than the maximum modulation order of the first table configuration is 

potentially possible to use in a radio communication between the radio node and a 

first UE. The radio node then instructs the first UE to apply a second table 

configuration in the radio communication. The second table configuration 

comprises at least one of a second MCS table and a second CQI table wherein 

the at least one of the second MCS table and the second CQI table support the 

higher modulation order. Furthermore, at least one entry for at least one 

modulation order in the at least one of the first MCS table and the first CQI table is 

maintained in the at least one of the second MCS table and the second CQI table 

as a fall-back in case it is desirable to use the at least one modulation order in the 

at least one of the first MCS table and the first CQI table when the second table 

configuration is applied. 

According to another aspect, a radio node of a cellular network is operable to 

apply a first table configuration in radio communications with User Equipments, 

UEs, the first table configuration comprising at least one of a first Modulation and 

Coding Scheme, MCS, table and a first Channel Quality Indicator, CQI, table 
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wherein the at least one of the first MCS table and the first CQI table support a 

certain maximum modulation order. The radio node comprises a logic unit 

configured to detect that a higher modulation order which is higher than the 

maximum modulation order of the first table configuration is potentially possible to 

use in a radio communication between the radio node and a first UE. 

The radio node also comprises an instructing unit configured to instruct the first UE 

to apply a second table configuration in the radio communication, the second table 

configuration comprising at least one of a second MCS table and a second CQI 

table wherein the at least one of the second MCS table and the second CQI table 

support the higher modulation order. At least one entry for at least one modulation 

order in the at least one of the first MCS table and the first CQI table is maintained 

in the at least one of the second MCS table and the second CQI table as a fall

back in case it is desirable to use the at least one modulation order in the at least 

one of the first MCS table and the first CQI table when the second table 

configuration is applied. 

According to another aspect, a method is performed by a User Equipment, UE, 

being operable to apply a first table configuration in a radio communication with a 

radio node of a cellular network. The first table configuration comprises at least 

one of a first Modulation and Coding Scheme, MCS, table and a first Channel 

Quality Indicator, CQI, table wherein the at least one of the first MCS table and the 

first CQI table support a certain maximum modulation order. In this method, the 

UE receives an instruction from the radio node to apply a second table 

configuration in the radio communication, the second table configuration 

comprising at least one of a second MCS table and a second CQI table wherein 

the at least one of the second MCS table and the second CQI table support a 

higher modulation order which is higher than the maximum modulation order of the 

first table configuration. The UE further applies the second table configuration in 

the radio communication with the radio node. 

According to another aspect, a User Equipment, UE, is operable to apply a first 

table configuration in a radio communication with a radio node of a cellular 

network, the first table configuration comprising at least one of a first Modulation 
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and Coding Scheme, MCS, table and a first Channel Quality Indicator, CQI, table 

wherein the at least one of the first MCS table and the first CQI table support a 

certain maximum modulation order. The UE comprises a communication unit 

which is configured to receive an instruction from the radio node to apply a second 

table configuration in the radio communication, the second table configuration 

comprising at least one of a second MCS table and a second CQI table wherein 

the at least one of the second MCS table and the second CQI table support a 

higher modulation order which is higher than the maximum modulation order of the 

first table configuration. The UE also comprises a logic unit which is configured to 

apply the second table configuration in the radio communication with the radio 

node. 

When using any of the above methods and nodes, it is possible to achieve a 

higher data rate in the radio communication between the radio node and the UE by 

using the higher modulation order of the second table configuration, e.g. when the 

radio or channel conditions are favorable, instead of being limited to the maximum 

modulation order of the first table configuration. 

A computer program is also provided comprising instructions which, when 

executed on at least one processor, cause the at least one processor to carry out 

either of the above methods. A carrier is also provided which contains the above 

computer program, wherein the carrier is one of an electronic signal, optical signal, 

radio signal, or computer readable storage medium. 

The above methods and nodes may be configured and implemented according to 

different optional embodiments to accomplish further features and benefits, to be 

described below. 

Brief description of drawings 

The solution will now be described in more detail by means of exemplary 

embodiments and with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which: 

Fig. 1 is a communication scenario illustrating how link adaptation can be 

achieved, according to the prior art. 
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Fig. 2 is a table used for MCS signaling from a radio node to a UE, according to a 

first table configuration. 

Fig. 3 is a table used for CQI signaling from a UE to a radio node, according to the 

first table configuration. 

Fig. 4 is a flow chart illustrating a procedure in a radio node, according to some 

possible embodiments. 

Fig. 5 is a block diagram illustrating an example of how a radio node may be 

configured and operate, according to further possible embodiments. 

Fig. 6 is a flow chart illustrating a procedure in a UE, according to some possible 

embodiments. 

Fig. 7 is a block diagram illustrating an example of how a UE may be configured 

and operate, according to further possible embodiments. 

Fig. 8 is an example of a modified table used for MCS signaling from a radio node 

to a UE, according to according to a second table configuration. 

Fig. 9 is an example of a modified table used for CQI signaling from a UE to a 

radio node, according to the second table configuration. 

Fig. 10 is an example of a modified table used for mapping a Transport Block Size, 

TBS, index to a data rate, according to further possible embodiments. 

Detailed description 

In this solution it has been recognized that the above-described control signaling 

for MCS and CQI indication can be re-designed in order to adopt higher-order 

modulation schemes in L TE systems. In particular, the MCS and CQI index tables 

used for such signaling can be modified such that the current maximum 

modulation order can be increased without requiring any extra signaling bits. In 

this disclosure, the term higher-order modulation may refer to modulation schemes 

that are higher than 64QAM, such as e.g. 256QAM allowing eight bits per symbol, 

or even higher modulation of 512QAM, and so forth. 
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Briefly described, a first table configuration is initially applied in radio 

communication between a radio node and a UE. The first table configuration 

comprises a first MCS table and/or a first CQI table which tables support a certain 

maximum modulation order, e.g. 6. An example of the first MCS table is shown in 

Fig. 2 and an example of the first CQI table is shown in Fig. 3. The first MCS table 

and the first CQI table are thus predefined and known to the UE, for example the 

tables currently used in L TE for signaling between radio nodes and UEs for 

enabling link adaptation as described above although other MCS and CQI tables 

are also possible to use in the first table configuration. In these examples it can be 

seen that the maximum modulation order supported by the first MCS table and the 

first CQI table is Om = 6 which corresponds to 64QAM. 

When detecting that a higher modulation order which is higher than the maximum 

modulation order of the first table configuration is potentially possible to use in the 

above communication, e.g. based on CQI reports from the UE, the radio node 

instructs the UE to apply a second table configuration that supports the higher 

modulation order. The second table configuration comprises a second MCS table 

and/or a second CQI table having additional entries that support the higher 

modulation order. Examples of how such tables of the second table configuration 

can be configured will be described in more detail later below. In this solution, at 

least one entry for at least one modulation order is maintained, i.e. kept, from the 

table(s) of the first table configuration as a fall-back in case it would become 

desirable or even necessary to use the least one modulation order of the first table 

configuration when the second table configuration is applied, such as when the 

radio conditions get worse and only the least one modulation order of the first table 

configuration, e.g. the lowest modulation order, is possible to use for keeping the 

radio connection. 

It will now be described how link adaptation can be achieved in general according 

to LTE. 

For downlink data transmission in L TE, the radio node typically selects the MCS 

depending on the CQI feedback transmitted by the UE in the uplink, as illustrated 
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in Fig. 1. The CQI feedback indicates the present channel condition and possible 

data rate, or more specifically a modulation and coding scheme MCS, that can be 

supported by the downlink channel given the present channel condition and UE 

receiver. 

The L TE specifications are designed to provide signaling between the radio node 

and the UE. In the downlink, the information about the MCS adopted for POSCH 

transmission is indicated by a five-bit field in the Downlink Control Information, 

DCI, transmitted from the radio node to the UE. This MCS field corresponds to the 

MCS index table shown in Fig. 2. In this table, there is room for 32 combinations or 

entries, where 29 entries are used to signal an adopted MCS, each entry 

corresponding to a modulation order and a Transport Block Size, TBS, while 3 

entries are reserved, e.g., to support adaptive retransmissions. All possible TBS 

can be described by a TBS table mapping a TBS index, I rss, and an allocation 

bandwidth into the corresponding transport block size (in bits). 

In the uplink, the UE reports CQI to assist the serving radio node to select the 

appropriate MCS to apply for downlink transmissions. Typically, the CQls are 

derived from measurements made by the UE on downlink reference signals 

transmitted by the serving radio node. For example, the reported CQI may 

represent the highest MCS that is supported for a POSCH transmission, e.g. with 

a transport block error rate probability not exceeding 10%. The CQI is signaled 

from the UE to the radio node with reference to a predefined CQI index table, as 

shown in Fig. 3. A 4-bit CQI value corresponds to a particular MCS out of 16 

combinations corresponding to CQI index 0-15 in the CQI index table. It should be 

noted that the CQI table is parameterized in terms of coding rate, as opposed to 

transport block size. Thus, the selected and signaled CQI indicates the highest 

modulation and coding rate at which the block error rate measured at UE does not 

exceed 10%. Based on the CQI feedback from the UE and other information, the 

radio node is able to select a proper MCS index from the MCS table and notify the 

UE accordingly by MCS signaling. 
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Current L TE systems support three modulation schemes for both downlink and 

uplink: QPSK, 16QAM and 64QAM. Accordingly, the MCS index table, the CQI 

index table and the corresponding fields for indication in DCI are designed for 

these three modulation schemes. However, higher-order modulation schemes are 

not supported in current L TE specifications. In order to support higher-order 

modulation, i.e. higher than the above schemes QPSK, 16QAM and 64QAM, UEs 

must support an additional MCS/CQI table that also includes specific entries for 

new modulation schemes. The modification of MCS/CQI table may require re

designing the DCI format and possibly also the Uplink Control Information, UGI, 

format. 

Typically, the additional MCS/CQI tables are used in scenarios with high Signal-to

Noise Ratio, SNR, or SINR which allow for higher-order modulation to be used 

thanks to the high signal quality. In scenarios with relatively low SNR or SINR, on 

the other hand, the current MCS/CQI tables supporting QPSK, 16QAM and 

64QAM are useful to achieve link robustness. Hence, a solution has been devised 

with flexibility to adopt appropriate MCS/CQI tables based on channel conditions 

as follows. 

As mentioned above, current L TE systems only support modulation up to 64QAM, 

while it may be desirable to use higher-order modulation, e.g. 256QAM, to 

increase the data rate when the signal quality allows. To support higher-order 

modulation, adaptations and/or extensions to the current control signaling in terms 

of the MCS index table, the CQI index table and the corresponding fields in 

DCI/UCI are required. This can be solved by the embodiments described herein. 

In this disclosure, an alternative design of an MCS index table and/or of a CQI 

index table supporting higher-order modulation is described which can be used for 

L TE systems, which can be supported in addition to basic MCS and CQI tables 

such as the current design of the MCS index table and the CQI index table shown 

in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, respectively. 

In the current L TE specification, the MCS and CQI tables support modulation 

schemes up to 64QAM, e.g. as illustrated in Figs 2 and 3. The proposed new MCS 
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and CQI index tables are able to support modulation higher than 64QAM, without 

necessarily extending the number of bits in the DCI/UCI formats, or the number of 

entries in the MCS table and in the CQI table, respectively. In this solution, it is 

possible to select higher-order modulation schemes e.g. in the high-SINR 

scenarios or generally when a performance related parameter, such as SINR, of 

signals communicated between a radio node and a UE is above a certain 

threshold. 

In the new MCS/CQI tables, new entries for higher-order modulation are added 

and designed to provide sufficient resolution to cover the high-SINR region. 

Meanwhile, a large part of the existing entries in current MCS and/or CQI tables 

may be preserved. The current MCS and/or CQI tables may be comprised in a first 

table configuration while the new MCS and/or CQI tables supporting a higher

order modulation may be comprised in a second table configuration. This has the 

advantage that the number of new MCS/CQI formats a UE and a radio node has 

to implement may be minimized. In other words, the UE and the radio node need 

to support only one extra MCS table and/or CQI table of the second table 

configuration in order to enable the higher-order modulation. 

In a possible embodiment, at least one MCS entry, e.g. the lowest MCS entry with 

MCS index 0, in the MCS table and/or at least one CQI entry, e.g. the lowest CQI 

entry for the lowest coding rate of the lowest modulation order with CQI index 1, in 

the CQI table is preserved or maintained from the basic MCS and/or CQI table, to 

ensure proper communication between the radio node and the UE under poor 

channel or radio conditions. Thus, a fallback is provided in case it is only possible 

or desirable to use a modulation order lower than the higher modulation order, e.g. 

the lowest modulation order, when the second table configuration is applied. This 

provides flexibility and robustness in case of changing channel or radio conditions, 

and provides a robust format to, for example, signal control-plane data, and/or to 

reconfigure the UE to assume the basic MCS and/or CQI table suitable for 

poor/normal channel or radio conditions. By employing embodiments described 

herein, the link adaption in L TE systems may be enhanced to support higher-order 

modulation schemes, which can significantly improve the spectral efficiency e.g. in 
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high SINR scenarios, while maintaining robustness in case of worsening radio 

conditions. 

It should be noted that although terminology from 3GPP L TE is used in this 

disclosure to describe various exemplifying embodiments, this should not be seen 

as limiting the scope of usage to only the aforementioned system. Other wireless 

systems, including WCDMA, WiMAX, and Ultra Mobile Broadband, UMB, may also 

benefit from exploiting embodiments described herein. 

It should also be noted that terminology such as radio node should be considered 

non-limiting and in general "radio node" could be considered as device 1 and "UE" 

could be considered as device 2 and these two devices may communicate with 

each other over some radio channel in the manner described herein. 

In the following, the solution will be explained in more detail by some exemplary 

embodiments. It should be noted that these embodiments are not mutually 

exclusive. Components from one embodiment may be utilized in another 

embodiment wherever appropriate. 

The MCS index table and CQI index table used in current L TE specification are 

shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, respectively. A possible design of alternative MCS and 

CQI index tables will now be described as well as the mechanism by which the 

radio node and the UE can switch between the proposed new MCS/CQI tables of 

the second table configuration and the MCS/CQI tables of the first table 

configuration. It should be noted that the solution is not limited to the specific 

examples of MCS/CQI tables described herein and that any MCS/CQI tables may 

be used in accordance with the embodiments described herein. 

An example of a procedure, performed by a radio node of a cellular network when 

the solution is employed, will now be described with reference to the flow chart in 

Fig. 4. Some possible but non-limiting embodiments will also be described which 

may be used for the radio node. In this procedure, it is assumed that the radio 

node is operable to apply a first table configuration in radio communications with 

UEs, and that the first table configuration comprises at least one of a first MCS 
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table and a first CQI table wherein the at least one of the first MCS table and the 

first CQI table support a certain maximum modulation order. As said above, the 

maximum modulation order supported by the currently used MCS/CQI tables is 

Om = 6 which corresponds to 64QAM, and the currently used MCS/CQI tables 

may, without limitation, be used as the first table configuration in this solution. 

A first action 400 illustrates that the radio node detects that a higher modulation 

order which is higher than the maximum modulation order of the first table 

configuration is potentially possible to use in a radio communication between the 

radio node and a first UE. For example, this may be detected when a performance 

related parameter, e.g. SINR, of signals communicated between the radio node 

and the second UE is above a certain threshold. 

Another action 402 illustrates that the radio node instructs the first UE to apply a 

second table configuration in the radio communication. The second table 

configuration comprises at least one of a second MCS table and a second CQI 

table wherein the at least one of the second MCS table and the second CQI table 

support the higher modulation order. Furthermore, at least one entry for at least 

one modulation order in the at least one of the first MCS table and the first CQI 

table is maintained in the at least one of the second MCS table and the second 

CQI table as a fall-back in case it is desirable to use the at least one modulation 

order in the at least one of the first MCS table and the first CQI table when the 

second table configuration is applied. In other words, the at least one of the 

second MCS table and the second CQI table includes at least one entry for at 

least one modulation order, e.g. the lowest modulation order, that is also included 

in the at least one of the first MCS table and the first CQI table, in order to provide 

said fall-back. Such a fall-back may be desirable, and even necessary, if the signal 

quality, e.g. as indicated by the CQI reports from the UE, suddenly deteriorates 

and no modulation order higher than the lowest one is suitable or even possible to 

use for achieving robustness. 

In a possible embodiment, the radio node may instruct the first UE to apply the 

second table configuration in the radio communication between the radio node and 
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the first UE when a performance related parameter of signals communicated 

between the radio node and the first UE is above a threshold. The performance 

related parameter may be derived from CQI reports provided by the first UE 

containing measurements of downlink reference signals transmitted by the radio 

node. 

In another possible embodiment, the radio node may instruct a second UE to 

apply the first table configuration in a radio communication between the radio node 

and the second UE when the performance related parameter of signals 

communicated between the radio node and the second UE is below the threshold. 

In yet a possible embodiment, the radio node may in this case instruct the second 

UE explicitly by sending an instruction to the second UE to apply the first table 

configuration, or implicitly by not sending an instruction to the second UE to apply 

the second table configuration which indicates to the second UE that it should 

apply the first table configuration. Furthermore, the radio node may instruct the 

first UE as well to apply the first table configuration again, if the performance 

related parameter of signals between the radio node and the first UE would fall 

below the threshold. In either of the latter embodiments, the performance related 

parameter may comprise a Signal-to-Interference-and-Noise Ratio, SINR. 

It was mentioned above that the MCS and CQI index tables of the second table 

configuration may be created by modifying the MCS and CQI index tables of the 

first table configuration, e.g. the tables shown in Figs 2 and 3, such that the current 

maximum modulation order can be increased. This may be done without requiring 

any extra signaling bits. In one possible embodiment, the at least one of the 

second MCS table and the second CQI table may be a modification of the at least 

one of the first MCS table and the first CQI table, respectively, where a set of 

entries for the higher modulation order have been added and a set of entries for 

the at least one modulation order in the at least one of the first MCS table and the 

first CQI table have been removed in the respective second tables. In another 

possible embodiment, the at least one modulation order in the at least one of the 

first MCS table and the first CQI table may comprise a lowest modulation order of 

the first table configuration. It will be described later below how the above-
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mentioned modification of the first MCS table and the first CQI table may be done 

in more detail with reference to examples shown in Figs 8 and 9. 

It was also mentioned above that at least one entry for the at least one modulation 

order, e.g. the lowest modulation order, in the at least one of the first MCS table 

and the first CQI table is maintained, i.e. kept, in the at least one of the second 

MCS table and the second CQI table as a fall-back in case the signal quality 

deteriorates while using the second table configuration. In another possible 

embodiment, the first entry for the lowest modulation order in the first MCS table 

may be maintained in the second MCS table as the fall-back, and an entry for the 

lowest coding rate of the lowest modulation order in the first CQI table may be 

maintained in the second CQI table as the fall-back. This embodiment will be 

illustrated in more detail later below. 

In another possible embodiment, the number of added entries for the higher 

modulation order and the number of removed entries for the lowest modulation 

order may be equal such that the first and second MCS tables are of equal size 

and/or the first and second CQI tables are of equal size. Thereby, no extra bits are 

needed in the signaling of MCS and/or CQI, respectively, for supporting the 

second table configuration in addition to the first table configuration. 

In another possible embodiment, the at least one of the second MCS table and the 

second CQI table may be a modification of the at least one of the first MCS table 

and the first CQI table, respectively, where all entries of the at least one of the first 

MCS table and the first CQI table have been maintained, i.e. kept, in the at least 

one of the second MCS table and the second CQI table and a set of entries for the 

higher modulation order have been added. In yet a possible embodiment, the first 

and second table configurations may further comprise a Transport Block Size, 

TBS, table corresponding to the first and second MCS tables, respectively. The 

TBS table maps a TBS index, I rss, and an allocation bandwidth into the 

corresponding transport block size, e.g. given in number of bits. 

A detailed but non-limiting example of how a radio node may be structured with 

some possible functional entities such as modules, circuits or units, to bring about 
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the above-described functionality of the radio node, is illustrated by the block 

diagram in Fig. 5. In this figure, the radio node 500 is operable to apply a first table 

configuration in radio communications with UEs, the first table configuration 

comprising at least one of a first Modulation and Coding Scheme, MCS, table and 

a first Channel Quality Indicator, CQI, table wherein the at least one of the first 

MCS table and the first CQI table support a certain maximum modulation order. 

The radio node 500 may be configured to operate according to any of the 

examples and embodiments of employing the solution as described above and as 

follows. In particular, the radio node 500 may comprise means arranged or 

configured to perform the actions of the flow chart in Fig. 4 and the embodiments 

described above, where appropriate. In order to put any of this into practice, the 

radio node 500 may be implemented with a communication circuit C, a memory M 

and an operable processor P comprising various functional units as described 

below. 

More specifically, the radio node 500 comprises means, such as a logic unit 

500a, configured to detect that a higher modulation order which is higher than the 

maximum modulation order of the first table configuration is potentially possible to 

use in a radio communication between the radio node 500 and a first UE 502. This 

detecting operation may be performed as described for action 400 above. 

The radio node 500 also comprises means, such as an instructing unit 500b, 

configured to instruct the first UE 502 to apply a second table configuration in the 

radio communication, the second table configuration comprising at least one of a 

second MCS table and a second CQI table wherein the at least one of the second 

MCS table and the second CQI table support the higher modulation order, and 

wherein at least one entry for at least one modulation order in the at least one of 

the first MCS table and the first CQI table is maintained in the at least one of the 

second MCS table and the second CQI table as a fall-back in case it is desirable 

to use the at least one modulation order in the at least one of the first MCS table 

and the first CQI table when the second table configuration is applied. This 

instructing operation may be performed as described for action 402 above. 
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An example of a procedure, performed by a UE when the solution is employed, will 

now be described with reference to the flow chart in Fig. 6. In this procedure, it is 

assumed that the UE is operable to apply a first table configuration in a radio 

communication with a radio node of a cellular network, the first table configuration 

comprising at least one of a first Modulation and Coding Scheme, MCS, table and 

a first Channel Quality Indicator, CQI, table wherein the at least one of the first 

MCS table and the first CQI table support a certain maximum modulation order. 

A first action 600 illustrates that the UE receives an instruction from the radio 

node to apply a second table configuration in the radio communication, the second 

table configuration comprising at least one of a second MCS table and a second 

CQI table wherein the at least one of the second MCS table and the second CQI 

table support a higher modulation order which is higher than the maximum 

modulation order of the first table configuration. In another action 602, the UE 

applies the second table configuration in the radio communication with the radio 

node, which may include receiving MCS signaling from the radio node with 

reference to the second MCS table and/or sending CQI reports to the radio node 

with reference to the second CQI table, in accordance with the second table 

configuration. 

A detailed but non-limiting example of how a UE may be structured with some 

possible functional entities such as modules, circuits or units, to bring about the 

above-described functionality of the UE, is illustrated by the block diagram in Fig. 

7. In this figure, the UE 700 is operable to apply a first table configuration in a 

radio communication with a serving radio node 702 of a cellular network, the first 

table configuration comprising at least one of a first Modulation and Coding 

Scheme, MCS, table and a first Channel Quality Indicator, CQI, table wherein the 

at least one of the first MCS table and the first CQI table support a certain 

maximum modulation order. 

The UE 700 may be configured to operate according to any of the examples and 

embodiments of employing the solution as described above and as follows. In 

particular, the UE 700 may comprise means arranged or configured to perform the 

actions of the flow chart in Fig. 6. In order to put any of this into practice, the UE 
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700 may be implemented with a communication circuit C, a memory M and an 

operable processor P comprising various functional units as described below. 

More specifically, the UE 700 comprises means, such as a communication unit 

700a, configured to receive an instruction from the radio node 702 to apply a 

second table configuration in the radio communication, the second table 

configuration comprising at least one of a second MCS table and a second CQI 

table wherein the at least one of the second MCS table and the second CQI table 

support a higher modulation order which is higher than the maximum modulation 

order of the first table configuration. The UE 700 also comprises means, such as a 

logic unit 700b, configured to apply the second table configuration in the radio 

communication with the radio node 702. This is illustrated in the figure by the UE 

700 receiving MCS signaling from the radio node 702 with reference to the second 

MCS table and/or sending CQI reports to the radio node 702, with reference to the 

second CQI table in accordance with the second table configuration. 

It should be noted that Figs 5 and 7 illustrate various functional units in the radio 

node 500 and the UE 700, respectively, and the skilled person is able to 

implement these functional units in practice using suitable software and hardware. 

Thus, the solution is generally not limited to the shown structures of the radio node 

500 and the UE 700, and the functional units 500a-b and 700a-b may be 

configured to operate according to any of the features described in this disclosure, 

where appropriate. 

The functional units 500a-b and 700a-b described above can be implemented in 

the radio node 500 and the UE 700, respectively, by means of program modules of 

a respective computer program comprising code means which, when run by the 

processor Pin each node causes the radio node 500 and the UE 700 to perform 

the above-described actions and procedures. Each processor P may comprise a 

single Central Processing Unit (CPU), or could comprise two or more processing 

units. For example, each processor P may include a general purpose 

microprocessor, an instruction set processor and/or related chips sets and/or a 

special purpose microprocessor such as an Application Specific Integrated Circuit 

(ASIC). Each processor P may also comprise a storage for caching purposes. 
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Each computer program may be carried by a computer program product in each of 

the radio node 500 and the UE 700 in the form of a memory having a computer 

readable medium and being connected to the processor P. The computer program 

product or memory Min each of the radio node 500 and the UE 700 may thus 

comprise a computer readable medium on which the computer program is stored 

e.g. in the form of computer program modules or the like. For example, the 

memory M in each node may be a flash memory, a Random-Access Memory 

(RAM), a Read-Only Memory (ROM) or an Electrically Erasable Programmable 

ROM (EEPROM), and the program modules could in alternative embodiments be 

distributed on different computer program products in the form of memories within 

the respective radio node 500 and UE 700. 

The solution described herein may be implemented in the respective radio node 

500 and UE 700 by a computer program comprising instructions which, when 

executed on at least one processor, cause the at least one processor to carry out 

the actions according to any of the above embodiments. The solution may also be 

implemented at the respective radio node 500 and UE 700 in a carrier containing 

the above computer program, wherein the carrier is one of an electronic signal, 

optical signal, radio signal, or computer readable storage medium. 

It will now be described in more detail how the first MCS and CQI tables shown in 

Figs 2 and 3 can be modified to create the second MCS and CQI tables, which is 

exemplified in the modified MCS table shown in Fig. 8 and in the modified CQI 

table shown in Fig. 9. 

MCS index table 

In an illustrative example, a first MCS table of the above-described first table 

configuration is used for downlink transmission to one UE, such as UE1 in Fig. 1, 

and for downlink transmission to another UE, such as UE2 in Fig. 1, a second 

MCS table of the above-described second table configuration is used. 

In another illustrative example, the first MCS table is the current MCS table of the 

first table configuration in specification as shown in Fig. 2, and the second MCS 

table is a modified new MCS table of the second table configuration that supports 
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a modulation order higher than the maximum modulation order supported by the 

first MCS table, i.e. the second MCS table contains entries for higher-order 

modulation. An example of a second MCS table is shown in Fig. 8 which has been 

modified from the first MCS table of Fig. 2. 

In another illustrative example, the radio node can use either current MCS table or 

proposed alternative MCS table for DL transmission. In a further example, the 

information about the MCS table that is to be used may be part of a DCI message, 

in which case it typically applies to a single specific subframe, or it may be part of 

a Radio Resource Control, RRC message or a Medium Access Control, MAC 

message, in which case it typically applies until further notice. 

In another illustrative example, the proposed MCS index table of the second table 

configuration may have 32+N rows where N~O is a non-negative integer. The 

columns of the table represent the same parameters as those of the MCS index 

table shown in Fig. 2, which include MCS index IMcs, modulation order Om and 

TBS index lrns- Each table row or entry, that corresponds to one MCS, is indexed 

by the MCS index IMcs and contains a particular combination of modulation order 

and TBS index. 

In another illustrative example, in the proposed MCS index table of the second 

table configuration, M rows, i.e., M MCS indices may be used to indicate the 

MCSs including pairs of one higher-order modulation scheme and one TBS index, 

where M is a non-negative integer with M>N. 

In another illustrative example, 32+N-M MCS entries in Fig. 2 may be re-used in 

the new MCS table of the second table configuration. In other words, M-N MCS 

entries in Fig. 2 are not included in the new MCS table. 

The current TBS table in the specification is illustrated in Table 7.1.7.2.1-1 in the 

document called 3GPP TS 36.213 V11.2.0 (2013-04). In another example, the 

rows of TBS values corresponding to the TBS indices contained in said M-N MCSs 

may be removed from the TBS table of the first table configuration. Meanwhile, M 
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new rows of TBS values corresponding to said M MCSs for higher-order 

modulation are added to said TBS table. 

In a further illustrative example, when N=O, the new MCS table of the second table 

configuration may keep the same size as the MCS table in Fig. 2 and M MCSs for 

higher-order modulation in Fig. 8 replaces M MCSs in Fig. 2. In a further example, 

the lowest MCS, corresponding to MCS index 0, may be preserved or kept in the 

new MCS table of the second table configuration in Fig. 8. In a further example, 

the subsequent M lowest MCSs (corresponding to MCS indices 1 through M) are 

excluded in the new MCS table of the second table configuration. An example of 

such a new MCS table is shown in Fig. 8. Compared to Fig. 2, the MCSs with 

indices from 1 to 6 for modulation order 2 (QPSK) have been removed in Fig. 8, 

whereas the lowest MCS is preserved. Instead, 6 MCSs for modulation order 8 

(256QAM) have been added to the MCS table in Fig. 8. 

In order to create the TBS table of the second table configuration, rows of TBS 

values corresponding to the removed and added MCSs should be removed and 

added accordingly from and to the TBS table of the first table configuration. Other 

MCS entries are re-used in the new MCS table and the indices in this table are 

rearranged, i.e. renumbered, from beginning. Fig. 10 illustrates an example of a 

proposed TBS table of the second table configuration, table dimension is 27*110, 

with index 21-26 for 256QAM, corresponding to the table in Fig. 9, where "NV" 

denotes new values. For the example shown in Fig. 10, the rows with index 1-6 for 

QPSK are removed and 6 new rows of TBS values for 256QAM have been added 

at the end of the table. This new TBS table of the second table configuration shall 

be consistent with the TBS index in said new MCS table of the second table 

configuration. 

Fig. 10 will now be explained in more detail. Fig. 10 shows the Transport Block 

Size table in the specification 36.213 Table 7.1. 7.2.1-1. The transport block size, 

i.e. the number of bits carried by a transport block is determined by both adopted 

MCS and the number of pair of resource blocks which is denoted NPRB in the 

table. For each MCS index in the MCS table, there are 110 possible numbers of 
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PRB, 1-110. This is why the TBS table has a size of 110 columns and 27 rows that 

correspond to different MCSs, although they are not one-to-one mappings to the 

MCS table. If new MCS indices are added for 256QAM, the TBS entries for 

256QAM need also be calculated and specified. Hence, in the new MCS table, the 

new entries for 256QAM must contain the TBS indices for corresponding new TBS 

values. 

In another illustrative example, the lowest MCS, i.e. the entry with MCS index O in 

the MCS table of the first table configuration shown in Fig. 2 may be re-used in the 

new MCS table of the second table configuration. This is to ensure that the 

communication between the radio node and UE works properly even when the 

radio link experiences very poor channel condition, which may be called a low 

SINR scenario or similar. 

In another illustrative example, when the new MCS table of the second table 

configuration is in use and the entry for lowest MCS is selected for a transmission, 

this indicates that it is difficult to support higher-order modulation due to variation 

of channel quality, bad radio conditions or other issues, and that a more robust 

MCS is needed. Hence, the MCS table used in the next transmission may 

automatically fall back to the first MCS table of the first table configuration, which 

may without limitation be the MCS table of the current standard, which allows for 

selection of any of the entries of e.g. the lowest modulation order. 

In another illustrative example, the MCS field in DCI may be extended by one or 

more bits to indicate the MCS index when N>O, that is, the new MCS table of the 

second table configuration may have more than 32 MCS indices. However, this 

expansion of the MCS table may require one or more extra bits in the DCI. 

CQI index table 

The design of the new, or second, CQI index table of the second table 

configuration is similar to that of the new, or second, MCS index table of the 

second table configuration. 
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In an illustrative example, a first CQI table of the first table configuration may be 

used for radio transmission from the first UE to the radio node , while in the radio 

transmission from the second UE to the radio node, a second CQI table of the 

second table configuration may be used, or vice versa. 

In another illustrative example, said first CQI table and second CQI table are the 

current CQI table in specification and a modified CQI table that contains entries for 

higher-order modulation, respectively. An example of a second CQI table of the 

second table configuration is shown in Fig. 9 which has been modified from the 

first CQI table of the first table configuration in Fig. 3. 

In another illustrative example, a UE can use either the current CQI table of the 

first table configuration or the new CQI table of the second table configuration for 

transmission. In further examples, the information about the CQI table that is to be 

used may be part of a UGI message or part of a RRC or MAC message. 

In another illustrative example, the proposed CQI table of the second table 

configuration has 16+N rows where N~O is a non-negative integer. The columns of 

the new CQI table represent the same parameters as those of the CQI table 

shown in Fig. 3, which include CQI index, modulation form, code rate and 

efficiency. Each table row or entry, that is one CQI, is indexed by a CQI index and 

contains a particular combination of a modulation order and code rate. The value 

of efficiency is calculated based on modulation order and code rate. 

In another illustrative example, in the proposed CQI index table of the second 

table configuration, M rows, i.e., M CQI indices are used to indicate the CQI 

including pairs of one higher-order modulation scheme, one coding rate and 

resultant efficiency value, where Mis a non-negative integer with M>N. In a further 

embodiment, the coding rates for higher-order modulation are defined and added 

to the CQI table. 

In another illustrative example, 16+N-M CQls in Fig. 3 are re-used in the 

alternative CQI table of the second table configuration. In a further embodiment, 
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when N=O, the new CQI table keeps the same size as the CQI table in Fig. 3 and 

M CQls for higher-order modulation replaces M CQls in Fig. 3. 

In a further example, the lowest CQI corresponding to CQI index 1 is preserved in 

the new CQI table of the second table configuration. In a further embodiment, the 

subsequent M lowest CQls, corresponding to CQI indices 2 through M+1, are 

excluded in the new CQI table of the second table configuration. An example of 

such an embodiment is provided in Fig. 9. Compared to Fig. 3, the CQls with 

indices from 2 to 5 for modulation order 2 (QPSK) have been removed, whereas 

the lowest CQI is preserved. Instead, 4 CQls for modulation order 8 (256QAM) 

have been added to the table in Fig. 9. Other CQls are re-used in the table and 

their indices are rearranged. 

As mentioned above, the lowest CQI, i.e. the entry with index 1 in Fig. 3, may be 

re-used in the new CQI table of the second table configuration. This is to ensure 

that the communication between the radio node and UE works properly even when 

the radio link experiences very poor channel condition. 

In another illustrative example, when the new CQI table of the second table 

configuration is in use and the entry for lowest CQI is selected, this indicates that it 

is difficult to support higher-order modulation due to variation of channel quality or 

other issues. Hence, the CQI table used in next transmission may automatically 

fall back to the first CQI table of the first table configuration which may without 

limitation be the CQI table in the current standard. 

In another illustrative example, the CQI field in uplink control signaling may be 

extended by one or more bits to indicate the CQI index when N>O, that is, the new 

CQI table has more than 16 CQls. However, this expansion of the CQI table may 

require one or more extra bits in the DCI. 

Potential advantages 

The embodiments described herein may have the following advantages: 
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The process of link adaptation in L TE systems may be enhanced to 

support higher-order modulation schemes in an efficient manner, which 

may significantly improve the spectral efficiency in a cellular network, 

particularly in high SINR or SNR scenarios. 

At least one MCS entry, e.g. the lowest MCS entry with MCS index 0, 

in the MCS table and at least one CQI entry, e.g. the lowest CQI entry for 

the lowest coding rate of the lowest modulation order with CQI index 1, in 

the CQI table may be preserved from the first table configuration as a 

fallback in the second table configuration to ensure proper communication 

between the radio node and UE when the radio link experiences very poor 

channel condition. 

The size of the current MCS table may be preserved, or minimally 

expanded. 

The implementation effort in the radio node and UEs may be kept to a 

minimum by sharing the majority of the MCS/CQI entries in the first and 

second MCS/CQI tables, respectively. 

The solution may be applied for both downlink and uplink transmissions. 

While the solution has been described with reference to specific exemplary 

embodiments, the description is generally only intended to illustrate the inventive 

concept and should not be taken as limiting the scope of the solution. For 

example, the terms "radio node", "User Equipment, UE", "table configuration", and 

"modulation order" have been used throughout this description, although any other 

corresponding entities, functions, and/or parameters could also be used having the 

features and characteristics described here. The solution is defined by the 

appended claims. 

Abbreviations 

LTE 

POSCH 

long-term evolution 

physical downlink shared channel 
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MCS 

eNB 

UE 

CQI 

QPSK 

16QAM 

64QAM 

SINR 

DCI 

GSM 

WCDMA 

WiMAX 

UMB 

25 

modulation and coding scheme 

E-UTRAN NodeB 

user equipment 

channel-quality indicator 

quadrature phase-shift keying 

16 quadrature amplitude modulation 

64 quadrature amplitude modulation 

signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio 

downlink control information 

global system for mobile communications 

wideband code-division multiple access 

worldwide interoperability for microwave access 

ultra mobile broadband 
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CLAIMS 

1. A method performed by a radio node (500) of a cellular network, the 

radio node (500) being operable to apply a first table configuration in radio 

communications with User Equipments, UEs, the first table configuration 

comprising at least one of a first Modulation and Coding Scheme, MCS, table and 

a first Channel Quality Indicator, CQI, table wherein the at least one of the first 

MCS table and the first CQI table support a certain maximum modulation order, 

the method comprising: 

- detecting (400) that a higher modulation order which is higher than the maximum 

modulation order of the first table configuration is potentially possible to use in a 

radio communication between the radio node (500) and a first UE (502), and 

- instructing (402) the first UE (502) to apply a second table configuration in the 

radio communication, the second table configuration comprising at least one of a 

second MCS table and a second CQI table wherein the at least one of the second 

MCS table and the second CQI table support the higher modulation order, and 

wherein at least one entry for at least one modulation order in the at least one of 

the first MCS table and the first CQI table is maintained in the at least one of the 

second MCS table and the second CQI table as a fall-back in case it is desirable 

to use the at least one modulation order in the at least one of the first MCS table 

and the first CQI table when the second table configuration is applied. 

2. A method according to claim 1, wherein the radio node (500) instructs the 

first UE (502) to apply the second table configuration in the radio communication 

between the radio node (500) and the first UE (502) when a performance related 

parameter of signals communicated between the radio node (500) and the first UE 

(502) is above a threshold. 

3. A method according to claim 2, wherein the radio node (500) instructs a 

second UE to apply the first table configuration in a radio communication between 

the radio node (500) and the second UE when the performance related parameter 
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of signals communicated between the radio node (500) and the second UE is 

below the threshold. 

4. A method according to claim 2 or 3, wherein the performance related 

parameter comprises a Signal to Interference and Noise Ratio, SINR. 

5. A method according to claim 3, wherein the radio node (500) instructs the 

second UE by sending an instruction to the second UE to apply the first table 

configuration, or by not sending an instruction to the second UE to apply the 

second table configuration. 

6. A method according to any of claims 1-5, wherein the at least one of the 

second MCS table and the second CQI table is a modification of the at least one of 

the first MCS table and the first CQI table, respectively, where a set of entries 

have been added for the higher modulation order and a set of entries for the at 

least one modulation order in the at least one of the first MCS table and the first 

CQI table have been removed. 

7. A method according to any of claims 1-6, wherein the at least one 

modulation order in the at least one of the first MCS table and the first CQI table 

comprises a lowest modulation order of the first table configuration. 

8. A method according to claim 7, wherein the first entry for the lowest 

modulation order in the first MCS table is maintained in the second MCS table as 

the fall-back, and an entry for the lowest coding rate of the lowest modulation 

order in the first CQI table is maintained in the second CQI table as the fall-back. 

9. A method according to claim 6 and any of claims 7-8, wherein the 

number of added entries for the higher modulation order and the number of 

removed entries for the at least one modulation order in the at least one of the first 

MCS table and the first CQI table are equal such that the first and second MCS 

tables are of equal size and/or the first and second CQI tables are of equal size. 

10. A method according to any of claims 1-5, wherein the at least one of the 

second MCS table and the second CQI table is a modification of the at least one of 
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the first MCS table and the first CQI table, respectively, where all entries of the at 

least one of the first MCS table and the first CQI table have been maintained in the 

at least one of the second MCS table and the second CQI table and a set of 

entries for the higher modulation order have been added. 

11. A method according to any of claims 1-10, wherein the first and second 

table configurations further comprise a Transport Block Size, TBS, table 

corresponding to the first and second MCS tables, respectively. 

12. A radio node (500) of a cellular network, the radio node (500) being 

operable to apply a first table configuration in radio communications with User 

Equipments, UEs, the first table configuration comprising at least one of a first 

Modulation and Coding Scheme, MCS, table and a first Channel Quality Indicator, 

CQI, table wherein the at least one of the first MCS table and the first CQI table 

support a certain maximum modulation order, the radio node (500) comprising: 

- a logic unit (500a) configured to detect that a higher modulation order which is 

higher than the maximum modulation order of the first table configuration is 

potentially possible to use in a radio communication between the radio node (500) 

and a first UE (502), and 

- an instructing unit (500b) configured to instruct the first UE (502) to apply a 

second table configuration in the radio communication, the second table 

configuration comprising at least one of a second MCS table and a second CQI 

table wherein the at least one of the second MCS table and the second CQI table 

support the higher modulation order , and wherein at least one entry for at least 

one modulation order in the at least one of the first MCS table and the first CQI 

table is maintained in the at least one of the second MCS table and the second 

CQI table as a fall-back in case it is desirable to use the at least one modulation 

order in the at least one of the first MCS table and the first CQI table when the 

second table configuration is applied. 

13. A radio node (500) according to claim 12, wherein the radio node (500) 

is configured to instruct the first UE (502) to apply the second table configuration in 
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the radio communication between the radio node (500) and the first UE (502) 

when a performance related parameter of signals communicated between the 

radio node (500) and the first UE (502) is above a threshold. 

14. A radio node (500) according to claim 13, wherein the radio node (500) is 

configured to instruct a second UE to apply the first table configuration in a radio 

communication between the radio node (500) and the second UE when the 

performance related parameter of signals communicated between the radio node 

(500) and the second UE is below the threshold. 

15. A radio node (500) according to claim 13 or 14, wherein the performance 

related parameter comprises a Signal to Interference and Noise Ratio, SINR. 

16. A radio node (500) according to claim 14, wherein the radio node (500) is 

configured to instruct the second UE by sending an instruction to the second UE to 

apply the first table configuration, or by not sending an instruction to the second 

UE to apply the second table configuration. 

17. A radio node (500) according to any of claims 12-16, wherein the at least 

one of the second MCS table and the second CQI table is a modification of the at 

least one of the first MCS table and the first CQI table, respectively, where a set of 

entries have been added for the higher modulation order and a set of entries for 

the at least one modulation order in the at least one of the first MCS table and the 

first CQI table have been removed. 

18. A radio node (500) according to any of claims 12-17, wherein the at least 

one modulation order in the at least one of the first MCS table and the first CQI 

table comprises a lowest modulation order of the first table configuration. 

19. A radio node (500) according to claim 18, wherein the first entry for the 

lowest modulation order in the first MCS table is maintained in the second MCS 

table as the fall-back, and an entry for the lowest coding rate of the lowest 

modulation order in the first CQI table is maintained in the second CQI table as the 

fall-back. 
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20. A radio node (500) according to claim 17 and any of claims 18-19, 

wherein the number of added entries for the higher modulation order and the 

number of removed entries for the at least one modulation order in the at least one 

of the first MCS table and the first CQI table are equal such that the first and 

second MCS tables are of equal size and/or the first and second CQI tables are of 

equal size. 

21. A radio node (500) according to any of claims 12-16, wherein the at least 

one of the second MCS table and the second CQI table is a modification of the at 

least one of the first MCS table and the first CQI table, respectively, where all 

entries of the at least one of the first MCS table and the first CQI table have been 

maintained in the at least one of the second MCS table and the second CQI table 

and a set of entries for the higher modulation order have been added. 

22. A radio node (500) according to any of claims 12-21, wherein the first 

and second table configurations further comprise a Transport Block Size, TBS, 

table corresponding to the first and second MCS tables, respectively. 

23. A method performed by a User Equipment, UE (700), the UE (700) being 

operable to apply a first table configuration in a radio communication with a radio 

node (702) of a cellular network, the first table configuration comprising at least 

one of a first Modulation and Coding Scheme, MCS, table and a first Channel 

Quality Indicator, CQI, table wherein the at least one of the first MCS table and the 

first CQI table support a certain maximum modulation order, the method 

comprising: 

- receiving (600) an instruction from the radio node (702) to apply a second table 

configuration in the radio communication, the second table configuration 

comprising at least one of a second MCS table and a second CQI table wherein 

the at least one of the second MCS table and the second CQI table support a 

higher modulation order which is higher than the maximum modulation order of the 

first table configuration, and 
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- applying (602) the second table configuration in the radio communication with the 

radio node (702). 

24. A User Equipment, UE (700), the UE (700) being operable to apply a first 

table configuration in a radio communication with a radio node (702) of a cellular 

network, the first table configuration comprising at least one of a first Modulation 

and Coding Scheme, MCS, table and a first Channel Quality Indicator, CQI, table 

wherein the at least one of the first MCS table and the first CQI table support a 

certain maximum modulation order, the UE comprising: 

- a communication unit (700a) configured to receive an instruction from the radio 

node (702) to apply a second table configuration in the radio communication, the 

second table configuration comprising at least one of a second MCS table and a 

second CQI table wherein the at least one of the second MCS table and the 

second CQI table support a higher modulation order which is higher than the 

maximum modulation order of the first table configuration, and 

- a logic unit (700b) configured to apply the second table configuration in the radio 

communication with the radio node (702). 

25. A computer program comprising instructions which, when executed on 

at least one processor, cause the at least one processor to carry out the method 

according to any one of claims 1-11 and 23. 

26. A carrier containing the computer program of claim 25, wherein the 

carrier is one of an electronic signal, optical signal, radio signal, or computer 

readable storage medium. 
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ABSTRACT 

A method and radio node (500) for enabling higher-order modulation in a radio 

communication with a first UE (502). A first table configuration comprises at least 

one of a first Modulation and Coding Scheme, MCS, table and a first Channel 

Quality Indicator, CQI, table which tables support a certain maximum modulation 

order. When the radio node (500) detects that a modulation order higher than the 

maximum modulation order of the first table configuration is potentially possible to 

use in the radio communication, the radio node (500) instructs the first UE (502) to 

apply a second table configuration which comprises at least one of a second MCS 

table and a second CQI table which second tables support the higher modulation 

order. At least one entry for at least one modulation order in the tables of the first 

table configuration is maintained in the tables of the second table configuration as 

a fall-back in case it is desirable to use the at least one modulation order of the 

first table configuration when the second table configuration is applied. Thereby, a 

higher data rate can be achieved in the radio communication. 

(Fig. 5) 
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Fig. 1 (Prior art) 

MCS Index Modulation Order TBS Index 

IMCS Qm ITBS 

0 2 0 
1 2 1 
2 2 2 
3 2 3 
4 2 4 
5 2 5 
6 2 6 
7 2 7 
8 2 8 
9 2 9 
10 4 9 
11 4 10 
12 4 11 
13 4 12 
14 4 13 
15 4 14 
16 4 15 
17 6 15 
18 6 16 
19 6 17 
20 6 18 
21 6 19 
22 6 20 
23 6 21 
24 6 22 
25 6 23 
26 6 24 
27 6 25 
28 6 26 
29 2 
30 4 reserved 
31 6 

Fig.2 
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CQI index modulation code rate x 1024 efficiency 

0 out of range 

1 QPSK 78 0.1523 

2 QPSK 120 0.2344 

3 QPSK 193 0.3770 

4 QPSK 308 0.6016 

5 QPSK 449 0.8770 

6 QPSK 602 1.1758 

7 16QAM 378 1.4766 

8 16QAM 490 1.9141 

9 16QAM 616 2.4063 

10 64QAM 466 2.7305 

11 64QAM 567 3.3223 

12 64QAM 666 3.9023 

13 64QAM 772 4.5234 

14 64QAM 873 5.1152 

15 64QAM 948 5.5547 

Fig. 3 
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MCS Index Modulation Order TBS Index 

IMCS Om ITBs 

0 2 0 
4- ~ 4-
~ ~ ~ 

3- ~ 3-
4 ~ 4 
a- ~ a-
8- ~ 8-

7-- 1 2 7 
8-2 2 8 
9-3 2 9 

4Q- 4 4 9 
4-4--- 5 4 10 
~ 4 11 
4-a-- 7 4 12 
44--8 4 13 
.:t-a-- 9 4 14 

4-e--- 10 4 15 
4-7-- 11 6 15 
4-8- 12 6 16 
49-- 13 6 17 
2Q--14 6 18 
~15 6 19 
~16 6 20 
23--- 17 6 21 
24--18 6 22 
~19 6 23 
~20 6 24 
~21 6 25 
~22 6 26 

23 8 New index 
24 8 New index 
25 8 New index 
26 8 New index 
27 8 New index 
28 8 New index 
29 2 
30 4 reserved 
31 6 

Fig. 8 
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CQI index modulation code rate x 1024 efficienci 

0 out of range 

! QPSK 78 0.1523 

~ QPSK 42{). 0.2344 

~ QPSK 4W 0.3770 

~ QPSK W3 0.6016 

~ QPSK 44Q. 0.8770 
e--- 2 QPSK 602 1.1758 

7-3 16QAM 378 1.4766 

3--4 16QAM 490 1.9141 

9---5 16QAM 616 2.4063 

-1-0--- 6 64QAM 466 2.7305 

4-1-- 7 64QAM 567 3.3223 

42-8 64QAM 666 3.9023 

-1-3-- 9 64QAM 772 4.5234 

44-10 64QAM 873 5.1152 
4-§...-11 64QAM 948 5.5547 

12 256QAM New value New value 

13 256QAM New value New value 

14 256QAM New value New value 

15 256QAM New value New value 

Fig. 9 
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AMENDMENTSTOTHECL~MS 

27. (New) A method performed by a radio node of a cellular network, the radio node being 

operable to apply a first table configuration in radio communications with User 

Equipments (UEs), the first table configuration comprising at least one of a first 

Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS) table and a first Channel Quality Indicator (CQI) 

table, wherein the at least one of the first MCS table and the first CQI table support a 

certain maximum modulation order, the method comprising: 

detecting that a higher modulation order, which is higher than the maximum 

modulation order of the first table configuration, is potentially possible to use in a 

radio communication between the radio node and a first UE; 

instructing the first UE to apply a second table configuration in the radio 

communication, the second table configuration comprising at least one of a 

second MCS table and a second CQI table; 

wherein the at least one of the second MCS table and the second CQI table support 

the higher modulation order; 

wherein at least one entry for at least one modulation order in the at least one of the 

first MCS table and the first CQI table is maintained in the at least one of the 

second MCS table and the second CQI table as a fallback in case it is desirable 

to use the at least one modulation order in the at least one of the first MCS table 

and the first CQI table when the second table configuration is applied. 

2 
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28. (New) The method of claim 27, wherein the radio node instructs the first UE to apply the 

second table configuration in the radio communication between the radio node and the 

first UE when a performance related parameter of signals communicated between the 

radio node and the first UE is above a threshold. 

29. (New) The method of claim 28, wherein the performance related parameter comprises a 

Signal to Interference and Noise Ratio. 

30. (New) The method of claim 28, wherein the radio node instructs a second UE to apply 

the first table configuration in a radio communication between the radio node and the 

second UE when the performance related parameter of signals communicated between 

the radio node and the second UE is below the threshold. 

31. (New) The method of claim 30, wherein the radio node instructs the second UE by 

sending an instruction to the second UE to apply the first table configuration, or by not 

sending an instruction to the second UE to apply the second table configuration. 

32. (New) The method of claim 27, wherein the at least one of the second MCS table and 

the second CQI table is a modification of the at least one of the first MCS table and the 

first CQI table, respectively, where a set of entries have been added for the higher 

modulation order and a set of entries for the at least one modulation order in the at least 

one of the first MCS table and the first CQI table have been removed. 

33. (New) The method of claim 32, wherein the number of added entries for the higher 

modulation order and the number of removed entries for the at least one modulation 

order in the at least one of the first MCS table and the first CQI table are equal such that 

the first and second MCS tables are of equal size and/or the first and second CQI tables 

are of equal size. 

3 
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34. (New) The method of claim 27, wherein the at least one modulation order in the at least 

one of the first MCS table and the first CQI table comprises a lowest modulation order of 

the first table configuration. 

35. (New) The method of claim 34, wherein: 

the first entry for the lowest modulation order in the first MCS table is maintained in 

the second MCS table as the fallback; 

an entry for the lowest coding rate of the lowest modulation order in the first CQI 

table is maintained in the second CQI table as the fallback. 

36. (New) The method of claim 27, wherein the at least one of the second MCS table and 

the second CQI table is a modification of the at least one of the first MCS table and the 

first CQI table, respectively, where all entries of the at least one of the first MCS table 

and the first CQI table have been maintained in the at least one of the second MCS table 

and the second CQI table and a set of entries for the higher modulation order have been 

added. 

37. (New) The method of claim 27, wherein the first and second table configurations further 

comprise a Transport Block Size table corresponding to the first and second MCS 

tables, respectively. 

4 
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38. (New) A radio node of a cellular network, the radio node being operable to apply a first 

table configuration in radio communications with User Equipments (UEs), the first table 

configuration comprising at least one of a first Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS) 

table and a first Channel Quality Indicator (CQI) table, wherein the at least one of the 

first MCS table and the first CQI table support a certain maximum modulation order, the 

radio node comprising: 

one or more processing circuits configured to function as: 

a logic circuit configured to detect that a higher modulation order, which is 

higher than the maximum modulation order of the first table configuration, 

is potentially possible to use in a radio communication between the radio 

node and a first UE; 

an instructing circuit configured to instruct the first UE to apply a second table 

configuration in the radio communication, the second table configuration 

comprising at least one of a second MCS table and a second CQI table; 

wherein the at least one of the second MCS table and the second CQI table support 

the higher modulation order; 

wherein at least one entry for at least one modulation order in the at least one of the 

first MCS table and the first CQI table is maintained in the at least one of the 

second MCS table and the second CQI table as a fallback in case it is desirable 

to use the at least one modulation order in the at least one of the first MCS table 

and the first CQI table when the second table configuration is applied. 

39. (New) The radio node of claim 38, wherein the radio node is configured to instruct the 

first UE to apply the second table configuration in the radio communication between the 

radio node and the first UE when a performance related parameter of signals 

communicated between the radio node and the first UE is above a threshold. 
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40. (New) The radio node of claim 39, wherein the performance related parameter 

comprises a Signal to Interference and Noise Ratio. 

41. (New) The radio node of claim 39, wherein the radio node is configured to instruct a 

second UE to apply the first table configuration in a radio communication between the 

radio node and the second UE when the performance related parameter of signals 

communicated between the radio node and the second UE is below the threshold. 

42. (New) The radio node of claim 41, wherein the radio node is configured to instruct the 

second UE by sending an instruction to the second UE to apply the first table 

configuration, or by not sending an instruction to the second UE to apply the second 

table configuration. 

43. (New) The radio node of claim 38, wherein the at least one of the second MCS table and 

the second CQI table is a modification of the at least one of the first MCS table and the 

first CQI table, respectively, where a set of entries have been added for the higher 

modulation order and a set of entries for the at least one modulation order in the at least 

one of the first MCS table and the first CQI table have been removed. 

44. (New) The radio node of claim 43, wherein the number of added entries for the higher 

modulation order and the number of removed entries for the at least one modulation 

order in the at least one of the first MCS table and the first CQI table are equal such that 

the first and second MCS tables are of equal size and/or the first and second CQI tables 

are of equal size. 

45. (New) The radio node of claim 38, wherein the at least one modulation order in the at 

least one of the first MCS table and the first CQI table comprises a lowest modulation 

order of the first table configuration. 
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the first entry for the lowest modulation order in the first MCS table is maintained in 

the second MCS table as the fallback; 

an entry for the lowest coding rate of the lowest modulation order in the first CQI 

table is maintained in the second CQI table as the fallback. 

47. (New) The radio node of claim 38, wherein the at least one of the second MCS table and 

the second CQI table is a modification of the at least one of the first MCS table and the 

first CQI table, respectively, where all entries of the at least one of the first MCS table 

and the first CQI table have been maintained in the at least one of the second MCS table 

and the second CQI table and a set of entries for the higher modulation order have been 

added. 

48. (New) The radio node of claim 38, wherein the first and second table configurations 

further comprise a Transport Block Size table corresponding to the first and second MCS 

tables, respectively. 

49. (New) A method performed by a User Equipment (UE), the UE being operable to apply a 

first table configuration in a radio communication with a radio node of a cellular network, 

the first table configuration comprising at least one of a first Modulation and Coding 

Scheme (MCS) table and a first Channel Quality Indicator (CQI) table, wherein the at 

least one of the first MCS table and the first CQI table support a certain maximum 

modulation order, the method comprising: 

receiving an instruction from the radio node to apply a second table configuration in 

the radio communication, the second table configuration comprising at least one 

of a second MCS table and a second CQI table, wherein the at least one of the 

second MCS table and the second CQI table support a higher modulation order 
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which is higher than the maximum modulation order of the first table 

configuration; 

applying the second table configuration in the radio communication with the radio 

node. 

50. (New) A User Equipment (UE), the UE being operable to apply a first table configuration 

in a radio communication with a radio node of a cellular network, the first table 

configuration comprising at least one of a first Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS) 

table and a first Channel Quality Indicator (CQI) table, wherein the at least one of the 

first MCS table and the first CQI table support a certain maximum modulation order, the 

UE comprising: 

one or more processing circuits configured to function as: 

a communication circuit configured to receive an instruction from the radio 

node to apply a second table configuration in the radio communication, 

the second table configuration comprising at least one of a second MCS 

table and a second CQI table, wherein the at least one of the second 

MCS table and the second CQI table support a higher modulation order 

which is higher than the maximum modulation order of the first table 

configuration; 

a logic circuit configured to apply the second table configuration in the radio 

communication with the radio node. 
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51. (New) A computer program product stored in a non-transitory computer readable 

medium for controlling a radio node of a cellular network, the radio node being operable 

to apply a first table configuration in radio communications with User Equipments (UEs), 

the first table configuration comprising at least one of a first Modulation and Coding 

Scheme (MCS) table and a first Channel Quality Indicator (CQI) table, wherein the at 

least one of the first MCS table and the first CQI table support a certain maximum 

modulation order, the computer program product comprising software instructions which, 

when run on one or more processing circuits of the radio node, causes the radio node to: 

detect that a higher modulation order, which is higher than the maximum modulation 

order of the first table configuration, is potentially possible to use in a radio 

communication between the radio node and a first UE; 

instruct the first UE to apply a second table configuration in the radio communication, 

the second table configuration comprising at least one of a second MCS table 

and a second CQI table; 

wherein the at least one of the second MCS table and the second CQI table support 

the higher modulation order; 

wherein at least one entry for at least one modulation order in the at least one of the 

first MCS table and the first CQI table is maintained in the at least one of the 

second MCS table and the second CQI table as a fallback in case it is desirable 

to use the at least one modulation order in the at least one of the first MCS table 

and the first CQI table when the second table configuration is applied. 
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52. (New) A computer program product stored in a non-transitory computer readable 

medium for controlling a User Equipment (UE), the UE being operable to apply a first 

table configuration in a radio communication with a radio node of a cellular network, the 

first table configuration comprising at least one of a first Modulation and Coding Scheme 

(MCS) table and a first Channel Quality Indicator (CQI) table, wherein the at least one of 

the first MCS table and the first CQI table support a certain maximum modulation order, 

the computer program product comprising software instructions which, when run on one 

or more processing circuits of the UE, causes the UE to: 

receive an instruction from the radio node to apply a second table configuration in 

the radio communication, the second table configuration comprising at least one 

of a second MCS table and a second CQI table, wherein the at least one of the 

second MCS table and the second CQI table support a higher modulation order 

which is higher than the maximum modulation order of the first table 

configuration; 

apply the second table configuration in the radio communication with the radio node. 
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The foregoing claim amendments are submitted prior to examination on the merits. The 

amendments cancel claims 1-26, and add new claims 27-52. New claims 27-52 are similar to 

now canceled claims 1-26, but are written to eliminate multiple dependent claims, and to better 

comport the language of the claims with U.S. practice. No new matter has been added, and the 

amendments are not submitted for reasons related to patentability over any prior art. 

Entry of the amendments is requested prior to examination on the merits. 

Date: 6 October 2014 

11 

Respectfully submitted, 
COATS & BENNETT P.L.L.C. 

/John R. Owen Reg. No. 42055/ 
John R. Owen 
Registration No. 42,055 
Telephone: (919) 854-1844 
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DESIGN APPLICATION USING AN Attorney Docket P41223 W01 ~ 
.. RATION (3fCFR 1.63). FOR UTILITY OR I 

!, Number 
LICATION DATA SHl;_ET__,_(3_7_C_F_R_1_.7_6..._) _________ _.._ ____ __, 

r-ntle of l METHOD AND RADIO NODE FOR ENABLING USE OF HIGH ORDER 
Invention ll MODULATION IN A RADIO COMMUNICATION WITH A USER 

1------ . EQUIPMENT 

As the below named inventor, I hereby declare that 

This declaration 
is directed to: 

D The attached application, or 

0 United States application or PCT international 
application number PCT/SE2014/050803, filed on June 
26,2014 

The above-identified application was made or authorized to be made by me. 

I believe that I am the original inventor or an original joint inventor of a claimed invention 
in the application. 

I have reviewed and understand the contents of the above identified application, 
including the claims, as amended by any amendment specifically referred to above. 

I am aware of the duty to disclose information which is material to patentability as 
defined in 37 CFR 1.56, including for continuation-in-part applications, material 
information which became available between the filing date. of the prior application and 
the national or PCT international filing date of the continuation-in-part application. 

I hereby acknowledge that any willful false statement made in this declaration is 
punishable under 18.U.S.C. 1001 by fine or imprisonment of not more than five {5) 
ears, o.r_!?._oth_. _. ______ ___ _ 

LEGAL NAME OF INVENTOR 

inventor: David Hammarwall 
./ ~ 

.. ,c;l~:.;,;::::::::::::::.-/ lf Signature: 

Date (Option.al): 
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Attorney Docket 
Number 

DECLARATION (37 CFR 1.63) FOR UTILITY OR 
DESIGN APPLICATION USING AN 

APPLICATION DATA SHEET {37 CFR 1.76) 
~-----------~----~-~-•••••••••, •,•,•v,•,• 

P41223 W01 

[ Title of METHOD AND RADIO NODE FOR ENABLING USE OF HIGH ORDER 
:.!. Invention MODULATION IN A RADIO COMMUNICATION WITH A USER 

EQUIPMENT ; ....................... ___________________________ _ 
As the below named inventor, I hereby declare that: 

This declaration 
is directed to: 

0 The attached application, or 

0 United states application or PCT international 
application number PCT/SE2014/050803, filed on June 
26, 2014 

The above-identified application was made or authorized to be made by me. 

I believe that I am the original inventor or an original joint inventor of a claimed invention 
in the application. 

I have reviewed and understand the contents of the above identified application, 
including the claims, as amended by any amendment specifically referred to above. 

I am aware of the duty to disclose information which is material 1o patentabillty as 
defined in 37 CFR 1.56, including for continuation-in-part applications, material 
information which became available between the filing date of the prior application and 
the national or PCT international filing date of the continuation-in-part application. 

I hereby acknowledge that any willful false statement made in this declaration is 
punishable under 18 U.S.C. 1001 by fine or imprisonment of not more than five (5) 
vears, or both. I-"---'---------------· .................................................................................................................................. . 

LEGAL NAME OF INVENTOR 

Inventor: Meng Wang Date (Optional): 

_____________________ .......... , ....... _ .......... -------------1 
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POWER OF ATTORNEY 

The undersigned, being duly authorized representatives of 
TELEFONAKTIEBOLAGET L M ERICSSON (PUBL) (hereinafter referred to as "Ericsson") 
having its registered office at SE-164 83 Stockholm, Sweden, does hereby authorize Coats & 
Bennett P.L.L.C. practitioners associated with United States Patent and Trademark 
Office Customer Number 24112 to represent Ericsson before the United States Patent and 
Trademark Office in any and all matters regarding patents or patent applications filed by 
Ericsson or wherein Ericsson is the assignee of the entire interest thereto. 

This Power of Attorney shall include the right for Coats &. Bennett P.L.L.C. practitioners 
associated with United States Patent and Trademark Office Customer Number 24112 to 
sign and submit in Ericsson's name and on Ericsson's behalf any document, notification, filing, 
petition or request in connection with any patent applications or patents owned by or assigned 
to Ericsson. 

This Power of Attorney does not include the right to appoint substitutes but only the persons 
associated with the above United States Patent and Trademark Office Customer Number. 

We hereby revoke all previous authorization, if any made, in respect of same matter or 
·proceeding. This Power of Attorney shall be valid for five (5) years from the date hereof unless 
earlier revoked. This Power of Attorney may be revoked at any time by Ericsson. 

Stockholm, Sweden on 
,.,1_.••_,..,,..,. .... v •• ) 

TELEFONAKTIEB9LAGEJ L M ERICSSON (PUBL) 
.... l ' . 

By: / ,.Af ---
Mr. Johnl{¾an t ___ ... ---' 

Vice Prti$.ident, Patent Dev~lopment 

By: 
Mrs. Lena Lundholm Carlsson 
CST Manager and PPO 

I, the undersigned, Anne - Ma r ie Bonde Notary Public of the City of Stockholm 

hereby certify that 

J ohn Han a~ Lena Lundhol m Carlsson ---------
duly authorized to sign for 

TELEFONAKTIEBOLAGET L M ERICSSON (PUBL) 
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PTO/AIA/96 (08-12) 
Approved for use through 01/31/2013. 0MB 0651-0031 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
Under the Pa erwork Reduction Act of 1995, no ersons are re uired to res and to a collection of information unless it dis la s a valid 0MB control number. 

STATEMENT UNDER 37 CFR 3.73(c) 
Applicant/Patent owner: Telefonaktiebolaget L M Ericsson (publ) 

Application No./Patent No.: TBA Filed/Issue Date: _T_B_A ___________ _ 

Titled: Method and Radio Node for Enabling Use of High Order Modulation in a Radio Communication with a User Equipment 

Telefonaktiebolaget L M Ericsson (publ) a corporation 
---------------------------

(Name of Assignee) (Type of Assignee, e.g., corporation, partnership, university, government agency, etc.) 

states that, for the patent application/patent identified above, it is (choose mm of options 1, 2, 3 or 4 below): 

1. 0 The assignee of the entire right, title, and interest. 

2. D An assignee of less than the entire right, title, and interest (check applicable box): 

LJ The extent (by percentage) of its ownership interest is ______ %. Additional Statement(s) by the owners 
holding the balance of the interest must be submitted to account for 100% of the ownership interest. 

D There are unspecified percentages of ownership. The other parties, including inventors, who together own the entire 
right, title and interest are: 

Additional Statement(s) by the owner(s) holding the balance of the interest must be submitted to account for the entire 
right, title, and interest. 

3. D The assignee of an undivided interest in the entirety (a complete assignment from one of the joint inventors was made). 
The other parties, including inventors, who together own the entire right, title, and interest are: 

Additional Statement(s) by the owner(s) holding the balance of the interest must be submitted to account for the entire 
right, title, and interest. 

4. D The recipient, via a court proceeding or the like (e.g., bankruptcy, probate), of an undivided interest in the entirety (a 
complete transfer of ownership interest was made). The certified document(s) showing the transfer is attached. 

The interest identified in option 1, 2 or 3 above (not option 4) is evidenced by either (choose mm of options A or B below): 

A. 0 An assignment from the inventor(s) of the patent application/patent identified above. The assignment was recorded in 
the United States Patent and Trademark Office at Reel ______ , Frame ______ , or for which a copy 
thereof is attached. 

B. D A chain of title from the inventor(s), of the patent application/patent identified above, to the current assignee as follows: 

1. From: ____________________ To: ___________________ _ 

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at 

Reel _____ _, Frame _____ _, or for which a copy thereof is attached. 

2. From: ____________________ To: ___________________ _ 

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at 

Reel ______ , Frame ______ , or for which a copy thereof is attached. 

[Page 1 of 2] 
This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 3.73(b). The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to 
process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U .S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1 .11 and 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including 
gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount 
of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark 
Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND 
TO: Commissioner for Patents, p_o_ Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. 

If you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2. 
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PTO/AIA/96 (08-12) 
Approved for use through 01/31/2013. 0MB 0651-0031 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
Under the Pa erwork Reduction Act of 1995, no rsons are re uired to res ond to a collection of information unless it dis la s a valid 0MB control number. 

STATEMENT UNDER 37 CFR 3.73(c) 

3. From: ___________________ To: __________________ _ 

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at 

Reel ______ , Frame ______ ., or for which a copy thereof is attached. 

4. From: ___________________ To: __________________ _ 

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at 

Reel _____ _, Frame _____ _, or for which a copy thereof is attached. 

5. From: __________________ To: _________________ _ 

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at 

Reel _____ _, Frame _____ _, or for which a copy thereof is attached. 

6. From: ___________________ To: __________________ _ 

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at 

Reel ______ , Frame ______ , or for which a copy thereof is attached. 

D Additional documents in the chain of title are listed on a supplemental sheet(s). 

[2] As required by 37 CFR 3. 73(c)(1 )(i), the documentary evidence of the chain of title from the original owner to the 
assignee was, or concurrently is being, submitted for recordation pursuant to 37 CFR 3.11. 

[NOTE: A separate copy (i.e., a true copy of the original assignment document(s)) must be submitted to Assignment 
Division in accordance with 37 CFR Part 3, to record the assignment in the records of the USPTO. See MPEP 302.08] 

The undersigned (whose title is supplied below) is authorized to act on behalf of the assignee. 

/John R Owen Reg. No. 42055/ 
Signature 

John R. Owen 
Printed or Typed Name 

(Page 2 of 2] 

6 October 2014 
Date 

42055 
Title or Registration Number 
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Privacy Act Statement 

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your 
submission of the attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the 
requirements of the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this information is 35 
U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the 
information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to process and/or examine your submission related 
to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark 
Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may result in termination of proceedings 
or abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent. 

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses: 

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of 
Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C 552a). Records from this system of records 
may be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine whether disclosure of these records is 
required by the Freedom of Information Act. 

2. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting 
evidence to a court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the 
course of settlement negotiations. 

3. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress 
submitting a request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has 
requested assistance from the Member with respect to the subject matter of the record. 

4. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency 
having need for the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required 
to comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m). 

5. A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of 
records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property 
Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty. 

6. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for 
purposes of National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act 
(42 U.S.C. 218(c)). 

7. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General 
Services, or his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's 
responsibility to recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under 
authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA 
regulations governing inspection of records for this purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or 
Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make determinations about individuals. 

8. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either 
publication of the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 
151. Further, a record may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the 
public if the record was filed in an application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were 
terminated and which application is referenced by either a published application, an application open to 
public inspection or an issued patent. 

9. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law 
enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation. 



This Assignment is made by: 

HAMMARWALL, David 

WANG, Meng 

ASSIGNMENT 

Hallmarksvagen 59 
.SE-186 53 VALLENTUNA 
Sweden 
Signalistgatan 14 
SE-1f;9 72 SOLNA 
Swede.n 

P41223W01 

(hereinafter referred to as "Assignor(s)") in favor, and for the benefit and behoof of, 
Telefonaktiebolaget L M Ericsson (publ), a corporation duly organized under and 
pursuant to the laws of Sweden and having its principal place of business at SE-164 83 
Stockholm, Sweden (hereinafter referred to as "Assignee"). 

For good, sufficient and adequate consideration, the receipt of which is hereby 
acknowledged, theAssignor(s) have, as of the Effective Date, sold , assigned, transferr.ed, 
and set over, and by .these presents, and to the extent any transferable or assignable 
rights still remain with the inventor, do hereby sell, assign, transfer, and set over, unto the 
Assignee, its successors, legal representatives, and assigns the entire right, title, and 
interest in and to the following inventions, application(s) for Letters Patent, and any and all 
Letters Patent or Patents in all countries and pursuant to all multilateral treaty 
organizations, including Sweden, the United States of America, the Patent Cooperation 
Treaty and European Patent Convention, that may be granted therefor and thereon, and 
in and to any and all divisions, continuations, continuations-in-part, conversions and utilrty 
models of said application(s), and reissues and extensions of said Letters Patent or 
Patents, the same to be hefd and enjoyed by the Assignee, for its use and behoof and the 
use and the behoof of its successors, legal representatives, and assigns, to the full end of 
the term or terms for which letters Patent, Patents and Utility Models may be granted as 
fully and entirely as the same would have been held and enjoyed by the Assignor(s) had 
this sale and assignment not been made: · · 

METHOD ANO RADIO NODE FOR ENABLING USE OF HIGH ORDER MODULA Tl0N 
IN A RADIO COMMUNICATION WITH A USER EQUIPMENT 

including, but not limited to, the application(s) for Letters Patent and Utility Model filed in: 

The Effective date is the earliest date of the above listed Filing Date(s). 

As.signor(s) hereby authorize and request Assignee's Attorneys to insert the serial 
number and filing date of said application(s) for Letter Patent or Utility Model, when 
known. The assignment of the above mentioned rights includes a transfer of the whole 
right to use a priority (including priority according to any convention, multilateral 
agreement, bilateral agreement and national law) of the above mentioned application(s) 
for letter Pa1ent and Utility Model in all countries and multilateral treaty organizations 
wherein no residual rights shall remain with the Assignor(s). Assignor(s) hereby request 
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that said Letters Patent, Patent or Utility Model be issued to Assignee as the Assignee of 
said inventions, the Letters Patent, Patent or Utility Model to be issued for the sole use 
and behoof of the Assignee, its successors, legal representatives, and assigns. Assignee 
alone hereinafter has the entire disposal of the invention and possesses entire ownership 
to any domestic and foreign patents or utility models granted thereinafter. The rights 
granted hereunder shall include all rights to institute legal actions, obtain remedies and 
recover and retain damages in respect to said Letters Patent, Patent or Utility Model. 

The Assignor(s) and Assignee hereby understand and agree that with the execution 
of this Assignment, to the extent necessary or appropriate, national and/or regional 
applications may be filed by the Assignee as the applicant and on behalf of the assignor. 

To the extent Assignee is entitled to receive the rights hereunder pursuant to this 
Assignment, each of the Assignor(s) hereby covenants and agrees to and with the 
Assignee, its successors, legal representatives, and assigns, that, at the time of the 
Effective Date, the Assignor(s) were the sole and lawful owners of the entire right, title, 
and interest in and to the inventions and application(s) for Letters Patent or Utility Models 
above-mentioned, and that the same are unencumbered, and that the Assignor(s) have 
good and full right and lawful authority to sell and convey the same in the manner herein 
set forth. 

Further, and for the same consideration, the Assignor(s) hereby covenant(s) and 
agree(s) to and with the Assignee, its successors, legal representatives, and assigns that 
the Assignor(s) will, whenever counsel of the Assignee, or the counsel of lts successors, 
legal representatives, and assigns, shall advise that any proceeding in connection with 
said inventions or said application(s) for Letters Patent or Utility Model, or any proceeding 
in connection with Letters Patent or Utility Model for said inventions, in any country and 
any multilateral treaty organization, including interference proceedings, is lawful and 
desirable, or that any division, continuation, continuation-in-part, conversion or Utility 
Model of any appEcation(s) for Letters Patent or Utility Mode!, or any reissue or extension 
of any Letters Patent to be obtained thereon, is lawful and desirable, sign all papers and 
documents, take all lawful oaths, and do all acts necessary or required to be done for the 
procurement, maintenance, enforcement, and defense of Letters Patent or Utility Model 
for said inventions, without charge to Assignee, its successors, legal representatives, and 
assigns, but at the cost and expense of the Assignee, its successors, legal 
representatives, and assigns. If any of the Assignor(s) is prevented by any obstacles from 
signing said documents in person, this Assignment shall be valid as a Power of Attorney 
for the Assignee to sign these documents on behalf of any such Assignor(s) or, in the 
event of the death of the latter, the estate thereof. 

This Assignment shall be governed by and construed under, and any dispute., 
controversy or claim related hereto shall be decided in accordance with, the laws of: 

Sweden 

without regard to the conflicts of laws provisions thereof. Any dispute, controversy or 
claim arising under, out of or relating to this Assignment and any subsequent amendments 
of this Assignment, including, without limitation, its formation, validity, binding effect, 
interpretation., performance, breach or termination, as well as non-contractual claims, shall 
be referred to and finally determined by arbitration in accordance with the WIPO 
Arbitration Rules. The arbitral tribunal shall consist of a sole arbitrator. The place of 
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arbitration shall be in the country of the inventor's residence. The language to be used in 
the arbitral proceedings shall be English. 

No modifications shall be made to this Assignment unless in writing and signed by 
each of the Assignor(s) and Assignee. If any of the provisions of this Assignment shall be 
deemed invalid or unenforceable, then the entire Assignment shall be construed as if not 
containing the particular invalid or unenforceable provision or provisions, and the rights 
and obligations of Assignee and Assignor(s) shall be construed and enforced accordingly. 
Assignee's failure to exercise any option made available as a result hereof, shall not be 
construed as a waiver of such provisions, rights, or options, or affect the validity of this 
Assignment. Assignor covenants and agrees that it will not take any actions in violation of 
this Assignment. 

Subsequent assignment from any of the assignors to the assignee purporting to 
convey the subject matter specified herein for a particular country, patent office, or 
jurisdiction shall not invalidate any provision of this assignment and any such subsequent 
assignment shall act as a further confirmation of the assignment herein. 

Signature on behalf of 
Assignee 
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Title: METHOD AND RADIO NODE FOR ENABLING USE OF HIGH ORDER 
MODULATION IN A RADIO COMMUNICATION WITH A USER EQUIPMENT 

Date August 4, 2014 

Date August 4, 2014 

Date August 4, 2014 

Signature of Assignor 

Witnessed by 

Name: 

Address: 

Witnessed by 

Name: 

Address: 
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Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid 0MB control number. 

Application Number 

Filing Date 
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STATEMENT BY APPLICANT 

Art Unit 
( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99) 

Examiner Name I 
Attorney Docket Number 4015-8999 / P41223-US2 

U.S.PATENTS Remove 

Examiner Cite Kind Name of Patentee or Applicant 
Pages,Columns,Lines where 

Patent Number Issue Date Relevant Passages or Relevant 
Initial* No Code1 of cited Document 

Figures Appear 

1 

If you wish to add additional U.S. Patent citation information please click the Add button. Add 

U.S.PATENT APPLICATION PUBLICATIONS Remove 

Examiner Publication Kind Publication Name of Patentee or Applicant 
Pages,Columns,Lines where 

Initial* 
Cite No 

Number Code1 Date of cited Document 
Relevant Passages or Relevant 
Figures Appear 

1 

If you wish to add additional U.S. Published Application citation information please click the Add button. Add 

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS Remove 

Name of Patentee or 
Pages,Columns,Lines 

Examiner Cite Foreign Document Country Kind Publication 
Applicant of cited 

where Relevant T5 
Initial* No Number3 Code2 i Code4 Date 

Document 
Passages or Relevant 
Figures Appear 

1 • 
If you wish to add additional Foreign Patent Document citation information please click the Add button Add 

NON-PATENT LITERATURE DOCUMENTS Remove 

Examiner Cite 
Include name of the author (in CAPITAL LETTERS), title of the article (when appropriate), title of the item 

Initials* No 
(book, magazine, journal, serial, symposium, catalog, etc), date, pages(s), volume-issue number(s}, T5 
publisher, city and/or country where published. 
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Application Number 

Filing Date 

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE First Named Inventor I Hammarwall 
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT 

Art Unit 
( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99) 

Examiner Name I 
Attorney Docket Number 4015-8999 / P41223-US2 

3RD GENERATION PARTNERSHIP PROJECT, "L TE; Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA); 
1 Physical layer procedures (3GPP TS 36.213 version 11.2.0 Release 11 )", Technical Specification, ETSI TS 136 213 • V11.2.0, 2013-04-01, pp. 1-175, ETSI, France 

If you wish to add additional non-patent literature document citation information please click the Add button Add 

EXAMINER SIGNATURE 

Examiner Signature I I Date Considered I 
*EXAMINER: Initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through a 
citation if not in conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant. 

1 See Kind Codes of USPTO Patent Documents at www.USPTO.GOV or MPEP 901.04. 2 Enter office that issued the document, by the two-letter code (WIPO 
Standard ST.3). 3 For Japanese patent documents, the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial number of the patent document. 
4 Kind of document by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WIPO Standard ST.16 if possible. 5 Applicant is to place a check mark here i1 
English language translation is attached. 
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Application Number 

Filing Date 
INFORMATION DISCLOSURE First Named Inventor I Hammarwall 
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT 

Art Unit 
( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99) 

Examiner Name I 
Attorney Docket Number 4015-8999 / P41223-US2 

CERTIFICATION STATEMENT 

Please see 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98 to make the appropriate selection(s): 

That each item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was first cited in any communication 
D from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than three months prior to the filing of the 

information disclosure statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(1 ). 

OR 

That no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was cited in a communication from a 
foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application, and, to the knowledge of the person signing the certification 
after making reasonable inquiry, no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was known to 

D any individual designated in 37 CFR 1.56(c) more than three months prior to the filing of the information disclosure 
statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(2). 

D See attached certification statement. 

D The fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17 (p) has been submitted herewith. 

~ A certification statement is not submitted herewith. 
SIGNATURE 

A signature of the applicant or representative is required in accordance with CFR 1.33, 10.18. Please see CFR 1.4(d) for the 
form of the signature. 

Signature /John R. Owen Reg. No. 42055/ Date (YYYY-MM-DD) 2014-10-06 

Name/Print John R. Owen Registration Number 42055 

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the 
public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 
1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1 hour to complete, including gathering, preparing and submitting the completed 
application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you 
require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. 
Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND 
FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, 
VA 22313-1450. 
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The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579} requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the 
attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised 
that: (1} the general authority for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b}(2}; (2) furnishing of the information solicited 
is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to 
process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested 
information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may 
result in termination of proceedings or abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent. 

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses: 

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of Information Act 
(5 U.S.C. 552} and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a}. Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the 
Department of Justice to determine whether the Freedom of Information Act requires disclosure of these record s. 

2. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence to a 
court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of settlement 
negotiations. 

3. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a 
request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance from the 
Member with respect to the subject matter of the record. 

4. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for 
the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the 
requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m). 

5. A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records 
may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant 
to the Patent Cooperation Treaty. 

6. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of 
National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)). 

7. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or 
his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibility to 
recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 
2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this 
purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce} directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make 
determinations about individuals. 

8. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of 
the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b} or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record 
may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record was filed in 
an application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is 
referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued patent. 

9. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law 
enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation. 
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characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a 
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503. 

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111 
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR 
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this 
Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application. 

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371 
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35 
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a 
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course. 

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office 
If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for 
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number 
and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning 
national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of 
the application. 
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Vlll-3-1 Declaration: Entitlement to claim 
priority 
Declaration as to the applicant's In relation to this international entitlement, as at the international filing 

application date, to claim the priority of the earlier 
application specified below, where the 
applicant is not the applicant who filed 
the earlier application or where the 
applicant's name has changed since the 
filing of the earlier application (Rules 
4.17(iii) and 51bis.1(a)(iii)) 
Name Telefonaktiebolaget L M Ericsson (publ) 

is entitled to claim priority of earlier 
application No_ 61/863,935 by virtue of 
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Vlll-3-1(i ERICSSON AB is entitled as employer of i) 
the inventor, HAMMARWALL, David and the 
inventor WANG, Meng 

Vlll-3-1 ( transfer of entitlement from ERICSSON AB vii) 
to Telefonaktiebolaget L M Ericsson 
(publ) by way of a general Assignment on 
transfer of ownership to invention 
already made and to be made in the 
future by employees of ERICSSON AB, 
dated 27 February 2003 (27 _ 02 _ 2003) 
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FNITE1J STATES DEPART\IENT 01-' COM!.\-IERCE 

July 02, 2014 

THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT ANNEXED HERETO IS A TRUE COPY FROM 
THE RECORDS OF THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK 
OFFICE OF THOSE PAPERS OF THE BELOW IDENTIFIED PATENT 
APPLICATION THAT MET THE REQUIREMENTS TO BE GRANTED A 
FILING DATE UNDER 35 USC 111. 

APPLICATION NUMBER: 61/863,935 
FILING DA TE: August 09, 2013 
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APPLICATION, TO BE USED FOR FILING ABROAD UNDER THE PARIS 
CONVENTION, IS US61/863,935 
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Attorney Docket Number PS54636USOO 
Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76 

Application Number 

Ttl f I ti I METHOD AND RADIO NODE FOR ENABLING USE OF HIGH ORDER MODULATION IN A RADIO 
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The application data sheet is part of lhe provisional or nonprovisional applicaHon for which it is being submitted. The folowing fomi contains the 
bibliographic data arranged in a format specified oy the United States Patent and Trademark Office as outlined in 37 CFR 1.76. 
This document may be completed electronically and submitted to the Office in electronic fomiat using the Electronic Filing System (EFS) or the 
document may be printed and included in a paper filed application. 

Secrecy Order 37 CFR 5.2 
D Portions or all of the application associated with this Application Data Sheet may fall under a Secrecy Order pursuant to 

37 CFR 5.2 (Paper filers only. Applications that fall under Secrecy Order may not be filed electronically.) 

Inventor Information: 
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Legal Name 
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Address 2 I 
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Mailing Address of Inventor: 
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Application Number 

Ttl f I ti I METHOD AND RADIO NODE FOR ENABLING USE OF HIGH ORDER MODULATION IN A RADIO 
I e O nven on COMMUNICATION WITH A USER EQUIPMENT 

Enter either Customer Number or complete the Correspondence Information section below. 
For further information see 37 CFR 1.33(a). 

D An Address is being provided for the correspondence Information of this application. 

Customer Number 11754 

Email Address valeacases@valea.se I Add Email I !Remove Email 

Email Address sarah.mdriguez@valea.se I Add Email I !Remove Email! 

Application Information: 

Title of the Invention METHOD AND RADIO NODE FOR ENABLING USE OF HIGH ORDER MODULATION IN A RADIO 
COMMUNICATION WITH A USER EQUIPMENT 

Attorney Docket Number PS54636US00 I Small Entity Status Claimed • 
Application Type Provisional 

Subject Matter Utility 
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METHOD AND RADIO NODE FOR ENABLING USE OF HIGH ORDER 

MODULATION IN A RADIO COMMUNICATION WITH A USER EQUIPMENT 

Technical field 

The present disclosure relates generally to a method and a radio node of a cellular 

network for enabling use of a high order modulation when communicating radio 

signals with a User Equipment, UE. 

Background and summary 

In this field, the term "User Equipment, UE" is commonly used and will be used in 

this disclosure to represent any user-controlled wireless terminal or device capable 

of radio communication including receiving downlink signals transmitted from a 

serving radio node and sending uplink signals to the radio node. Further, the term 

"radio node", also commonly referred to as a base station, e-nodeB, eNB, etc., 

represents any node of a wireless communication network that can communicate 

uplink and downlink radio signals with UEs. The radio nodes described here may, 

without limitation, include so-called macro nodes and low power nodes such as 

micro, pico, femto, Wifi and relay nodes, to mention some customary examples. 

Throughout this disclosure, the term "eNB" is often used but can be exchanged by 

the term radio node. 

Link adaptation in systems according to Long Term Evolution, L TE, is based on 

adaptive modulation and coding, which controls data rate by adaptively adjusting 

the modulation scheme and/or channel coding rate according to the radio-link 

conditions. In this procedure, the MCS (Modulation and Coding Scheme) adopted 

for POSCH transmission must be indicated by the eNB to the UE and the UE, by 

uplink signaling, informs the eNB about corresponding channel conditions through 

CQI reporting, including sending CQI reports to the eNB. This is generally 

illustrated in Fig. 1 . 

In current L TE systems, the set of modulation scheme for both downlink and uplink 

includes QPSK, 16QAM and 64QAM, corresponding to two, four and six bits per 

modulation symbol, respectively. In L TE, especially for scenarios with good 

channel conditions such as high SINR, e.g. in small-cell environments with 
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terminals close to cell site, a straightforward means to provide higher date rate 

with given transmission bandwidth is the use of higher-order modulation that 

allows for more bits of information to be carried per modulation symbol. Hence, in 

order to adopt higher-order modulation schemes in L TE systems, there is a need 

to re-design the control signaling for MCS and CQI indication, in particular, the 

MCS and COi index tables. In this disclosure, the term higher-order modulation 

may refer to modulation schemes that are higher than 640AM, such as e.g. 

256QAM, 512QAM, and so forth. 

For downlink data transmission in LTE, the eNB typically selects the MCS 

depending on the COi (Channel Quality Indicator) feedback transmitted by the UE 

in the uplink, as illustrated in Figure 1. The CQI feedback indicates the data rate 

(or more specifically a modulation and coding scheme MCS) that can be 

supported by the downlink channel given the present channel condition and UE 

receiver. 

The L TE specifications are designed to provide signaling for indication between 

eNB and UE. In the downlink, the knowledge about the MCS adopted for POSCH 

transmission is indicated by a five-bit field in the DCI (Downlink Control 

Information). This MCS field corresponds to the MCS index table as shown in Fig. 

2. In this table, of 32 combinations, 29 are used to signal a MCS, each 

corresponding to a modulation and a transport block size (TBS), while 3 are 

reserved (e.g., to support adaptive retransmissions). All possible TBS can be 

described by a TBS table mapping a TBS index, 1-,Hs, and an allocation bandwidth 

into the corresponding transport block size (in bits). 

In the uplink, the UE reports CQI to assist eNB to select the appropriate MCS for 

downlink transmission. Typically, the COis are derived from measurements made 

by the UE on downlink reference signals. It should be noted that the reported CQI 

represents the highest MCS that is supported for a PDSCH transmission, with a 

transport block error rate probability not exceeding 10%. The CQI is signaled to 

the eNB by the means of CQI index table, as shown in Fig. 3. A 4-bit CQI value 

corresponds to a particular MCS out of 16 combinations in the COi index table. 
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Note that the COi table is parameterized in terms of coding rate, as opposed to 

transport block size. However, for a given assumed allocation bandwidth (given by 

the CQI reference resource), there is a one-to-one mapping between a CQI and a 

corresponding MCS (i.e., the reported CQI should not be interpreted as the 

maximum supported code rate, but the maximum supported corresponding MCS). 

Current L TE systems support three modulation schemes for both downlink and 

uplink: QPSK, 16QAM and 64QAM. Accordingly, the MCS index table, CQI index 

table and the corresponding fields for indication in DCI are designed for these 

three modulation schemes. However, higher-order modulation schemes are not 

supported in current L TE specifications. In order to support higher-order 

modulation, Le. higher than the above schemes QPSK, 16QAM and 64QAM, UEs 

must support an additional MCS/CQI table that includes specific entries for new 

modulation schemes. The modification of MCS/CQI table, naturally, requires re

designing the DCI/UCI formats. 

Typically, the additional MCS/CQI tables are used in high SNR region that is 

suitable for high-order modulation. In the relatively low SNR region, on the other 

hand, current MCS/CQI tables are desired for link robustness. Hence, some 

mechanisms with flexibility to adopt appropriate MCS/CQI tables based on 

channel conditions have become necessary. 

In conclusion, current L TE systems support modulation up to 64QAM. To support 

higher-order modulation, adaptations and/or extensions to the current control 

signaling in term of MCS index table, COi index table and the corresponding fields 

in DCI/UCI are required. 

In this disclosure, an alternative design of MCS index table and/or of a COi index 

table is described which can be used for L TE systems, which is/are to be 

supported in addition to a basic (the current) MCS and/or CQI table. 

In current L TE specification, the MCS and CQI tables support modulation schemes 

up to 64QAM. The proposed new MCS and CQI index tables are able to support 

modulation higher than 64QAM, without necessarily extending the number of bits 
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in the DCI/UCI formats, or the number of entries in the MCS table/COi table, 

respectively. Typically, higher-order modulation schemes are selected in the high

SINR scenarios or generally when a performance related parameter, such as 

SINR, of signals communicated between a radio node and a UE is above a certain 

threshold. 

In the new MCS/CQI tables, new entries for higher-order modulation are added 

and designed to provide sufficient resolution to cover the high-SINR region. 

Meanwhile, a large part of the existing entries in current MCS and/or CQI tables 

are preserved. The current MCS and/or COi tables may be called a first table 

configuration while the new current MCS and/or CQI tables supporting a higher

order modulation may be called a second table configuration. This has the 

advantage that the number of new MCS/CQI formats a UE/eNB has to implement 

is minimized. 

An embodiment of the disclosed solution is that the lowest MCS entry in the new 

MCS table and/or that in CQI table is preserved or kept from the basic MCS and/or 

COi table, to ensure proper communication between eNB and UE under poor 

channel condition, thus providing a fallback in case in case it is only possible to 

use the lowest modulation order when the second table configuration is applied. 

This provides resilience to changing channel conditions, and provides a robust 

format to, for example, signal control-plane data, and/or reconfigure the UE to 

assume the basic MCS and/or COi table suitable for poor/normal channel 

conditions. Through this invention, the link adaption in L TE systems is enhanced 

to support higher-order modulation schemes, which can significantly improve the 

spectral efficiency in high SINR scenarios. 

Detailed description 

It should be noted that although terminology from 3GPP L TE is used in this 

disclosure to describe various exemplifying embodiments, this should not be seen 

as limiting the scope of usage to only the aforementioned system. Other wireless 

systems, including WCDMA, WiMAX, and UMB, may also benefit from exploiting 

the ideas covered within this disclosure. 
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Also note that terminology such as base station/eNB should be considered non

limiting and does in particular not impfy a certain hierarchical relation between the 

two; in general "eNB" could be considered as device 1 and "UE" could be 

considered as device 2 and these two devices communicate with each other over 

some radio channel. 

In this section, the solution will be explained in more detail by some exemplary 

embodiments. It should be noted that these embodiments are not mutually 

exclusive. Components from one embodiment may be tacitly assumed to be 

present in another embodiment and it will be obvious to a person skilled in the art 

how those components may be used in other exemplifying embodiments. 

The MCS index table and CQI index table used in current L TE specification are 

shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, respectively. In the sequel, we describe a design of 

alternative MCS and CQI index tables as well as the mechanism by which eNB/UE 

can switch between the proposed new MCS/CQI tables and current MCS/CQI 

tables, i.e. according to the described second and first table configurations. 

MCS index table 

In a possible embodiment, a first MCS table is used for downlink transmission to 

one UE (such as UE1 in Figure 1 ), and in the downlink transmission to another UE 

(such as UE2 in Figure 1 ), a second MCS table is used. In a further such 

embodiment the first and second UE may be one and the same UE. 

In another embodiment, the first MCS table and second MCS table are either the 

current MCS table of the first table configuration in specification (see Fig. 2) or a 

modified new MCS table of the second table configuration table that supports a 

modulation order higher than the maximum modulation order supported by the first 

MCS table, i.e. the second MCS table contains entries for higher-order modulation. 

In another embodiment, eNB can use either current MCS table or proposed 

alternative MCS table for DL transmission. In a further embodiment, the 

information about the MCS table that is (to be) used is part of a DCI message (in 
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which case it typically applies to a single specific subframe), or is part of a RRC or 

MAC message (in which case it typically applies until further notice}. 

In another embodiment, the proposed MCS index table has 32+N rows where N2:.0 

is a non-negative integer. The columns of the table represent the same 

parameters as those of the MCS index table shown in Fig. 2, which include MCS 

index IMcs, modulation order Om and TBS index lrns- Each table row, that is one 

MCS, is indexed by an MCS index and contains a particular combination of 

modulation order and TBS (transport block size) table index. 

In another embodiment, in the proposed MCS index table, M rows, i.e., M MCS 

indices are used to indicate the MCSs including pairs of one higher-order 

modulation scheme and one TBSindex, where M is a non-negative integer with 

M>N. 

In another embodiment, 32+N-M MCS entries in Fig. 2 may be re-used in the new 

table. In other words, M-N MCSs in Fig. 2 are not included in the new table. 

The current TBS table in the specification is illustrated in Table 7.1.7.2.1-1 in the 

document called 3GPP TS 36.213 V11.2.0 (2013-04). In another embodiment, the 

rows of TBS values corresponding to the TBS indices contained in said M-N MCSs 

are removed from the TBS table. Meanwhile, M new rows of TBS values 

corresponding to said M MCSs for higher-order modulation are added to said TBS 

table. 

In a further embodiment, when N=O, the new table keeps the same size as Fig. 2 

and M MCSs for higher-order modulation replaces M MCSs in Fig. 2. In a further 

such embodiment, the lowest MCS (corresponding to MCS index 0) is preserved 

or kept in the new MCS table. In a further such embodiment, the subsequent M 

lowest MCSs (corresponding to MCS indices 1 through M) are excluded in the new 

(alternate) MCS table. An example of such an embodiment is shown in Fig. 4. 

Compared to Fig. 2, the MCSs with indices from 1 to 6 for modulation order 2 

(QPSK) have been removed, whereas the lowest MCS is preserved. Instead, 6 

MCSs for modulation order 8 (256QAM} have been added to the table in Fig. 4. 
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Meanwhile in the TBS table, rows of TBS values corresponding to the removed 

and added MCSs are removed and added accordingly. Other MCSs are re-used in 

the table and the indices in this table are rearranged from beginning. Fig. 6 

illustrates an example of a proposed TBS table (dimension 21*110) with index 21-

26 for 256QAM (corresponding to the table in Fig. 5), where NV= new values. For 

the example shown in Fig. 6, the rows with index 1-6 for QPSK are removed and 6 

new rows of TBS values for 256QAM have been added at the end of the table. 

This new TBS table shall be consistent with the TBS index in said new MCS table. 

In another embodiment, the lowest MCS, i.e. the entry with MCS index O in Fig. 2, 

may be re-used in the new table for any case. This is to ensure that the 

communication between eNB and UE works properly even when the radio link 

experiences very poor channel condition, which may be called a low SINR 

scenario or similar. 

In another embodiment, when the new MCS table is in use and the entry for lowest 

MCS is selected, this indicates that it is difficult to support higher-order modulation 

due to variation of channel quality or other issues. Hence, the MCS table used in 

next transmission will automatically fall back to the MCS table in current standard, 

i.e. to the first MCS table. 

In another embodiment, the MCS field in DCI is extended by one or more bits to 

indicate the MCS index when N>O, that is, the alternative MCS table has more 

than 32 MCS indices. 

CQI index table 

The design of the new, or second, CQI index table of the second table 

configuration is similar to that of the new, or second, MCS index table of the 

second table configuration. 

In a possible embodiment, a first CQI table may be used for radio transmission 

from the first UE to eNB , while in the radio transmission from the second UE to 

eNB, a second CQI table is used, or vice versa. In a further such embodiment said 

first and second UE may be the same UE. 
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In another embodiment, said first CQI table and second CQI table are either 

current CQI table in specification or a modified CQI table that contains entries for 

higher-order modulation. 

In another embodiment, a UE can use either the current COi table or the proposed 

alternative CQI table for transmission. In a further embodiment, the information 

about the CQI table that is {to be) used is part of a UGI message or part of a RRC 

or MAC message. 

In another embodiment, the proposed COi index table has 16+N rows where N?:.O 

is a non-negative integer. The columns of the table represent the same 

parameters as those of the table shown in Fig. 3, which include CQI index, 

modulation order, code rate and efficiency. Each table row, that is one CQI, is 

indexed by a CQI index and contains a particular combination of a modulation 

order and code rate. The value of efficiency is calculated based on modulation 

order and code rate. 

In another embodiment, in the proposed CQI index table, M rows, i.e., M COi 

indices are used to indicate the CQI including pairs of one higher-order modulation 

scheme, one coding rate and resultant efficiency value, where Mis a non-negative 

integer with M>N. In a further embodiment, the coding rates for higher-order 

modulation are defined and added to the COi table. 

In another embodiment, 16+N-M CQls in Fig. 3 are re-used in the alternative COi 

table. In a further such embodiment. when N=O, it keeps the same size as the 

table in Fig. 3 and M CQls for higher-order modulation replaces M COis in Fig. 3. 

In a further such embodiment, the lowest COi (corresponding to CQI index 1) is 

preserved in the proposed COi table. In a further such embodiment the 

subsequent M lowest CQls (corresponding to CQI indices 2 through M+1) are 

excluded in the new (alternate) COi table. An example of such embodiment is 

provided in Fig. 5. Compared to Fig. 3, the COis with indices from 2 to 5 for 

modulation order 2 (OPSK) have been removed, whereas the lowest CQI is 

preserved. Instead, 4 COis for modulation order 8 (256QAM) have been added to 
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the table in Fig. 5. Other COis are re-used in the table and their indices are 

rearranged. 

In another embodiment, the lowest COi, i.e. the entry with index 1 in Fig. 3, must 

be re-used in the new table for any case. This is to ensure that the communication 

between eNB and UE works properly even when the radio link experiences very 

poor channel condition. 

In another embodiment, when the new CQI table is in use and the entry for lowest 

CQI is selected, this indicates that it is difficult to support higher-order modulation 

due to variation of channel quality or other issues. Hence, the CQI table used in 

next transmission will automatically fall back to the CQI table in current standard. 

In another embodiment, the CQI field in uplink control signaling is extended by one 

or more bits to indicate the CQI index when N>O, that is, the new CQI index table 

has more than 16 CQls. 

Potential advantages 

The embodiments described herein may have the following advantages: 

The process of link adaptation in L TE systems may be enhanced to 

support higher-order modulation schemes in an efficient manner, which 

may significantly improve the spectral efficiency in a cellular network, 

particularly in high SINR scenarios. 

The lowest MCS entry in MCS table and that in CQI table may be 

preserved as a fallback to ensure proper communication between eNB and 

UE when the radio link experiences very poor channel condition. 

The size of the current MCS table may be preserved, or minimally 

expanded. 
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The implementation effort in eNB and UEs may be kept to a minimum 

by sharing the majority of the MCS/CQl among the current and a new 

alternate MCS/CQI tables. 

The solution may be applied in both downlink and uplink. 

While the solution has been described with reference to specific exemplary 

embodiments, the description is generally only intended to illustrate the inventive 

concept and should not be taken as limiting the scope of the solution. For 

example, the terms "radio node", "User Equipment, UE", "table configuration", and 

"modulation order" have been used throughout this description, although any other 

corresponding entities, functions, and/or parameters could also be used having the 

features and characteristics described here. The solution is defined by the 

appended claims. 

Abbreviations 

LTE 

POSCH 

MCS 

eNB 

UE 

COi 

QPSK 

16QAM 

64QAM 

SINR 

DCI 

GSM 

WCDMA 

WiMAX 

long-term evolution 

physical downlink shared channel 

modulation and coding scheme 

E-UTRAN NodeB 

user equipment 

channel-quality indicator 

quadrature phase-shift keying 

16 quadrature amplitude modulation 

64 quadrature amplitude modulation 

signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio 

downlink control information 

global system for mobile communications 

wideband code-division multiple access 

worldwide interoperability for microwave access 
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UMB ultra mobile broadband 

Some definitions of possible features and embodiments are outlined below, partly 

with reference to Figs 7-10_ 
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1. A method is performed by a radio node (200) of a cellular network, the 

radio node being operable for applying a first table configuration in radio 

communications with User Equipments, UEs, the first table configuration 

comprising a first Modulation and Coding Scheme, MCS, table and/or a first 

Channel Quality Indicator, COi, table wherein the first MCS table and/or the first 

CQI table support a certain maximum modulation order, the method comprising: 

- detecting (100) that a modulation order higher than the maximum modulation 

order of the first table configuration is potentially possible to use in a radio 

communication between the radio node and a first UE, and 

- instructing (102) the first UE to apply a second table configuration in the radio 

communication, the second table configuration comprising a second MCS table 

and/or a second CQI table wherein the second MCS table and/or the second COi 

table support a modulation order higher than the maximum modulation order of the 

first table configuration, and wherein at least one entry for the lowest modulation 

order in the first MCS table and/or the first COi table is kept in the second MCS 

table and/or the second CQI table as a fall-back in case it is only possible to use 

the lowest modulation order when the second table configuration is applied. 

2. In a possible embodiment, the radio node instructs the first UE to apply 

the second table configuration in the radio communication between the radio node 

and the first UE when a performance related parameter of signals communicated 

between the radio node and the first UE is above a threshold. 

3. In another possible embodiment, the radio node instructs a second UE to 

apply the first table configuration in a radio communication between the radio node 

and the second UE when the performance related parameter of signals 

communicated between the radio node and the second UE is below the threshold. 

4. In another possible embodiment, the performance related parameter 

comprises a Signal to Interference and Noise Ratio, SINR. 
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5. In another possible embodiment, the radio node instructs the second UE 

by sending an instruction to the second UE to apply the first table configuration, or 

by not sending an instruction to the second UE to apply the second table 

configuration. 

6. In another possible embodiment, the second MCS table and/or the 

second CQI table are modifications of the first MCS table and/or the first CQI 

table, respectively, where a set of entries for the higher modulation order have 

been added and a set of entries for a lowest modulation order have been 

removed. 

7. In another possible embodiment, at least one entry for the lowest 

modulation order in the first MCS table and/or the first CQI table is kept in the 

second MCS table and/or the second CQI table as a fall-back in case it is only 

possible to use the lowest modulation order when the second table configuration is 

applied. 

8. In another possible embodiment, the number of added entries for the 

higher modulation order and the number of removed entries for the lowest 

modulation order are equal such that the first and second MCS tables are of equal 

size and/or the first and second CQI tables are of equal size. 

9. In another possible embodiment, the second MCS table and/or the 

second CQI table are modifications of the first MCS table and/or the first CQI 

table, respectively, where all entries of the first MCS table and/or the first CQI 

table have been kept in the second MCS table and/or the second CQI table and a 

set of entries for the higher modulation order have been added. 

10. In another possible embodiment, the first and second table 

configurations further comprise a Transport Block Size.TBS, table corresponding 

to the first and second MCS tables, respectively. 

11. A radio node (200) of a cellular network is also described, the radio node 

being operable for applying a first table configuration in radio communications with 

User Equipments, UEs, the first table configuration comprising a first Modulation 
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and Coding Scheme, MCS, table and/or a first Channel Quality Indicator, CQI, 

table wherein the first MCS table and/or the first CQI table support a certain 

maximum modulation order, the radio node comprising: 

- a logic unit (200a) configured to detect that a modulation order higher than the 

maximum modulation order of the first table configuration is potentially possible to 

use in a radio communication between the radio node and a first UE, and 

- an instructing unit (200b} configured to instruct the first UE to apply a second 

table configuration in the radio communication, the second table configuration 

comprising a second MCS table and/or a second COi table wherein the second 

MCS table and/or the second CQI table support a modulation order higher than 

the maximum modulation order of the first table configuration, and wherein at least 

one entry for the lowest modulation order in the first MCS table and/or the first CQI 

table is kept in the second MCS table and/or the second CQI table as a fall-back in 

case it is only possible to use the lowest modulation order when the second table 

configuration is applied. 

12. In further possible embodiments, the radio node is configured to perform 

the method of any of the above radio node method embodiments, where 

appropriate. 

13. A method is also performed by a User Equipment, UE (400), the LIE 

being operable for applying a first table configuration in a radio communication 

with a radio node of a cellular network, the first table configuration comprising a 

first Modulation and Coding Scheme, MCS, table and/or a first Channel Quality 

Indicator, CQI, table wherein the first MCS table and/or the first CQI table support 

a certain maximum modulation order, the method comprising: 

- receiving (300) an instruction from the radio node to apply a second table 

configuration in the radio communication, the second table configuration 

comprising a second MCS table and/or a second CQI table wherein the second 

MCS table and/or the second CQI table support a modulation order higher than 

the maximum modulation order of the first table configuration, and 
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- applying (302) the second table configuration in the radio communication with the 

radio node. 

14. A User Equipment, UE, (400) is also described, the UE being operable 

for applying a first table configuration in a radio communication with a radio node 

(402) of a cellular network, the first table configuration comprising a first 

Modulation and Coding Scheme, MCS, table and/or a first Channel Quality 

Indicator, CQI, table wherein the first MCS table and/or the first CQI table support 

a certain maximum modulation order, the UE comprising: 

- a communication unit {400a) configured to receive an instruction from the radio 

node to apply a second table configuration in the radio communication, the second 

table configuration comprising a second MCS table and/or a second CQI table 

wherein the second MCS table and/or the second COi table support a modulation 

order higher than the maximum modulation order of the first table configuration, 

and 

- a logic unit (400b) configured to apply the second table configuration in the radio 

communication with the radio node. 
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eNB 

• 

MCS Index M odulation Order 

IMCS Om 
--· 

0 2 
1 2 
2 2 
3 2 
4 2 
5 2 
6 2 
7 2 
8 2 
9 2 
10 4 
11 4 
12 4 
13 4 
14 4 
15 4 
16 4 
17 6 
18 6 
19 6 
20 6 
21 6 
22 6 
23 6 
24 6 
25 6 
26 6 
27 6 
28 6 
29 2 
30 4 
31 6 

~JEI 

Fig. 1 

TBS In dex 

ITBS 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
9 

·10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 

reserved 

Fig . 2 Basic MCS index table 
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CQI index modulation code rate x 1024 efficiency 

... 

0 out of range 

1 QPSK 78 0.1523 

2 OPSK 120 0.2344 

3 QPSK 193 0.3770 

4 QPSK 308 0.6016 

5 OPSK 449 0.8770 

6 QPSK 602 1.1758 

7 16QAM 378 1.4766 

8 16QAM 490 1.9141 

9 i6OAM 6'16 2.4063 

10 64QAM 466 2.7305 

i1 64QAM 567 3.3223 

12 64QAM 666 3.9023 

13 64QAM 772 45234 

14 64QAM 873 5.1152 

15 64QAM 948 5.5547 

Fig. 3 Basic CQI index table 
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MCS Index Modulation Order TBS Index 

IMCS Om ITBs 

0 2 0 
:1 ~ :1 
~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ 
4 2 4 
5 2 5 

~ ~ ~ 
+--1 2- z 
S-2 2- ~ 
9-3 2 9 

.:W-4 4 9 

44--- 5 ~ 1Q 
4-2----6 4 11 
4d-7 4 12 
::t-4- 8 4 13 
'+a- 9 4 14 

-16--10 4 15 
4+- 11 6 15 
~12 §_ 16 
4-9--- 13 §_ 17 
:W-14 6 18 
24-- 15 6 19 
22--16 §_ 20 
~17 Q 21 
24---18 6 22 
2§...19 6 23 
~20 6 24 
2+--- 21 §_ 25 
28--22 Q 26 

23 8 New index 
24 8 New index 
25 8 New index 
26 8 New index 
27 8 New index 
28 8 New index 
29 ~ 
30 1 res~rved 
31 I 6 

Fig. 4 Example of MCS index table with MCS index 23-28 added for 256QAM 
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CQI index modulation code rate x 1024 efficiencJl 

Q out of range 

1 QPSK 78 0.1523 

~ ~ 420 0.2344 

~ ~ ~ 0.3770 

1: ~ ;wg. 0.6016 

~ Ql2SK 449 0.8770 

e---2 QP~K 602 1.1758 

7-3 16QAM 378 1.4766 

8--4 16QAM 490 1.9141 

9---- 5 16QAM 616 2.4063 

40-6 64QAM 466 2.7305 

44-7 64QAM 567 3.3223 

~8 64QAM 666 3.9023 

4-a--9 64QAM 772 4.5234 

44-- 10 64QAM 873 5.1152 

~11 64QAM 948 5.5547 

.fl 256QAM New value New value 

ll 256QAM New value New value 

14 256QAM New value New value 

15 256QAM New value New value 

Fig. 5 Example of CQI index table with CQI index 12 - 15 added for 256QAM 
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NPRB 

ITBS 
I 2 3 4 .. . ... . .. 108 109 

0 16 32 56 88 .. . ... . .. 2984 2984 

+ ~ ~ 83 -1-44 ~ .. . ... ~ 400S 
;?, ~ +2- -l-44 ~ . . . ... .. . 4-1-U 4%& 

~ 4G +G-4 +:76 ~ ~ ... ... ~ ~6 

4 ~ ~ ~ ~ .. . ... . .. 'H¾ +P.,(, 

• ::,:;, -144 ~ ;J;l.8 --;-;-;-- ....:-:- '-;-;-;" ~ ~ 

6 ~ +:76 ~ ~ ~ . .. ~ M44S -1-1448 

'+ 1 104 224 328 472 ... .. . .. . 12960 13536 

8-2 120 256 392 536 ... ... .. . 15264 15264 

9-3 136 2 96 456 616 .. . ... . . . 16992 16992 

-1-04 144 328 504 680 ... ... ... 19080 19080 

-1-1-5 176 376 584 776 ... .. . . .. 22152 22152 

P-6 208 440 680 904 .. . ... .. . 24496 24496 

H7 224 488 744 1000 ... ... ... 27376 28336 

+4 8 256 552 840 11 28 ... ... .. . 30576 31704 

H9 280 600 904 1224 ... ... . .. 32856 34008 

-1-6 10 328 632 968 1288 ... . .. .. . 35160 35160 

+7- l l 336 696 1064 1416 .. . ... .. . 39232 39232 

+8- 12 376 776 1160 1544 .. . ... .. . 42368 43816 

+9 13 4 08 840 1288 1736 .. . ... . .. 46888 46888 

;?,O 14 440 904 1384 1864 ... ... ... 51024 51024 

~ 15 488 1000 1480 1992 .. . . .. 55056 55056 

~16 520 1064 1608 2 152 .. . ... . .. 59256 59256 

U 17 552 1128 1736 2280 .. . .. . .. . 6 1664 61664 

~18 584 1192 1800 2408 .. . .. . 66592 66592 

Ul9 616 1256 1864 2536 ... ... . .. 68808 68808 

~20 712 1480 2216 2984 ... 75376 75376 

.l I NV N V NV N V "' ... "' NV NV 

.!,.!, NV NV NV N V ... ... . .. l'<V I'< V 

,,_., NV NV NV N V . " .. . . .. NV N V 

.!4 NV , ... v NV NV ... ... ... NV N V 

2:, NV l'I V NV NV ... ... . .. l'I V NV 

LO NV N V NV NV ... ... ... NV NV 

Fig. 6 Example of T BS table (dimension 21*110) with index 21-26 
for 256QAM (corresponding to Fig. 5), NV= new values 

110 

3 112 
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4%% 

944>6 
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'1444& 

13536 

15264 
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22152 

25456 

28336 

31704 

34008 

35 160 

39232 

43816 

46888 

5 1024 

55056 

59256 

63776 

66592 

7 1112 

75376 
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100 D etecting that higher modulation order ...___ is possibl e to use for fi rst UE 

10 2 1 ...___ 
Instruct first UE to apply second table configuration 

supporting h igher modulation order 

200 
\ 

R adio Node 
200a 

Logic U nit 

200b 

Instructing Unit 
Instruction 

MCS 

CQI 

Fig. 7 

~JE 

Fig. 8 
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Receive instruction to apply second table 
configuration supporting higher modulation order 

302 
'-----

! 
Apply second table configuration 

in radio communication 

400 
Instr uction i 
MCS 

NewUE 

Fig. 9 

400a 

CQI Communication Unit 

400b 

Logic Unit 

Fig. I 0 
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(57) Abstract: A method and radio node (500) for enabl ing higher-order modu
lation like 256QAM in LTE. A first table configuration comprises at least one of 
a first Modulation and Coding Scheme, MCS. table and a first Channel Quality 
Indicator, CQI, table which tables support a certain maxjmum modulation order. 
When the radio node (500) detect.s t'hat a modulation order higher than the max
imum modulation order of tbe first table configuration is potentially possible to 
use in the radio commwtlcation, the radio node (500) instmcts the first UE (502) 
to apply a second table configuratio n which comprises at least one of a second 
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METHOD AND RADIO NODE FOR ENABLING USE OF HIGH ORDER 

MODULATION IN A RADIO COMMUNICATION WITH A USER EQUIPMENT 

Technical field 

The present disclosure relates generally to a radio node of a cellular network, a 

User Equipment, UE and methods therein, for enabling use of a high order 

modulation when communicating radio signals. 

Background 

In this field, the term "User Equipment, UE" is commonly used and will be used in 

this disclosure to represent any wireless terminal or device capable of radio 

communication with a cellular network including receiving downlink signals 

transmitted from a serving radio node and sending uplink signals to the radio 

node. For example, the term User Equipment, UE could be exchanged by the term 

"wireless device". Further, the term "radio node", also commonly referred to as a 

base station, e-nodeB, eNB, etc., represents any node of a cellular network that 

can communicate uplink and downlink radio signals with UEs. The radio nodes 

described here may, without limitation, include so-called macro nodes and low 

power nodes such as micro, pico, femto, Wifi and relay nodes, to mention some 

customary examples. Throughout this disclosure, the term "eNB" is often used but 

can be exchanged by the term radio node. 

Link adaptation in systems according to Long Term Evolution, L TE, is based on 

adaptive modulation and coding, which controls data rate by adaptively adjusting 

the modulation scheme and/or channel coding rate according to the radio-link 

conditions. In this procedure, the Modulation and Coding Scheme, MCS, adopted 

for Physical Downlink Shared Channel, POSCH, transmission must be indicated in 

downlink MCS signaling by the serving radio node to the UE. By uplink signaling, 

the UE informs the radio node about corresponding radio-link, i.e. channel, 

conditions through Channel Quality Indicator, CQI signaling, including sending CQI 

reports to the radio node. 

This is generally illustrated in Fig. 1 in which a radio node 100 of a cellular network 

is serving two UEs denoted UE1 and UE2. In this example, UE1 and UE2 both 
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report quality measurements made on the channel used by sending COi reports to 

the radio node 100 which selects a suitable MCS for each UE based on their COi 

reporting and signals the selected MCS to the UEs, respectively. Link adaptation is 

made in this way for individual UEs on a dynamic basis since the radio-link 

conditions may change rapidly. The selection of a suitable MCS can thus be made 

individually for each UE. 

In current L TE systems, the set of available modulation schemes for both downlink 

and uplink includes Quadrature Phase-Shift Keying, QPSK, 16 Quadrature 

Amplitude Modulation, QAM, and 64QAM, corresponding to two, four and six bits 

carried per modulation symbol, respectively. In this field, the number of bits carried 

per modulation symbol is usually referred to as the modulation order, Om. 

In brief, the serving radio node selects a suitable MCS based on COi reporting 

from the UE and signals the selected MCS to the UE with reference to a 

predefined MCS index table which is known to the UE. The MCS index table maps 

MCS indices to modulation order and a Transport Block Size, TBS, index. Further, 

the UE determines a COi value based on signal measurements and the COi is 

signaled from the UE to the radio node with reference to a likewise predefined COi 

index table which maps COi indices to modulation forms and code rates. In this 

description, the term "modulation form" is used for short to indicate a modulation 

format, method or scheme. 

In L TE, especially for scenarios with good channel conditions where the Signal-to

Interference-and-Noise Ratio, SINR, is high, e.g. in small-cell environments where 

the UE is close to its serving radio node, a straightforward means to provide higher 

data rate for the UE with given transmission bandwidth is to use higher-order 

modulation that allows for more bits of information to be carried per modulation 

symbol, as compared to the modulation schemes mentioned above where the 

highest possible data rate is provided by 64QAM carrying six bits per modulation 

symbol. However, it is a problem that the control signaling schemes, methods, 

formats or protocols of today do not support any modulation with higher order than 

six bits per symbol, as in 64QAM. It is also a problem that additional control 
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signaling would be required between the UE and the serving radio node if higher 

data rate is to be achieved by using higher-order modulation. 

Summary 

It is an object of embodiments described herein to address at least some of the 

problems and issues outlined above. It is possible to achieve this object and 

others by using a radio node, a UE and methods therein as defined in the attached 

independent claims. 

According to one aspect, a method is performed by a radio node of a cellular 

network. The radio node is operable to apply a first table configuration in radio 

communications with User Equipments, UEs, the first table configuration 

comprising at least one of a first Modulation and Coding Scheme, MCS, table and 

a first Channel Quality Indicator, CQI, table wherein the at least one of the first 

MCS table and the first CQI table support a certain maximum modulation order. 

In this method, the radio node detects that a higher modulation order which is 

higher than the maximum modulation order of the first table configuration is 

potentially possible to use in a radio communication between the radio node and a 

first UE. The radio node then instructs the first UE to apply a second table 

configuration in the radio communication. The second table configuration 

comprises at least one of a second MCS table and a second CQI table wherein 

the at least one of the second MCS table and the second CQI table support the 

higher modulation order. Furthermore, at least one entry for at least one 

modulation order in the at least one of the first MCS table and the first CQI table is 

maintained in the at least one of the second MCS table and the second CQI table 

as a fall-back in case it is desirable to use the at least one modulation order in the 

at least one of the first MCS table and the first CQI table when the second table 

configuration is applied. 

According to another aspect, a radio node of a cellular network is operable to 

apply a first table configuration in radio communications with User Equipments, 

UEs, the first table configuration comprising at least one of a first Modulation and 

Coding Scheme, MCS, table and a first Channel Quality Indicator, CQI, table 
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wherein the at least one of the first MCS table and the first COi table support a 

certain maximum modulation order. The radio node comprises a logic unit 

configured to detect that a higher modulation order which is higher than the 

maximum modulation order of the first table configuration is potentially possible to 

use in a radio communication between the radio node and a first UE. 

The radio node also comprises an instructing unit configured to instruct the first UE 

to apply a second table configuration in the radio communication, the second table 

configuration comprising at least one of a second MCS table and a second COi 

table wherein the at least one of the second MCS table and the second COi table 

support the higher modulation order. At least one entry for at least one modulation 

order in the at least one of the first MCS table and the first COi table is maintained 

in the at least one of the second MCS table and the second COi table as a fall

back in case it is desirable to use the at least one modulation order in the at least 

one of the first MCS table and the first COi table when the second table 

configuration is applied. 

According to another aspect, a method is performed by a User Equipment, UE, 

being operable to apply a first table configuration in a radio communication with a 

radio node of a cellular network. The first table configuration comprises at least 

one of a first Modulation and Coding Scheme, MCS, table and a first Channel 

Quality Indicator, COi, table wherein the at least one of the first MCS table and the 

first COi table support a certain maximum modulation order. In this method, the 

UE receives an instruction from the radio node to apply a second table 

configuration in the radio communication, the second table configuration 

comprising at least one of a second MCS table and a second COi table wherein 

the at least one of the second MCS table and the second COi table support a 

higher modulation order which is higher than the maximum modulation order of the 

first table configuration. The UE further applies the second table configuration in 

the radio communication with the radio node. 

According to another aspect, a User Equipment, UE, is operable to apply a first 

table configuration in a radio communication with a radio node of a cellular 

network, the first table configuration comprising at least one of a first Modulation 
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and Coding Scheme, MCS, table and a first Channel Quality Indicator, CQI, table 

wherein the at least one of the first MCS table and the first CQI table support a 

certain maximum modulation order. The UE comprises a communication unit 

which is configured to receive an instruction from the radio node to apply a second 

table configuration in the radio communication, the second table configuration 

comprising at least one of a second MCS table and a second CQI table wherein 

the at least one of the second MCS table and the second CQI table support a 

higher modulation order which is higher than the maximum modulation order of the 

first table configuration. The UE also comprises a logic unit which is configured to 

apply the second table configuration in the radio communication with the radio 

node. 

When using any of the above methods and nodes, it is possible to achieve a 

higher data rate in the radio communication between the radio node and the UE by 

using the higher modulation order of the second table configuration, e.g. when the 

radio or channel conditions are favorable, instead of being limited to the maximum 

modulation order of the first table configuration. 

A computer program is also provided comprising instructions which, when 

executed on at least one processor, cause the at least one processor to carry out 

either of the above methods. A carrier is also provided which contains the above 

computer program, wherein the carrier is one of an electronic signal, optical signal, 

radio signal, or computer readable storage medium. 

The above methods and nodes may be configured and implemented according to 

different optional embodiments to accomplish further features and benefits, to be 

described below. 

Brief description of drawings 

The solution will now be described in more detail by means of exemplary 

embodiments and with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which: 

Fig. 1 is a communication scenario illustrating how link adaptation can be 

achieved, according to the prior art. 
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Fig. 2 is a table used for MCS signaling from a radio node to a UE, according to a 

first table configuration. 

Fig. 3 is a table used for CQI signaling from a UE to a radio node, according to the 

first table configuration. 

Fig. 4 is a flow chart illustrating a procedure in a radio node, according to some 

possible embodiments. 

Fig. 5 is a block diagram illustrating an example of how a radio node may be 

configured and operate, according to further possible embodiments. 

Fig. 6 is a flow chart illustrating a procedure in a UE, according to some possible 

embodiments. 

Fig. 7 is a block diagram illustrating an example of how a UE may be configured 

and operate, according to further possible embodiments. 

Fig. 8 is an example of a modified table used for MCS signaling from a radio node 

to a UE, according to according to a second table configuration. 

Fig. 9 is an example of a modified table used for CQI signaling from a UE to a 

radio node, according to the second table configuration. 

Fig. 10 is an example of a modified table used for mapping a Transport Block Size, 

TBS, index to a data rate, according to further possible embodiments. 

Detailed description 

In this solution it has been recognized that the above-described control signaling 

for MCS and CQI indication can be re-designed in order to adopt higher-order 

modulation schemes in L TE systems. In particular, the MCS and CQI index tables 

used for such signaling can be modified such that the current maximum 

modulation order can be increased without requiring any extra signaling bits. In 

this disclosure, the term higher-order modulation may refer to modulation schemes 

that are higher than 64QAM, such as e.g. 256QAM allowing eight bits per symbol, 

or even higher modulation of 512QAM, and so forth. 
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Briefly described, a first table configuration is initially applied in radio 

communication between a radio node and a UE. The first table configuration 

comprises a first MCS table and/or a first COi table which tables support a certain 

maximum modulation order, e.g. 6. An example of the first MCS table is shown in 

Fig. 2 and an example of the first COi table is shown in Fig. 3. The first MCS table 

and the first COi table are thus predefined and known to the UE, for example the 

tables currently used in L TE for signaling between radio nodes and UEs for 

enabling link adaptation as described above although other MCS and COi tables 

are also possible to use in the first table configuration. In these examples it can be 

seen that the maximum modulation order supported by the first MCS table and the 

first COi table is Om= 6 which corresponds to 640AM. 

When detecting that a higher modulation order which is higher than the maximum 

modulation order of the first table configuration is potentially possible to use in the 

above communication, e.g. based on COi reports from the UE, the radio node 

instructs the UE to apply a second table configuration that supports the higher 

modulation order. The second table configuration comprises a second MCS table 

and/or a second COi table having additional entries that support the higher 

modulation order. Examples of how such tables of the second table configuration 

can be configured will be described in more detail later below. In this solution, at 

least one entry for at least one modulation order is maintained, i.e. kept, from the 

table(s) of the first table configuration as a fall-back in case it would become 

desirable or even necessary to use the least one modulation order of the first table 

configuration when the second table configuration is applied, such as when the 

radio conditions get worse and only the least one modulation order of the first table 

configuration, e.g. the lowest modulation order, is possible to use for keeping the 

radio connection. 

It will now be described how link adaptation can be achieved in general according 

to LTE. 

For downlink data transmission in LTE, the radio node typically selects the MCS 

depending on the COi feedback transmitted by the UE in the uplink, as illustrated 
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in Fig. 1. The CQI feedback indicates the present channel condition and possible 

data rate, or more specifically a modulation and coding scheme MCS, that can be 

supported by the downlink channel given the present channel condition and UE 

receiver. 

The L TE specifications are designed to provide signaling between the radio node 

and the UE. In the downlink, the information about the MCS adopted for POSCH 

transmission is indicated by a five-bit field in the Downlink Control Information, 

DCI, transmitted from the radio node to the UE. This MCS field corresponds to the 

MCS index table shown in Fig. 2. In this table, there is room for 32 combinations or 

entries, where 29 entries are used to signal an adopted MCS, each entry 

corresponding to a modulation order and a Transport Block Size, TBS, while 3 

entries are reserved, e.g., to support adaptive retransmissions. All possible TBS 

can be described by a TBS table mapping a TBS index, I ms, and an allocation 

bandwidth into the corresponding transport block size (in bits). 

In the uplink, the UE reports CQI to assist the serving radio node to select the 

appropriate MCS to apply for downlink transmissions. Typically, the COis are 

derived from measurements made by the UE on downlink reference signals 

transmitted by the serving radio node. For example, the reported CQI may 

represent the highest MCS that is supported for a POSCH transmission, e.g. with 

a transport block error rate probability not exceeding 10%. The CQI is signaled 

from the UE to the radio node with reference to a predefined CQI index table, as 

shown in Fig. 3. A 4-bit CQI value corresponds to a particular MCS out of 16 

combinations corresponding to CQI index 0-15 in the CQI index table. It should be 

noted that the CQI table is parameterized in terms of coding rate, as opposed to 

transport block size. Thus, the selected and signaled CQI indicates the highest 

modulation and coding rate at which the block error rate measured at UE does not 

exceed 10%. Based on the CQI feedback from the UE and other information, the 

radio node is able to select a proper MCS index from the MCS table and notify the 

UE accordingly by MCS signaling. 
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Current L TE systems support three modulation schemes for both downlink and 

uplink: OPSK, 160AM and 640AM. Accordingly, the MCS index table, the COi 

index table and the corresponding fields for indication in DCI are designed for 

these three modulation schemes. However, higher-order modulation schemes are 

not supported in current L TE specifications. In order to support higher-order 

modulation, i.e. higher than the above schemes OPSK, 160AM and 640AM, UEs 

must support an additional MCS/COI table that also includes specific entries for 

new modulation schemes. The modification of MCS/COI table may require re

designing the DCI format and possibly also the Uplink Control Information, UCI, 

format. 

Typically, the additional MCS/COI tables are used in scenarios with high Signal-to

Noise Ratio, SNR, or SINR which allow for higher-order modulation to be used 

thanks to the high signal quality. In scenarios with relatively low SNR or SINR, on 

the other hand, the current MCS/COI tables supporting OPSK, 160AM and 

640AM are useful to achieve link robustness. Hence, a solution has been devised 

with flexibility to adopt appropriate MCS/COI tables based on channel conditions 

as follows. 

As mentioned above, current L TE systems only support modulation up to 640AM, 

while it may be desirable to use higher-order modulation, e.g. 2560AM, to 

increase the data rate when the signal quality allows. To support higher-order 

modulation, adaptations and/or extensions to the current control signaling in terms 

of the MCS index table, the COi index table and the corresponding fields in 

DCI/UCI are required. This can be solved by the embodiments described herein. 

In this disclosure, an alternative design of an MCS index table and/or of a COi 

index table supporting higher-order modulation is described which can be used for 

L TE systems, which can be supported in addition to basic MCS and COi tables 

such as the current design of the MCS index table and the COi index table shown 

in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, respectively. 

In the current L TE specification, the MCS and COi tables support modulation 

schemes up to 640AM, e.g. as illustrated in Figs 2 and 3. The proposed new MCS 
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and CQI index tables are able to support modulation higher than 64QAM, without 

necessarily extending the number of bits in the DCI/UCI formats, or the number of 

entries in the MCS table and in the CQI table, respectively. In this solution, it is 

possible to select higher-order modulation schemes e.g. in the high-SINR 

scenarios or generally when a performance related parameter, such as SINR, of 

signals communicated between a radio node and a UE is above a certain 

threshold. 

In the new MCS/CQI tables, new entries for higher-order modulation are added 

and designed to provide sufficient resolution to cover the high-SINR region. 

Meanwhile, a large part of the existing entries in current MCS and/or CQI tables 

may be preserved. The current MCS and/or CQI tables may be comprised in a first 

table configuration while the new MCS and/or CQI tables supporting a higher

order modulation may be comprised in a second table configuration. This has the 

advantage that the number of new MCS/CQI formats a UE and a radio node has 

to implement may be minimized. In other words, the UE and the radio node need 

to support only one extra MCS table and/or CQI table of the second table 

configuration in order to enable the higher-order modulation. 

In a possible embodiment, at least one MCS entry, e.g. the lowest MCS entry with 

MCS index 0, in the MCS table and/or at least one CQI entry, e.g. the lowest CQI 

entry for the lowest coding rate of the lowest modulation order with CQI index 1, in 

the CQI table is preserved or maintained from the basic MCS and/or CQI table, to 

ensure proper communication between the radio node and the UE under poor 

channel or radio conditions. Thus, a fallback is provided in case it is only possible 

or desirable to use a modulation order lower than the higher modulation order, e.g. 

the lowest modulation order, when the second table configuration is applied. This 

provides flexibility and robustness in case of changing channel or radio conditions, 

and provides a robust format to, for example, signal control-plane data, and/or to 

reconfigure the UE to assume the basic MCS and/or CQI table suitable for 

poor/normal channel or radio conditions. By employing embodiments described 

herein, the link adaption in L TE systems may be enhanced to support higher-order 

modulation schemes, which can significantly improve the spectral efficiency e.g. in 
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high SINR scenarios, while maintaining robustness in case of worsening radio 

conditions. 

It should be noted that although terminology from 3GPP L TE is used in this 

disclosure to describe various exemplifying embodiments, this should not be seen 

as limiting the scope of usage to only the aforementioned system. Other wireless 

systems, including WCDMA, WiMAX, and Ultra Mobile Broadband, UMB, may also 

benefit from exploiting embodiments described herein. 

It should also be noted that terminology such as radio node should be considered 

non-limiting and in general "radio node" could be considered as device 1 and "UE" 

could be considered as device 2 and these two devices may communicate with 

each other over some radio channel in the manner described herein. 

In the following, the solution will be explained in more detail by some exemplary 

embodiments. It should be noted that these embodiments are not mutually 

exclusive. Components from one embodiment may be utilized in another 

embodiment wherever appropriate. 

The MCS index table and COi index table used in current L TE specification are 

shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, respectively. A possible design of alternative MCS and 

COi index tables will now be described as well as the mechanism by which the 

radio node and the UE can switch between the proposed new MCS/COI tables of 

the second table configuration and the MCS/COI tables of the first table 

configuration. It should be noted that the solution is not limited to the specific 

examples of MCS/COI tables described herein and that any MCS/COI tables may 

be used in accordance with the embodiments described herein. 

An example of a procedure, performed by a radio node of a cellular network when 

the solution is employed, will now be described with reference to the flow chart in 

Fig. 4. Some possible but non-limiting embodiments will also be described which 

may be used for the radio node. In this procedure, it is assumed that the radio 

node is operable to apply a first table configuration in radio communications with 

UEs, and that the first table configuration comprises at least one of a first MCS 
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table and a first COi table wherein the at least one of the first MCS table and the 

first COi table support a certain maximum modulation order. As said above, the 

maximum modulation order supported by the currently used MCS/COI tables is 

Om= 6 which corresponds to 640AM, and the currently used MCS/COI tables 

may, without limitation, be used as the first table configuration in this solution. 

A first action 400 illustrates that the radio node detects that a higher modulation 

order which is higher than the maximum modulation order of the first table 

configuration is potentially possible to use in a radio communication between the 

radio node and a first UE. For example, this may be detected when a performance 

related parameter, e.g. SINR, of signals communicated between the radio node 

and the second UE is above a certain threshold. 

Another action 402 illustrates that the radio node instructs the first UE to apply a 

second table configuration in the radio communication. The second table 

configuration comprises at least one of a second MCS table and a second COi 

table wherein the at least one of the second MCS table and the second COi table 

support the higher modulation order. Furthermore, at least one entry for at least 

one modulation order in the at least one of the first MCS table and the first COi 

table is maintained in the at least one of the second MCS table and the second 

COi table as a fall-back in case it is desirable to use the at least one modulation 

order in the at least one of the first MCS table and the first COi table when the 

second table configuration is applied. In other words, the at least one of the 

second MCS table and the second COi table includes at least one entry for at 

least one modulation order, e.g. the lowest modulation order, that is also included 

in the at least one of the first MCS table and the first COi table, in order to provide 

said fall-back. Such a fall-back may be desirable, and even necessary, if the signal 

quality, e.g. as indicated by the COi reports from the UE, suddenly deteriorates 

and no modulation order higher than the lowest one is suitable or even possible to 

use for achieving robustness. 

In a possible embodiment, the radio node may instruct the first UE to apply the 

second table configuration in the radio communication between the radio node and 
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the first UE when a performance related parameter of signals communicated 

between the radio node and the first UE is above a threshold. The performance 

related parameter may be derived from COi reports provided by the first UE 

containing measurements of downlink reference signals transmitted by the radio 

node. 

In another possible embodiment, the radio node may instruct a second UE to 

apply the first table configuration in a radio communication between the radio node 

and the second UE when the performance related parameter of signals 

communicated between the radio node and the second UE is below the threshold. 

In yet a possible embodiment, the radio node may in this case instruct the second 

UE explicitly by sending an instruction to the second UE to apply the first table 

configuration, or implicitly by not sending an instruction to the second UE to apply 

the second table configuration which indicates to the second UE that it should 

apply the first table configuration. Furthermore, the radio node may instruct the 

first UE as well to apply the first table configuration again, if the performance 

related parameter of signals between the radio node and the first UE would fall 

below the threshold. In either of the latter embodiments, the performance related 

parameter may comprise a Signal-to-Interference-and-Noise Ratio, SINR. 

It was mentioned above that the MCS and COi index tables of the second table 

configuration may be created by modifying the MCS and COi index tables of the 

first table configuration, e.g. the tables shown in Figs 2 and 3, such that the current 

maximum modulation order can be increased. This may be done without requiring 

any extra signaling bits. In one possible embodiment, the at least one of the 

second MCS table and the second COi table may be a modification of the at least 

one of the first MCS table and the first COi table, respectively, where a set of 

entries for the higher modulation order have been added and a set of entries for 

the at least one modulation order in the at least one of the first MCS table and the 

first COi table have been removed in the respective second tables. In another 

possible embodiment, the at least one modulation order in the at least one of the 

first MCS table and the first COi table may comprise a lowest modulation order of 

the first table configuration. It will be described later below how the above-
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mentioned modification of the first MCS table and the first CQI table may be done 

in more detail with reference to examples shown in Figs 8 and 9. 

It was also mentioned above that at least one entry for the at least one modulation 

order, e.g. the lowest modulation order, in the at least one of the first MCS table 

and the first CQI table is maintained, i.e. kept, in the at least one of the second 

MCS table and the second CQI table as a fall-back in case the signal quality 

deteriorates while using the second table configuration. In another possible 

embodiment, the first entry for the lowest modulation order in the first MCS table 

may be maintained in the second MCS table as the fall-back, and an entry for the 

lowest coding rate of the lowest modulation order in the first CQI table may be 

maintained in the second CQI table as the fall-back. This embodiment will be 

illustrated in more detail later below. 

In another possible embodiment, the number of added entries for the higher 

modulation order and the number of removed entries for the lowest modulation 

order may be equal such that the first and second MCS tables are of equal size 

and/or the first and second CQ I tables are of equal size. Thereby, no extra bits are 

needed in the signaling of MCS and/or CQI, respectively, for supporting the 

second table configuration in addition to the first table configuration. 

In another possible embodiment, the at least one of the second MCS table and the 

second CQI table may be a modification of the at least one of the first MCS table 

and the first CQI table, respectively, where all entries of the at least one of the first 

MCS table and the first CQI table have been maintained, i.e. kept, in the at least 

one of the second MCS table and the second CQI table and a set of entries for the 

higher modulation order have been added. In yet a possible embodiment, the first 

and second table configurations may further comprise a Transport Block Size, 

TBS, table corresponding to the first and second MCS tables, respectively. The 

TBS table maps a TBS index, I TBs, and an allocation bandwidth into the 

corresponding transport block size, e.g. given in number of bits. 

A detailed but non-limiting example of how a radio node may be structured with 

some possible functional entities such as modules, circuits or units, to bring about 
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the above-described functionality of the radio node, is illustrated by the block 

diagram in Fig. 5. In this figure, the radio node 500 is operable to apply a first table 

configuration in radio communications with UEs, the first table configuration 

comprising at least one of a first Modulation and Coding Scheme, MCS, table and 

a first Channel Quality Indicator, COi, table wherein the at least one of the first 

MCS table and the first COi table support a certain maximum modulation order. 

The radio node 500 may be configured to operate according to any of the 

examples and embodiments of employing the solution as described above and as 

follows. In particular, the radio node 500 may comprise means arranged or 

configured to perform the actions of the flow chart in Fig. 4 and the embodiments 

described above, where appropriate. In order to put any of this into practice, the 

radio node 500 may be implemented with a communication circuit C, a memory M 

and an operable processor P comprising various functional units as described 

below. 

More specifically, the radio node 500 comprises means, such as a logic unit 

500a, configured to detect that a higher modulation order which is higher than the 

maximum modulation order of the first table configuration is potentially possible to 

use in a radio communication between the radio node 500 and a first UE 502. This 

detecting operation may be performed as described for action 400 above. 

The radio node 500 also comprises means, such as an instructing unit 500b, 

configured to instruct the first U E 502 to apply a second table configuration in the 

radio communication, the second table configuration comprising at least one of a 

second MCS table and a second COi table wherein the at least one of the second 

MCS table and the second COi table support the higher modulation order, and 

wherein at least one entry for at least one modulation order in the at least one of 

the first MCS table and the first COi table is maintained in the at least one of the 

second MCS table and the second COi table as a fall-back in case it is desirable 

to use the at least one modulation order in the at least one of the first MCS table 

and the first COi table when the second table configuration is applied. This 

instructing operation may be performed as described for action 402 above. 
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An example of a procedure, performed by a UE when the solution is employed, will 

now be described with reference to the flow chart in Fig. 6. In this procedure, it is 

assumed that the UE is operable to apply a first table configuration in a radio 

communication with a radio node of a cellular network, the first table configuration 

comprising at least one of a first Modulation and Coding Scheme, MCS, table and 

a first Channel Quality Indicator, CQI, table wherein the at least one of the first 

MCS table and the first CQI table support a certain maximum modulation order. 

A first action 600 illustrates that the UE receives an instruction from the radio 

node to apply a second table configuration in the radio communication, the second 

table configuration comprising at least one of a second MCS table and a second 

CQI table wherein the at least one of the second MCS table and the second CQI 

table support a higher modulation order which is higher than the maximum 

modulation order of the first table configuration. In another action 602, the UE 

applies the second table configuration in the radio communication with the radio 

node, which may include receiving MCS signaling from the radio node with 

reference to the second MCS table and/or sending CQI reports to the radio node 

with reference to the second CQI table, in accordance with the second table 

configuration. 

A detailed but non-limiting example of how a UE may be structured with some 

possible functional entities such as modules, circuits or units, to bring about the 

above-described functionality of the UE, is illustrated by the block diagram in Fig. 

7. In this figure, the UE 700 is operable to apply a first table configuration in a 

radio communication with a serving radio node 702 of a cellular network, the first 

table configuration comprising at least one of a first Modulation and Coding 

Scheme, MCS, table and a first Channel Quality Indicator, CQI, table wherein the 

at least one of the first MCS table and the first CQI table support a certain 

maximum modulation order. 

The UE 700 may be configured to operate according to any of the examples and 

embodiments of employing the solution as described above and as follows. In 

particular, the UE 700 may comprise means arranged or configured to perform the 

actions of the flow chart in Fig. 6. In order to put any of this into practice, the UE 
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700 may be implemented with a communication circuit C, a memory M and an 

operable processor P comprising various functional units as described below. 

More specifically, the UE 700 comprises means, such as a communication unit 

700a, configured to receive an instruction from the radio node 702 to apply a 

second table configuration in the radio communication, the second table 

configuration comprising at least one of a second MCS table and a second CQI 

table wherein the at least one of the second MCS table and the second CQI table 

support a higher modulation order which is higher than the maximum modulation 

order of the first table configuration. The UE 700 also comprises means, such as a 

logic unit 700b, configured to apply the second table configuration in the radio 

communication with the radio node 702. This is illustrated in the figure by the UE 

700 receiving MCS signaling from the radio node 702 with reference to the second 

MCS table and/or sending CQI reports to the radio node 702, with reference to the 

second CQI table in accordance with the second table configuration. 

It should be noted that Figs 5 and 7 illustrate various functional units in the radio 

node 500 and the UE 700, respectively, and the skilled person is able to 

implement these functional units in practice using suitable software and hardware. 

Thus, the solution is generally not limited to the shown structures of the radio node 

500 and the UE 700, and the functional units 500a-b and 700a-b may be 

configured to operate according to any of the features described in this disclosure, 

where appropriate. 

The functional units 500a-b and 700a-b described above can be implemented in 

the radio node 500 and the UE 700, respectively, by means of program modules of 

a respective computer program comprising code means which, when run by the 

processor Pin each node causes the radio node 500 and the UE 700 to perform 

the above-described actions and procedures. Each processor P may comprise a 

single Central Processing Unit (CPU), or could comprise two or more processing 

units. For example, each processor P may include a general purpose 

microprocessor, an instruction set processor and/or related chips sets and/or a 

special purpose microprocessor such as an Application Specific Integrated Circuit 

(ASIC). Each processor P may also comprise a storage for caching purposes. 
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Each computer program may be carried by a computer program product in each of 

the radio node 500 and the UE 700 in the form of a memory having a computer 

readable medium and being connected to the processor P. The computer program 

product or memory M in each of the radio node 500 and the UE 700 may thus 

comprise a computer readable medium on which the computer program is stored 

e.g. in the form of computer program modules or the like. For example, the 

memory M in each node may be a flash memory, a Random-Access Memory 

(RAM), a Read-Only Memory (ROM) or an Electrically Erasable Programmable 

ROM (EEPROM), and the program modules could in alternative embodiments be 

distributed on different computer program products in the form of memories within 

the respective radio node 500 and UE 700. 

The solution described herein may be implemented in the respective radio node 

500 and UE 700 by a computer program comprising instructions which, when 

executed on at least one processor, cause the at least one processor to carry out 

the actions according to any of the above embodiments. The solution may also be 

implemented at the respective radio node 500 and UE 700 in a carrier containing 

the above computer program, wherein the carrier is one of an electronic signal, 

optical signal, radio signal, or computer readable storage medium. 

It will now be described in more detail how the first MCS and CQI tables shown in 

Figs 2 and 3 can be modified to create the second MCS and CQI tables, which is 

exemplified in the modified MCS table shown in Fig. 8 and in the modified CQI 

table shown in Fig. 9. 

MCS index table 

In an illustrative example, a first MCS table of the above-described first table 

configuration is used for downlink transmission to one UE, such as UE1 in Fig. 1, 

and for downlink transmission to another UE, such as UE2 in Fig. 1, a second 

MCS table of the above-described second table configuration is used. 

In another illustrative example, the first MCS table is the current MCS table of the 

first table configuration in specification as shown in Fig. 2, and the second MCS 

table is a modified new MCS table of the second table configuration that supports 
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a modulation order higher than the maximum modulation order supported by the 

first MCS table, i.e. the second MCS table contains entries for higher-order 

modulation. An example of a second MCS table is shown in Fig. 8 which has been 

modified from the first MCS table of Fig. 2. 

In another illustrative example, the radio node can use either current MCS table or 

proposed alternative MCS table for DL transmission. In a further example, the 

information about the MCS table that is to be used may be part of a DCI message, 

in which case it typically applies to a single specific subframe, or it may be part of 

a Radio Resource Control, RRC message or a Medium Access Control, MAC 

message, in which case it typically applies until further notice. 

In another illustrative example, the proposed MCS index table of the second table 

configuration may have 32+N rows where N'2:.0 is a non-negative integer. The 

columns of the table represent the same parameters as those of the MCS index 

table shown in Fig. 2, which include MCS index IMcs, modulation order Om and 

TBS index hss- Each table row or entry, that corresponds to one MCS, is indexed 

by the MCS index IMcs and contains a particular combination of modulation order 

and TBS index. 

In another illustrative example, in the proposed MCS index table of the second 

table configuration, M rows, i.e., M MCS indices may be used to indicate the 

MCSs including pairs of one higher-order modulation scheme and one TBS index, 

where M is a non-negative integer with M>N. 

In another illustrative example, 32+N-M MCS entries in Fig. 2 may be re-used in 

the new MCS table of the second table configuration. In other words, M-N MCS 

entries in Fig. 2 are not included in the new MCS table. 

The current TBS table in the specification is illustrated in Table 7.1. 7.2.1-1 in the 

document called 3GPP TS 36.213 V11.2.0 (2013-04). In another example, the 

rows of TBS values corresponding to the TBS indices contained in said M-N MCSs 

may be removed from the TBS table of the first table configuration. Meanwhile, M 
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new rows of TBS values corresponding to said M MCSs for higher-order 

modulation are added to said TBS table. 

In a further illustrative example, when N=O, the new MCS table of the second table 

configuration may keep the same size as the MCS table in Fig. 2 and M MCSs for 

higher-order modulation in Fig. 8 replaces M MCSs in Fig. 2. In a further example, 

the lowest MCS, corresponding to MCS index 0, may be preserved or kept in the 

new MCS table of the second table configuration in Fig. 8. In a further example, 

the subsequent M lowest MCSs (corresponding to MCS indices 1 through M) are 

excluded in the new MCS table of the second table configuration. An example of 

such a new MCS table is shown in Fig. 8. Compared to Fig. 2, the MCSs with 

indices from 1 to 6 for modulation order 2 (QPSK) have been removed in Fig. 8, 

whereas the lowest MCS is preserved. Instead, 6 MCSs for modulation order 8 

(256QAM) have been added to the MCS table in Fig. 8. 

In order to create the TBS table of the second table configuration, rows of TBS 

values corresponding to the removed and added MCSs should be removed and 

added accordingly from and to the TBS table of the first table configuration. Other 

MCS entries are re-used in the new MCS table and the indices in this table are 

rearranged, i.e. renumbered, from beginning. Fig. 10 illustrates an example of a 

proposed TBS table of the second table configuration, table dimension is 27*110, 

with index 21-26 for 256QAM, corresponding to the table in Fig. 9, where "NV" 

denotes new values. For the example shown in Fig. 10, the rows with index 1-6 for 

QPSK are removed and 6 new rows of TBS values for 256QAM have been added 

at the end of the table. This new TBS table of the second table configuration shall 

be consistent with the TBS index in said new MCS table of the second table 

configuration. 

Fig. 10 will now be explained in more detail. Fig. 10 shows the Transport Block 

Size table in the specification 36.213 Table 7.1.7.2.1-1. The transport block size, 

i.e. the number of bits carried by a transport block is determined by both adopted 

MCS and the number of pair of resource blocks which is denoted NPRB in the 

table. For each MCS index in the MCS table, there are 110 possible numbers of 
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PRB, 1-110. This is why the TBS table has a size of 110 columns and 27 rows that 

correspond to different MCSs, although they are not one-to-one mappings to the 

MCS table. If new MCS indices are added for 256QAM, the TBS entries for 

256QAM need also be calculated and specified. Hence, in the new MCS table, the 

new entries for 256QAM must contain the TBS indices for corresponding new TBS 

values. 

In another illustrative example, the lowest MCS, i.e. the entry with MCS index 0 in 

the MCS table of the first table configuration shown in Fig. 2 may be re-used in the 

new MCS table of the second table configuration. This is to ensure that the 

communication between the radio node and UE works properly even when the 

radio link experiences very poor channel condition, which may be called a low 

SINR scenario or similar. 

In another illustrative example, when the new MCS table of the second table 

configuration is in use and the entry for lowest MCS is selected for a transmission, 

this indicates that it is difficult to support higher-order modulation due to variation 

of channel quality, bad radio conditions or other issues, and that a more robust 

MCS is needed. Hence, the MCS table used in the next transmission may 

automatically fall back to the first MCS table of the first table configuration, which 

may without limitation be the MCS table of the current standard, which allows for 

selection of any of the entries of e.g. the lowest modulation order. 

In another illustrative example, the MCS field in DCI may be extended by one or 

more bits to indicate the MCS index when N>O, that is, the new MCS table of the 

second table configuration may have more than 32 MCS indices. However, this 

expansion of the MCS table may require one or more extra bits in the DCI. 

CQI index table 

The design of the new, or second, CQI index table of the second table 

configuration is similar to that of the new, or second, MCS index table of the 

second table configuration. 
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In an illustrative example, a first COi table of the first table configuration may be 

used for radio transmission from the first UE to the radio node, while in the radio 

transmission from the second UE to the radio node, a second COi table of the 

second table configuration may be used, or vice versa. 

In another illustrative example, said first COi table and second COi table are the 

current COi table in specification and a modified COi table that contains entries for 

higher-order modulation, respectively. An example of a second COi table of the 

second table configuration is shown in Fig. 9 which has been modified from the 

first COi table of the first table configuration in Fig. 3. 

In another illustrative example, a UE can use either the current COi table of the 

first table configuration or the new COi table of the second table configuration for 

transmission. In further examples, the information about the COi table that is to be 

used may be part of a UCI message or part of a RRC or MAC message. 

In another illustrative example, the proposed COi table of the second table 

configuration has 16+N rows where N~O is a non-negative integer. The columns of 

the new COi table represent the same parameters as those of the COi table 

shown in Fig. 3, which include COi index, modulation form, code rate and 

efficiency. Each table row or entry, that is one COi, is indexed by a COi index and 

contains a particular combination of a modulation order and code rate. The value 

of efficiency is calculated based on modulation order and code rate. 

In another illustrative example, in the proposed COi index table of the second 

table configuration, M rows, i.e., M COi indices are used to indicate the COi 

including pairs of one higher-order modulation scheme, one coding rate and 

resultant efficiency value, where M is a non-negative integer with M>N. In a further 

embodiment, the coding rates for higher-order modulation are defined and added 

to the COi table. 

In another illustrative example, 16+N-M COis in Fig. 3 are re-used in the 

alternative COi table of the second table configuration. In a further embodiment, 
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when N=O, the new COi table keeps the same size as the COi table in Fig. 3 and 

M COis for higher-order modulation replaces M COis in Fig. 3. 

In a further example, the lowest COi corresponding to COi index 1 is preserved in 

the new COi table of the second table configuration. In a further embodiment, the 

subsequent M lowest COis, corresponding to COi indices 2 through M+1, are 

excluded in the new COi table of the second table configuration. An example of 

such an embodiment is provided in Fig. 9. Compared to Fig. 3, the COis with 

indices from 2 to 5 for modulation order 2 (OPSK) have been removed, whereas 

the lowest COi is preserved. Instead, 4 COis for modulation order 8 (2560AM) 

have been added to the table in Fig. 9. Other COis are re-used in the table and 

their indices are rearranged. 

As mentioned above, the lowest COi, i.e. the entry with index 1 in Fig. 3, may be 

re-used in the new COi table of the second table configuration. This is to ensure 

that the communication between the radio node and UE works properly even when 

the radio link experiences very poor channel condition. 

In another illustrative example, when the new COi table of the second table 

configuration is in use and the entry for lowest COi is selected, this indicates that it 

is difficult to support higher-order modulation due to variation of channel quality or 

other issues. Hence, the COi table used in next transmission may automatically 

fall back to the first COi table of the first table configuration which may without 

limitation be the COi table in the current standard. 

In another illustrative example, the COi field in uplink control signaling may be 

extended by one or more bits to indicate the COi index when N>O, that is, the new 

COi table has more than 16 COis. However, this expansion of the COi table may 

require one or more extra bits in the DCI. 

Potential advantages 

The embodiments described herein may have the following advantages: 
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The process of link adaptation in L TE systems may be enhanced to 

support higher-order modulation schemes in an efficient manner, which 

may significantly improve the spectral efficiency in a cellular network, 

particularly in high SINR or SNR scenarios. 

At least one MCS entry, e.g. the lowest MCS entry with MCS index 0, 

in the MCS table and at least one COi entry, e.g. the lowest COi entry for 

the lowest coding rate of the lowest modulation order with COi index 1, in 

the COi table may be preserved from the first table configuration as a 

fallback in the second table configuration to ensure proper communication 

between the radio node and UE when the radio link experiences very poor 

channel condition. 

The size of the current MCS table may be preserved, or minimally 

expanded. 

The implementation effort in the radio node and UEs may be kept to a 

minimum by sharing the majority of the MCS/COI entries in the first and 

second MCS/COI tables, respectively. 

The solution may be applied for both downlink and uplink transmissions. 

While the solution has been described with reference to specific exemplary 

embodiments, the description is generally only intended to illustrate the inventive 

concept and should not be taken as limiting the scope of the solution. For 

example, the terms "radio node", "User Equipment, UE", "table configuration", and 

"modulation order" have been used throughout this description, although any other 

corresponding entities, functions, and/or parameters could also be used having the 

features and characteristics described here. The solution is defined by the 

appended claims. 

Abbreviations 

LTE 

POSCH 

long-term evolution 

physical downlink shared channel 
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MCS 

eNB 

UE 

CQI 

QPSK 

16QAM 

64QAM 

SINR 

DCI 

GSM 

WCDMA 

WiMAX 

UMB 

modulation and coding scheme 

E-UTRAN NodeB 

user equipment 

channel-quality indicator 

quadrature phase-shift keying 

16 quadrature amplitude modulation 

64 quadrature amplitude modulation 

signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio 

downlink control information 

global system for mobile communications 

wideband code-division multiple access 

worldwide interoperability for microwave access 

ultra mobile broadband 
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CLAIMS 

1. A method performed by a radio node (500) of a cellular network, the 

radio node (500) being operable to apply a first table configuration in radio 

communications with User Equipments, UEs, the first table configuration 

comprising at least one of a first Modulation and Coding Scheme, MCS, table and 

a first Channel Quality Indicator, CQI, table wherein the at least one of the first 

MCS table and the first CQI table support a certain maximum modulation order, 

the method comprising: 

- detecting (400) that a higher modulation order which is higher than the maximum 

modulation order of the first table configuration is potentially possible to use in a 

radio communication between the radio node (500) and a first UE (502), and 

- instructing (402) the first UE (502) to apply a second table configuration in the 

radio communication, the second table configuration comprising at least one of a 

second MCS table and a second CQI table wherein the at least one of the second 

MCS table and the second CQI table support the higher modulation order, and 

wherein at least one entry for at least one modulation order in the at least one of 

the first MCS table and the first CQI table is maintained in the at least one of the 

second MCS table and the second CQI table as a fall-back in case it is desirable 

to use the at least one modulation order in the at least one of the first MCS table 

and the first CQI table when the second table configuration is applied. 

2. A method according to claim 1, wherein the radio node (500) instructs the 

first UE (502) to apply the second table configuration in the radio communication 

between the radio node (500) and the first UE (502) when a performance related 

parameter of signals communicated between the radio node (500) and the first UE 

(502) is above a threshold. 

3. A method according to claim 2, wherein the radio node (500) instructs a 

second UE to apply the first table configuration in a radio communication between 

the radio node (500) and the second UE when the performance related parameter 
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of signals communicated between the radio node (500) and the second UE is 

below the threshold. 

4. A method according to claim 2 or 3, wherein the performance related 

parameter comprises a Signal to Interference and Noise Ratio, SINR. 

5. A method according to claim 3, wherein the radio node (500) instructs the 

second UE by sending an instruction to the second UE to apply the first table 

configuration, or by not sending an instruction to the second UE to apply the 

second table configuration. 

6. A method according to any of claims 1-5, wherein the at least one of the 

second MCS table and the second COi table is a modification of the at least one of 

the first MCS table and the first COi table, respectively, where a set of entries 

have been added for the higher modulation order and a set of entries for the at 

least one modulation order in the at least one of the first MCS table and the first 

COi table have been removed. 

7. A method according to any of claims 1-6, wherein the at least one 

modulation order in the at least one of the first MCS table and the first COi table 

comprises a lowest modulation order of the first table configuration. 

8. A method according to claim 7, wherein the first entry for the lowest 

modulation order in the first MCS table is maintained in the second MCS table as 

the fall-back, and an entry for the lowest coding rate of the lowest modulation 

order in the first COi table is maintained in the second COi table as the fall-back. 

9. A method according to claim 6 and any of claims 7-8, wherein the 

number of added entries for the higher modulation order and the number of 

removed entries for the at least one modulation order in the at least one of the first 

MCS table and the first COi table are equal such that the first and second MCS 

tables are of equal size and/or the first and second COi tables are of equal size. 

10. A method according to any of claims 1-5, wherein the at least one of the 

second MCS table and the second COi table is a modification of the at least one of 
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the first MCS table and the first COi table, respectively, where all entries of the at 

least one of the first MCS table and the first COi table have been maintained in the 

at least one of the second MCS table and the second COi table and a set of 

entries for the higher modulation order have been added. 

11. A method according to any of claims 1-10, wherein the first and second 

table configurations further comprise a Transport Block Size, TBS, table 

corresponding to the first and second MCS tables, respectively. 

12. A radio node (500) of a cellular network, the radio node (500) being 

operable to apply a first table configuration in radio communications with User 

Equipments, UEs, the first table configuration comprising at least one of a first 

Modulation and Coding Scheme, MCS, table and a first Channel Quality Indicator, 

COi, table wherein the at least one of the first MCS table and the first COi table 

support a certain maximum modulation order, the radio node (500) comprising: 

- a logic unit (500a) configured to detect that a higher modulation order which is 

higher than the maximum modulation order of the first table configuration is 

potentially possible to use in a radio communication between the radio node (500) 

and a first UE (502), and 

- an instructing unit (500b) configured to instruct the first UE (502) to apply a 

second table configuration in the radio communication, the second table 

configuration comprising at least one of a second MCS table and a second COi 

table wherein the at least one of the second MCS table and the second COi table 

support the higher modulation order, and wherein at least one entry for at least 

one modulation order in the at least one of the first MCS table and the first COi 

table is maintained in the at least one of the second MCS table and the second 

COi table as a fall-back in case it is desirable to use the at least one modulation 

order in the at least one of the first MCS table and the first COi table when the 

second table configuration is applied. 

13. A radio node (500) according to claim 12, wherein the radio node (500) 

is configured to instruct the first UE (502) to apply the second table configuration in 
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the radio communication between the radio node (500) and the first UE (502) 

when a performance related parameter of signals communicated between the 

radio node (500) and the first UE (502) is above a threshold. 

14. A radio node (500) according to claim 13, wherein the radio node (500) is 

configured to instruct a second UE to apply the first table configuration in a radio 

communication between the radio node (500) and the second UE when the 

performance related parameter of signals communicated between the radio node 

(500) and the second UE is below the threshold. 

15. A radio node (500) according to claim 13 or 14, wherein the performance 

related parameter comprises a Signal to Interference and Noise Ratio, SINR. 

16. A radio node (500) according to claim 14, wherein the radio node (500) is 

configured to instruct the second UE by sending an instruction to the second UE to 

apply the first table configuration, or by not sending an instruction to the second 

UE to apply the second table configuration. 

17. A radio node (500) according to any of claims 12-16, wherein the at least 

one of the second MCS table and the second COi table is a modification of the at 

least one of the first MCS table and the first COi table, respectively, where a set of 

entries have been added for the higher modulation order and a set of entries for 

the at least one modulation order in the at least one of the first MCS table and the 

first COi table have been removed. 

18. A radio node (500) according to any of claims 12-17, wherein the at least 

one modulation order in the at least one of the first MCS table and the first COi 

table comprises a lowest modulation order of the first table configuration. 

19. A radio node (500) according to claim 18, wherein the first entry for the 

lowest modulation order in the first MCS table is maintained in the second MCS 

table as the fall-back, and an entry for the lowest coding rate of the lowest 

modulation order in the first COi table is maintained in the second COi table as the 

fall-back. 
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20. A radio node (500) according to claim 17 and any of claims 18-19, 

wherein the number of added entries for the higher modulation order and the 

number of removed entries for the at least one modulation order in the at least one 

of the first MCS table and the first COi table are equal such that the first and 

second MCS tables are of equal size and/or the first and second COi tables are of 

equal size. 

21. A radio node (500) according to any of claims 12-16, wherein the at least 

one of the second MCS table and the second COi table is a modification of the at 

least one of the first MCS table and the first COi table, respectively, where all 

entries of the at least one of the first MCS table and the first CO I table have been 

maintained in the at least one of the second MCS table and the second COi table 

and a set of entries for the higher modulation order have been added. 

22. A radio node (500) according to any of claims 12-21, wherein the first 

and second table configurations further comprise a Transport Block Size, TBS, 

table corresponding to the first and second MCS tables, respectively. 

23. A method performed by a User Equipment, UE (700), the UE (700) being 

operable to apply a first table configuration in a radio communication with a radio 

node (702) of a cellular network, the first table configuration comprising at least 

one of a first Modulation and Coding Scheme, MCS, table and a first Channel 

Quality Indicator, COi, table wherein the at least one of the first MCS table and the 

first COi table support a certain maximum modulation order, the method 

comprising: 

- receiving (600) an instruction from the radio node (702) to apply a second table 

configuration in the radio communication, the second table configuration 

comprising at least one of a second MCS table and a second COi table wherein 

the at least one of the second MCS table and the second COi table support a 

higher modulation order which is higher than the maximum modulation order of the 

first table configuration, and 
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- applying (602) the second table configuration in the radio communication with the 

radio node (702). 

24. A User Equipment, UE (700), the UE (700) being operable to apply a first 

table configuration in a radio communication with a radio node (702) of a cellular 

network, the first table configuration comprising at least one of a first Modulation 

and Coding Scheme, MCS, table and a first Channel Quality Indicator, CQI, table 

wherein the at least one of the first MCS table and the first CQ I table support a 

certain maximum modulation order, the UE comprising: 

- a communication unit (700a) configured to receive an instruction from the radio 

node (702) to apply a second table configuration in the radio communication, the 

second table configuration comprising at least one of a second MCS table and a 

second CQ I table wherein the at least one of the second MCS table and the 

second CQI table support a higher modulation order which is higher than the 

maximum modulation order of the first table configuration, and 

- a logic unit (700b) configured to apply the second table configuration in the radio 

communication with the radio node (702). 

25. A computer program comprising instructions which, when executed on 

at least one processor, cause the at least one processor to carry out the method 

according to any one of claims 1-11 and 23. 

26. A carrier containing the computer program of claim 25, wherein the 

carrier is one of an electronic signal, optical signal, radio signal, or computer 

readable storage medium. 
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CQI index modulation code rate x 1024 efficiency 

0 out of range 

1 QPSK 78 0.1523 

2 QPSK 120 0.2344 

3 QPSK 193 0.3770 

4 QPSK 308 0.6016 

5 QPSK 449 0.8770 

6 QPSK 602 1.1758 

7 16QAM 378 1.4766 

8 16QAM 490 1.9141 

9 16QAM 616 2.4063 

10 64QAM 466 2.7305 

11 64QAM 567 3.3223 

12 64QAM 666 3.9023 

13 64QAM 772 4.5234 

14 64QAM 873 5.1152 

15 64QAM 948 5.5547 

Fig. 3 
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CQI index modulation code rate x 1024 efficiency 
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